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Abstract 

Protein-protein interactions play important roles in the regulation of cellular 

function via signal transduction pathways, intracellular communication and 

apoptosis. The disruption of such cellular functions is often central to human 

disease and this makes the targeting of protein-protein interfaces of interest in 

therapeutic design. Progress, although limited, has been made in the discovery of 

small-molecule inhibitors of protein-protein interactions, with examples such as the 

interactions between Bc12/Bcl-xl, IL-2/11-2Ra and MDM2/p53 being successfully 

targeted. The physiochemical nature of protein-protein interfaces presents a 

challenge in the development of small-molecule inhibitors, with interfaces often 

being large in size and lacking well-defined binding cavities. Often, short stretches 

of peptide are responsible for the majority of interactions between two proteins. As 

such protein-peptide interactions may represent a more amenable subset of protein-

protein interactions for the development of small-molecule inhibitors. The 

identification of small-molecules that mimic the interactions of short peptides with 

proteins may be more likely to lead to novel inhibitors of protein-protein 

interactions. 

The present study uses Perl scripts and a MySQL database to build a unique dataset 

of 258 protein-peptide interactions (ProPep) from structures contained in the Protein 

Data Bank. The physiochemical and structural nature of protein-peptide interfaces 

were analysed in part using a novel amino acid pictogram analysis alongside 

accessible surface area, residue pairing and amino acid composition analysis. The 

results indicate that, for peptides, proline residues and tyrosine residues play 

specific roles in protein-peptide interfaces. Furthermore, it was observed that the 

peptide residues are significantly more buried than the residues of the cognate 

protein surface. 

The virtual screening program LIDAEUS was used to mine chemical databases to 

identify novel peptidomimetic compounds that have the potential to bind to protein 

targets of therapeutic interest. Target-based and fragment-based virtual screening 



identified a series of potential hit compounds targeting the interaction between p21 

and PCNA. Whilst the docking results were promising, results from testing in 

biological assays were inconclusive. A target-based virtual screening approach to 

identify small-molecule mimics of the interaction between the GnRH peptide and 

GnRH receptor yielded two promising compounds that demonstrated weak binding 

in biological assays. A third study to identify small-molecules binding to the SH3 

domain of PSD-95 produced some promising, potential hit compounds that as yet 

have not been tested in binding assays. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 	 Simon D. Harding 

1 Introduction 

The focus of this thesis is the understanding of protein-peptide interactions and the 

uses of virtual screening to identify novel inhibitors of such interactions. The 

introduction provides background to the thesis in three main areas. 

Protein-protein and protein-peptide interactions 

The discovery of small-molecule inhibitors of protein-protein interactions 

Virtual screening 

1.1 Protein-protein interactions and their significance 

Protein-peptide interactions are a subset of protein-protein interactions and so this 

introductory section details the medical/ therapeutic significance of protein-protein 

interactions. There is a discussion on the biochemical nature of protein-protein 

interfaces and why these types of interaction are challenging targets in lead 

discovery. Protein-peptide interactions are discussed in more detail and the reasons 

for studying them and why they may provide a more druggable subset of protein-

protein interactions are outlined. 

1 .1 .1 Medical relevance of protein-protein interactions 

Much of the interest in protein-protein interactions relates to their involvement in 

the regulation of cellular function via signal transduction pathways, intracellular 

communication and apoptosis (1921).  These key cellular functions are co-ordinated 

and regulated by complex signalling pathways and networks(22-25). Figure 1.1 shows 

a schematic diagram of the signalling pathways involved in apoptosis and cell cycle 

control. Within signalling pathways, the various component proteins interact with 

one another and it is these points of interaction that are the potential targets of 

therapeutic design. 

Apoptosis: Apoptosis signalling pathways are composed of many protein-protein 

interactions at different stages of apoptosis that have both stimulatory and 

inhibitory roles (figure 1.1A). An example of one of the types of protein interaction 

is that between X-chromosome linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP) and 

second mitochondria-derived activator of caspases (Smac) and its effect on caspases. 

-14- 
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Caspases are cysteine proteases and function as central regulators of apoptosis, 

acting by cleaving cellular proteins at specific regions after Asp residues(26). XIAP (X 

—chromosome linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein), which acts to inhibit caspases 

and is regulated by the binding of Smac, which prevents XIAP's inhibiting effect(10' 

27). Another example of an important interaction in apoptosis involves p53, which is 

pivotal in the sequence of programmed cell death events(28' 29).  p53 is a transcription 

factor that becomes activated as a consequence of cell stress. It regulates many 

different genes downstream that are involved in apoptosis and cell cycle control, 

and is therefore one the most well studied cancer proteins. The p53 protein interacts 

with many different partners one of which, MDM2, is central in the regulation of 

P53(28, 30).  This interaction, as will be discussed later in section 1.2, has already 

proved a successful target for the design on anti-cancer therapeutics(9' 29)  The 

activation of p53 also involves a number of other interactions with different 

proteins. In response to cell stress and DNA damage p53 is activated via 

phosphorylation by proteins such as MAP kinases, CHK1/2 and ATM( 1). 

NE. EaLTRAJI 

kT..S F1:Tr 

CN4 *Ct B
8 	 U 

: - 	- 
,US8TT  

Figure 1.1. An overview of (A) apoptosis signalling pathway and (B) Cell Cycle Control (G2/M 
stage) signalling. This figure is taken from Cell Signaling Technology's website 
(http://www.celtsignal.com/reference/pathway/Apoptosis_Overview. Isp). 	Red 	coloured 

proteins are kinases, blue coloured proteins are transcription factors and green coloured 
proteins are phosphatases. Arrowed lines indicate stimulatory mechanisms, T-shaped line 
indicate inhibitory mechanisms. Dotted lines represent interactions that are more tentative. The 
figure illustrates the complexity of signalling pathways and also highlights the large number of 
proteins that interact as part of them. 
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Cell-Cycle Control: The interactions between proteins involved in cell-cycle control 

are targets in the development of anti-cancer therapeutics (figure 1.113). The main 

proteins involved at the Cl/S stage are CDK (cyclin dependent kinase) and cyclin 

pairs. CDK2 forms a complex with cyclin E and CDK4/6 complexes with cyclin D, 

and they act to relieve the Rb inhibition of the transcription complex E2F/DP1(32. 33). 

The CDK/cyclin complexes phosphorylate Rb leading to transcription of genes that 

are S-phase-promoting, which includes some required for DNA replication(34' 35).  So 

the myriad of protein interactions involved in cell cycle control, particular with the 

CDK family, are targets for the development of anti-cancer drugs(13'36. 37). 

Wnt/Notch Signalling: There are also many important signalling pathways that are 

active during embryonic development in cell growth, differentiation and 

localisation(24), such as the Wnt/ 3-catenin and Notch pathways. The Wnt/ -catenin 

pathway is known for its role in the regulation of cell fate during development. It is 

also important in adults where disruption of the Wnt signalling pathway is 

associated with disease, notably cancer(38), making the protein interactions within 

this pathway of medical interest. The Notch signalling pathway has links with adult 

T-cell leukaemia and Alzheimer's disease(39). 

These, along with more examples of types of cellular pathways where protein-

protein interactions are involved are summarised Table 1.1. Such pathways can be 

composed of many individual proteins and the interactions between these proteins 

are essential in their correct functioning. When components of a given pathway are 

disrupted or perturbed the result often leads to pathology. Therefore, the pathways 

and networks responsible for signalling, regulation and apoptosis are intrinsically 

associated with human disease. it is in this context that protein-protein interactions 

are medically significant, as they represent an important class of targets for the 

development of human therapeutics(21,40 41) 
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Pathways Example Protein Components Disease/Pathology References 

Caspases, Bc12, Bcl-XL, Smac, 
Apoptosis Cancer (9. 10, 26-29, 42, 43) 

XIAP, p53, MDM2 

Wnt, Frizzled, {3-catenin, APC, 
Wnt Pathway Cancer (38 4446) 

Axin, GSK38, Bcl-9, TCF/LEF 

CDK2, CDK4/6, cyclin D/E 
Cell Cycle 

cdc2, cyclin B, p53, MDM2, Rb, Cancer (13 31, 35, 36, 47) 

Regulation 
E2F, p2l, GADD45 

ERK1/2, MEK1/2, JNK1/2/3, Inflammation, Cancer, 
MAP kinase 

p38 (a, 13, y, ô), Max/Myc, Neurological Diseases (4853) 

pathways 
Stati, p53, GPCR's (Parkinson's) 

eI4FE, 4EBP, p70 So, P13K, AKT, Cancer, inflammation, 
Translation control (5456) 

PDK1/2, mTOR/FRAP respiratory disease 

Insulin, Insulin receptor (IR), 

Insulin signalling lRS(1-4), IGFR, P13K, Akt/PKB, Diabetes (5759) 

PDK 1 

Notch 1/2, Jag 1/2, D111/4, Leukaemia, 
Notch pathway (39. 60) 

fringe, y-secretase, CSL Alzheimer's Disease 

Table 1.1. Showing examples of major cellular pathways, their components and associated 
pathologies. Protein-protein interactions play a central role in such pathways making them 
medically significant as they represent an important class of targets for the development of human 
therapeutics. Adapted from Brown & Superti-Furga 22' and Cell Signalling Technology( '). 

1.1.2 Proteins as therapeutic targets 

The role of proteins in human disease makes using them attractive as drug targets to 

the pharmaceutical industry. What though makes a protein a good therapeutic 

target and to what extent are proteins amenable as drug targets in general and how 

druggable are they? It is important for proteins to possess structural features that 

will facilitate binding to drug-like molecules(14), and upon binding the biological role 

of the protein should be modulated in such a way as to deliver therapeutic 

benefit(61). It is not possible to put an exact figure on the number of druggable 

proteins within the human genome but recent review papers have attempted to 
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estimate the number available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB)(62). The literature 

identifies -1,300 studied protein drug targets from humans and infective 

organisms(63-65). Based on the total number of disease genes, the total number of 

druggable targets in the human genome is estimated as being up to 1,500 out of 

25,000 in the human genome(63). With the number of targets from infective 

organisms such as bacterial and viral proteins being estimated at over 1,000, the 

current total number of protein drug targets could be approximately 3,000(65). 

Amongst the 1300 studies targets, 44% are classified as enzymes, which is by far the 

most populate biochemical class of target. Of 557 enzymes that are current research 

targets, 134 have proved to be successful targets, representing 50% of all successful 

targets(65). The bias towards using enzymes as targets is probably down to the fact 

that enzymes often possess natural, small-molecule substrates that can act as 

template molecules in designing novel antagonists(20). This is not the case for 

protein-protein interfaces where natural binding small-molecules are rare. The lack 

of a good template molecule can present a major challenge in targeting protein-

protein interactions in drug discovery. But it is more than just a lack of a good 

template that can make targeting protein-protein interface difficult. The biophysical 

and biochemical nature of protein-protein interfaces can make them unappealing 

targets for drug design as well. 

1.1.3 Challenges in targeting protein-protein interactions 

Interface size presents a challenge in finding small-molecules that might bind to 

protein-protein interfaces. There can be a great deal of variability in the size of a 

protein-protein interfaces with previous studies and reviews quoting the contact 

surface area ranging from -500 up to 4,000 A2(40,66-70).  In addition, they often occur 

over a relatively flat surface and lack well-defined, small, deep cavities that would 

suit the binding of a small-molecule(20'66'71' 72).  This feature is noted in the Stat family 

of transcription factors, which are potential cancer targets, in the review by Fry & 

Vassilev(21). If a proposed binding region is too shallow it is questionable whether a 

small-molecule could make sufficiently high affinity interactions to be a potential 

drug. 

A molecule must achieve high affinity and selectivity for a binding site to be 

considered a lead compound(21). With protein-protein interaction interfaces being 
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large and devoid of deep indentations it is difficult for small-molecules to act to 

disrupt the interaction between two proteins. While a protein will be able to make 

numerous contacts with its partner a small molecule will only ever be able to cover 

a subset of these and hence struggle for adequate affinity. Alongside issues with 

attaining adequate affinity there can also be problems with the specificity of 

molecules targeting protein-protein interfaces. With interfaces lacking any 

significant cavities it can be difficult for a small-molecule to obtain specificity via 

shape recognition/complimentarity(21' 72).  A lack of specificity could lead to toxic 

effect in the body due to non-specific protein binding. So it is important to maximise 

the energetic contribution of each of the interactions for maximum affinity. 

Although it might seem difficult or even impossible for a small-molecule to replicate 

binding of this nature, this may not necessarily be a problem as binding between 

two proteins can comprise just a few essential high affinity interactions or 'hot 

spots', as well as many low affinity interactions (20,72-74),  see section 1.1.4 

Arkin and Wells(20) point to the fact that protein-protein interfaces may be too polar 

to be considered as good drug targets. If a small-molecule is to be a lead drug 

compound it cannot be too polar or it will suffer from an inability to cross the cell 

membrane. As such any potential protein targets that have highly polar binding site, 

as in the case of the 5H2 domain of Grb2(75) could be considered unsuitable 

targets(21). 

In a contrast to the types of proteins, such as enzymes, that already have small-

molecule dugs described that bind to them, protein-protein interactions do not 

possess natural small-molecule ligands(21' 66).  The lack of any natural ligands means 

that it is often the case that there is no convenient starting template on which to base 

the design of novel small-molecule irthibitors(72). 

1.1.4 Biochemical nature of protein-protein interactions 

Given that protein-protein interactions are difficult to target, the development of 

strategies and further research is required to improve the chances of discovering 

new therapeutics for this class of targets. In this study, chapters 2 and 3 deal with 

the creation and analysis of a unique set of protein-peptide complexes from the 

PDB. Previous work on analysing protein-protein complexes has been carried out 
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but never specifically for this targeted subset of structures. In this section a 

summary of the key features of protein-protein interfaces is given. 

Shape Complimentarily. It has been shown in previous studies and reviews that 

protein-protein interfaces demonstrate quite good shape complimentarity(67' 69, 71) 

The degree of complimentarity between two proteins is very much related to the 

type of protein-protein interaction in question(40). A complex that is permanent is 

likely to display very high complimentarity compared to more temporary 

complexes(67'69' 76)  (such as those involved in many cell signalling processes). 

Hydrogen Bonds. The average number of hydrogen bonds at protein-protein 

interfaces is proportional to the interface size with approximately 1 bond per 100-

200 A2(40, 77, 78) or an average of 10 hydrogen bonds per interface(68 70, 79). In an 

analysis of the hydrogen bonds in a set of 319 protein-protein interfaces, by Xu et 

al.(77), it was found that the hydrogen bond geometries had a much wider 

distribution and were less optimal in interfacial hydrogen bonds then in intra-chain 

ones. As such, the interface hydrogen bonds are weaker. This is likely a consequence 

of a lack of freedom in forming interactions between two, relatively rigid proteins. 

Water Molecules. Water molecules are quite commonly found at the protein-protein 

interface and often hydrogen bonds form bridges via water molecules across the 

interface. Interface water molecules may assist in stabilising protein complexes(40' 77) 

via the formation of additional hydrogen bonds and by increasing shape and charge 

complimentarity. 

Types of Amino Acids Involved. Early studies of protein-protein interactions by 

Janin & Chothia(68) in a survey of 19 protease-inhibitor & antibody-antigen 

complexes put the average number of residues involved in the interface (including 

both partners) at 34 ±7. In Lo Conte et al.'s study of 75 protein-protein complexes(70) 

the average number of residues at the interface was 22, for standard-size interfaces. 

Chakrabarti et al.(79) put the figure at 54 ± 22. This wide-ranging number of interface 

residues only serves to support the fact that protein-protein interfaces can vary in 

size and complexity. 

The aromatic residues, Tyr, Trp, Phe and His, have an increased occurrence at 

protein-protein interfaces compared to protein surfaces in general according to Lo 

Conte et al. (21% compared to 8%)(70). The increased abundance of aromatic residues 

at interface has also been noted by Janin & Chothia(68) and Jones & Thomton(69), 
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although it is dependant to a degree on the type of interface(67' 69).  This is a finding 

that has also been described by Ofran & Rost(80) in an analysis of protein-protein 

hetero-complexes, where increased levels of Tyr, Phe, Trp, His and Arg are notable. 

Hydrophobic Nature of Interfaces. The role of hydrophobic interactions in protein-

protein complexation is important as they are likely to contribute to the stability of 

the complex(71). Hydrophobic regions of a protein surface appear to be strongly 

involved in protein-protein associations(81), with clusters of hydrophobic surface 

amino acids corresponding to the location of co-crystallised ligands. But it does 

depend on the type of protein interface being analysed. For example, in the study by 

Jones & Thomton(69) hydrophobic residues were found to be more common in 

permanent complexes compared to non-permanent complexes, which have more 

hydrophilic residues. 

Hot Spots. A 'hot spot residue' can be defined as a residue that, when mutated to 

alanine, gives rise to a distinct drop in the binding constant (a significant increase in 

binding free energy of at least 2.0 kcal/mol)(74'82 83).  Bogart and Thom describe this 

concept in detail(74), pointing out that in many cases binding energy is not evenly 

distributed across the interface and is in fact localised to small subsets of residues(74). 

In addition they describe 'hot spots' as being enriched in tyrosine, tryptophan and 

arginine and surrounded by energetically less important residues. One explanation 

is those amino acids that have the ability to form multiple types of interaction will 

be favoured. They point out also that tyrosine is three times more likely to be found 

in hot spots than phenylalanine, perhaps due to its ability to form a hydrogen bond. 

Their work also suggests that energetically less important residues may surround 

such hot spots, acting to occlude solvent from the interface, as this is considered 

necessary for high energetic interactions. 

Tools have also been described that enable the dissection of protein interaction 'hot 

spots'(83) and which identify structural motifs common to protein-protein interfaces. 

There are a couple of good recent studies on the geometric organisation of hot spots 

and their contribution to protein association(84' 85).  Arkin and Wells(20) conclude that 

good targets for small-molecule inhibition may be those that have small 'hot spots' 

that can be covered by a drug-sized molecule. More recently, Moreira et al.(86). 

reviewed protein-protein interface hot spots, highlighting again that most of the 

binding energy is focussed on only a few amino acids. They also point out that these 
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amino acids can be clustered into pockets on the protein surface that display 

complimentarity in shape and positioning. The review concludes by stating that 

identifying and understanding these 'hot spots' is crucial to the development of 

small-molecule inhibitors of protein-protein interactions(). The concept of short, 

linear stretches of peptide being responsible for the majority of the binding to a 

protein partner are of particular interest to the present study. These types of 

interaction could be considered as a type of binding 'hot spot' and make good 

targets for the development of therapeutics. 

What is clear from previous studies is that protein-protein interfaces are varied and 

binding is influenced by a number of different factors, with hydrophobic, 

electrostatic and hydrogen bond interactions all contributing to the affinity, 

specificity and stability of these interfaces. 

1.1.5 Significance of studying protein-peptide interactions 

Protein-protein interactions are involved in important cellular processes that, when 

disrupted, cause disease in humans. As such they are a class of targets of great 

interest to those designing and developing novel therapeutics/ drugs. However, as 

discussed in section 1.1.3, targeting protein-protein interactions is difficult as the 

physiochemical natures of the interfaces are not conducive to the development of 

small-molecule therapeutics. 

Protein-peptide interactions (protein structures bound to 'peptide-ligands') 

represent a subset of protein-protein interactions where the interaction is controlled 

by a short, linear peptide on one side of the interface. Within the PDB, there are 

approximately 250 uniquely different (that is less than 90% amino acid identity) 

well-determined structures in complex with 'peptide-ligands'. Table 1.2 shows some 

examples of protein-peptide interactions, which include MDM2/p53(9' 87), 

PCNA/p21(8890) and eIF-4E/eIF-BP1(91). This group possibly represents the most 

druggable subset of protein-protein interactions. An advantage of targeting 

proteins bound to peptide ligands in the development of therapeutics is that short 

linear peptides are more amenable to replacement by small molecule 

peptidomimetics. 
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PDB Protein Peptide Peptide Sequence Function Reference 

1 YCR MDM2 P53 SQETFSDLWKLLPE Anti-Tumour Vassilev et al, 
2004 

1BXL Bcl-XL Bak-BH3 GQVQRQLAIIGDDINR Apoptosis Sattler et al, 
(NMR)  l997(2) 

1 EBA EPO EPOR GGTXSCHFGPLTWYCKPQGG Anaemia Qureshi et al, 
1999(92) 

1EJ4, EiF4e EiF4e-BP RIIYDRKFLMECRN Malignant De Benedetti 
1WKW transformation & Graff, 

2004(91) 

1AXC PCNA p2l GRKRRQTSMTDFYHSKRRLIFS Anti-tumour Gulbis et al, 
1996)88) 

1 CKA c-CRK C3G PPPALPPKKR Oncogene Wu et al, 

Rb tumour 	- 
1995 

1GUX E7 DLYCYEQLN Anti-tumour Lee et al, 
suppressor peptide  1 

1 H90 SH2 Penta- XVPML Signal Pauptit et al, 
peptide transductIon 200119')  

________ 
Hsp90 

___________________ pathways  
1QZ2 FKBP52 MEEVD Steroid signaling Wu et all  

pathways 2004 (96) 

1 ELR HOP Hsp90 XMEEVD Signalling Scheufler et 
pathways al, 2000 

1YVH c-CBL APS GRARAVENQXSFY Oncogene Hu & 

Hubbard, 
2005(98) 

1G3F XIAP-Bir3 Smac AVPIAQKSE Apoptosis Liu et all  
(NMR)  2000 

Table 1.2. Examples of protein-peptide interactions of potential medical significance in the Protein 
Data Bank 

In this study a specific dataset of 258 protein-peptide complexes has been designed 

and created so the key features of short, contiguous stretches of peptide, bound to 

proteins could be analysed. Identifying and analysing subsets of protein-protein 

interactions, in particular linear motifs, is of increasing interest in understanding 

protein-protein binding. Resources such as ELM(100) (Eukaryotic Linear Motif, 

http://www.elm.eu.org/)  investigates candidate short, linear motifs in eukaryotic 

proteins. It highlights a number of examples of protein-protein interactions 

controlled by linear peptide motifs such as the poly-proline peptides that bind to 

SH3 domains(101' 102)  and C-terminal motifs in Hsp70 and 90 binding to TPR 

domains(103). A review by Neduva and Russell(104) discusses the importance of linear 

motifs in protein-protein interactions of medical interest, indicating their 

involvement in phosphorylation sites and binding regions, such as SH3 domains. 
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As has been discussed already (section 1.1.1) many protein-protein interact-ions that 

are crucial within signalling pathways are controlled by short linear stretches of 

peptide binding to well conserved modular domains on the target protein. The 

binding of poly-proline peptides to SH3 domains is a good example of this (see 

chapter 7). 

Until recently the number of protein-protein interactions actually targeted in drug 

discovery programs that have lead to new therapeutics has been limited. However, 

there are some examples of protein-protein interactions where small-molecule 

inhibitors have been found and are discussed in section 1.2. 

1.2 Small Molecule Inhibitors of Protein-Protein Interactions 

1.2.1 Introduction 

The discovery of small molecule protein-protein interaction inhibitors (SMPPII's)(19) 

is a relatively recent development in the area of drug discovery and a number of 

reviews of the initial work in the field often site rarity of compounds, interface 

shape and characterisation of stoichiometry as the biggest challenges in the 

discovery of small-molecule inhibitors(19-21, 41, 73, 105, 106), Over the last few years, 

attempts have been made to describe small-molecule protein-protein interaction 

inhibitors(19) with a few successes where small-molecules which inhibit protein-

protein interactions have been described(9-11' 92,107-113),  see table 1.3. Some of these, 

such as the discovery of the nutlin compound which inhibits the interaction of 

MDM2 and p53(9' 87)  and the targeting of the Bcl-XL-Bak system, use a protein-

peptide interaction as a target, supporting the theory that this subset of protein-

protein interactions may make a better group of targets for the development of 

therapeutics. 

Protein-Protein Binding 
Interaction 

SMPPII Structure 
Affinity 

Reference 

OH 

MDM2 p53 NutIin-2 
I 

CH 

IC50 - 
0.14tm 

(9) 

Br 
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- 86nM 
MDM2 p53 

Spiro-oxindole 1050 - 0.83  

core 
Pm 

11-0 

 

BcI 2 
Bak- 
BH3 

HA14 1050 - 9 pm (112) 

O 	NH  
CI 

Bcl-L 
Bak- 31131-2 

B 	OH 	
61-~- 

4.1 pm (114) 

BH3 
CI 	 / 	0 

CI  

NO 

O" 

IC50 - 
BcI 2 

Bak- 
BH3 

ABT-737 0.103pm  

MNR 
)Mo 

O 

0 	NH 

XIAP- C2-symmetric 
Smac  -120rim (10) 

Bir3 diyne M— 	NN 

11 
N 

TO 

Compound 1 NH 
1050-59.5  
(compound (92) EPO EPOR and 5 (1 shown o 

- 51050 -1.9 
here). pm) 

0 	C! 

LFA 1 
- 

1 
BIRT 377 ICAM 0 

IC - 26nm 13) 

BCXO 	CI 

1L2 1L2-R Ro26-4550 ,- 	 HN 	OCHr 
HN 

IC50 
- 

3-6 pm 
 

Y 
NH 

0 

Myc Max 11A6B17
ONHMe 

HN 
IC50 -20 

pm 
 

Br 

CRM1 Rev 
(N ES) 

PKF050-638 
NH2 

0)L -tji 
IC50 

- 

0.O4pm 
 

Table 1.3. Examples of Small-Molecule Protein-Protein Interaction Inhibitors (SMPPII's). The 
structure and binding affinity of the compound is shown. 
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1.2.2 Small-molecule inhibitors of the MDM2/p53 interaction 

The mouse double minute 2 (MDM2)-p53 complex provides a good example of an 

interaction where a small molecule inhibitor has been discovered by the screening of 

synthetic chemical compound libraries(115). The interaction between MDM2 and p53 

has become regarded as an excellent drug target for the treatment of cancer(19'30' 66). 

The tumour suppressor protein p53 is a central transcription factor involved in 

protecting the cell against malignant transformation(9) by inducing cell cycle arrest 

and/or apoptosis(116' 117).  In response to stress, such as DNA damage, the cellular 

levels of p53 increase, which activates /regulates many downstream genes in the 

pathway, causing cell cycle arrest and apoptosis(9'29'87' 105).  The role of p53 in such a 

critical cellular process means that genetic alterations to it are frequently associated 

with cancer(87). In approximately 50% of tumours the p53 gene has some form of 

Figure 1.2. A. p53 peptide (white sticks/cartoon) bound to MDM2 (blue surface). Key 
residues F19, W23 and L26 are projected into the binding pocket by virtue of the 310  a-helix 
structure of the peptide. B. Overlay of the nutlin-2 compound (yellow sticks) and p53 peptide 
(white cartoon) bound to MDM2. C. The nutlin-2 compound bound to MDM2, showing 
moieties protected into the regions normally occupied by F 19, W23 and 126. The figure uses 
PDBID 1YCR(14' 15)  
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mutation in its DNA-binding domain making it inactive as a transcription factor (87 

118, 119). It is important that, under normal cellular conditions, the activity of p53 is 

tightly regulated and it is the MDM2 protein that is responsible for this. It regulates 

p53 transcriptional activity in three main ways. Firstly it binds to p53, preventing 

activation of transcription, secondly it assists in the nuclear export of p53 and 

thirdly it is involved in the degradation of p53(9).  Studies have shown that the levels 

of MDM2 are increased/upregulated(87' 120, 121) in human tumour cells. So the 

therapeutic strategy, in tumour cells, is focussed on disrupting/ inhibiting the 

interaction between MDM2 and p53 in order to activate p53 and liberate its 

proapoptotic powers. 

The crystal structure of the N-terminal domain of human MDM2 bound to the p53 

peptide (residues 15-29) shows the structural basis of the interaction(15). A 9-residue, 

linear peptide of p53 peptide (18-TFsDLWKLL-26) forms a 310 a-helix that binds into 

the binding pocket of the N-terminal domain of MDM2(15), figure 1.2A. The helical 

structure enables three hydrophobic residues (Phe19, Trp23 and Leu26) to be 

inserted deep into the hydrophobic binding pocket (figure 1.2). The cavity where 

these residues bind is well suited for the design of small-molecule inhibitors(107). 

ci 

'  

N 

Nutlin-1 

OH 

0 
Sr 	

Nutlin-2) 

Figure 1.3. Three nutlin compounds that inhibit the interaction between MDM2 and p53, as 
described by Vassilev etaI.9 . Nutlin-1 binds to MDM2 with an IC50  of 0.26}lm, nutlin-2 binds 
to MDM2 with an IC50  of 0.14im and nutlin-3 binds to MDM2 with an IC50  of 0.09tm. 
Structures taken from Vassilev eIa/. 9  

In the study by Vassilev et al.(9 ) a group of three small antagonists (called Nutlin (1-

3) compounds) of MDM2 are described, which bind in the p53 pocket and activate 

the p53 pathway (figure 1.3). All three compounds bind in the 100-300nm range. By 

screening a diverse library of synthetic chemicals a series of cis-inidazoline analogs 

(Nutliris) were discover that demonstrated displacement of recombinant p53 from 

its complex with MDM2. The imidazoline scaffold replaces the helical backbone of 
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p53 and directs, in rigid fashion, three groups into the pockets normally occupied by 

Phe19, Trp23 and Leu26 of p53. (figure 1.213 & 1.2C). The compound has been tested 

in vivo and resulted in cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and growth inhibition of human 

tumour xenografts in nude mice. As can be seen in figure 1.1B the nutlin-2 

compound mimics the interactions of the p53 peptide with MDM2. The two 

bromophenyl groups of nutlin-2 overlay well onto the Trp23 and Leu26 residues of 

p53. 
More recently another class of inhibitors of MDM2 have been described(107) that use 

a Spiro (oxindole-3,3'-pyrrolidine) core structure as a starting point. In this instance 

the oxindole ring manages to mimic the Trp-23 side chain in both hydrogen bonding 

and hydrophobic interactions, whilst a rigid scaffold is provided by the 

spiropyrrolidine. From this scaffold two hydrophobic groups are projected which 

mimic the interactions made by the side-chains of Phe19 and Leu26. 

1.2.3 Small-molecule inhibitors of the Bcl-2 family of proteins 

The B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) family of proteins are regulators of apoptosis(12' 111) 

that can form dimers with different family members to generate combinations of 

pro-apoptotic or anti-apoptotic subunits. Some of the family members, such as Bcl-2 

and Bcl-xL are known to be over-expressed in many cancers(66'111' 22).  Small molecule 

Figure 1.4. The NMR structure of an N-terminal peptide from Bak-BH3 (yellow and orange 
cartoon/sticks) bound to the Bcl-xi  protein 12 . A. The peptide is shown in cartoon to emphasise 
the helix structure. B. Highlights the key residues for binding V574, L578, 1581, D583 and 
1585 in orange. The helical structure enables the important residues Leu578 and Asp583 to be 
buried deep into the interface. Images used PDBID 1 BXL. 
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mimics of BH3 (Bc12 homology 3) domains have been hypothesised to induce 

apoptosis by inhibiting the association of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 proteins('12' 123). 

The interaction between the BC1-XL protein and a peptide derived from the N-

terminus of the BH3 domain of the Bak protein (Bak-BH3) has been targeted 

successfully in a number of different studies. The NMR structure of BC1-XL/ Bak-BH3 

complex demonstrates that the Bak-BH3 peptide binds into a hydrophobic cleft on 

Bcl-XL (figure 1.4). The peptide is 16 residues long (572-GQvGRQLAI IGDDINR-587) 

and forms a a-helical structure that projects the side-chains of hydrophobic residues 

(V574, L578,1581 and 1585) into the binding pocket (figure 1.4). This pocket has been 

shown by mutational studies to be important in anti-apoptotic function, making it 

an ideal target for the development of small-molecule therapeutics(124). 

Three different compounds that target members of the Bcl-2 family are shown in 

table 1.3. Wang et al.( 112) described a small-molecule inhibitor of Bcl-2 function, 

HA14-1, designed by structure-based and computer-aided techniques. The HA14-1 

compound bound to the Bcl-2 protein with an IC50  of -9im. 

A study by Degterev et al. (114)  describes seven, small-molecule inhibitors of the Bak-

BH3/Bcl-xL complex. The compounds are homologues of one of two unrelated 

compounds that were termed BH3I-1 and BH3I-2 (structures shown in figure 1.5). 

Each of the compounds had a K1  that ranged from 2.4 to 12.5im. 

BH3I-1 	 BH3I-2 	 ci 
HO2SN 

	 0,0 
I 

I 
Z OH 	 0 

-rØ - 	0 C 

X 	 Y 

Figure 1.5. Small molecule-inhibitors of the interaction between Bak-Bh3 and 
BcI-XL, as described by Degterev efaL11 . 
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More recently, Oltersdorf et al.Ull) used a structure-based design approach to 

describe a new small-molecule inhibitor of Bcl-2 proteins, ABT-737 (figure 1.6), 

which has a binding affinity of 0.6im, two to three time more potent than 

previously described compounds. ABT-737 was initially discovered using the NMR-

based method 'SAR by NMR'(125) (Structure-activity relationships by NMR). The 

properties of this compound were subsequently improved by structure-guided 

medicinal chemistry(66' 126),  to an EC50  of 30nm and 8nm for Bcl-XL and Bcl-2 

respectively. The compound showed activity in cell-based assays and in tumour 

xenografts models in animals. In addition, the compound also demonstrated 

synergism with chemotherapeutics and radiation, indicating that ABT-737 could be 

a useful component in courses of chemotherapy(111). 

Figure 1.6. ABT-737, an inhibitor of the Bcl-2 family of proteins. The left-had pane show 
the X-ray crystal structure of ABT-737 (yellow sticks) bound to the Bcl-XL protein. On the 
right is the 2D representation of ABT-737. The crystal structure is taken from PDBID: 2YXJ. 

1.2.4 Small-molecule inhibitors of XIAP/Smac 

Inhibitor-of-apoptosis proteins (lAPs) are inhibitors of the enzymatic activity of 

caspases that execute apoptosis(127). The binding of lAPs to caspases is conducted via 

a -70 residue zinc-containing domain named the baculovirus inhibitory repeat 

(Bir)(l°' 128).  Human X chromosome-encoded lAP (XIAP) is the most potent caspase 

inhibitor among the IAP5(10) and it interacts with caspase 9 and caspases 3 & 7 via 

their Bir3 and Bir2 domains respectively(129). 
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XIAPs involvement in inhibiting caspase activity means it has an important role in 

the control of apoptosis. In many human cancers, however, over expression of lAPs 

is evident and this points to a means by which cancer cells can avoid apoptosis and 

develop resistance to chemo- and radiotherapy(128' 130). 

The inhibitory action of MAP is mediated by the second mitochondria-derived 

activator of caspases (Smac)(131, 132).  Smac protein is excreted from the mitochondria 

during apoptosis. It interacts with the Bir domain of XIAP via 4 N-terminal residues 

(AVPI). It is known that synthetic Smac N-terminal peptides are capable of 

sensitising both human cancer cells and tumour xenografts in mice to apoptosis(10' 

133), when combined with TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) or 

chemotherapeutic treatments(10). The study by Li et al.(10 ) describes a small-molecule 

mimic of the Smac N-terminal peptide that binds to MAP with a similar affinity to 

Smac itself. 

Figure 1.7. X-ray crystal structure of the N-terminal peptide (AVPF) of a Smac homologue 
(green sticks) bound to the Bir3 domain of XIAP (surface representation). This formed the 
basis for the development of lead compounds targeting the interaction between Smac and 
XIAP(10)  

The crystal structure of a Smac homologue peptide (AVPF) bound to XIAP-Bir3 is 

shown in figure 1.7. The AVPF peptide, which actual binds more tightly (K1  0.26im) 

than the AVPI peptide to XIAP, was used as a guide to design non-peptidyl 

replacements for its C-terminal half. Hybrid mimetics, based on the AVPF peptide 

were produced and evaluated for their ability to compete at the Smac binding site 

on XIAP-Bir3. Following chemical modifications of the leading competitiors a 
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product characterised as a C2-symmetric diyne (figure 1.8) was produced that had a 

Ki of 0.12im. This compound, and its monomer, represents a lead structure for the 

development TAP antagonists that have promise as cancer and inflammatory disease 

therapeutics. 

Figure 1.8. The structure of the C2-symmetric diyne, a potential lead compound in 
the development of lAP antagonists. 

1.3 Virtual Screening 

1.3.1 Background and philosophy 

There is now such a large amount of structural information available that computer-

aided structure-based ligand design methods are being considered useful strategies 

to find novel leads in drug discovery programs (134 135). Virtual, or in silico, screening 

aims to search large chemical databases and select candidate molecules for testing to 

identify novel chemical entities that have a desired biological activity(136' 137) 

Hit 	 Lead 	Lead 	 Pre-clinical 	Phase I 	Phase II 	Phase In 
Identification /Identification  / <Candi>dae 

I 	 _ 
- - 	 Market 
in-sI!i 

screening 

Figure 1.9. Schematic diagram of the drug development process. In si/ico screening is 
employed at the very early stages, during hit identification. In the context of drug discovery 
its purpose is to reduce the high costs in terms of time and money as early as possible in the 
process. 
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In silico screening fits into the drug discovery process at a very early stage during 

'hit identification', see figure 1.9. It can act as an alternative to assay-based high-

throughput screening (HTS) techniques, but more commonly is used to complement 

these methods. The use of virtual screening during the early stages of drug 

discovery is aimed at quickly reducing the size of chemical libraries being searched 

to a manageable size. It can assist in eliminating undesirable compounds from 

chemical libraries in an effort to reduce both the financial and the time costs at this 

stage of the drug development process. 

P Database 	 Protein Target 
EDUUSS 	 PCNA, GnRH -R etc. 

5.3 million 
compounds 

Post-processing Analysis 
Clustering analysis 

Pose analysis 

Selection of Compounds for Assay 

Figure 1.10. Flow diagram of the in-silico screening process. The molecular docking 
program (e.g. LIDAEUS)(13' 14)  requires a protein target (e.g. PCNA) and an input of small-
molecules, usually obtained from a chemical library database (e.g. EDULISS)1181, After 
docking, compounds are scored and ranked before undergoing post-processing analysis 
to assist in selecting potential hit compounds for testing in biological assays. This process 
can be considered the 'hit identification' stage of the overall drug development process 
(figure 1.9). 

In silico screening (summarised in figure 1.10) can broadly be spilt into two main 

tasks. Firstly, the process of docking molecules into the putative binding pocket and 

secondly, the scoring and evaluation of that docking (figure 1.11)(138 139).  In most 

cases this is then followed up with post-processing analysis before performing tests 
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in in vitro biological assays. Examples of the docking and scoring algorithms 

commonly used will be discussed in more detail in sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3. 

A. *1 2. Docking programs fit 
ligands onto the grid 

IZA 

B.  
3. Once docked (posed), a 
score is given to the pose. 
This is an estimation of 
binding energy. 

4. Compounds are then 
ranked by their scores. 

-25.397 

2- 	-20.749 

3d  A -14.210 

Figure 1.11. A schematic view of in-si//co docking and scoring. A: 1. The protein binding 
pocket is described by using a grid of points or spheres. 2. Docking involves matching 
ligands to the grid points, also termed posing. 8: 3. Score of ligand poses is an estimation 
of the binding energy. 4. Ligand poses are ranked by score. 

A single molecular docking program typically executes the docking and scoring 

processes. There are a selection of different docking programs available with some 

of the more commonly used being DOCK040), GOLD(141)  and FlexX(142). As illustrated 

in figure 1.10, the docking program requires input in the form of a chemical library 

of small-molecules (ligands) and the 3-dimensional structure of the target protein 

(binding site). The first step is to form a description of the binding pocket, often as a 

set of spheres or in the form of a grid. Secondly, the docking program predicts a 

ligand's conformation and orientation in the receptor binding site by fitting the 

ligand onto the spheres/grid, this is often referred to as posing the ligand(138' 143). 

The pose is then scored, which is an estimation of its likely binding energy. Finally, 

the scored poses are ranked in some form of output file. A diagram of this process is 

shown in figure 1.11. 

1.3.2 Docking Algorithms 

The molecular docking process (figure 1.11) adjusts the conformation and 

orientation of a ligand to determine if it can fit into a binding site of interest"38). 

Computational intensive docking (searching) algorithms control this complex 
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process. The ideal situation would be to search all possible binding modes between 

a small-molecule ligand and its target binding partner. However, this is not possible 

due to the size of the search space and would be computationally intensive(144). Most 

algorithms cannot go through all possible binding modes between a small-molecule 

and its target binding partner, as even relatively simple compounds can have many 

conformational degrees of freedom(145). A balance between the size of space 

examined and computational expense must be reached. 

There are many different types of searching algorithm used in docking. Examples of 

these algorithms and the molecular docking software that use them are shown in 

the following list: 

Monte Carlo Methods (AutoDock(146' 147),  MCDOCK(148)) 

Systematic: Fragment-Based Methods (FlexX(142), DOCK040)) 

Genetic Algorithms (GOLD(141), AutoDock(146)) 

Tabu Searches (PRO_LEADS(149)) 

Systematic: Rigid-body docking (LIDAEUS(13. 14)) 

The Monte Carlo simulation method is essentially a random search (often referred 

to as a stochastic method) (138 144).  The term, Monte Carlo, is derived from the famous 

casino in Monaco and reflects the random and repetitive nature of gambling 

activities. As a docking algorithm, it functions by making small, random changes to 

the ligands orientation and accepts or rejects it based on the score of the 

configuration(138). 

Fragment-based methods, also referred to as incremental construction methods, 

break a ligand down into fragments and incrementally builds them into the binding 

pocket(150). The effectiveness of this method can be largely determined by the choice 

of base or core fragment (starting point). This should contain the predominant 

interactions with the binding pocket(144). 

Genetic algorithms are computational problem solving approaches used in 

molecular docking(141' 151).  They effectively work on the basis of evolutionary 

competition. A 'population' of different ligand orientations is created, with the 

variables or genetic code being a variety of different ligand conformations. The 

population is then subjected to various genetic operators (like mutations and 

crossovers) that manifest themselves as alterations in the side- 
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chains/conformation/orientation of the ligands. The new population is assessed 

(scored and ranked) by a fitness function. Over a series of iterations the 'fittest' 

ligand conformations will occupy the population and provide good docking 

solutions(138' 144). 

A tabu search can be classed as a stochastic method as it randomly generates new 

solutions from a current solution. Through a series of iterations, new solutions are 

generated, scored and ranked and the best selected as the new current solution. 

What marks this method out though is that it keeps in memory previously 

encountered solutions (ligand conformations). All new solutions are compared to 

previous ones and are rejected if too similar. 

A final example, of a category of docking method, is a type of systematic search 

termed rigid-body docking. This method is employed by the in silico screening 

program LIDAEUS(13 14),  which is used in the present study (chapter 4). The method 

uses pre-generated ligand libraries of low-energy conformers. The docking 

mechanism then systematically works through all possible conformations of the 

ligand in the binding pocket by rotation and translation of the ligand. 

1.3.3 Scoring algorithms 

After a molecule has been docked (posed), scoring functions are used to evaluate the 

interaction between the ligand and the target. The scoring of poses is as important in 

the screening process as the docking itself. It is vital that even if the binding 

conformation of a docked ligand is correct the score assigned to it reflects this(138). It 

must be possible to distinguish between good and bad poses and it is the score that 

enables this to be determined. The aim of scoring functions is to give an estimation 

of the interaction (binding) energy between the target (protein) and ligand (small-

molecule) by accounting for the energetic and entropic contributions. 

There are three main classes of scoring algorithms used in molecular docking(138"43' 

152): 

Force-field Based (examples: CHARMM(1 ), AMBER(154)) 

Empirical Based (examples: Ludi(155), ChemScore(156)) 

Knowledge Based (examples: PMF(157), Drugscore(158)) 

There is a fourth scoring method that is termed Consensus-Based scoring(159). Very 

much as its name suggests it seeks to combine information obtained from more than 
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one scoring method. An example of this type of scoring method is XCSCORE(160) 

There are a number of different studies that have attempted to assess the different 

scoring functions such as the review by Ferrara et al.(152) that gives an assessment of 

nine different scoring functions. The review paper by Perola et al.(161) gives a 

comparison of scoring function, with particular relevance to systems with 

pharmaceutical importance. 

Force-field based scoring functions are based on atomic force fields and may be 

combined with free energy perturbation (FEP) or thermodynamic integration (TI) 

methods to estimate binding free energies(162' 163).  These methods are likely to be 

computationally prohibitive due to the evaluation of solvent contributions(163) and 

so for the purposes of docking the force fields are used with no explicit solvent. 

These reduced methods usually calculate an approximation of the binding free 

energy of a protein-ligand complex by summing up the contribution of the van der 

Waals and electrostatic interactions(152). These scoring methods are incorporated into 

the scoring functions CHARMM(153) and AMBER(154). 

Empirical based scoring, originally proposed by Bohm et al.(164), estimates the 

binding free energy by summing up individual terms that correspond to different, 

interaction terms such as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions and entropic 

changes(18' 162).  The coefficients of the individual terms are obtained by regression 

methods that fit the predicted terms against a training set of known, experimentally 

determined affinities(163). Empirical scoring methods are incorporated into scoring 

functions such as Ludi(155) and ChemScore(156). They are relatively simple to evaluate 

and so have the advantage of being quite efficient. However, they are dependent on 

molecular data sets that they use to perform regression analysis. 

Knowledge-based scoring works by analysing experimentally determined protein-

ligand complexes using statistical methods in order to establish rules on the 

frequencies of inter-atomic contacts and distances(163). The binding free energy of a 

complex is then calculated by summing up the free energies of the interatomic 

contacts calculated from the frequencies of the interatomic distances in a database of 

experimental structures(162). Similar to empirical methods, knowledge-based 

methods are quick to compute but do rely on the availability of protein-ligand 

structural data with known binding affinities. 
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Consensus scoring though has been shown to eclipse any of these individual scoring 

methods in terms of accuracy of prediction(159). In a number of studies the same 

conclusion is reached, that using two or more scoring functions is likely to improve 

docking resu1ts(165 1).  Huo et al.(167) showed an improvement in the identification of 

experimental conformations where two to six different scoring functions were 

combined into a consensus score. Schulz-Gasch & Stahl(168) speculate that a reason 

for this is that different scoring functions target different aspects of binding and so 

are likely to generate different false positive results. Pooling results from different 

scoring functions is preferential as even consensus scoring can eliminate classes of 

active compounds that are scored badly by one function(168). 

1.3.4 Interaction profile scoring 

There is clearly strength in employing more than one scoring function within a 

molecular docking program. The in-house docking program, LIDAEUS, used in this 

study has its own force field based scoring function SCORE and a knowledge-based 

function called PIP (Pose Interaction Profile). Details of both SCORE and PIP are 

given in chapter 4. PIPs are not energy-based scoring functions, instead they are 

able to recognise the residues of a binding pocket and calculate the non-polar, polar 

and hydrogen bond interactions between residues of the protein binding pocket and 

the ligand. The 3D structural binding information is then condensed into a linear 

binary bit string, which can then be utilised in LIDAEUS scoring functions (chapter 

4, section 4.2.5). 

A very similar approach to PIPs has been recently reported by Deng et al.(169). The 

study describes SIFt (Structural Interaction Fingerprints), which is a method that can 

be used to represent and analyse protein-ligand binding. In a similar fashion to PIPs 

SIFt is an interaction fingerprint, which converts 3D structural information into a 1-

dimensional binary string. The study highlights the strength of this approach in 

analysing and organising results from a docking study; analysing known X-ray 

crystal structures from protein kinase-inhibitor complexes(170' 171);  and 

demonstrating how SIFt can be utifised as a molecular filter during chemical library 

screening to select compounds with desirable features for a given target protein. A 

recent variation on SIFt, termed r-SIFt, that incorporates variable fragments from a 

combinatorial library has also been described(172). 
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1.3.5 Virtual screening successes in finding lead compounds 

A number of different studies have described novel small-molecule inhibitors of 

therapeutically interesting targets in which virtual screening was used (table 1.4). In 

each of these cases virtual screening tools were used to identify hit compounds that 

demonstrated binding in biological assays. Such successes serve to confirm the 

strength of in silico screening in the drug discovery process. 

Target VS details Example Structure* Reference Exp. Data 

Carbonic 
anhydrase II 11 

FIex)(42 N--0-S11 -NH 
(173) IC50 Sub- 

nanomolar 
,1C

N 0 

BcI-2 DOCK( 174) 
0 	m 	0 

~e 

(112, 175) IC50 9pM 

0NH2 

0 

NH 0 	OH 
CK2 DOCK N  IC50 80nM 

PIki LIDAEUS 4 

O 
SCF:),,t 	/I 

	

o 
 IC50  

20 nM NH 

NO2 

Five targets 
5-HT1A, 5- 

HT4, 

GPCR 
Dopamine Compound PRX-93009 scored best  K, 1.0 nM 
D2, NK1, for 5-HT1A, no structure shown 
and CCR3 

0 04 

Integrin a41 CataIys CH, 	 H0:~~  
(180) IC50 1 .3nM 

0 
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ERI3 
GOLD 
2.0(141) 

OH 

HO 	0 

 IC50 
0.68M 

TGT Uni/FlexX 

0 

NXNH  IC50 

'TN 
O.251jM 

N 	NH2  

CDK2 LIDAEUS N' S  IC50 
2.2M 

N 
OH 

Table 1.4. Examples of hit compounds discovered using virtual screening. 
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2 Database Creation 

2.1 Design of database 

The database of protein-peptide complexes created in this study is called ProPep. It 

is a relational database and stores structural details about protein-peptide 

structures. Relational databases allow a collection of data items to be organised as a 

set of formally described tables from which data can be accessed, reassembled and 

analysed. MySQL was chosen as the relational database managements system 

(RDBMS) to use as it provides a platform that is fast, reliable and easy to maintain. 

Other examples of RDBMS include Oracle, Microsoft Access, DB2, PostgreSQL and 

Informix (Table 2.1). 

Database Cost Platform Website 

MySQL Free Windows, Mac, UNIX, www.mysgI.com1184  

LINUX 

Oracle £ Windows, Mac, UNIX, www.oracle.com/database/index.htmI'851  

LINUX 

Microsoft Access £ Windows http://oftice.microsoft.com/en- 
qlq/qccessZdefaUIt.asI2x (186 

DB2 £ Windows, UNIX, LINUX www306.ibm.com/sofIware/daIa/db2 187  

PostgreSQL Free Windows, Mac, UNIX, wvw.postgresql.com1188' 

LINUX 

Informix £ Windows, www-306.ibm.com/sofware/data/Informixl'8  

UNIX, LINUX 

InterBase £ Windows, Mac, UNIX, www.codegear.com/products/interbaaset190'  

LINUX 

Table 2.1. Examples of the different types of relational database management systems (RDBMS) 

available. Factors such as price, functionality, storage size and compatibility have to be 

considered when choosing which one to use. £ indicates that the RDBMS is not available for free. 

All these RDBMSs use SQL (Structured Query Language) as the standard database 

language. SQL allows an effective and simple way in which to interrogate the 

database and analyse its contents. It would have been possible to use another 

RDBMS but MySQL was already established within our research group and is well 

suited to the type of analysis that was to be carried out. It is highly flexible, simple 
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to use, free to obtain and well supported. MySQL is open source and has a strong 

global support community. It is quite easy to solve any problems or perform 

complex tasks by communicating with the community of users across web-based 

forums. 

A suitable data structure for the ProPep database was designed by creating an 

entity-relationship (ER) schema (figure 2.1). The ER model describes data in one of 

three ways: entities, attributes and relationships. The set of entities are objects for 

which data is to be stored. The entities in ProPep are shown in blue boxes in figure 

2.1 and an example would be Atom or Residue. For each entity there is a set of 

attributes that are properties of that entity. Example attributes from the Atom entity 

would be what type of atom it is (0, N, C ... ) and its XYZ co-ordinates. The set of 

relationships are the ways in which the entities are related. In ProPep there are a 

number of different relationships shown in yellow and orange diamonds in figure 

2.1. Relationships come in three distinct forms, one-to-one, one-to-many and many-

to-many. In one-to-many (1-n) relationships several entities of one type are 

associated with a single entity of another. An example of a one-to-many relationship 

in the ProPep database is the relationship between PepAtom and PDB. Each peptide 

atom is associated with one PDB, but each PDB has many peptide atoms. In many-

to-many (n-m) relationships several entities of one type are associated with several 

entities of the other. An example of a many-to-many relationship in the ProPep 

database is the relationship between PepAtom and ProAtom. Each peptide atom can 

form several VdW contacts to many different protein atoms; each protein atom can 

equally form several contacts with many different peptide atoms. In one-to-one (1-1) 

relationships exactly one instance of each entity type can take part in the 

relationship. There are none of these types of relationship in the Pro-Pep database. 

For each entity and each many-to-many relationship a database table was 

constructed. This gave a total of 12 tables, the contents of which have been 

summarised in table 2.2. Full details, including all attributes, of the database tables 

can be found in the appendix B.2. 
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DATABASE 
CONTENT 

TABLE 
PDB Stores basic information about the protein-peptide complex - class, 

resolution, protein & peptide chain identifiers, peptide sequence, cluster 
ID and ASA data 

PepAtozu Stores details of each peptide atom. It includes the atom number, chain, 
atom type, XYZ co-ordinates, residue number and ASA. The table also 
has columns indicating the number of Van Der Waals contacts and 
hydrogen bond contacts the atom participates in. A final column 
indicates the pictogram node related to the atom if relevant 

ProAtorn - The same as PepAtorn but for protein atoms 

HOBAtom Stores atomic details of atoms from water molecule involved in the 
piolein-peptide Interface. It mc!udes the atom number, atom type, XYZ 
co-ordinates and the water molecule number 

PepResidue Stores details about each peptide residue. It includes residue number, 
chain, the amino acid 3-letter code, Phi and Psi angles and ASA data 

ProResidue The same as PepResidue but without the secondary structure data 

PepPr0VDW - Stores the atomic distances between peptide and protein atoms, but is 
restricted to only those distance under 5.5A. It includes the PDBID, 
protein atom number, peptide atom number and the distance in 
angstroms between them 

PepHOHVDW Stores the atomic distances between peptide atoms and water atoms in a 
similar way to table PepPr0VDW 

Pr0HOHVDW The same as PepHOHVDW but for protein atoms and water atoms 

PepProHB Stores the hydrogen bond contacts between peptide atoms and protein 
atoms. It includes the peptide atom number, peptide atom type, protein 
atom number, protein atom type, the type of hydrogen bond (main- 
chain-main-chain 	or 	main-chain-side-chain) 	and 	the 	distance 	in 
angstroms  

PepHOHHB The same as for PepProHB but for peptide atoms and water molecules. It 
includes the peptide atom number, whether the atom acts as a donor or 
acceptor and the distance in angstroms 

ProHOHHB The same as for PepHOHHB but for protein atoms and water molecules 

Table 2.2. Summary of the content of the tables in the ProPep Database. The full database table 
columns and MySQL descriptions can be found in Appendix B. 
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The database holds all the atomic details from each peptide along with the atomic 

details of any protein residue with the potential to form part of the binding pocket. 

This potential was defined as any residue with an atom within 5.5A of the peptide. 

Each database table has an attribute called PDBID that identifies which protein-

peptide complex a particular atom, residue or interaction belongs to. It acts, in 

conjunction with other attributes, as the primary key for a given table. For example, 

in the PepAtom table each row is uniquely identified by the combination of PDBID 

and AtomNo. So these two attributes are defined as the primary keys for that table. 

In the PepPr0VDW table each row is uniquely identified by the combination of 

PDBID, PepAtom and ProAtorn, so in this instance three attributes are used to define 

the primary key for the table. In order to connect data in a relational database 

foreign keys are required in order to link data between different tables. A foreign 

key can be defined as a column (attribute) in one table that refers to the primary key 

of another. The attribute PDBID acts as a foreign key in the ProPep database. The 

table PepAtom has a PDBID column that relates to the PDBID column in the PDB 

table. It is this relationship that allows the database to be queried to identify which 

complexes different atoms belong to. Another example of a foreign key would be 

ResidueNo in the PepAtom and table. It refers to the primary key ResidueNo in the 

PepResidue table, allowing the identification of the residue that each atom belongs 

to. 

2.2 Extraction of structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 

2.2.1 Defining protein-peptide interfaces 

A representative dataset of protein-peptide complexes was compiled using 

structures from within the PDB(62) that had between 2 and 6 protein chains 

(excluding nucleic acid chains), one of which was between 3-50 residues in length 

(peptide) and one between 50-600 residues in length (protein). Structures were only 

selected if they had been solved by X-ray crystallography and had a resolution no 

worse than 3A. This gave a set of -1,400 PDB structures. A PERL script 

(which chains .pi, Appendix A.1) was used to identify the pairs of interacting 

chains within each structure. Only structures where the interacting protein and 
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peptide chains could be determined without ambiguity were used. This left 

approximately 900 structures that were clustered based on sequence identity of the 

target (protein) chain and the best resolution structure from each cluster was used to 

populate the database. Initially this gave a set of 320 protein-peptide complexes. 

However, this was reduced during the extraction process due to incompatibilities 

with the extraction scripts as described in section 2.2.4. 

2.2.2 Obtaining protein-peptide structures 

Several PERL scripts (Appendices A.1, A.2 and A.3) were required to extract all 

structural details from the PDB for the ProPep database. The data extraction process 

worked in broadly three stages; 

Compilation of protein-peptide structures (PDB files) 

Extraction of atomic data from PDB files & population of database tables 

Extracting additional data (torsion and ASA) and running upload scripts. 

The data extraction process and the scripts used to achieve this are summarised in 

figure 2.2. Obtaining protein-peptide structures from the PDB for the database was a 

four-stage process. 1. Extract PDB files with resolution better than 3A, X-ray and 

two or more chains of desired length (3-50 and 50-600). 2. Identify within this set the 

interacting chains. 3. Cluster each structure based on sequence identity of protein 

sequence. 4. Use the best resolution structure from each cluster in the ProPep 

dataset. The full code for all scripts can be found in Appendices A.1, A.2 and A.3. 

The first step was to identify and obtain a list of all the structures within the PDB 

that fulfilled the definition of a protein-peptide complex. Four scripts were written 

to do this. PDB_extract_v2 .pl (Appendix A.1, script 1,1) examined all files 

within the PDB and flagged up all structures that were solved by X-Ray 

crystallography, had a resolution higher than 3A, had one chain with a length of 

between 3 and 50 residues and had a second chain with a length of between 50 and 

600 residues. The second step used the program which_chains .pl (Appendix 

A.1, script 1.2) that took the output from PDB_extract_v2 . p1 (approximately 

1,600 structures) and determined unambiguously which chains within the structures 

were interacting with each other. In PDB files with more than two chains it was not 

always clear which chains were interacting with each other and forming the protein-

peptide complex. 
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In dimers and trimers for example it is not always possible to identify interacting 

chains by their labels alone. The number of aC atoms from each peptide chain that 

were within 9A of any aC atom of a protein chain was counted (No. of aContacts). 

Two chains (one peptide, one protein) were then said to be contacting if the ratio of 

aContacts to number of peptide residues was greater than 0.5. This analysis left a set 

of approximately 900 structures. The third step was to take the remaining structures 

and cluster them based on the sequence of the target (protein) using a sequence 

identity of 90%. This was achieved by cross-referencing our target structures against 

lists of pre-clustered protein chains obtained from the PDB 

(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/statistics/clusterStatistics.do). This used the PERL 

script cluster . p1 (Appendix A.1, script 1.3). The fourth and final step was to 

select the structures with the highest resolution from each cluster to extract and 

upload into the Pro-Pep database. This was done using the PERL script 

bestres .pl (Appendix A.1, script 1.4) and gave a set of 320 protein-peptide 

complexes. 

2.2.3 Extracting atomic interaction data 

The next stage was to extract all the structural information from the PDB files and 

upload it into the ProPep database. The extraction of atomic data was achieved by 

using four PERL scripts. For each protein-peptide structure the scripts produced a 

series of text files (one for each table) that could be bulk-loaded into the ProPep 

database. The script interaction_extract .pl (Appendix A.2, script 2.1) opens 

each PDB file in set of 320 and extracts, into a text file, the details that will be stored 

in the PDB table. It also invokes a further three PERL scripts, distance . p1, 

newhbonds .pl and newrestoatom.pl  (Appendix A.2, scripts 2.2, 2.3 & 2.4) that 

are used to extract the data required to fill the remaining 11 tables. The script 

distance. p1 (Appendix A.2, script 2.2) extracts all the details required to fill the 

PepAtorn, ProAtom, PepResidue and ProResidue tables. It also calculates the 

distances between peptide, protein and water atoms so that text files can be 

produced to populate the PepPr0VDW, ProHOHVDW and PepHOHVDW tables. The 

process by which it achieves this is to identify each ATOM line in the PDB file and 

extract the data from it. It uses the XYZ co-ordinates to calculate all the distances 
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between every atom. Due to the large number of calculations required to do this the 

program can take approximately 1-2 hours to complete. The program extracts, to a 

text file, all atoms from the peptide chain and only atoms from the protein chain 

that are with a distance of 5.5A of any peptide atom. All atoms from water 

molecules within 5.5A of any peptide atom are also extracted. 

The script newhbonds . p1 (Appendix A.2, script 2.3) utilises the program 

HBPLUS(191). HBPLUS is a freely available, hydrogen bond calculation program 

(http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/hbplus/home.html). It takes in a PDB file as 

input and writes output to an .hb2 file. It is the .hb2 file that is used as input into the 

newhbonds . p1 script. The code for this script was adapted from original coding 

done by Dr. Liam Worrail, Edinburgh University. The newhbonds . p1 script 

invokes HBPLUS and captures the output, extracting from it the hydrogen bonding 

data between the specified protein and peptide chains. The output from HBP1us lists 

hydrogen bonds as a combination of residue numbers and atom types. 

An example would beAOl3l-GLN NE2 B0151-TYR OH. 

This was converted into a single atom number so that hydrogen-bonding data could 

be related throughout the database. To do this an additional script, 

newrestoatom. p1 (Appendix A.2, script 2.4), was written. This script uses the 

output from both distance.pl  (Appendix A.2, script 2.2) and newhbonds.pl  

(Appendix A.2, script 2.3) and identifies the atom numbers that related to the 

residue number and atom types in the HBPLUS output file. The final output from 

these two scripts is a set of three text files that can be bulk-loaded into the database 

tables, Pep Pr0HB, PepHOHHB and ProHOHHB. The automatic bulk-loading of all the 

text files, generated by the extraction scripts, is controlled and executed by a single 

upload script, Per12sq1SDH . p1 (Appendix A.2, script 2.5). 

2.2.4 Problem structures 

During the extraction process a total of 46 structures caused errors when the PDB 

files were being parsed through the extraction scripts. The problems were identified 

as being due to anomalies and inconsistencies in the PDB ifie format. The extraction 

scripts work by knowing explicitly where on each line of the PDB file to find 

relevant information. In cases where the file format is not as expected, the file may 

get processed incorrectly or be unable to be processed at all. In such circumstances 
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the details of the structure are passed to an error file so that the error is logged. 

Examples of the features of PDB files that caused problems were, 

Inserted residues - The PDB file contains inserted residues that are labelled 

with the same residue number as the preceding residue. This causes 

complications when uploading the data into the database. 

Multiple configurations of residues - some residues, arginine is a typical 

example, sometimes occur in two different conformations, usually labelled 

as different residues. The extraction code does not account for this and these 

structures were omitted. 

Spacing between columns in PDB file - in some circumstances there is no 

space between the columns in the PDB file, sometime due to an elongated 

atom name for example. The extraction scripts are not written to cope with 

these occurrences. 

The problem structures were not included in the final dataset of protein-peptide 

complexes, reducing its size from 320 to 274 structures. A target of any future work 

would be to modify the extraction scripts to accommodate the problem structures. 

Even though 274 complexes were uploaded into the database, the analysis was 

performed on 258 complexes because 16 structures were flagged as unsuitable for 

two main reasons. 

Unsuitable/non-standard sequences - In 6 cases the peptide sequences were 

either incomplete or contained a high proportion of non-standard amino 

acids. These were excluded from the analysis because they could not be 

incorporated into the analysis methods. 

Mislabelled chains - There were 10 instances where a single protein had been 

labelled as two chains. If the two chains fall within the residue length 

threshold they pass through the extraction scripts, despite being a single 

protein. These were not included in the analysis as they are not examples of 

protein-peptide complexes. 

These groups of structures had to be flagged so they could be excluded from the 

analysis. In order to do this the column Prob was added to the PDB table. It could 
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then be used to indicate whether or not a structure fell into either of the above 

categories. This left a final set of 258 structures that would be used in the analysis of 

protein-peptide structures - details of these structures can be found in Appendix 

B.1. 

2.2.5 Dihedral angles and secondary structure data 

The flexibility of MySQL was important to this study, as several modifications of the 

database were required as development progressed. It was useful in enabling 

modifications and integration of new data without causing a major disruption to the 

existing schema and data. The first major modification that was implemented was 

the inclusion of torsion or dihedral angles and secondary structure data for peptide 

residues. Initially no data about the secondary structure of the residues was stored. 

In order to incorporate secondary structures data modifications had to be made to 

the PepResi due table (Appendix B.2). Three new columns were added, Phi, Psi and 

SStruc. It was then possible to calculate from the existing tables the Phi and Psi 

angles for each residue based on the X, Y and Z coordinates of the main-chain 

atoms, stored in the PepAtom table. Torsion angles were calculated using a small 

C++ program (Dr. Paul Taylor) called torsion that calculated dihedral angles 

from geometric co-ordinates. Two PERL scripts were written (torsion_out .pl 

and torprint . p1, Appendix A.3, scripts 3.1 & 3.2) that obtained the XYZ co-

ordinates of the main-chain atoms of each peptide from the database using a simple 

SQL query. These could then be passed through the torsion program. The 

programs produced text files as output, suitable for uploading into the database. 

The upload step was done using a further two PERL scripts (Phi Ps i_update . p1 

and S S_update . p1, Appendix A.3, scripts 3.6 & 3.7). 

2.2.6 Accessible surface area data 

The second major modification was the inclusion of accessible surface area data for 

each complex. The accessible surface area (ASA) of a protein was originally 

described by Lee & Richards (1971)(192) and is defined as the area that is accessible to 

a given solvent (usually water). A probe sphere, of a given radius (typically 1.4A is 

used as this is an approximation of the radius of water), is rolled across the surface 
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of a protein and the trace of the locus of the centre of the sphere is the accessible 

surface (figure 2.3A). 

A 	 van der Wools' 
surface 

-. 

j 4 	 OProbe sphere 

Accessible surface 	 - - - 
= locus of probe centre  

B 	 van der Wools' 
4•d' 	surface 

(_= 
1.•  

/ 
/ 

Probe sphere 

Molecular surface 

Figure 2.3. A. Accessible surface area. The locus of the centre of a probe as it rolls over the 
surface of a protein. B. Molecular surface area. The locus of the inward-facing of a probe 

sphere 

The accessible surface area is distinct from the molecular surface area (figure 2.3B), 

which is defined as the locus of the inward-facing probe sphere(193). 

The PDB table was updated so that it could store four different ASAs for each 

complex and the BSA (buried surface area) for each complex. The ASA of the 

peptide chain in complex was stored along with the ASA of the protein chain in 

complex, the ASA of the peptide chain unbound and the ASA of the protein chain 

unbound. 

a. teIIII J2E otei;PePtide  Complex 

Reduction in accessible surface area (RASA) of Protein-Peptide Complex = ((ASA a + ASA b) - ASA C) 

Figure 2.4. Calculating the reduction in accessible surface area (RASA) of a protein-

peptide complex. The accessible surface area (ASA) protein-peptide complex (c) is 
subtracted from the sum of the ASA of the protein (a) and peptide (b) not in complex. 

From these ASAs it was possible to calculate the buried surface area (BSA) of the 

complex (figure 2.4). The BSA is calculated by taking the sum of the ASAs of the 
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peptide and protein chains unbound and subtracting it from the sum of the ASAs of 

the protein and peptide chains when in complex with each other. This is more 

accurately described as being the reduction in accessible surface area (RASA), which 

is the term used in the analysis. Updates were also made to the PepAtom, 

PepResidue, ProAtom and ProResidue tables to incorporate the ASA of each 

individual atom and residue both when these are part of an unbound chain and as 

part of the bound complex. The calculation of accessible surface areas was done 

using the program NACCESS094). NACCESS works in a similar fashion to HBPLUS 

as it uses a PDB file as input. NACCESS produces two different output files an .asa 

file and an .rsa file. The .asa file contains details of the ASAs of individual atoms 

and the .rsa file contains the ASAs for individual residues and also contains the 

ASA' for each chain. To extract and upload this data into the database five PERL 

scripts were written. The script pdb edit . p1 (Appendix A.3, script 3.3) creates 

three different PDB files for each complex and runs each file through NACCESS. 

The three PDB files produced are one file that contains the protein and peptide 

chains in complex with each other, a second file that contains the peptide chain on 

its own and the a third file contains the protein chain on its own. The script 

runa s a . p1 (Appendix A.3, script 3.4) passes the three residue surface area files 

(.rsa) for each complex to the program asa_extract . p1 (Appendix A.3, script 

3.8), which extracts and uploads the ASA data into the PepResidue and 

ProResidue tables. The script runasa atom.pl  (Appendix A.3, script 3.5) passes 

the three atom surface area files (.asa) for each complex to the program 

asa_extract_atom. p1 (Appendix A.3, script 3.9), which extracts and uploads 

the ASA data into the PepAtom and ProAtom tables. 

2.2.7 Additional database update scripts 

A number of additional PERL scripts were written to update certain columns in the 

database. The script sql update aminoacids . p1 (Appendix A.3, script 3.10) 

was used to update the AAType column in both the PepResidue and ProResidue 

tables. This column was used to identify whether or not the amino acid was non-

standard. 

The script family_update. p1 (Appendix A.3, script 3.11) was used to update the 

Fam90, Fam70 and Fam50 columns in the PDB table. These contained the cluster ID 
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number for each complex taken from the pre-clustered lists of chains available from 

the Protein Data Bank. The Pam 90 holds the cluster ID for a complex when it is 

clustered base on a 90% sequence identity of the protein chain. Similarly Fam70 has 

the cluster ID for a 70%  sequence identity and Fam50 for a 50%  sequence identity. 

These were incorporated so that analysis could be done on different sets of 

complexes at different levels of sequence identity. Throughout the analysis only the 

set clustered at 90% sequence identity was used. 

The script update BSA. p1 (Appendix A.3, script 3.12) uses the ASA data in the 

P DB table to calculate the buried surface area of the protein-peptide complex and 

upload it into the BSA—Comp column in the PDB table. 
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3 Analysis of ProPep Database 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on a detailed analysis of the protein-peptide structures 

contained within the ProPep database. The purpose of analysing the ProPep 

database is to identify any common features of these types of interface. The analysis 

looks at amino acid composition, residue-pairing preference and accessible surface 

area. It also introduces a novel method of analysis that uses an amino acid node 

pictogram. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Amino Acid Node Pictogram 

A novel amino acid pictogram was developed as a tool to visualise and summarise 

the interaction information in protein-peptide complexes. The pictogram, shown in 

figure 3.1, is a 2-dimensional representation of the atom positions of all 20 amino 

acids. 18 nodes are joined together by a hexagonal grid and each of the 20 amino 

acids has been overlaid onto this grid. Each amino acid atom-type is assigned to one 

particular node and it is therefore possible to group different atom-types together 

based on their node position. Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the pictogram, using 

arginine, tyrosine and proline as examples. Full details of how different atom types 

are assigned to nodes are given in the table 3.1. The characterization of protein-

peptide interfaces in this way provided a novel method of summarising detailed 

information about the nature of protein-peptide interactions. The pictograms shown 

in figure 3.1 are drawn using the Perl script pictogram draw basic.pl  

(Appendix A.4, script 4.4). This script make use of a GD graphics library(195) Per! 

interface (http://www.boutell.com/gd/),  which allows an interface to a graphics 

package for drawing colour pictures and writing to PNG files. A variation on this 

program was used to draw the pictogram representation of node accessible surface 

area (ASA) data in section 3.3.6. 
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Figure 3.1. Harding-Walkinshow Amino Acid Pictogram 

(a) The basic format of the node pictogram, each node is assigned its own nomenclature. Main-
chain nodes are prefixed M, alpha A, beta B and so on. (b) The amino acid arginine fitting onto 
the nodes, carbon atoms are displayed in grey, oxygen in red and nitrogen in blue. (c) Amino 
acid tyrosine fitting onto the pictogram. (d) Amino acid proline fitting onto the pictogram. The 2-
dimensional hexagonal pictogram has been utilised in our analysis of amino acid involvement in 
protein-peptide interactions. The 18 nodes are loined together by a hexagonal grid and it is 
possible to fit each of the 20 amino acids onto this grid and thereby group different atom-types 
together based on their node position. Full details of how each amino acid atom-type fits onto the 
pictogram are given in table 3.1 
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Node ID 	Node 	Gly 	Ala 	Pro 	Ser 	Cys 	Thr 	Vol lie Leu Asp Asn His Phe Tyr Trp Met Glu Gin Lys Arg 

o 	Al 	CA 	CA 	CA 	CA 	CA 	CA 	CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA CA 

Ml 	CC 	C 	C 	C 	C 	C C C C C C C C C C C C C C 

2 	M2 	N 	N 	N 	N 	N 	N 	N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 

3 	M3 	0000 	0 	0 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 

4 	 Bl 	 CB 	CB 	CB 	CB 	CB 	CB C8 CB CB CB CB CB CB CB CB CB CB CB CB 

5 	Gi 	 OG 	SG OG1 	CG1 CG1 CG CG CG CG CG CG CG CG CG CG CG CG 

6 	G2 	 CG 	 CG2 CG2 CG2 

7 	Dl CD1 ODl OD1 ND1 CD1 CD1 CD1 

8 	D2 CD1 CD2 0D2 ND2 CD2 CD2 CD2 CD2 SD CD CD CD CD 

9 	D3 	 CD 

10 	El CE1 CE1 CE1 NE1 

ii 	E2 NE2 CE2 CE2 CE2 CE OE  OE  CE NE 

12 	E3 CE3 0E2 NE2 

13 	Zi CZ CZ 

14 	Z2 CZ2 NZ CZ 

15 	Z3 CZ3 

16 	Hi OH 

17 	H2 NH1 

18 	H3 CH2 NH2 

oNo. fatoms 	4 	5 	7 	6 	6 	7 	7 8 8 8 8 10 11 12 14 8 9 9 9 ii 

bSCatoms 	0 	1 	3 	2 	2 	3 	3 4 4 4 4 6 7 8 10 4 5 5 5 7 

'HBatoms 	2 	2 	2 	3 	3 	3 	2 2 2 4 4 4 2 3 3 3 4 4 3 5 

dSC:HB atoms 	0 	0 	0 	1 	1 	1 	0 0 0 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 

Table 3.1. Pictogram Node Assignment for Amino Acid Atom-Types. 

The fable summarises, for each amino acid, which atom-types correspond to which nodes, 0  The number of atoms in each residues. b  The 
number of side-chain atoms in each residue. c  The number of atoms in each residue with hydrogen bonding potential. d  The number of atoms 
in each residue's side-chain with hydrogen bonding potential. 
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3.2.2 Defining Interface Residues 

In order to analyse protein-peptide interfaces a definition of what constituted the 

interface was established. Previous studies have defined the interface and 

contacting residues in a variety of ways: 

Any two atoms, on opposite sides of a protein-protein interface, separated 

by less than the sum of their van der Waals (VdW) radii plus 0.5A(70,196).  

Any two residues (on opposite sides of the interface) where the closest two 

atoms are within 6A of each other(80) 

Interface residues and atoms defined as those contributing to more than 

O.1A2  of the buried surface area (BSA)(197). 

Two residues, on opposite sides of the interface, with a distance of less than 

6A between C (C for Gly) atoms(198). 

In this study the definition of interface residues are those residues with at least one 

atom (excluding hydrogen atoms) within 3.8A of any atom on the opposite side of 

the interface. The distance cut-off was based on the mean van der Waals radii, for 

heavy atoms, as defined by Bondi(199) (Table 3.2). 

Atom Type Bondi' 	radii 

H 1.20 

C 1.70 

N 1.55 

0 1.52 

S 1.80 

Table 3.2 Bondi van der Waals contact radii for heavy atoms in proteins 

The minimum distance between non-bonded carbon atoms is therefore 3,4A. By 

using a cut-off marginally greater than this (3.8A) the majority of cross-interface 

contacts would be included and it would also be easy to employ. 
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3.2.3 Perl Scripts and Queries 

All analysis of the protein-peptide database was done using a combination of 

MySQL(184) queries, PERL scripts and Excel. In some circumstances it was possible to 

execute a SQL query directly and dump the output into a text file that could then be 

imported into Excel and analysed further. In other cases it was necessary to have a 

SQL query embedded into a Perl script so that more complex data analysis 

calculations could be carried out. For each major piece of analysis undertaken the 

basic method used to perform it is described and details are given for the Pen 

scripts or SQL queries used. The full SQL queries for all analyses can be found in 

appendix D. 

3.2.4 Pictogram Node Analysis 

There are 18 different pictogram node types, each representing a unique grouping 

of atom types, see table 3.1. The number of interface contacts made by each node is 

the sum of the number of interface contacts made by each atom within that node's 

group. For example, the number of interface VdW contacts for node Z2 is 402 (table 

3.1 and appendix C.1), which is the sum of the three atom types TrpCZ2 (46), LysNZ 

(205) and ArgCZ (151). Similarly, the number of each node type defined as being 

part of the interface is the number of interface atoms within that node's group. 

Again, using node Z2 as an example, there are 159 Z2 interface nodes, comprising 22 

TrpCZ2, 56 LysNZ and 81 ArgCZ atoms. In order to calculate the average number 

of node contacts (ANC) for a given node type (x) (for both Van der Waals (VdW) 

and hydrogen bond (HB) contacts) the number of contacts made by each node type 

x was divided by the number of each node type x at the interface, as follows; 

ANCvdw(X) = VdW contacts made by node x / total number of interface nodes x. 

ANC(x) = HB contacts made by node x / total number of interface nodes x. 

The average number of VDW and hydrogen bond contacts being made across the 

protein-peptide interface from each pictogram node was analysed. Data was 

extracted from the database using a SQL query that is shown in appendix D.1 and 

the data was plotted in figure 3.2, with the raw data available in appendix C.1. The 
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node analysis was then sub-divided into three secondary structure groupings, alpha 

helix, beta sheet and other secondary structures. This required a small alteration to 

the query used to extract data for all nodes. This query is in appendix D.2 and the 

data plotted in figure 3.3. 

3.2.5 Amino Acid Composition 

The difference in amino acid composition between the peptide side of the interface 

and the protein side of the interface was investigated. How the amino acid 

composition of protein-peptide interface differed from a more general distribution 

taken from SwissProt(3) (Release 53.0 of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot - 

http://expasy.org/sprot/relnotes/relstats.html)  was also explored. The following 

terms describe how the amino acid composition (AAC) for this analysis was 

calculated. The AAC for each amino acid (x) is calculated for three sets of residues; 

peptide interface residues, protein interface residues and all interface residues. 

AACpep(X) = (NApep(x) / TNApep) * 100, where, 

AACpep(X) = % composition of amino acid of type x in peptide interface residues 

NApep(X) = number of amino acids of type x in peptide interface residues 

TNApep = total number of peptide interface residues. 

AACpr0(X) = (NApro(X) / TNApro) * 100, where, 

AACpro(X) = % composition of amino acid of type x in protein interface residues 

NApro(X) = number of amino acids of type x in protein interface residues 

TNApro = total number of protein interface residues. 

AACj(x) = (NAa11(X) / TNAw) * 100, where, 

AACa11(x) = % composition of amino acid of type x in all interface residues 

NAaii(x) = number of amino acids of type x in all interface residues 

TNAan = total number of interface residues. 

SWP(x) = % composition of amino acid x in all Swiss-Prot sequence residues. 
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The difference between % composition of amino acid x in peptide interface residues 

and all Swiss-Prot sequence residues = AACpep(X) - SWP(x). 

The difference between % composition of amino acid x in protein interface residues 

and all Swiss-Prot sequence residues = AACpr0(X) - SWP(x). 

The difference between % composition of amino acid x in all interface residues and 

all Swiss-Prot sequence residues = AACaji(x)— SWP(x). 

It is these last three terms that are plotted in figure 3.4. The raw data for the figure 

can be found in appendix C.2. The SQL query used to obtain this data is in appendix 

D.2. 

3.2.6 Residue Pairing Preferences 

The residue pairing preference (RPP) score is a normalised pairing score of two 

residues occurring at the interface. The method of calculating the RPP of two 

residues (x and y) and the terms used are described in table 3.3. 

Term Equation Definition 

TNAX Total number of interface residues of type x 

TNAa,j Total number of interface residues 

F = TNAX / TNA11 Frequency of residue x at interface 

Pal 
Total number of pairs formed between all interface 

residues 

ply  Number of pairs formed between residues x and y 

PFxy  = Ply / P11 Pairing frequency of residues i and 

RPPX = PF / F x F 
Residue pairing preference score for two residues, x 

and y 

Table 3.3. The terms and equations used to calculate the residue pairing preference (RPP) score 
for any two residues (x and y). 

The RPP scores for each pair of residues were calculated using the Perl script 

res2res4 .pl (Appendix A.4, script 4.1). This produced a text file as output that 

could be loaded into a second Perl script, res2res plot .pi (Appendix A.4, 

script 4.2), which was used to plot the RPP scores onto a matrix, shown in figure 3.5. 
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3.2.7 Accessible Surface Area Analysis 

A definition of accessible surface area (ASA) is given in chapter 2, section 2.2.6. 

Patterns in the ASA of atoms at the protein-peptide interface were investigated 

using the amino acid node pictogram. The average reduction in accessible surface 

area (RASA) was calculated by subtracting the average ASA of all atoms of a 

particular node when not bound to its protein partner from the average ASA of the 

same node when bound. The RASA for each node, for both protein and peptide 

atoms, was calculated using a SQL query, shown in appendix D.4. The query was 

embedded into the Perl script extract4picto . p1 (Appendix A.4, script 4.3) that 

produced text files as output that could be fed into the Perl script 

pictogram draw asa . p1 (Appendix A.4, script 4.5) to produce the node ASA 

diagram seen in figure 3.6. The RASA was also calculated for individual peptide 

atoms, this is shown in table 3.4 and the query is in appendix D.4. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Node Analysis - the role of tyrosine and main-chain carbonyl 

Figure 3.2. Analysis of protein-peptide interface nodes. Analysis of contacts made by both 
peptide (blue) and protein (purple) nodes for both Van der Waals (darker shade) and 
Hydrogen Bond (lighter shade) contacts. The average number of node contacts (ANC) are 
calculated by taking the total number of contacts made by each node type (x) and dividing 
this by the total number of each node at interface, ANCVdW(x) = VdW contacts made by 
node x / total number of interface nodes x. 
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General trends in protein-peptide binding are evident from the amino acid 

pictogram analysis (figure 3.2). 

The number of node contacts increases the further a node is from the main-chain. 

This may simply prove what would be expected, that atoms further from the main-

chain are more likely to be involved in interface contacts due to being closer to the 

binding partner atoms. The exception to this rule is the main-chain oxygen atom 

(node M3). This is most likely a reflection of the more accessible nature of the main-

chain carbonyl atom, particularly in comparison to other main-chain atoms. 

Both the main-chain nitrogen (node M2) and the main-chain carbonyl (node M3) 

have similar patterns of involvement in hydrogen bonding. This is shown by the 

lighter shaded bars in figure 3.2, but is not evident in VdW contacts (figure 3.2, dark 

shaded bars). It might be expected that where an atom is involved in a hydrogen 

bond it will effectively be closer to the opposite side of the interface and therefore be 

involved in a greater number of VdW contacts. However, the pattern of VdW 

contacts is not the same between nodes M2 and M3. The main-chain carbonyl (node 

M3) is involved in a far greater number of VdW contacts compared to the main-

chain nitrogen. This may be further evidence to support the relative accessibility of 

the main-chain carbonyl atom. 

The average number of Van der Waals contacts is greater on the peptide side of 

the interface. There are 2.16 contacts per peptide node compared with 1.86 for each 

protein node (appendix C.i), indicating a greater degree of buriedness for peptide 

atoms. This is further supported by the fact that the ratio of protein to peptide 

residues involved at the interface is roughly 2:1 (3924:1987 - see appendix C.2), an 

indication that peptide residues tend to be surrounded by protein residues. 

Although previous studies into the nature of protein-protein interfaces indicate that 

they have relatively flat interacting surfaces (Chapter 1, section 1.1.3), the analysis 

here indicates that peptides bury to a degree into protein surfaces. This supports the 

theory that they are a more druggable subset of protein-protein interactions and 

may be more amenable to replacement by small molecule peptidomimetics. 

The hydroxyl atom of tyrosine makes an important contribution to protein-

peptide binding. Three nodes, Hi, H2 and Z3, are only occupied by one atom type. 

The hydroxyl of tyrosine occupies node Hi, the NH1 atom of arginine occupies 

node H2 and the CZ3 atom of tryptophan occupies node Z3. A total number of 66 
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peptide tyrosine hydroxyl atoms form 262 VdW contacts to protein atoms, giving an 

average number of VdW contacts per atom close to 4 (Appendix C.1). Peptide node 

Hi has the highest average VdW contacts for peptides, indicating that the 

involvement of tyrosine and in particular the hydroxyl atom of tyrosine could be 

significant in peptides. 

The secondary structure of peptides has little influence on node interaction 

patterns (figure 3.3). Whether an atom is part of a a-helix, p-sheet or no specific 

secondary structure, little difference in the number of cross-interface contacts is 

apparent. Only node M3, the main-chain carbonyl, displays noteworthy differences 

between secondary structure types as it forms fewer contacts when involved in a 

helical conformation, presumably because the atoms are held tightly within a helix 

and are unable to physically make many interactions with the protein. It also may 

be due to some carbonyl atoms positioned on the far side of a helix being unable to 

get close to the protein. 

Peptide VdW Contacts Sub-Divided by Secondary Structure 

--*—alpha helix —U— beta sheet —A-- n9 SS J 

5.00 
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4.00 
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0.50 
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Ml M2 M3 Al BI GI G2 Dl D2 D3 El E2 E3 Zl Z2 Z3 Hl H2 H3 
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Figure 3.3. Secondary Structure Analysis of Peptide Node VdW Contacts. 

The average number of VdW contacts made by each node, from peptide interface 

residues, has been divided into three secondary structure groupings; a-helix (red), 13-sheet 

(blue) and no specific secondary structure (green). Of all peptide nodes (7478), 22.7% 

(1700) are part of an a-helix, 46.0% (3442) are part of 13-sheets and 31.3% (2336) are 

part of residues with no specific secondary structure. It is apparent that secondary structure 

has little influence on the pattern of peptide contacts with the exception of node M3. This 

node represents main-chain carbonyl atoms that are involved in fewer contacts when they 

are port of an a-helix. 

ME 
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The influence that secondary structure has on the ability of main-chain carbonyl 

atoms to make contacts across the protein-peptide interface can be highlighted by 

looking at the example of the p21 peptide binding to PCNA (figure 3.4). This figure 

also highlights the difference in the number of VdW contacts made between the 

main-chain carbonyl (node M3) and main chain nitrogen atoms (node M2), showing 

that the main-chain carbonyl is more accessible and forms a greater number of 

contacts. 

IX 
i 	 few main chain 

I?ri_II 	
carbonyl contacts 

Non-helical 
many main-chain 
carbonyl contacts 	S 	P 	 • 

a 

Figure 3.4. Contacts made by main-chain carbonyl and nitrogen atoms in interaction 
between p2l and PCNA. 

PCNA is shown in surface representation with the p2l peptide in white sticks. The a-helix is 
highlighted in cartoon representation. Van der Wads contacts made by main-chain carbonyl 
atoms are shown by black dotted lines and contacts made by main-chain nitrogen atoms are 
shown by blue dotted lines. Raw data in Aaoendix C.3. 

3.3.2 Amino acid composition and residue pairing of proline 

Peptide proline residues pair preferentially with aromatic protein residues. The 

difference in amino acid composition between the protein and peptide side of the 

interface was investigated and along with residue pairing preference analysis it 

revealed an interesting role for proline (figures 3.5 and 3.6). Proline has the second 

largest difference in amino acid composition (4.8% difference) between the peptide 

and the protein side of the interface. Along with its high composition on the peptide 

side of the interface it also has a very high preference for forming contacts with 
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ProPep Amino Acid Composition Comparison 
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Figure 3.5. Amino Acid Composition (AAC) Comparison between Protein-Peptide 
Interfaces and Swiss-Prof 

The percentage amino acid composition (AAC) of protein-peptide interfaces was 
compared to the percentage amino acid composition of all sequences in SWISS-PROT 
(Release 53.0 of U niProtKB/Swiss-Prot - http://expasy.org/sprot/relnotes/relstats.htm  1)(3). 

Blue bars show the difference between % composition of amino acids in peptide interlace 
residues and all Swiss-Prot sequence residues. Purple bars show the difference between % 
composition of amino acids in protein interface residues and all Swiss-Prof sequence 
residues. Grey bars show the difference between % composition of amino acids in all 
interface residues and all Swiss-Prof sequence residues. Where an amino acid's % 
composition in the protein-peptide interface dataset is higher than its composition in Swiss-
Prot the bar will be positive and where the % composition at the interface is lower the bar 
will be negative. The amino acids are ordered from left to right from those that have 
highest difference in % composition between protein interface residues and Swiss-Prot 

residues. 
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RPP Score 
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Figure 3.6. Residue Pairing Preferences of Van der Woals contacts across Protein-

Peptide Interfaces 

The RPPscore is a normalised pairing score of two residues occurring at the 
interface. Darker squares indicate high pairing preference scores. The residue 
pairing preference (RPP) of two residues (x and y) is calculated as follows, RPP1  = 

PFXW/FX  x F. Where PF is the pairing frequency of residues x and y which is 
calculated by the following, PF = P,/ P,,Pxy  is the number of pairs formed between 
residue types x and y and P is the total number of pairs formed between all 
residues types within the database. Fx  is the frequency of a residue of type x at 

interface and is calculated by, Fx  = TNAX/ TNAa11, Where TNAX is the number of 

residues of type x at the interface and TNA111 is the total number of residues of all 
types at the interface. 
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aromatic residues in the binding pocket (figure 3.6). Proline has a high pairing 

preference score with tyrosine (4.87), phenylalanine (4.28) and tryptophan (5.51). 

Proline's preference for aromatic residues is something that has not been described 

before in protein-protein studies. A high pairing preference between proline and 

tryptophan has been noted by a few studies(80' 198, 200), but it doesn't extend to all 

aromatic residues. An explanation for this feature of binding could be a high degree 

of shape complementarily between proline and aromatic residues. However, both 

Glaser et al.(198) and the Atlas of Protein Side-Chain Interactions(201) 

(http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/sidechains/)  indicate that proline makes 

interactions with aromatic residues in a number of different poses. One such 

conformation is hydrophobic stacking of the aromatic rings and this is likely to 

provide a high number of contacts between the two residues. This is a possible 

reason why a high pairing score between proline and aromatic residues is observed. 

Proline rich recognition motifs are biologically significant as they are commonly 

found to regulate key cellular events such as signal transduction and cell cycle(106). 

They are well represented with the ProPep dataset with 20 complexes falling into 

the category of domains that bind proline-rich sequences. This accounts for 

approximately 8% of the ProPep dataset (Appendix B.1). These complexes 

contribute significantly to the number of peptide proline residues in the analysis 

with the 18 structures being responsible for just over one third (57 out of 154) of all 

peptide proline residues. Therefore finding a high proportion of proline residues 

within the set of peptides in this study is not unexpected, although proline's high 

pairing preference with aromatic residues may reveal how proline influences 

peptide binding. By binding to aromatic residues there is the potential to form many 

hydrophobic interactions, which is ideal in transient protein-protein binding. 

3.3.3 Aromatic residues in protein-peptide interfaces 

Protein-peptide interfaces are relatively hydrophobic, with hydrophobic residues 

contributing to over half of the buried surface area of the interfaces in ProPep (table 

3.4). From amino acid composition analysis (figure 3.5), it can be seen that aromatic 

residues His, Phe, Trp and Tyr occur more frequently in protein-peptide interfaces 

in comparison to Swiss-Prot. The high occurrence of aromatic residues contributes 
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to the hydrophobic nature of protein-peptide interfaces. Not all studies into protein-

protein interactions have directly compared amino acid composition to that of 

Swiss-Prot. In studies where this has been done(80' 200)  the data for protein-peptide 

interfaces (ProPep) is very similar to protein-protein interfaces, showing aromatic 

residues to have a composition 1-3% higher than Swiss-Prot. 

Chemical grouping % Contribution to buried surface area of interface 

Hydrophobic 58.0% 
I., 
0 

16.5% 
T0 

Polar 

- — Charged 25.5% 

Hydrophobic 63.0% 

a 	a, Polar 14.1% 

0 Charged 22.9% 

Hydrophobic 51.1% 

U, Polar 19.8% 

2 Charged 29.1% 

Table 3.4. Contribution of different residue types to the buried surface area of protein-peptide 
interfaces. Hydrophobic residues are defined as G, A, V, 1, I, M, F, W and P. Polar residues are 
defined as S, T, C, Y, N and Q. Charged residues are defined as D, E, K, R and H. 

3.3.4 Hydrophobic binding of peptide leucine residues to proteins 

Leucine has the largest difference in amino acid composition (5.1% difference) 

between the peptide and the protein side of the interface (figure 3.5). The fact that 

leucine is common on the peptide side of the interface is consistent with the 

observation that protein binding pockets are relatively hydrophobic (table 3.4 and 

3.6). Interestingly, a similar pattern is not seen in closely related (in terms of size and 

structure) amino acids such as isoleucine, valine and threonine. This could 

demonstrate another important feature of how peptides bind to proteins; the 

flexibility of the side-chain of leucine may make it more adaptable than other amino 

acids. The pockets into which peptides bind are relatively shallow and so perhaps 

an amino acid such as leucine finds the balance in size that compliments the protein 

binding pocket - any smaller and fewer contacts are made, any larger and it will be 
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unable to fit into the pocket. No other studies have described a higher composition 

of leucine on one side of a protein-protein interface. The analysis here shows that 

leucine is overall 1.37% less common in protein-peptide interfaces, a fact that was 

also found in the study by Ansari et al.(200) that recorded leucine to be -3.0% less 

common in a set of 170 transient protein-protein interface compared to SwissProt. 

Leucine was also shown to be less common in transient protein-protein hetero-

complex by Ofran et al.(80) where the log of the frequency was -0.25 less than the 

SwissProt frequency. 

3.3.5 Residue pairing of charged amino acid side chains 

The residue pairing analysis (figure 3.6) displays a specific pattern in the pairing 

preferences of the four charged amino acids (Asp, Glu, Lys, Arg). Oppositely 

charged amino acids Lys-Asp, Lys-Glu, Arg-Asp and Arg-Glu all have high pairing 

scores (3.90, 4.41, 4.56 and 5.29 respectively) as opposed to the low pairing scores for 

residues with the same charge. Raw data shows that of all the pairs involving these 

four charged residues, 23% of Lys, 25% of Arg, 30% of Asp and 32% of Glu pairs are 

salt-bridges. This is fairly intuitive and a trend found in residue pairing studies on 

other protein-protein interaction datasets(80' 198, 200). Ansari et al.(200) show a general 

similarity to the protein-peptide data, with the exception of Glu pairing reasonably 

well with itself, which is not observed in protein-peptide interfaces. Glaser et al.(198) 

describe positively charged residues Lys and Arg as having some degree of pairing 

preference, unlike the negatively charged Glu and Asp, this is observed in the 

protein-peptide data. Glaser et al.(198) give the possible explanation that the aliphatic 

chains of the residues (Lys and Arg) can form an extended contact area with the 

amine groups positioned as far as possible from each other. The side chain is flexible 

enough to orientate the positively charged amine groups on the Lys and Arg 

residues away from each other, but allowing VdW contacts to be made between 

other parts of the side chain. 

3.3.6 ASA analysis of pictogram nodes 

The average reduction in accessible surface area (RASA) can be considered as a 

measure of the degree to which particular atom types or residues bury into the 

protein-peptide interface. Figure 3.7 shows two pictograms that represent the 
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average RASA data for peptide (figure 3.7a) and protein (figure 3.7b) nodes. The 

method used to obtain this data and draw the pictograms is described in section 

3.2.7 and the raw data is given in table 3.5. 

a. peptide 
	

b. protein 

I2) ¶ , 

Node RASA (A2) 

Figure 3.7. Amino Acid Pictogram Accessible Surface Area Analysis 

(a) The pictogram summonses the average reduction in accessible surface area (RASA) for 
each peptide node. The RASA is calculated by subtracting the average accessible surface 
area (ASA) of all atoms of a particular node when not bound to its protein partner from 
the average ASA of the same node when bound. (b) The second pictogram summarises 
the data in the same way as for the first pictogram (a) but uses protein node data. The 
colour of the node indicates the RASA. The closer that a nodes colour is to red, the greater 
its average reduction in accessible surface area, relative to all other nodes. Raw data is 

given in table 3.5. 

The most striking aspect of the analysis in figure 3.7 is the difference in average 

RASA between peptide and protein nodes, with the RASA of peptide nodes being 

significantly higher. The overall pattern is the same for both though, with nodes 

furthest from the main-chain having a higher RASA. The highest RASA occurs on 

nodes G2, H3 and 142; in peptides the RASA is 33.6A2 for H3, 32.9A2 for G2 and 

31.2A2  for H2 and in proteins the RASA is 17.5A2  for H3, 19.0A2 for G2 and 18.0A2 

for H2 (table 3.5). This indicates that atoms occupying these nodes contribute 
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heavily to the buried surface area of protein-peptide interfaces and therefore are 

likely to be important in protein-peptide binding. It is also apparent that the overall 

average RASA for peptide nodes (20.8A2) is roughly twice that of protein nodes 

(10.8A2), which further supports the theory that short linear peptides bury into 

protein surfaces. 

Peptide  Protein 

Node 
Interface 
Nodes 

Total RASA 
Average 

 RASA 
Interface 
Nodes 

Total RASA 
Average 

 RASA 

Ml 714 1760.2 2.5 677 624.5 0.9 

M2 765 5105.7 6.7 688 2192.2 3.2 

M3 998 15954.4 16.0 1042 12005.0 11.5 

Al 778 6254.3 8.0 795 3973.9 5.0 

- 	- Bi 816 16522.3 20.3 904 9389.0 10.4 

Gi 674 9905.7 14.8 1086 9109.3 8.5 

G2 272 8938.2 32.9 333 6311.9 19.0 

Dl 376 9789.7 26.0 609 7112.5 11.7 

D2 687 17656.8 25.8 1073 12684.9 11,8 

D3 79 1546.2 19.6 66 754.3 hA 

El 191 4094,6 214 346 3889.6 11.2 

E2 437 9618.1 22.1 838 9574.2 11.4 

E3 130 - 	3286.0 25.3 273 4084.5 15.3 

Zi 129 2328.2 18.0 245 1601.6 6.5 

Z2 159 2621.5 16.6 327 3550.2 11.0 

Z3 22 5584.2 26.6 45 417.8 9.3 

Hi 66 1832.4 27.8 188 2196.0 11.7 

H2 80 2497.2 31.2 141 2488.9 18.0 

H3 105 3526.3 - 	33.6 217 3731.7 17.5 

AVERAGE 	20.8 AVERAGE 	10.8 

Table 3.5. Average Reduction in Accessible Surface Area for Interface Nodes 

The table shows the raw data used for figure 3.6. The 2' to 4' columns give the data for peptide 
nodes; the 5th  to 7"  give the data for protein nodes. The Interface Nodes column shows the total 
number of times an atom, represented by that node, occurs at the interface. The Total RASA is the 
sum of the RASA for each of the atoms of that node. The Average RASA is calculated by dividing 
the Total RASA by the number of Interface Nodes. 

3.3.7 ASA analysis of individual atoms 

As has already been noted the peptide node G2 has a high RASA (figure 3.7a). There 

are four different atom types that contribute to node G2: CG of Pro, and CG2 of Thr, 
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Val and lie (table 3.1). Each of these atom types has a RASA in the top 20 of all 

peptide atoms (table 3.6). The average RASA of the CC atom of proline is 32.3A2, 

CG2 of isoleucine is 27.9A2, CG2 of threonine is 35.0A2 and CG2 of valine is 38.3A2. 

These atoms are all terminal side-chain atoms of their respective residues and this 

explains why they should have a high RASA. Unbound they have high ASA values 

which demonstrates a greater degree of exposure. Upon binding however they have 

a tendency to bury deep into the protein surface and thus heavily reducing their 

accessible surface area. 

Atom Type Amino Acid 
AVG ASA 
unbound 

AVG ASA
AVG 

bound 
RASA Node 

CE MET 59.3 10.8 48.5 E2 

CD2 LEU 50.8 5.0 45.8 D2 

CD1 ILE 53.0 8.4 44.6 D2 

CD1 LEU 47.8 4.5 43.3 Dl 

CB ALA 52.8 10.7 42.0 Bi 

CG1 VAL 44.6 5.7 38.9 Gi 

CG2 VAL 42.7 6.4 36.3 G2 

CG2 THR 49.4 14.4 35.0 G2 

NH2 ARG 50.2 15.4 34.8 H3 

ND2 ASN 41.2 7.5 33.8 D2 

NE2 GLN 44.8 11.2 33.6 E3 

SG CYS 40.6 7.9 32.7 Gi 

CG PRO 37.7 5.4 32.3 G2 

NH1 ARG 42.3 11.1 31.2 H2 

NZ LYS 42.6 11.9 30.8 Z2 

CA GLY 37.1 7.3 29.8 Al 

CH2 TRP 30.0 0.9 29.1 H3 

CG2 ILE 33.8 5.9 27.9 G2 

OH TYR 35.9 8.1 27.8 Hl 

CZ2 I 	TRP 29.61 2.01 27.61 Z2 

Table 3.6. Accessible Surface Areas of Peptide Interface Atoms 

Showing the top 20 peptide atom types that have the highest reduction in accessible surface area 
(RASA) when bound to protein binding partner, shown in the 5' column. The average accessible 
surface area (ASA) when the peptide is not bound to the target protein is shown in the 3 column 
and its bound average ASA is shown in the 4 column. The 6' column shows which node on the 
amino acid pictogram the atom type belongs to. The RASA gives an indication of the degree of 
buriedness of each atom type within the protein-peptide interface. Atom types from hydrophobic 
residues feature prominently. Atom types contributing to node G2 are highlighted in pink. 
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Table 3.6 shows the atom types with the highest RASA's are CE of Met (48,5A2), 

CD2 of Leu (45.8A2), CD1 of lie (44.6A2), CDI of Leu (43.3A2) and CB of Ala (42.0A2). 

This data clearly points to the fact that peptides have a tendency to bind into 

hydrophobic protein binding pockets. The highest average RASA for peptide atoms 

is found in atoms far from the main-chain in hydrophobic residues, indicating that 

hydrophobic interactions are very important in peptide-protein binding. Indeed 

they contribute to approximately 60% of protein-peptide interface residues (table 

3.4). The contribution of hydrophobicity to protein-protein binding has been 

described before with Young et al.(8" finding clusters of solvent accessible 

hydrophobic residues composing one-third of the protein-protein interface in 25 out 

of 38 cases. Lo Conte et al.(70) also describe protein-protein interfaces to be richer in 

both the aromatic residues His, Tyr, Phe and Trp (21% versus 8%) and some 

aliphatic residues Leu, lie, Val and Met (17% versus 11%), in comparison to the 

contribution of the residues to the solvent accessible surface area of proteins. 

3.3.8 Role of water in protein-peptide interfaces 

Water molecules can play an important role in the binding interface of protein-

protein interactions. As mentioned in Chapter 1, section 1.1.4, hydrogen bond 

bridges can often be formed across the protein-peptide interface via water 

molecules. The formation of hydrogen bond bridges will help to stabilise the 

protein-peptide complex. Water molecules may also facilitate stability by increasing 

shape and charge complimentarity at the interface(40' 'v'). 

Details about water molecules that are involved in protein-peptide interfaces have 

been included in the ProPep database and are analysed here. Firstly, using the 

amino acid node pictogram (figure 3.1, table 3.1) the number of contacts between 

each node and water molecules has been analysed (figure 3.8). Secondly a residue 

pairing analysis has been performed looking specifically at the types of residues on 

either side of the protein-peptide interface that are linked or bridged via a water 

molecule positioned at the interface (figure 3.9). 

The analysis of node contacts to water atoms (figure 3.8) indicates that in peptides, 

the terminal Hi, H2, H3 and Z2 nodes form the highest average number of contacts 

(0.77, 0.84, 0.77 and 0.74 respectively). This contrasts to protein nodes where the 
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highest average contacts are from nodes E3, Ml, M3 and Bi (0.75, 0.63, 0.61 and 0.63 

respectively). It might be expected that those nodes forming the most contacts with 

water molecule would be node groupings that contain atom types capable of 

forming hydrogen bonds. This is the case for nodes Hi, H2, E3 and M3 but not for 

Z2, Mi and Bi. So the high average number of VDW contacts between these three 

nodes and water molecules is perhaps unexpected. S 	S • 
Z3 	 Z3 .. . S • 
. 	•iolls, I t 

03 	 03 , . 

	

PePtide, 	 protein, 

0 

Average no. of \/dW contacts between nodes and 
water molecules at protein-peptide interfaces 

Figure 3.8 Amino Acid Pictogram Water Molecule Contact Analysis 

The pictogram summarises the average number of YdW contacts made by each peptide node 
(left-hand pictogram) and protein nodes (right-hand pictogram). The average number of node 
contacts is calculated by taking the total number of contacts to water molecules made by each 
node type and dividing this by the total number of each node at interface. The darker the blue 
colour, the greater the average number of contacts made by that node. 

The analysis of the types of residues that are linked or bridged across the protein-

peptide interface via water molecules is shown in figure 3.9. This is a matrix of 

residue-water pairing preference (RWPP) scores and is calculated using methods 

very similar to those described in section 3.2.6. Hydrophobic, polar and charged 

residues are grouped together which helps to highlighted the greater involvement 
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of charged (D, E, K, R & H) and polar (S, T, C, Y, N & Q) residues in contacts with 

water molecules. The highest RWPP scores are for the oppositely charged residues 

Lys-Asp, Lys-Glu, Arg-Asp and Arg-Glu (6.62, 8.00, 6.64 & 7.85 respectively). In 

general charged and polar residues pair preferentially via water molecules in 

comparison to hydrophobic residues (note the lighter colours I the lower-left corner 

of the matrix). This is would be expected as water molecules are less likely to 

occupy space in the interface where hydrophobic residues are prevalent. 

Figure 3.9. Residue-Water Pairing Preferences across Protein-Peptide Interfaces 

The RWPPscore is a normalised pairing score of two residues (one protein, one peptide) being 
within 3.8A of the same water molecule present at the protein-peptide interlace. Darker blue 
squares indicate high pairing preference scores. The residue-water pairing preference (RWPP) of 
two residues (x and y) is calculated as follows, RPPXy  = PFXJ/FX x F11. Where PF, is the pairing 

frequency (via a water molecule) of residues x and y which is calculated by the following, PF j  = 

P/ P,1P is the number of water bridged pairs formed between residue types x and y and P is the 
total number of water bridged pairs formed between all residues types within the ProPep database. 

Fx  is the frequency of a residue of type x at interlace and is calculated by, F = TNAX/ TNAa11. 
Where TNAX is the number of residues of type x at the interlace and TNA11, is the total number of 

residues of all types at the interlace. 
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3.4 ProPep Database in Action - p21 & PCNA 

This final section in chapter 3 aims to present the ProPep database in action and 

summarise the types of data it contains and demonstrate its capabilities. A variety of 

different queries have been performed on the database using the PCNA/p21 

protein-peptide complex as an example (PDBID: 1AXC(88)). For this complex, the 

data obtained from ProPep has been uploaded into the molecular viewer PyMol(4) 

so that the data stored within ProPep can be visualised. For each section the raw 

data is given in Appendix C. 

3.4.1 Van der Wools and hydrogen bond contacts 

Figure Figure 3.10. VdW and Hydrogen Bond Contacts across the p21/PCNA interface. 

A. VdW Contacts across the p21/PCNA interface. The p2l peptide is shown in white sticks 
and PCNA in grey surface representation. VdW Contacts are highlighted by yellow dotted 
lines. Raw data is given in Appendix C.4. 

Figure 3.10 shows the Van der Waals contacts present at the interface between the 

p2l peptide and PCNA (raw data in Appendix C.4). Figure 3.11 shows the 

hydrogen bond contacts between the C-terminus of the p21 peptide (152-

HSKRRLIFS-160). Only the hydrogen bonds from this region are show to given a 

clear picture of hydrogen bonds at the interface (raw data is in Appendix C.5). 
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Figure 3.11. Hydrogen bond contacts between the C-terminal of the p2l peptide and PCNA. 
The p21 peptide is shown in white and cyan sticks. Residues in cyan are involved in hydrogen 
bond contacts and are also labelled. PCNA in shown in transparent surface representation 
with residues involved in hydrogen bond contacts appearing as yellow sticks. Hydrogen bonds 
are highlighted by black doffed sticks. Raw data in Appendix C.5. 

3.4.2 Visualising specific amino acid pictogram nodes 

Much of the analysis of protein-peptide interfaces has involved the used of the 

Amino Acid Node Pictogram (figure 3.1). The ProPep database can be used to pick 

out specific node types within a peptide to get a better feel for where they are 

positioned and the types of interaction they are involved in. In figure 3.12 the 

different atom types that are represented by three different node types (E2, G2 and 

Z2) are shown as coloured spheres. So, in this example, the red coloured spheres 

represent atom types that are of the node type G2 - in the case of p2l this refers to 

the three atoms; THR145 CG2, THR148 CG2 and 1LE158 CG2 (table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.12. Specific pictogram node positions within the p2l peptide. The p2l peptide is 
shown in white with PCNA shown in grey surface representation. For the three nodes G2, Z2 
and E2, the atom types within the p2l peptide that occupy these nodes are highlighted by the 
coloured spheres. For G2 node are highlighted in red, Z2 in green and E2 in yellow. The 
specific atom types within p21 are listed at the top. The amino acid node pictogram is shown 
in the bottom left with the relevant nodes highlighted. Raw data is given in Appendix C.6. 

3.4.3 Contacts made by specific residues 

It is possible to query ProPep to single out specific regions of binding or indeed 

specific residues of interest. In figure 3.13 the Arg155 residue from the p21 peptide 

has been highlighted and the interactions it is involved in with PCNA displayed. 

Arg155 forms 1 hydrogen bond and 11 VdW interactions with PCNA, which is 

relatively high for a single residue from p2l. A major reason for this is that two 

PCNA residues, Asp 122 and G1u124, form a small groove into which the side-chain 

of Arg155 is nestled (figure 3.13). The hydrogen bond it forms is between its NH2 

atom and the OE1 atom of Glu124, shown in figure 3.13 by the red dotted line. The 

raw data for this analysis is given in table 3.7. 
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Figure 3.13. Contacts between Arg 155 of p21 and PCNA. 

The frame on the left shows the p21 peptide as white sticks and the monomer of PCNA in grey 
surface representation. The location of the Arg 155 residue is highlighted by the yellow dotted 
square. The residues on the surface of PCNA that Arg 155 makes contacts with are shown in green. 

The frame on the right gives a more detailed look at the contacts Arg 155 (white sticks) makes to the 
Aspi 22, Val 123 and G1u124 residues of PCNA (green sticks). VdW contacts are shown by yellow 
dotted lines and hydrogen bond contacts are shown by red dotted lines. 

P21 Atoms Distance PCNA Atoms 

155 ARG NH1 3.201 0 ASP 122 

155 ARG CG 3.162 OD1 ASP 122 

155 ARG CD 3.573 OD1 ASP 122 

155 ARG NH1 3.763 OD1 ASP 122 

155 ARG CA 3.317 0 VAL 123 

155 ARG C 3.417 0 VAL 123 

155 ARG CG 3.335 0 VAL 123 

155 ARG NH1 3.648 0 VAL 123 

155 ARG CA 3.751 CA GLU 124 

155 ARG NI-12 3.251 CD GLU 124 

155 ARG CZ 3.744 OE1 GLU 124 

155 j ARG NI-12 2.718 OE1 GLU 124 

Table 3.7. Interface contacts between atoms of Arg 155 from p2l and PCNA. Columns 1-3 given 
the residue number, amino acid and atom type from the p21 peptide. Columns 5-7 give the atom 
type, amino acid and residue number from PCNA. Column 4 gives the distance in Angstroms. 
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3.4.4 Water molecules at the protein-peptide interface 

It is possible to use ProPep to pick out water molecule that could have an influence 

on peptide binding. In figure 3.14 the N-terminal of p21 is shown bound to PCNA. 

ProPep has been used to identify these water molecules and also identify the 

peptide and protein residue that are likely to interact with them. In figure 3.15 the 

likely interactions made by the water molecule are shown in more detail. In 

particular the residues Tyr151 and G1n144 make interactions with PCNA via 

interface water molecules (the raw data is given in Appendix C.7). 

Figure 3.14. Water molecules at the interlace between p21 and PCNA. 

The p21 peptide is shown in yellow sticks with PCNA shown in surface representation. Two 
water molecules that occupy space within the interface are shown as blue spheres. The 
light blue and green regions on the surface of PCNA indicate the residues that formed 
bridged contacts via the nearby water molecule to p21. The interactions between the water 
molecule and both p21 and PCNA are shown in more detail in figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15. Bridged interactions between p21 and PCNA via water molecules. 

Shows water bridged interactions between the Tyrl5l residue of p21 (white sticks) 
and four residues in the binding pocket of PCNA (light blue sticks). The blue sphere 
shows the water molecule. 

Shows water bridged interactions between the Gln144 residue of p21 (yellow sticks) 
and four residues in the binding pocket of PCNA (green sticks). The blue sphere shows 

the water molecule. 
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4 EDULISS and LIDAEUS 

This chapter is an introduction to and explanation of the two main programs used 

in the virtual (in silico) screening side of this study. Firstly EDULISS (Edinburgh 

University Ligand Selection System), which is an in-house database of small 

molecules and is used as the source of compounds to be docked in the virtual 

screening. Secondly LIDAEUS (Ligand Discovery At Edinburgh University), which 

is the molecular docking (virtual screening) program used in this study. In addition 

the chapter also gives details of other scripts and programs used to assist in a virtual 

screening study, particularly in the post-processing of LIDAEUS results. 

4.1 EDULISS and other chemical databases 

EDULISS is a database of chemical structures or chemical library, designed to 

provide compounds for the purpose of virtual screening. It is important in a virtual 

screening project to be able to pre-screen the compounds to be docked (the 

screening subset). The present study is focussed on looking for new lead drug 

compounds and so it is important that the chemical subsets extracted from larger 

chemical libraries reflect this aim. Often though, hit compounds from in silico 

screens that demonstrate binding affinity and/or biological activity, may still not 

possess the desired physiochemical properties to be an effective drug(202). 

Compounds that are chemically reactive or have toxic chemical groups, for example, 

would be considered undesirable. Other factors such as oral bioavailability, aqueous 

solubility, metabolic clearance and permeability also effect the likelihood of a 

compound being a potential drug(202' 203).  Therefore pre-screening chemical libraries 

for compounds that demonstrate a degree of 'drug-likeness'(202' 204206)  or 'lead-

likeness'(207) is an important step in the drug discovery process. 

This section summarises previous studies that have looked at what defines a 

compounds as drug-like, it looks at what chemical libraries are available to the 

research scientist and gives a description of the in-house chemical database used in 

this study, EDULISS 2.O(18 208).  
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4. 1.1 Drug-likeness and lead-likeness 

It can be surmised that 'drug-like' compounds are those that contain functional 

groups and/or have physiochemical properties consistent with the majority of 

drugs(206). There is quite an array of studies that have attempted to define the 

specific properties and features of 'drug-like' compounds. Bemis and Murcko 

identified 42 commonly occurring molecular frameworks in known drugs(209) and 

Sheridan describes common chemical substitutions that are preferred in drug-like 

molecules(210). A study by Gullet et al.(211) used genetic algorithms to distinguish 

between drugs and non-drugs using molecular properties and shape descriptors. A 

more recent study by Sirios et al.(212) assessed the 'drug-likeness' of 44 chemical 

libraries as an aid to improve the quality of virtual screening. The quality of each 

library was scored and ranked according to a 12-metric scoring function. Their 

conclusions state that the majority of compounds considered not to satisfy drug-like 

rules do so due to high molecular weight, high LogP values and the presence of 

reactive functional groups. In contrast to 'drug-likeness', the term 'lead-like' has 

perhaps not been as well investigated but is still significant in the design of chemical 

libraries as subsets for virtual screening(207). 

Descriptor Lipinski R05(213) Oprea Lead-Like(207) Astex R03(214) 

MW1  <= 500 <= 460 <= 300 

LogP2  <= 5 

(<=4.15 ML0gP) 

Between —4 and 4.2 <= 3 

nHAcc3  <= 10 <= 9 n/d 

nHDon4  <= 5 <= 5 n/d 

Rings5  n/d <= 4 n/d 

TPSA6  n/d <= 60 <= 60 

RBN7  n/d <= 10 <= 3 

Table 4.1. Summarising the difference between three different 'lead-like' criteria. 1  is molecular 
weight in Daltons, 2  is the octanol/water coefficient (LogP), 3  is the number of hydrogen bond 

acceptors, 4iS  the number of hydrogen bond donors, is the number of rings, 6  is the total polar 

surface area in A and 7  is the number of rotatable bonds. The term n/d notates were the value is 
not defined. R05 is Rule-of-5, R03 is Rule-of-3. 

ME 
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Lead-like compounds wifi typically have a lower molecular complexity in 

comparison to drugs, being more polar, having lower molecular weight, less 

rotatable bonds and less rings(215-217). Perhaps the most commonly known set of 

terms that define 'lead-likeness' is Lipinski's Rule-of-5(213) (Lipinski R05). This 

specifically states that poor absorption and permeation are more likely when: 

There are more than 5 H-bond donors 

The molecular weight is over 500 daltons 

The LogP is over 5 (or MlogP is over 4.15) 

There are more than 10 H-bond acceptors 

When using these criteria 'poor absorption or permeability is possible' if two or 

more of the parameters are out of range. Similar to the Lipinski R05 are other 

criteria such as Oprea lead-like(207) and Astex Rule-of-3 (R03)(214) that are 

summarised in table 4.1. 

Additionally the use of structural data from a drug target can also be utilised in 

selecting a good chemical subset for screening. Using structural data, whether it is 

experimental or a model, has been suggested as a way of focusing the chemical 

space of compound libraries according to the restraints dictated by the ligand-

receptor interaction energy(218).  Such an approach may not only save time and 

money but could lead to an increase in the potency or specificity of lead 

compounds. With such economic considerations at the forefront of any drug 

development project there is an increasing requirement for computational methods 

that can rapidly assess the 'drug-likeness' or 'lead-likeness' of chemical libraries(219  

221) 

4.1.2 Estimating solubility using MLogP 

The solubility in water of small-molecules is of great importance in drug discovery, 

as it has a major bearing on absorption, movement through the body and 

elimination. These factors are the consideration of the latter stages in the drug 

discovery process (Chapter 1, figure 1.9). The solubility of a compound is also of 

importance in the earlier stages during testing in biological assays. As will be 

discussed in chapter 5 the solubility of compounds proved to be a major challenge 
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when it came to performing the biological assays in this study. It was therefore 

desirable to be able to extract from EDULISS compounds that would be predicted to 

have good solubility. EDULISS does not contain solubility information although it is 

possible to estimate the solubility of a compound. There are a number of slightly 

differing approaches to estimating solubiity(222228), examples are the General 

Solubility Equation (GSE)(225 226) and Estimated Solubility (ESOL)(222). The GSE is 

described in equation 4.1. 

LogS = 0.50 - 0.01(mp-25) - logK0 	Equation 4.1 

Where S is the intrinsic aqueous solubility in units of mol/L, logK0 is the octanol-

water partition coefficient (LogP) and mp is the melting temperature in °C. 

Although relatively simple it does require the melting point of the compound to be 

known, which is not stored within EDULISS. 

The ESOL equation (equation 4.2) is slightly more complicated but does not require 

the melting point. 

LogS = 0.16 - 0.63 logP - 0.0062 MWT + 0.066 RB - 0.74 AP 	Equation 4.2 

Where logP is the octanol-water partition coefficient, MWT is molecular weight, RB 

is number of rotatable bonds and AP is the count of aromatic heavy atoms. 

The octanol-water partition coefficient (LogP) is indicated in a number of prediction 

methods (GSE and ESOL included) as being significant in predicting aqueous 

solubilil.y(229). it is typically the case that there is a correlation between the LogP of a 

compound and its predicted solubility, lower values of LogP equating to better 

predicted solubility. Therefore, in the present study LogP is used as a rough guide 

to estimating solubility. The LogP value of a compound is incorporated into lead-

like criteria definitions such as the Lipinski Rule-Of-5 (MLogP less than 4.5) as a 

way of attempting to avoid compounds in drug discovery studies that are likely to 

have poor solubility. In earlier LIDAEUS screens, where chemical subsets 

conforming to the Lipinski R05(213) criteria were used, several of the compounds 

ordered for biological testing proved to have low solubility despite having LogP 

value within the Lipinski R05drug-like criteria. As a consequence the Asinex Low 

MlogP Lipinski chemical subset (chapter 5, section 5.2.2) was extract from EDULISS 

with a lower threshold of MlogP (!!~; 2). In addition, the LogP value of potential hit 
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compounds from LIDAEUS screens was used alongside price and availability as a 

factor in deciding which compounds to order for biological testing. 

4.1.3 Ligand Efficiency based on Virtual Screening Scores 

A concept that is becoming increasing important in the optimisation of the drug 

discovery process is ligand efficiency(230' 231).  It was first described by Hopkins et 

al.(230) as a method by which to select lead compounds or fragments(5) for further 

development in a drug discovery project. Typically, ligand efficiency will be used as 

part of a HTS experiment, where real binding data is available, in the assessment of 

lead compounds. The concept though may have some mileage in the assessment of 

the ligand poses produced in a virtual screening experiment. 

Ligand efficiency is described as the binding energy per atom of a ligand(230). It is 

calculated by converting the dissociation constant (Kd) into the free energy of 

binding (AG) at room temperature (300K) (Equation 4.3(230))  and dividing this by the 

number of heavy atoms present in the ligand (Equation 4.4(230)). 

G (kcal/mol-1) = -RT.lflKd 	 Equation 4.3 

Lig. Efficiency (kcal/mol-1) = G/Nnon-hydrogen atoms Equation 4.4 

In addition to the description by Hopkins et al.(230), the ligand efficiency concept has 

been extended by Abad-Zapatero et al.(231) in the description of three alternative 

ligand efficiency indices; percentage efficiency index (PEI), binding efficiency index 

(BEI) and surface-binding efficiency index (SEI). The PEI uses the percentage 

inhibition of a ligand (at a given concentration) and divides this by the molecular 

weight (MW) as opposed to the number of heavy atoms. The BEI also uses MW but 

instead of percentage inhibition uses binding affinity (Kd, Ki or 1050). The SET uses 

binding affinity, like the BET, but instead of MW it uses the polar surface area (PSA). 

This is interesting as PSA can have relevance to intestinal permeability and oral 

bioavailability and alongside MW is a crucial property during drug optimisation(231  

233) 

The development of the ligand efficiency concept was motivated by the need to 

move away from using potency as a single guide in assessing lead compounds(230' 

231). There is some correlation between ligand potency and increasing MW, leading 
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to a potential bias towards the selection of high MW compounds(230). Indeed the 

MW of compounds, regarded as clinical candidates, has been shown to be 

consistently increasing(234), a finding which is then offset by trends that show a 

lower MW in drugs actually going to market(230' 234).  Candidate compounds with 

high MW may be problematic as they undergo the optimisation process to become 

drugs as larger compounds will fall outside of the acceptable criteria of drug-like 

properties such as absorption and permeability(215' 235).  Determining ligand 

efficiency is seen as a way to aid lead selection by normalising the potency and MW 

of compounds(230) and thus enable comparisons to be drawn between compounds 

with a broad range of MW and activities(230). 

A variation on ligand efficiency has been employed in this study as a method to 

assess poses generated in virtual screening experiments. It uses the docking score of 

a posed ligand and divides this by the MW to give the Ligand Virtual Screening 

Score (VSS) Efficiency. Clearly there will be no real binding data known about 

potential hit compounds obtained from a virtual screening run, but by using the 

docking score it is possible to provide some estimation of the efficiency of a given 

pose. 

4.1.4 Chemical libraries 

Chemical libraries of small molecule ligands provide the input for virtual screening 

projects. The provision of libraries of chemical compounds and information, from a 

variety of sources is therefore important to a virtual screening project. It is beneficial 

to have resources that allow libraries of small molecule to be searched by user 

defined criteria so that a targeted compound subset can be obtained specific to the 

particular project being undertaken. It might well be the case, in a given virtual 

screening project, that it is desirable to screen as diverse a set of compounds as 

possible. This necessitates there being a wide range of different chemical libraries, or 

indeed a single library that contains a diverse set of small molecules. Individual 

manufacturers of chemical compounds (suppliers) often provide electronic versions 

of their own chemical catalogues. it is particularly helpful where these compounds 

are accessible to the research scientist via websites that allow interactive searches for 

compounds and the ability to download electronic libraries of compounds. Table 4.2 

lists some of the available sources of chemical compounds. 
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No. of 

Database URL Compounds Supplier Ref. 

Catalogues  

CSD http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.ukl  400,977  

products/csd 363,931 

unique 

ZINC http://zinc.docking.org/ "p4.6 million 40  

M DL® http://www.mdli.com/products/experi  —571,000 Over 680  

ACD ment/available_chem_dir/index.jsp 

ChemBank http://chembank.broad.harvard.edu/W  r.j800 000 10  

elcome.htm 

PubChem http://pubchem/ncbi/nlm/nih/goV/  "10.9 million approx. 60  

EDULISS http://scibsfs.bch.ed.ac.uk:8080/ "5.3 million 27 (18) 

2.0 eduliss/ (.'3.7 million 

unique) 

Table 4.2. Details of the source/providers of in-silico representations of chemical compounds. The 

3rd column shows the approx. number of unique compounds stored in the respective database. 

The 4th  column gives the number of different suppliers from where the compounds are sourced. 

The ZINC database(241) is an example of a free resource of commercially-available 

compounds. It is maintained by the Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry at the 

University of Califomia(236), San Francisco (UCSF) and contains in excess of 4.6 

million compounds from over 40 different suppliers. The interface of ZINC allows 

the researcher to search and download compounds based on a wide variety of 

different chemical descriptors such as molecular weight, hydrogen bond donors and 

LogP. It is also possible to download subsets of compounds that are defined as lead-

like, drug-like and fragment-like. Compounds can be downloaded from ZINC in a 

variety of formats including SMILES, mo12 and 3D SDF files, allowing easy 

compatibility with numerous docking programs. The CSD(236) (Cambridge 

Structural Database) catalogue is maintained by CCDC (Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Centre). It contains over 400,000 compounds but has the 

disadvantage of not being easily accessed. The MDL® ACD(238) dataset is 

maintained by Elsevier MDL and contains over 570,000 compounds from over 700 

different suppliers. It is claimed to be one of the most widely used chemical data 

En 
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resources worldwide. It can be delivered in a number of different formats: SDF file, 

RD file and RCG (Relational Chemistry Gateway) format and comes with supplier 

ordering and price information. ChemBank(238) is a set of around 800,000 

compounds that have been filtered out of a larger set of 4.5 million compounds from 

10 different suppliers. The filters imposed include the Lipinski rule-of-5(213), 

removal of 'undesirable' compounds and assessment of drug-likeness. The final 

ChemBank set has also had diversity constraints added. The PubChem compound 

database(240) is a free database of available small molecule compounds. Each 

compound has associated properties and descriptors that can be used for searching 

and filtering. The database is pre-clustered and represents a non-redundant set of 

over 10.9 million chemically diverse compounds with known or unknown biological 

activities. 

One of the original aims of EDULISS was to provide an accessible resource to 

chemical information from both academic and commercial resources(18). EDULISS is 

most similar in style to the ZINC database(241), containing a vast number of 

structures from a wide range of suppliers. It has a web-based user-interface that 

allows easy access to compounds and also allows the user to define specific selection 

criteria to enable the download of highly targeted compound libraries. All 

compounds stored in EDULISS have over 1,500 different associated properties or 

descriptors that can be used to specifically search for desired subsets. The in-house 

database EDULISS 2.0 has been used as the source of compounds for the virtual 

screening runs in this study. 

4.1.5 EDULISS 2.0 

EDULISS (http://scibsfs.bch.ed.ac.uk:8008/eduliss/)  is a relational database system 

that stores chemical compounds, from 27 different chemical supplier catalogues 

with each compound having over 1,500 different descriptors defining it. The 

original version of EDULISS was created by Dr. Andrew Hinton(18) and contained 

over 1.5 million compounds. It has since been updated to EDULISS 2.0 by Kun-Yi 

Hsin(208) and now contains over 5.3 million compounds from 27 supplier catalogues 

(figure 4.1). 

The EDULISS database is built using MySQL and therefore uses SQL to query the 

database via its web-based interface (http: / / scibsfs.bch.ed.ac.uk:8008/eduliss/).  

'S 
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The steps taken in generating the compound data for EDULISS are summarised in 

figure 4.3. The compounds contained in EDULISS have been sourced from 

suppliers, as 2D SDF files, which are converted into 3D using the program 

CONCORDTM(242). CONCORDTM(242) computes a single, low energy 3D conformer 

of a 2D representation of a compound. It is this conformer that is stored within 

EDULISS. The descriptors for each compound are primarily calculated by the 

program DRAGON(243). Toxicological prediction data for each compound is 

computed using the program DEREK(2 245),  and XLOGP(246) is used to calculate the 

octanol/water coefficient of each compound. The storage capacity required to store 

multiple conformers, especially in a data set the size of EDULISS, would be 

considerable. As a result of this EDULISS only stores a single low energy conformer 

but it is possible that could change with future technological developments(18). 

Figure 4.1. Chemical suppliers found in EDULISS 2.0, ordered by size (number of 

compounds) 

4.1.6 Using descriptors to query EDULISS 2.0 

The program DRAGON calculates over 1,500 molecular descriptors that are split 

into 20 different categories. These descriptors form the basis on which it is possible 
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to search EDULISS for desired compounds. A few of these descriptors are built into 

pre-defined queries that filter out compounds according to commonly desired 

criteria such as Lipinski's R05(213) and Oprea Lead-Like(207). Figure 4.2 is a 

screenshot from the EDULISS 2.0 web-interface, that shows the results of a query to 

find the compounds that fulfil Lipinski's R05 from five suppliers. 
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Figure 4.2. A screenshot from EDULISS 2.0. The page shows a summary of the results 

from a query to find the Lipinski Rule-of-5 compounds from five suppliers. 
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Figure 4.3. Schematic diagram of the data generation process for chemical compounds stored in EDULISS v2.0 
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4.2 Introduction to LIDAEUS 

The typical aim of any virtual screening project is to identify or predict compounds 

that bind to a target molecule with high affinity. It is for this reason that scoring 

functions and binding mode prediction are important in a virtual screening 

program. The molecular docking program LIDAEUS(13)  (Ligand Design At 

Edinburgh University) has been developed such that it allows experimentation to 

both pose generation and scoring functions to be highly flexible. The term poses 

refers to multiple protein-ligand configurations generated by a docking program. In 

addition to LIDAEUS there are a number of other, experimentally-proven in silico 

screening programs available, such as DOCK(140), GOLD(141 247)  and FlexX(142) 

(Chapter 1, section 1.3). 

LIDAEUS had an earlier manifestation as the program SANDOCK(248), which was 

used to identify several novel inhibitors for FKBP(249). LIDAEUS itself has been 

utilised in a database mining experiment that successfully found a new chemical 

family of CDK inhibitors that were proved experimentally to be a novel class of 

inhibitors for the CDK2 protein(13). The aim within this study was to use LIDAEUS 

to find small-molecules that would act as inhibitors of protein-protein interactions. 

Potentially this would be supported by integrating knowledge gained from the 

analysis of the protein-peptide structures in the ProPep database. Three specific 

targets were investigated; the interaction between p21 and PCNA(88)  (chapter 5), the 

interaction between GnRH-R and GnRT-1 (chapter 6), and the SH3 domain of post-

synaptic density 95 (PSD-95) interaction with a poly-proline peptide (chapter 7). 

PCNA is of interest as an anti-cancer target due to its involvement in DNA 

replication and repair. GnRH-R is a member of the seven-transmembrane, C-protein 

coupled receptor (GPCR) family. GnRH-R antagonists have potential in treating 

hormone-dependent pathologies; prostrate, breast and ovarian cancer. The targeting 

of the SH3 domain of PSD-95 is proposed as a target due to its important neural 

functions in plasticity. The individual, in silico screening approaches to each of these 

targets will be discussed in chapters 5, 6 and 7 respectively. 
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4.2.1 LIDAEUS site-point generation 

Prior to running a LIDAEUS virtual screening job the program maps i t e is used to 

prepare a set of energy maps and site-points for the target/receptor molecule that 

are based on its crystal structure, usually in complex with a known ligand. Three 

different energy maps are routinely calculated using a grid-based approach. This 

process involves the calculation of the hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), hydrogen 

bond donor (HBD) and hydrophobic potential for a regular array of points in the 

ligand binding space. Potentials are calculated between each point and each atom of 

the protein, the value of which is the summation over all the atomic interactions. 

The program uses the ligand to define the ligand binding space in which to build 

site-points. Site-points (SP) represent the physiochemical nature and structure of the 

target protein binding site(13) and are selected by choosing points where the energy 

potential is below a user-defined value. The site-points form a cubic grid within the 

binding pocket and each point has associated properties that include van der Waals 

interaction energies, hydrogen bonding capacity and buriedness (figure 4.4). They 

are composed of four types: hydrophobic, extremely hydrophobic, hydrogen bond 

acceptor and hydrogen bond donor. 

Figure 4.4. Site-points creation in LIDAEUS. The left-hand frame shows the putative binding 
pocket in the target molecule where site-points will be generated. The middle frame shows the 
template ligand positioned in the binding pocket. LIDAEUS generates site-points in the 
binding pocket (right-hand frame), using the template molecule as a guide of the space to fill. 
White site-points are of the type hydrophobic, blue points are of the type donor and red 
points are of the type acceptor. 
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4.2.2 How LIDAEUS works - generating poses 

LIDAEUS is composed of a series of modules that can be run together as illustrated 

in the schematic diagram in figure 4.5. The subset of compounds to be docked into 

the target molecule are supplied to the first module preen, which assigns atom 

types and adds hydrogen atoms. The previously generated site-points are used 

within the LIDAEUS module pose. The function of pose is to dock the compounds 

by fitting ligand atoms onto the site-points, creating a series of poses for that 

compound. 

Figure 4.5. Schematic diagram of the modules that comprise LIDAEUS: preen, 
pose, score, pip and sort. A library of compounds provides input. 

Atom properties of the ligand to be docked are matched against the calculated 

values of the site-points. The site-points have associated properties that define what 

types of atoms may be placed on them. The current version of LIDAEUS groups 

atom types into user-defined sets. Each site-point (SP) has a binary 'site-point mask' 

that indicates which of the atom types sets can be assigned to it. The atoms of the 

input ligand are also reduced to a set of points each with an 'atom mask' indicating 

which atom type set or sets it belongs to. If the logical ANDing of the 'site-point 

mask' and the 'atom mask' produces a non-zero value then the atom is a possible 

candidate to fit on the site-point. 

This process is better explained by referring to the LIDAEUS parameters used in the 

pose module (figure 4.6 and Appendix E.1). The four 'colbit' lines define what atom 
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types can match to which SP types (figure 4.6A). In this example colbit 1, 2, 3 and 4 

refer to four different SP types (extremely hydrophobic, hydrophobic, hydrogen 

bond acceptor and hydrogen bond donor respectively). The atom types listed after 

each colbit represent the atom types that can be matched against that SP type. For 

instance, atom types C.ar (carbon aromatic), C.2 (carbon sp2) and C.1 (carbon spi) 

will match to colbit 2 - which is defined as hydrophobic site-points. In order to 

match up atom types the site-point file (pcna_sites.clu) is provided to the pose 

module. 

Pose parameters 
sites pcna_sites. clu 

colbiti C.3 
colbit2 C.ar C.2 C.]. 	A 
colbit3 0.2 0.3 0.co2 
colbit4 0.3 N. am N.3 N.4 

nmatch 4 
ftol 2 
dtol3 	B 
ltol4 
resol O.02 J 

Figure 4.6. Example of LIDAEUS site-point matching parameters used in pose module 

The second part of the pose parameter file (figure 4.6B) controls the fit tolerance 

between atom types and site-points. The term 'nmatch' defines the number of 

different atoms that must be matched to different site-points for a ligand to be 

considered a viable pose. In the example (figure 4.6B) four different atoms need to 

be matched to four different site-points. As the number of matches requested 

increases, so does the computational time(13). 

The resolution term ('resol') is the basic parameter that controls the distance an 

atom must be, in angstroms, from a site point to be considered a fit. Additional 

tolerance parameters ('ftol', 'dtol' and 'ltol') are used as multipliers to the 'resol' 

parameter to allow different tolerance of fit to be applied. If the distance between an 

atom and a SP are less than the product of the tolerance parameter and the resol 
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parameter then it is considered a fit. The 'ftol' parameter is used for the initial vector 

fitted (the seed atom), 'dtol' for intermediate vectors and 'itol' for the final vector. 

So, in the example in figure 4.6B, the initial or first atom will have to be with 0.04A 

(0.02A x 2) of matching SP, a second and third atom will have to be within 0.06A 

(0.02A x 3) of a matching SP and a fourth atom will have to be with 0.08A (0.02A x 

4) for the pose to be considered viable and be scored. 

4.2.3 How LIDAEUES works - scoring poses 

The LIDAEUS module score gives, to each pose, an approximation of the binding 

free energy of the ligand-protein complex by a sum of the van der Waals and 

electrostatic interactions (LIDAEUS energy score = LIDE), see equation 4.5. Each 

energy map (hydrophobic, hydrogen bond acceptor and hydrogen bond donor) is 

assigned to one or more sets of atoms, similar to the pose calculation. For each map 

if an atom belongs to the set or sets to be used for that map then the energetic 

contribution from that atom's position is calculated by interpolating the map values 

at that position. The score for each atom in that map's set or sets are summed 

together to give the energy score (Ehydrophobic, EHBA and EHBD) for that map. Three 

weighting factors (wi, w2 and w3) are given to each individual map's energy score 

(equation 4.5). 

LIDE = WiEhydrophobic + W2EHBA + W3EHBD 	Equation 4.5 

The score module is complemented by the LIDAEUS module pip that uses PIP 

scores (see section 4.2.5), which are a condensed description of the interactions of 

the posed (docked) ligand to the target protein. The pip module identifies the 

residues of the binding pocket and calculates the inter-molecular non-covalent and 

hydrogen bonding interactions between target and ligand. This information is 

converted into a linear binary string or PIP string. The PIP strings for each posed 

ligand are compared to a reference PIP string (usually from a known good ligand or 

template). This provides a distance score that ranges from 0 (no similarity) to 1 

(perfect similarity). In this study, pip considers a distance of 4.OA as the cut-off for a 

van der Waals interaction and the maximum hydrogen bonding distance was 3.1A. 

WE 
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4.2.4 How LIDAEUS works - ranking poses 

The final module sort ranks all poses according to the overall LIDAEUS score (S), 

which is the combined energy (LIDE) and pip (LID pip) scores (equation 4.6). 

S = LIDE(WlEhydrophobic + W2EHBA + W3EHBD) + LID pp 	Equation 4.6 

Ranked poses are written out to an SDF file (figure 4.7) that contains the top number 

of poses as defined by the user. The SDF file format contains structural information 

plus other related data about one or more compounds. In the case of LIDAEUS 

results, where there are multiple compounds in the output file, a unique separator 

'$$$$', is used to divide individual compounds. 

SPH1 -142-329 
CONCORD 4.0.7 	3D 	1.00000 

3740 0 0 1 0 	 1 
30.1858 	19.4398 	13.4978 C 	0 0 0 0 0 0 

32.3689 20.7747 
121000 

	

-a 	837 1 0 0 0 
M END 

	

a 	> <EDULISS_ID> (specs) 
909986 

"-i 
> <Supplier> (specs) 
specs 

14.1432C 0 0 0 0 0 0 

> <IDNUMER> (AK-968/13146165) 
AK-968/13146165 

Figure 4.7. An example of a LIDAEUS results SDfile. Each compound in the file is 
split into three main sections: a header section (green), the molecular connection 
table (blue) and the data items (red). Individual data items consist of three lines: a 
data header, the data itself and a blank line. The compound ends with the delimiter 
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4.2.5 Pose Interaction Profiles (PIP) 

PIP strings are a hexadecimal code that records information about protein residues 

and atoms of a binding pocket that make interactions with the ligand and what 

types of interactions these are (figure 4.8). 

(a) I 00090503801 903801 D03802005001 90600200011 0106001 1004CO203C01203801C I 

(b) 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 	13 	14 	15 	16 	17 

0009 05 03 8 019 ffW,;W005 0019 1 :06:ER 

Y 0011 01 06 0 011 

Each row 
shows a 
different 
combinaon 

i 	ofbits that 
can be set to 
describe the 
interaction 
between the 
protein atom 
and ligand. 

z 004C 02 03 C 
(c) 

 
__________ 
012 

Residue 	Atom Atom in 
number 	Residue 

How many 
interactions does this 	Atom ID in 

residue make 	 Ligand 

Character o( Interaction 4 bits: 
bit 	= protein acts as N -bon d acceptor 
bit 1 = protein acts as -i-bond donor 
bit 2 = interaction is polar 
bit 3 = interaction is non-polar. I 	I 

Ir 

Figure 4.8. Explanation of a PIP string. (a) Showing an example of a PIP string in 

hexadecimal code. (b) The PIP string is split into three segments (x, y and z), each 
representing the interactions with a different protein residue. Column 1 is the protein residue 

number and column 2 indicates how many interactions the residue makes. Each segment is 

split into sections (coloured), one for each interaction. Columns 3 to 17 record the details 
about each interaction. (c) The character of each interaction is recorded in 4 bits. 

A given PIP is comprised of any number of segments, with each segment 

representing a different protein residue that makes a contact to the ligand. Each 

segment starts with the residue involved in the interaction and the number of 

interactions that it makes. Each interaction is described by three terms; the atom ID 

of the protein residue, the characterisation of the interaction and the atom ID of the 

ligand. The characterisation of the interactions is recorded in 4 bits; if the protein 

acts as the hydrogen bond acceptor; if the protein acts as the hydrogen bond donor; 

if the interaction is polar; if the interaction is non-polar (figure 4.8 (c)). A full 

- 

- 
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example of a PIP string and its explanation is found in figures 4.8 (a) and 4.8 (b). For 

each pose that LIDAEUS generates, four PIP scores are calculated; they are 

categorised into residue-based and atom-based PIP scores. For the residue-based 

method the interactions of each residue are set to 6 bits; each bit represents HBD, 

HBA, side-chain, main-chain, polar and non-polar interactions. The atom-based uses 

4 bits with bits 1 to 4 representing the HBD, HBA, polar and non-polar interactions 

respectively. The total number of bits set in either the predicated or reference ligand 

binding is (A) and the number of bit sets in both the predicated and reference ligand 

binding mode is (B). The PIP score is calculated as B/A. This give two scores, one 

for the residue-based method and one for the atom-based method. Two further 

scores for each method are calculated by using only the reference PIP range to 

calculate B (table 4.3). 

PIP Score Method PIP used to calculate B 

1 Residue-Based Both predicated and reference PIP 

2 Atom-Based Both predicated and reference PIP 

3 Residue-Based Only reference PIP 

4 Atom-Based Only reference PIP 

Table 4.3. Summarising how the four different PIP scores, calculated in LIDAEUS, compare. 

4.2.6 Posgate 

There is an additional LIDAEUS module called p o s g a t e that can be used to specify 

particular requirements in the positioning of atoms in the posed ligand. An atom 

type is defined, a set of geometric coordinates provided along with a distance 

threshold. Only poses where the defined atom type is posed within (or out with) the 

threshold distance from the given coordinates will be passed to the score module. 

The module posgate is optional and has been utilised in the fragment-based 

virtual screening study (Chapter 5, section 5.5.4). 

4.2.7 Limitations - no flexibility 

LIDAEUS is a rigid-body docking program and does not therefore alter a 

compounds starting conformation in order to maximise ligand-protein contacts in 
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the way that programs such as DOCK(140)  and FlexX(250) do. Implementing flexibility 

into the LIDAEUS architecture would not be a trivial task but even so it remains a 

consideration for future projects within our research group. One possible approach 

to this problem is to create multiple conformers of each ligand to be docked and 

attempt to dock each conformer as a separate ligand. 

4.2.8 LIDAEUS runtimes and Blue gene 

In the early stages of this project, LIDAEUS runs were executed on the in-house 

seven-processor cluster. This would typically give runtimes of between 4 to 7 days 

when screening against a chemical subset of approximately 77,000 compounds. The 

LIDAEUS code has since been developed to run on parallel processors and this, 

coupled with access to the University of Edinburgh's IBM e-Server Blue gene/1(251), 

means that runtimes have been significantly reduced. With access to 1024 

processors, runtimes of just under an hour can frequently be achieved when 

screening against 1.5 million compounds when using Blue gene/l. This 

technological development made a real impact on virtual screening studies, as it 

became possible to search through a much broader size of chemical space and also 

to repeat experiments more readily. 

4.3 Processing of LIDAEUS Results 

After obtaining the results from a LIDAEUS run it is necessary to apply techniques 

in order to manage and analyse the data. In this study three stages of processing 

have been used; management of the raw results files using Perl scripts, analysing 

poses by visual inspection and clustering of 'hit' compounds using MVSP(22) 

(Multi-Variate Statistical Package). Primarily these steps were taken with the aim 

being to select candidate compounds for ordering and subsequent in vitro testing. 

4.3.1 Managing LIDAEUS output 

The default number of poses stored in a LIDAEUS results file is 1,000. Although this 

represents a fraction of the potentially millions of compounds screened against it 

remains a large number for a single researcher to analyse. In a project such as this 

where the interest is in identifying new potential hit compounds for purchasing it 
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can be more useful to analyse in depth those compounds that pose with a score that 

ranks in the top 100-200 of all poses. This creates are more manageable set of 

compounds for viewing and clustering. A Perl script, qscan3D . p1 (Appendix A.5, 

script 5.1) was written to extract the top poses from the results file. A results file 

Will, in some cases, contain multiple copies of the same ligand, should that ligand 

have been posed in more than one high scoring orientation. For the purposes of 

clustering analysis it is not necessary to have multiple copies of the same ligand. 

Another Perl script, uniqueSDF.pl  (Appendix A.5, script 5.3) was written that 

could extract the top-scoring pose for each unique ligand from a LIDAEUS results 

file. 

4.3.2 Visual inspection of results 

Viewing the LIDAEUS results using a molecular viewer is necessary in assessing the 

quality of the poses generated. In viewing the poses it is possible to identify 

potential interactions between the ligand and protein. There are a variety of 

molecular viewers available but in this study PyMol(4) was used (figure 4.9). PyMol 

enables SDF files containing multiple compounds to be loaded in, along with the 

target protein structure. This gives a clear picture of how individual poses dock into 

the binding pocket of interest, as it is possible to quickly cycle through each 

individual pose. By visually inspecting the poses an assessment can be made of the 

binding mode. It is useful to identify where interactions are likely to occur and if 

there are any other factors that could influence binding. There may be certain 

protein residues to which interactions with a docked ligand would be desirable. If 

these interactions are identified by visual inspection then that ligand could be 

regarded as a potential hit candidate. 
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Figure 4.9. An example of the use of PyMol to visually inspect poses generated by 
LIDAEUS. The posed ligand is shown in green. In this example it is has been docked into 
a binding pocket of the PCNA protein (shown in surface representation). The small 
spheres are the site-points. 

4.3.3 2-dimensional results files 

EDULISS not only stores 3D versions of compounds but also 2D versions where 

available. Perl scripts and SQL queries were written that could capture the supplier 

and ID number from an 3D SDF results file and use this to query EDULISS directly 

to extract the relevant 2D compounds. The supplier and ID number information is 

located in the 'data items' section of the SDF files (see figure 4.7). One of the real 

advantages of obtaining the 2D representations of LIDAEUS results was that it 

allowed easier analysis of the chemical properties of potential hit compounds. The 

compounds could be viewed at a glance, alongside their key properties using 

software such as ISIS Base(253) or PowerMV(254). This enabled trained chemists to 

filter out undesirable hit compounds prior to purchase. It also allowed as diverse a 

set of compounds as possible to be ordered as compounds with similar structures 

could be flagged up. In addition expert chemists could also identify hit compounds 

that might be more amenable to chemical modification. 
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4.3.4 Clustering LIDAEUS results 

The essentially manual process of identifying a diverse set of compounds could also 

be achieved in a less subjective and automated way by making use of clustering 

software. Accord for Excel(255) was used to create fingerprints of the top 50 or 100 

unique compounds from a LIDAEUS results file. The program then compared each 

compound's fingerprint using a tanimoto coefficient and builds this into a matrix. 

The matrix can then be imported into the clustering software MVSP(252) (Multi-

Variate Statistical Package). MVSP creates a dendrogram from the matrix using the 

UPGMA (Unweighted Pairwise Group Average Method) clustering algorithm. 

The resulting dendrogram can then be easily used to identify differing families of 

compounds within the LIDAEUS results file. Where compounds are to be ordered 

for in vitro testing it is possible to select compounds from a diverse set of families 

according to the clustering analysis. 
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5 Virtual Screening for Inhibitors of PCNA 

Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) has roles in DNA replication and repair 

along with associated roles in cell cycle progression and regulation. It has a well-

defined, hydrophobic binding pocket, which is the binding site for the tumour 

suppressor protein p21. The hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA and its 

interactions with a C-terminal peptide from p21 are well characterised making it an 

attractive target for design of small molecule inhibitors that might mimic the 

interactions of the p2l peptide(88' 89).  With the availability of high-resolution crystal 

structures of native PCNA and PCNA bound to the p21 peptide, alongside detailed 

knowledge of the essential residues required for binding, it makes the identification 

of anti-tumour therapeutics for PCNA, through virtual screening, a real possibility. 

The molecular docking program LIDAEUS was used to screen large chemical 

libraries for potential small-molecules that are likely to bind into the hydrophobic 

pocket of PCNA, disrupting its interaction with p21. The best scoring poses from the 

LIDAEUS screens had their binding mode assessed visually, and the compounds 

were also clustered according to chemical similarity. This gave a small, but diverse 

set of hits that could be ordered for in vitro biological testing to see if any were 

potential lead compounds. The biological assays used in this study were 

fluorescence polarisation and thermal stability assays. Cornelia Ludwig (ISMB, 

Edinburgh University) carried out all assay work. 

Fragment based virtual screening was also used to try to identify novel small-

molecules that would bind into the hydrophobic pocket of PCNA. The hydrophobic 

pocket of PCNA is in close proximity to a second, smaller pocket, normally 

occupied by a glutamine residue (Glu144) of p21. By identifying small fragments 

that bind into each pocket it opens the possibility of using 'click-chemistry' to form 

tight binding ligands in situ. 

5.1 Structure and Function of PCNA and p21 

5.1 .1 Structure of PCNA 

Eukaryotic PCNA is a trimeric, ring-shaped protein that has an overall size of 

approximately 87kDa (figure 5.1). Each monomer of PCNA is comprised of two 
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domains of anti-parallel 13-sheets that form the outer surface of the monomer and 

support 4 a-helices that coat the central cavity. 

Figure 5.1. The crystal structure of human PCNA. Each monomer is shown in a 
different colour. The inter-domain connector loop (IDCL) of one of the monomers is 
highlighted. The central cavity is roughly 34A in diameter and is lined by a-helices. 

Figure 5.2. Surface charges of human PCNA. Left: back side. Right: front or C-side. The 
central cavity is predominantly lined by basic residues (blue). The remaining surface of 
PCNA is, by comparison, more acidic. This gives a predominantly negative electrostatic 

potential overall. 
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In total, therefore, there are twelve a-helices that line the central cavity of PCNA, 

which has a diameter of 34A in human PCNA, wide enough to accommodate a 

double-stranded B-DNA duplex. The ring-structure enables PCNA to act as a 

sliding-clamp around DNA, so that it can perform its function in DNA replication 

and repair. The helices lining the central cavity are orientated such that they are 

perpendicular to the phosphate backbone of DNA and basic residues from these 

helices have an important role in recognition and binding of DNA(88' 256, 257).  

Additionally, the correct distribution of positive charge appears crucial in DNA 

binding(258). 

In general, PCNA has a high abundance of acidic residues giving an overall 

negative electrostatic potential. The distribution of the charge is asymmetric 

however, with strong negative potential on the outer surface of the protein and a net 

positive potential in the central cavity (figure 5.2)(256).  The surface charge of PCNA 

may help prevent non-specific interaction with DNA(256). 

Figure 5.3. Showing the hydrogen bond network (red dotted lines) between one 
monomer of PCNA (green cartoons and stick) and another PCNA monomer (blue 
cartoons and sticks). These bonds are imoortant for the stability of the trimer. 

The interface between each monomer of PCNA consists of two n-strands of two 

domains from different monomers. A network of hydrogen bonds links the anti-

parallel 13-sheets from adjoining monomers. Hydrogen bonds are formed between 

residues G1u109-Ser183, Vallll-Lysl8l, Asp113-Asn179, G1u115-Asn177 and 
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Lys117-Leu177 (figure 5.3). These residues are therefore very important for the 

stability of the trimer(256). Another important feature of PCNA structure is the inter-

domain connector loop (IDCL), which contributes to the formation of a hydrophobic 

binding pocket (figure 5.1). The domain topology of each PCNA monomer has the 

last strand of the N-terminal domain placed remotely from the first strand of the C-

terminal domain. The 1DCL connects the two domains, which in human PCNA 

comprises residues 121-132, forming part of the well-defined hydrophobic binding 

pocket (figure 5.4). Further discussion of the structure of the hydrophobic binding 

pocket is given in section 5.1.4. 

5.1.2 Function of PCNA 

PCNA has an essential function in DNA replication, acting as a processivity factor 

of the DNA polymerase 6 in eukaryotes(89' 256, 259261). The trimeric ring structure of 

PCNA acts as a clamp, which can encircle double-stranded DNA. The clamp can 

slide freely along the DNA molecule, recruiting polymerase to DNA during strand 

synthesis(88' 261, 262). Sliding clamp proteins, such as PCNA, are well conserved 

throughout all domains of life: eukaryotes, archaea, bacteriophages and viruses(256' 

261) 

Protein PCNA-bind ing sequence 
PDB ID and 
reference 

Humanp2l 141 -KRRQTSMTDFYHSKRRLIFS- 160 1AXC(88) 

Human Fen-1 336 -TQGRLDDFFKVTG- 348 IU7B(263) 

DNA ligaseI 1 -MQRSIMSFFHPKKEGK- 16 

Pogo/Ligase (PL) 1 -SAVLQKKITDYF'HPKK- 16 1VYJ(89) 

Human DNA polymerase ö 453 -ANRQVSITGFF'QR- 465 1U76(2 ) 

A. fulgidus Fen-1 396 -LDNt4SVVGYFKH- 407 1RXZ(2 ) 

P.furiosusRFC 469 -KQATLFDF- 476 1ISQ(2 ) 

XPG 989 -TQLR1DSETRLAQQEKEDAKR- 1009 (267) 

Table 5.1. Sequence alignment of selected peptides that bind to PCNA. The residues marked in 
red represent the PCNA binding motif. These highly conserved residues form essential contacts 
with the hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA. Fen-1 is a structure specific endonuclease. The 
pogo/ligase peptide is a designed peptide based on the sequences of DNA ligase I and Pogo 
DNA transposase. XPG is a nucleotide excision repair endonuclease. 
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Several of the proteins that bind to PCNA have a role or function in DNA 

replication and are likely to utilise its sliding clamp properties in order to interact 

with DNA(261 268).  Alongside DNA replication, PCNA also has a role in DNA 

damage repair mechanisms(269) and cell cycle regulation. Its role in DNA damage 

repair(89'256' 261)  is significant because the ability of cells to arrest DNA replication in 

response to DNA damage is an essential process required to limit the potential 

transmission of lethal mutations(88). Its role in cell cycle progression is indicated by 

interactions with the cell cycle regulatory proteins p2l, p57, cycliri D, Gadd54 and 

Myd118(261). It is also known that the deregulation of PCNA expression is a 

hallmark of proliferative disease, such as cancer, which makes PCNA a general 

proliferative marker, especially in the prognosis of tumour development(89' 260). 

Elevated expression levels of PCNA are linked to the malignancy of tumours. This 

was demonstrated by Sakakura et a/.(270) in a study that used antisense 

oligonucleotides to cause the suppression of PCNA production, showing selective 

inhibition of gastric cancer cell proliferation both in vitro and in vivo. PCNA could 

therefore be a useful target for the development of new therapeutics that could 

disrupt binding to partner proteins involved in DNA replication. One of the most 

interesting aspects of PCNA's binding partners is that many contain a conserved 

PCNA-binding motif (Table 5.1). This binding motif is present in the tumour 

suppressor protein p21 and its interactions with PCNA are well characterised(88' 90, 

271) 

5.1.3 The p21 protein and its interaction with PCNA 

The protein p21 is an inhibitor of cydlin dependent kinases (CDKs)(271), that control 

the initiation of S-phase of the cell cycle, along with being a modulator of cell cycle 

progression by binding to PCNA(89' 272).  In addition to binding to each other, p21 

and PCNA can form quaternary complexes with CDK/cyclin pairs, inparticular 

CDK4/cyclin D. These interactions may well be a route by which cell-cycle 

progression and DNA replication is co-ordinated(89' 268)  (see also, Chapter 1, section 

1.2.2). In response to DNA damage nuclear levels of the tumour suppressor protein 

p53 increase. This stimulates p21 transcription as part of the p53 signalling pathway 

in which cessation of DNA replication is coupled with stalling of cellular mitosis(88). 

A 22-residue region in the C-terminus of p21 that contains the conserved PCNA 
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binding-mot-if(90) is almost entirely responsible for binding to PCNA. Peptides from 

the p21 C-terminus have been demonstrated to bind directly to PCNA causing 

arrest of DNA replication(88'90' 273275). 

5.1.4 Structure of PCNA and p2l and the hydrophobic binding pocket 

The C-terminal of the p21 peptide (152-HSKRRLI Fs-160) makes well-characterised 

interactions with the IDCL (figure 5.4). There are seven main-chain amide-carbonyl 

hydrogen-bonding interactions between the peptide and the ]DCL of PCNA; 11e158-

Leu121 (2), Arg156-Va1123 (2), Lys154-G1n125 (2) and His152-G1y127. There are 

further interactions between the side-chains of the p21 peptide and the N-terminal 

region of PCNA, under the IDCL(88). 

Figure 5.4. The C-terminal peptide of p2l bound to a monomer of PCNA (PDBID: 
1AXC). PCNA is shown in cartoon format (blue and magenta). The inter-domain 
connector loop (IDCL) is highlighted in yellow. It links the N-terminal domain (purple 
cartoon) with the C-terminal domain (pale blue cartoon). The p2l peptide is shown in 
white sticks. 

An important, eight-residue motif (144-QTSNTDFY-151) is required for p21 binding 

to PCNA. A detailed summary of the interaction made between this stretch of 

peptide and PCNA is shown in table 5.2. Three central residues (Y151, F150 and 

M147) from the p2l peptide are anchored into the hydrophobic binding pocket(88.256' 
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261). The binding of this section of p21 to PCNA is illustrated in figure 5.5. Only the 

side chains of the G1n144, Met147, Phel50 and Tyr151 residues are shown, as the 

interactions made by these residues were used as the basis for the template 

molecule in the LIDAEUS screens performed in this study. A short, 5-residue 

section of this peptide forms a 310 a-helix, which acts to project the side-chain atoms 

of both the Met147 and Tyr151 residues into the hydrophobic pocket, under the 

IDCL. The PhelSO side-chain is positioned away from the pocket, packed in-

between two proline residues (Pro234 and Pro253)(88). 

Figure 5.5. The binding of p21 (QMFY template) to the hydrophobic pocket of PCNA. The 
residues that form parts of the binding pocket are displayed as white sticks and labelled in 
white. The p21 peptide is shown as yellow stick and labelled in yellow. The Met147 and 
Tyrl 51 residues of p2  1 are positioned into the pocket, which is partly formed by residues 
from the IDCL. Phel 50 is positioned out of the pocket, between two proline residues. 
Hydrogen bonds are shown by red dotted lines. Likely VdW contacts are highlighted by 
yellow dotted lines. Although not part of the hydrophobic pocket, the region where G1n144 
binds is shown, as this was important in the virtual screening study. 

The Met147, Phe150 and Tyr151 residues combine to occupy the majority of the 

hydrophobic binding pocket. The G1n144 residue is positioned into a smaller 
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binding cavity just below the main pocket (figures 5.5). Alanine scanning studies 

into the key residues involved in p21 binding to PCNA(90) have confirmed the 

importance of Met147 and Tyr151, considering them essential for recognition. 

Mutation of either the G1n144 or Tyr151 residues also significantly reduces the 

ability of the peptide to bind. This information is useful in the design of a virtual 

screening experiment, as it is helpful in determining a template structure on which 

to base the screening study. Additionally, in determining successful poses, it is good 

to ensure that any potential small molecule binders replicate the interaction of these 

key residues. 

5.1 .5 Virtual screening study hypothesis 

Ti 
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Figure 5.6. Schematic representation of the binding pocket of PCNA targeted in the virtual 
screening study. The two main regions where LIDAEUS will attempt to dock compounds are 
shown by orange shading. The larger region is the main hydrophobic pocket and can be sub-
divided into three pockets, the M pocket occupied by Meti 47, the F pocket occupied by Phel 50 
and the  pocket occupied by Tyrl5l. The smaller cavity occupied by Gln144 is termed the Q 
pocket. Ideally hit compounds from the LIDAEUS run will dock into these regions and form 
interactions with binding pocket residues shown by the blue boxes and also mimic hydrogen 
bonding interactions shown by yellow dotted lines. There are additional interactions made with 
the 1yr250 residue at the base of the hydrophobic pocket, which is obscured on this view. 
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The aim of the virtual screening study is to use the molecular docking program 

LIDAEUS to dock small-molecule into the putative hydrophobic binding pocket of 

PCNA with a particular focus on identifying compounds that mimic interactions 

made by the p21 peptide (table 5.2 and figure 5.6). Table 5.2 details the interactions 

made between the eight-residue stretch of p21 and PCNA, taken from the ProPep 

database. LIDAEUS is used to find hit compounds that will dock into the 

hydrophobic pocket in positions normally occupied by the Met147, Phe150 and 

Tyr151 residues (figure 5.6) and mimic the interactions that they make with PCNA. 

The study also extends to search for compounds that will occupy the small cavity 

where the G1n144 residue is positioned (figure 5.6). 

p2l Rciduc M~~ 
VAL 45 

'.- 

ALA 208 
GLN 144 ALA 252 

LYS 254  
ALA 252 

TIIR 145 PRO 253 THROG1 :PROO 
ILE 255  

SER 146 
HIS 44 
ALA 252 

VAL 45 
SER46 
LEU 47 

MET 147 
LEU 126 

PRO 234 
TYR 250 
ALA 252  

THR148 MET 40  
ASP 232 

PHE 150 PRO 234 
PRO 253  
ILE 128 
LEU 126 

TYR 151 GLY127 

PRO 234  

Table 5.2. Summary of interactions between the p2l peptide (144-QTSMTDFY-151) and PCNA. 
For each peptide residue (column 1), PCNA residues with at least one atom with 4.OA of the 

peptide residue are shown in column 2. If a hydrogen bond is formed between two residues 

details are shown in column 3. Hydrogen bond interactions targeted in the virtual screening study 

are highlighted in red. The virtual screening study focussed on identifying compounds that 
mimicked the interactions made by the p2l peptide residues Gln144, Met147, Phel50 and 

Tyrl5l (highlighted in column 1 in orange). 
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Figure 5.6 shows a schematic representation of the binding pocket of PCNA, 

highlighting the parts of the pocket targeted in the virtual screening study and the 

interactions that hit compounds seek to mimic. 

For the purposes of clarity in describing LIDAEUS results the PCNA binding pocket 

has been simplified and divided into four main binding regions. These are 

illustrated by figure 5.6 and consist of the four regions of the hydrophobic pocket 

normally occupied by the p21 peptide side-chains of the G1n144, Met147, Phe150 

and Tyr151 residues. These four regions are defined as the Q, M, F and Y pockets in 

the discussion of LIDAEUS results. As can be seen from table 5.2 and figure 5.6 the 

p21 peptide makes a number of interactions with PCNA binding pocket residues 

(blue boxes in figure 5.6). The poses generated by LIDAEUS are considered as 

potential hits if they pose into these regions of the binding pocket and show a 

likelihood of forming interactions with the binding pocket residues described. It is 

interesting to note that the way p21 binds to PCNA is similar to that of p53 binding 

to MDM2 (Chapter 1, section 1.2.2). The p53 peptide forms a 310 a-helix, projecting 

three hydrophobic residues into the binding pocket of MDM2. What is encouraging 

is that small-molecule inhibitors of MDM2 have been found that mimic the 

interactions of p53(9,87),  so this gives a strong indication that it may also be possible 

in the case of p21/PCNA. 

5.2 Target Based Virtual Screening - PCNA 

The molecular docking program LIDAEUS has been used to identify potential lead 

compounds that bind into the hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA. LIDAEUS has 

a wealth of different parameters that can be altered and adjusted to suit the needs of 

a particular study. Given that no previous small molecule inhibitors for the 

hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA have been described, information on which 

to base this study was limited. However, the availability of a high-resolution crystal 

structure of p21 bound to PCNA ensured a good starting point for the LIDAEUS 

screening (PDBID: 1AXC)(88). The LIDAEUS parameters used in this study were 

mainly kept to default settings, as detailed in Appendix E.1. Experimentation was 

restricted to three main variables, these were: 

A variety of sets of site-points were used, based on different template 

ligands 
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PIP scores (section 4.2.5) were used to influence site-point generation 

Different chemical libraries, selected from EDULISS, were used 

5.2.1 EDULISS chemical libraries - availability and cost 

The driving force behind the study was to identify compounds that could be 

ordered from suppliers and tested using in vitro binding assays. During early 

LIDAEUS runs it became apparent that, despite the wealth of small-molecules 

available for screening through EDULISS, not all could be considered as candidate 

lead compounds. Primarily this came down to two factors, cost and availability. 

EDULISS contains compounds from over 27 different suppliers and although it 

contains unique supplier ID numbers for each compound they cannot always be 

simple to trace. Whilst some suppliers provided easy-to-use websites, to browse for 

compounds and order them, others require direct e-mail requests where the 

response can be slow and certainly unreliable. Furthermore, EDULISS does not 

provide any information about the cost of compounds. Needless to say this is an 

obvious and crucial obstacle in determining which compounds to order for testing. 

There will be cases where a compound poses well, with a good score and is 

regarded as a potential hit, only for its excessive cost to rule it out from further 

investigation. Therefore the cost of compounds and the ability to order them easily 

became important factors in deciding which chemical libraries to use in the study. 

Two suppliers, Specs and Asinex, provided easily accessible pricing information on 

their respective websites that made it relatively straightforward to order 

compounds. In addition, both companies have a consistent pricing structure for 

their compounds, with orders for small quantities of any compound being 

reasonably priced. 
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5.2.2 EDULISS chemical subsets - selection criteria 

Asinex Lipinski Specs Lipinski 
Asinex Low MLogP 

Lipinski 

MW <= 500 <= 500 <= 500 

HBA <=10 <=10 <=10 

HBD <= 5 <= 

MLogP <= 4.5 <= 4.5 <=2 

Supplier Asinex(276)7) Specs(277)8) Asinex(276)7) 

Total No. Of 
Compounds 

121,168 80,161 55,239 

Table 5.3. Three chemical subsets extracted from EDULISS 2.0. The table summarises the 
descriptor settings used to extract the three chemical libraries used in LIDAEUS screens against 

PCNA. MW  is the molecular weight, HBA is the number of hydrogen bond acceptors, HBD is the 
number of hydrogen bond donors and MLogP is the Moriguchi octanol-water partition 
coefficient.(2 ) 

EDULISS(18) was used to extract compound subsets to be used in the LIDAEUS 

molecular docking screens for PCNA (table 5.3). Two subsets were extracted that 

followed the Lipinski Rule-Of-5(213) drug-like criteria (MW < 500, MLogP < 5, HBD 

< 5, HBA < 10). One subset came from the Specs(277) catalogue, the other from 

Asinex(276). A third subset was also extracted that represented a lower MLogP 

library from Asinex. It was identical to the Asinex Lipinski library but the MLogP 

threshold was set to <= 2. This particular subset was created as a possible solution 

to the problems caused by solubility in the biological assays (see chapter 4, section 

4.1.2). 

5.2.3 Design of MFY template 

The eight-residue stretch that conveys binding of p21 to PCNA (144-QTSMTDFY-

151) covers too large a region and a smaller template region had to be selected. Due 

to the fact that the three hydrophobic residues, Met147, Phe150 and Tyr151, are 

anchored in the pocket and have been previously described in the literature as being 
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important for binding, a template based on these residues was designed (figure 5.4). 

For the purposes of this study it was termed the MFY template. It comprises a 5-mer 

from the p2l  peptide, (147-MTDFY-151), but with the side chains of Thr148 and 

Asp149 removed. Both Thr148 and Asp149 are on the far side of the helix and are 

position away from the pocket. The rationale behind reducing the size of the 

template molecule is because site-point generation is based on its size and position. 

Site-points generated from a large template, that occupies regions far from the 

binding pocket of interests, will ultimately result in a higher proportion of docked 

poses that don't interact with the binding site of interest. The MFY template focuses 

site-points into the M, F and Y pockets (figure 5.6). 

5.2.4 Design of QMFY template 

The QMFY template is based on the full, eight-residue stretch from the p2l peptide 

that binds to the hydrophobic binding pocket. Similar to the MFY template it has the 

side-chains from Met147, Phe150 and Tyr151 as well as the side-chain from G1n144. 

It can be seen in figure 5.4. The rationale behind this was that G1n144 is considered 

to be important for binding(90) and it forms potentially important interactions just 

outside of the hydrophobic pocket. Furthermore, due to the fact that the region 

where glutamine binds is relatively hydrophilic, compounds identified through in 

silico screening that dock there might be more hydrophilic than if a screen was just 

confined to the hydrophobic pocket. This might assist in identifying compounds 

with better solubility for biological assays. 

5.2.5 Site-points for hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA 

Site-points were earlier defined (Chapter 4, section 4.2.1) as representing the 

physiochemical nature and structure of the target protein binding site(13). Hydrogen 

bond acceptor (HBA), hydrogen bond donor (HBD) and hydrophobic (C and Csp) 

potentials are calculated for a regular array of points in the ligand binding space. 
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Figure 5.7. Three sets of site-points used for docking into the hydrophobic binding pocket of 
PCNA. The top frame shows pcna_sites_v2, the lower-left frame shows pcna_sites_v4 and 
the lower right frame shows pcna_sites_v5. Site-point generation settings can be found in 

table 5.4. 

The user can set a threshold, below which a point's potential energy must be, for it 

to be considered a site-point. The site-points form a cubic grid within the binding 

pocket and each point has associated properties that include van der Waals 

interaction energies, hydrogen bonding capacity and buriedness. They are 

composed of four types: hydrophobic (C), extremely hydrophobic (Csp), hydrogen 

bond acceptor (HBA) and hydrogen bond donor (HBD). 

In this study three different sets of site-points have been used and are illustrated in 

figure 5.7, with the summary of their settings given in table 5.4. The only 

modifications made between site-points have been to the template used and 

whether or not a PIP was used to influence the site-points. 
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pcna_sites_v2 pcna_sites_v4 pcna_sites_v5 

Template MFY QMFY QMFY 

C (map o) -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 

HBA (map 1) -2.5 -2.5 -2.5 

HBD (map 2) -3.8 -3.8 -3.8 

Csp (map 3) -1.35 -1.35 -1.35 

Spopt 160 160 160 

Pad 1.0 1.0 1.0 

PIP score from 2 atoms* No PIP From QMFY template** 

Table 5.4. Site-point settings for the hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA. The 2nd rows shows 
the template ligand used. Rows 3-5 give the energy threshold, for each energy map, below which 
a point must be to be considered a site-point. Spopt sets the average number of site-points to 
generate. Pad sets the distance (in angstroms) around the template in which to set site-points - 
defining the ligand binding space. * the PIP strings used here describes the interactions of just two 
atoms of the MFY ligand Met147N and Tyr151OH (both form hydrogen bonds with PCNA). ** 
the PIP string describes all interactions made with PCNA by the QMFY ligand template. 

5.2.6 Use of PIPs in site-point generation 

Although Pose Interaction Profiles (PIPs) are used as part of the scoring function in 

LIDAEUS it is also possible to use them during site-point generation. The PIP string 

for a reference structure is given to the mapsite program and influences the 

distribution and positioning of site-points in the ligand binding space. In the site-

point set pcna_sites_v2 (table 5.4) the PIPs of two key ligand atoms were used to 

influence the site-point generation. The affect of using PIPs in this way can be best 

illustrated in figure 5.8. In this figure the top frame shows the MFY template, bound 

in the hydrophobic binding pocket. Two hydrogen bonds are shown by the dotted 

lines. A PIP was calculated for these two atoms, Met147 N and Tyr151 OH, and it 

was used in the site-point generation program. The PIP itself describes the two 

hydrogen bond interactions. The lower-left frame (figure 5.8) shows the site-points 

generated using the PIPs, the lower right frame shows it without PIPs. 
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Figure 5.8. How PIN can influence site-point generation. The top frame shows the MFY 
template in the hydrophobic binding pocket, with two key hydrogen bond interaction shown by 
white dotted lines. The lower-left frame shows the distribution of the site-points when PIN are 
used. The site-points cluster around the regions of the binding pocket where the hydrogen 
bonds are made. The lower-right frame shows the site-points without using PlPs by way of 
comparison. Site-points here are more evenly distributed across the pocket. 

The use of PIPs biases the distribution and position of site-points around the atoms 

of the binding pocket described in the PIP. In this case the two hydrogen bonds are 

formed between the Met147 N and His44 0 and between Tyr151 OH and G1n131 

NE2. Therefore the site-points are localised around the His44 N and G1n131 NE2 

atoms. The reason for implementing this is to increase the likelihood of docking 

compounds with ligand atoms in positions where the formation of hydrogen bonds, 

similar to the template, are likely. 
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5.3 Target Based LIDAEUS Screening Results and Discussion 

The results discussed here represent four LIDAEUS screens that yielded potential 

hit compounds that were ordered for biological testing. Table 5.5 summarises the 

set-up for each of the LIDAEUS screens discussed in this section. All screens were 

performed on the Blue gene(251) parallel processor. 

LIDAEUS Screening Run 

(LSCR) ID 
Site-points 

Chemical Subsets 

Screened Against 

LSCR_1 pcna_sites_v2 Asinex Lipinski 

LSCR _2 pcnusites4 As-inex Lipinski  

LSCR_3 pcno_sites_v4 Specs Lipinski 

LSCR-4 pcna_sites_v5 Asinex Low MLo9P Lipinski 

Table 5.5. Summary of the set-up used for four different LIDAEUS runs. The site-point parameters 
are detailed in section 5.2.6. The chemical subsets used are detailed in section 5.2.2. LSCR stand 
for LIDAEUS Screening Run. 

5.3.1 Results from LIDAEUS screen LSCR_1 

LIDAEUS screening run 1 (LSCR-1) used the Asinex Lipinski chemical subset and 

the pcna_sites_v2 set of site-points. These site-points target the hydrophobic binding 

pocket, specifically looking for compounds that mimic two hydrogen bonding 

interactions: between Met147 N and His44 0 and between Tyr151 OH and G1n131 

NE2. The binding modes of the top 100 compounds were visually inspected, using 

PyMol(4), and this revealed a reasonable set of potential hit compounds. The 

majority of the highest ranked compounds demonstrated binding in the M and Y 

pockets (figure 5.6). Two examples of the docking mode of high ranked compounds 

are shown in figure 5.9. 
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I JO 

ASN 4~11 ASN 4254797 	 ASN 4369639 ' 

Figure 5.9. The docking of two compounds into the hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA. The top 
panel shows the monomer of PCNA (cartoon) with the p21 peptide bound (white sticks). The 
yellow dotted square highlights the location of the binding pocket. The poses shown are taken 
from LIDAEUS screening run 1 (LSCR_1). Both are relatively typical of the top ranked poses from 
this screen, with moieties projected into regions of the hydrophobic pocket normally occupied by 
Metl 47 and Tyrl 51 of p2 1. Asinex supplier ID numbers are shown. 

The two compounds shown in figure 5.9 (ASN 4254797 and ASN 4369636) are good 

examples of the type of docking predicated by LIDAEUS. Compounds tended to 

have three moieties connected by a central core. Two of the moieties would be 

posed into the hydrophobic pocket with the third orientated away from the pocket. 

A closer inspection of the highest scoring pose of compound ASN 4369639 (figure 

5.10) shows a predicted hydrogen bond interaction, very similar to the MFY 

template ligand. The methoxy group, which occupies the Y pocket (figure 5.6), is 

predicted to form a hydrogen bond with the OH atom of Tyr133 (see red dotted 

lines in figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.10. IIDAEUS posing of compound ASN 4369639 (blue sticks) into the 
hydrophobic pocket of PCNA. Key residues of the binding pocket are shown in white sticks 
and labelled. Dotted yellow lines indicate distance calculated by pyMol(41  as being less than 

3.6A. Red dotted lines indicate hydrogen bond interactions calculated by PyMol 4 . 

To ensure that a diverse set of compounds could be ordered for analysis in 

biological assays the highest ranked compounds that posed well into the 

hydrophobic pocket were assessed for chemical similarity. This was done by 

inspection of the 2D structures of the best poses (Dr. Mike Greaney, Dept. of 

Chemistry, University of Edinburgh), with consideration given to filtering out 

compounds with undesirable functional groups and identifying structures 

amenable to chemical modification. The final set of compounds that were ordered is 

shown in table 5.6. In the in vitro biological assays there was no evidence of any 

binding from these compounds. The compounds themselves had poor solubility, 

which had a real effect on the clarity of the assay results making detection of 

binding very difficult (section 5.4.3). 
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No. Compound MW (Da) Asinex ID Number LogP Score Rank 

453.542 ASN 4886713 2.30 -39.045 2 

2 480.61 ASN 4254797 1.81 -36.992 4 

3 

IN 

481.578 ASN 3904373 1.65 -36.836 5 

Sx 
N  

483.522 ASN 4196551 2.85 -36,712 7 

ASN 4369639* -36.054 9 5 487.584 1.44 

N-N 11 

0 6 451.507 ASN 4190395 0.76 -34.861 17 

445.544 ASN 1516558 4.39 -33.310 23 

Table 5.6. Compounds selected for ordering from LIDAEUS screening run 1 (LSCR_1). 
Compounds come from the Asinex catalogue. The ID number for each compound is given in 

column 4. The calculated LogP is given in the 5"  column. The score in the 6th  column is the overall 

LIDAEUS score, combining the normal energy score with the PIP score (Chapter 4, section 4.2.3). 

The rank in the 7'  column is the highest rank for any pose of that given compound. Asterisks 

indicate the compound shown in figure 5.10. 

5.3.2 Results from LIDAEUS screens LSCR_2 and LSCR_3 

The poor solubility (chapter 4, section 4.1.2) of the compounds ordered from 

LSCR_1 and the effect this had on producing a clear result in the biological assay led 

to two follow-up LIDAEUS screens that used a different set of site-points 

(pcna_sites_v4, table 5.4). These site-points used the QMFY template, section 5.2.4, 
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and therefore include site-points where the G1n144 residue of p21 binds, the Q 

pocket (figures 5.5 & 5.6). Given that the G1u144 residue, according to peptide 

studies is important in peptide binding(90) it seemed logical to try and mimic 

interactions made by it. Additionally, glutarnine is a polar residue and compounds 

mimicking its interactions might have better solubility than those compounds 

ordered from LSCR_1. The two screens were identical apart from the chemical 

subsets they were screened against. LIDAEUS screening run 2 (LSCR_2) was run 

against the Asinex Lipinski subset used in LSCR_1 and LIDAEUS screening run 3 

(LSCR_3) was run against the Specs Lipinski subset (table 5.5). Both screens 

produced similar results in terms of the general docking mode, a few examples are 

illustrated in figure 5.11. 

-- 

r% 

4gASN 3272942 	 - 	AG-690112242265_ . 	
!

140919  

Figure 5.11. The docking of three compounds from LSCR. 2 and LSCR_3 into the hydrophobic 
binding pocket of PCNA. The top panel shows the monomer of PCNA (cartoon) with the p21 
peptide bound (white sticks). The yellow dotted square highlights the location of the binding 
pocket. The lower left-hand panel and the lower centre panel show compounds that have moieties 
projected into the M and Q pockets (figure 5.6). The lower right-hand panel shows a compound 
filling the hydrophobic pocket and having a moiety positioned in the F pocket (figure 5.6). 
Supplier ID numbers are shown. 

There were relatively few compounds that docked in such a way as to fully occupy 

the hydrophobic binding pocket and the pocket where G1u144 would normally bind 

(M, F, Y and Q pockets figure 5.6). There were several compounds however that 

docked so that they had moieties docked into both the M & Q pockets - forming a 
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bridge between the two. Compounds ASN 3272942 and AG-690/12242265 are 

examples of compounds demonstrating this type of docking and are shown in the 

lower left-hand and lower centre panels in figure 5.11. A more detailed analysis of 

the the docking of ASN 3272942 can be seen in figure 5.12. 

Figure 5.12. LIDAEUS posing of compound ASN 3272942 (blue sticks) into the 
hydrophobic pocket of PCNA. Both frames shown the same compound but the lower frame 
is viewed from the perspective indicated by the yellow arrow in the upper frame. Key 
residues of the binding pocket are shown in white sticks and labelled. Dotted yellow lines 
indicate distance calculated by PyMol 4  as being less than 3.64. Red dotted lines indicate 
hydrogen bond interactions calculated by PyMol 4 . The compound comes from the Asinex 
catalogue and was identified by LIDAEUS screening run 2 (LSCR_2). 
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One potential hydrogen bond is predicated between the main-chain carbonyl of 

His44 and a nitrogen atom of the central thiourea moiety of the ligand, which 

occupies the M pocket. Van der Waals interactions are also predicted with the 

hydrophobic pocket residues Va145, Leu47 and Leu126. The benzodioxole moiety of 

the ligand is docked such that it occupies the region normally occupied by G1u144, 

making Van der Waals to both the Va145 and Pro253 residues. 

Another type of docking mode in evidence in LSCR_2 & LSCR_3 were compounds 

that occupied the hydrophobic pocket and had a group positioned in the F pocket 

(figure 5.6). Compound AP-906/41640919 is an example of this type of pose and is 

shown in detail in figure 5.13. 

Figure 5.13. LIDAEUS posing of compound AP-906/41640919 (blue sticks) into the 
hydrophobic pocket of PCNA. Key residues of the binding pocket are shown in white 
sticks and labelled. Dotted yellow lines indicate distance calculated by PyMol 4  as being 
less than 3.6A. The compound comes from the Specs catalogue and was identified by 
LIDAEUS screening run 3 (LSCR_3). 
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A cyclohexanoic acid moiety is positioned in the F pocket (figure 5.6) and is 

predicted to make interactions with the binding pocket residue Pro234. Another 

aromatic moiety with a methoxy group attached is predicted to make various Van 

der Waals interactions with residues in the hydrophobic pocket, mimicking 

interactions made by Met147 of p21. Met4O, Ser46, Leu47, Leu126 and Tyr250, at the 

base of the pocket, are all involved in predicted interactions too. In addition, the 

sulphur atom of AP-906/4160919 is predicted to make an interaction with the 11e128 

residue at the top of the pocket. 

The poses of both ASN 3272942 and AP-906/41640919 into the binding pocket 

overlaid with the p2l peptide are shown in figure 5.14. This give a better idea of 

how the moieties of the LIDAEUS poses are projected into the different regions 

normally occupied by the side-chains of the p21 peptide, in particular the Gin144, 

Met147 and Phe150 residues. 
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Figure 5.14. Overlay of potential hit compounds (cyan sticks) and the p21 peptide 
(yellow sticks) both docked into the hydrophobic pocket of PCNA (grey surface). The top 
frame is compound ASN 3272942 from LSCR_2, with two moieties projected into the M 
and Q pockets. The bottom frame shows compound AP-906/4160919 from LSCR_3, 
two moieties are positioned in the M and F pockets. 

From both LIDAEUS screening runs LSCR_2 & LSCR_3 a total of 9 compounds 

were selected for ordering and these are summarised in tables 5.7 and 5.8. The 

method of selecting these compounds was firstly to assess the docking mode 

visually and then to assess chemical similarity so as diverse a set of compounds as 
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possible could be ordered (Dr. Mike Greaney, Chemistry Department, University of 

Edinburgh). Where there were multiple candidates from with a given subset of 

chemical structures LogP was used to select the compound to be ordered. 

Compounds with a lower LogP value are likely to have better solubility (Chapter 4, 

section 4.1.2). 

No. Compound 
MW 

Asinex ID Number CLogP Score Rank 

C)N 

1 N1N 439.561 ASN 3156592 0.815 -31,018 6 

N 	N'O  
N 	N S 

2 YO  383.474 ASN 4450656 -0.2 -29598 1.2 

4.525 ASN 3970073 1.015 -27.955 17 

464.567 ASN 3272942* 1.096 -27.301 20 
NN 

Table 5.7. Compounds selected for ordering from LIDAEUS screening run 2 (LSCR_2). 
Compounds come from the Specs catalogue. The ID number for each compound is given in 
column 4. The calculated LogP is given in the 5' column. The score in the 6' column is the overall 
LIDAEUS score, combining the normal energy score with the PIP score (Chapter 4, section 4.2.3). 
The rank in the 7' column is the highest rank for any pose of that given compound. An asterisk 

indicates the compound shown in figure 5.12. 
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No. Compound MW (Do) Specs ID Number LogP Score Rank 

1 253.254 AR-013/42256276 -0.9 -36.552 4 

0 
0 

0 

2 392.436 AP906/41640919* 3.31 -33.593 8 

lac 

 
0 

I
381.344 

- 	N 

c 

N 
AG-690/11632020 1.53 -32.203 12 

N(N O 
484.53 AG-690/12242265 3.79 -32.180 14 

"7 ~-' 0)!,:: 

Q 
5 N ' N 443.939 AG-690/08637022 3.96 -30.296 21 

llz N 	N'Nz'-# 

0" 	 CI 

Table 5.8. Compounds selected for ordering from LIDAEUS screening run 3 (LSCR_3). 
Compounds come from the Asinex catalogue. The ID number for each compound is given in 
column 4. The calculated LogP is given in the 51h column. The score in the 6th column is the overall 

LIDAEUS score, combining the normal energy score with the PIP score 9 Chapter 4, section 

4.2.3). The rank in the 7th column is the highest rank for any pose of that given compound. An 
asterisk indicates the compound shown in figure 5.13. 

Compounds were also be clustered using Accord for Excel(255) to assess chemical 

similarity (Chapter 4, section 4.3.4). By clustering the top 50 unique poses, based on 

chemical similarity, it was possible to identify compounds for ordering, from 

discrete clusters, where the Tanimoto coefficient was less than 0.7. This is an 

alternative, automatic way of assessing chemical similarity. Accord for Excel(255) 

was used to create the similarity matrix. This was supplied to MVSP( 2) to create 

the dendrogram of the top 50 compounds from LSCR_2 (figure 5.15). 
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Clustering of top 50 unique hits from LIDAEUS screen LSCR_2 

_ I 
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1. 	 1 

Tanimoto Co-efficient 

Figure 5.15. The top 50 scoring compounds, taken from the LIDAEUS screening run 2 
(LSCR_2), docked into binding pocket of PCNA. Compounds are clustered using tanimoto 
co-efficient (<0.7). The compounds selected for ordering are highlighted by red arrows 
and summarised in table 5.7. The numbers on the right represent the compounds rank, 

based on LIDAEUS score. 

5.3.3 Results from LIDAEUS screen LSCR_4 

As discussed in chapter 4, section 4.1.2, solubility is an important property in lead 

compound selection, not just in making them amenable to in vitro binding assay 

studies but crucial also as a property of any potential drug. As a strategy to increase 

the likelihood of obtaining soluble compounds for the binding assays a restricted 

chemical subset was extracted from EDULISS(18). The chemical subset was based on 

the Asinex Lipinski subset but was restricted to compounds with an MLogP value 

less than 2 (table 5.3). In addition, LIDAEUS screening run 4 (LSCR_4) used a set of 

site-points based on the QMFY template that used the PIP string from the whole 

QMFY template to influence the site-point positions (table 5.4, figures 5.5 & 5.6). The 

rationale behind using this set of site-points was to increase the likelihood of 

obtaining potential hit compounds that dock into the M, Y and Q pockets (figure 
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5.6). Figure 5.16 shows some examples of docking from this LIDAEUS screen 

LSCR_4. 

  

Rank 1: ASN 03272670 Rank 9. ASN 03207347- 
k 

LJO  

'Rank 11: ASN 05211802 	I 
P 7 

Figure 5.16. The docking of three compounds from LIDAEUS screening run 4 (LSCR_4), into 
the hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA. The top panel shows the monomer of PCNA 
(cartoon) with the p2l peptide bound (white sticks). The yellow dotted square highlights the 
location of the binding pocket. The lower panels shows three examples of the docking from 
amongst the best scoring poses. The top 8 unique poses were all from the some chemical 
family, an example of which is shown in the left-hand panel. The centre panel shows a 
compound not docked into the hydrophobic pocket at all. This may be as a result of the bias 
of site-points towards the Glu 144 (Q)  pocket. 

In general the docking was similar, as would be expected, to that of LSCR_2 as both 

these screens have used similar set-ups and similar chemical libraries. An 

interesting feature that was observed was in the docking of compound ASN 

03207347 (figure 5.16, lower centre panel). This compound actually docked outside 

of the hydrophobic pocket, only making contact with Q pocket (figure 5.6) and to an 

extent the F pocket, and yet it ranks amongst one of the top 10 scoring compounds. 

The use of a PIP string from the whole QMFY template in influencing the site-point 

generation gives a possible explanation for this. As a consequence of utilising PIPs 

in this way the site-points are more widely distributed across the binding pocket but 

still form tight clusters around key regions (the M, Y and Q pockets) (figures 5.6 & 

5.7). By having a dense cluster of site-points near the Glu144 binding region the 
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chance of a compound successfully posing in his region alone are increased, as is 

seen by the posing of compound ASN 03207347. 

5.3.4 Analysis of LIDAEUS scores 

This section gives a brief analysis of the LIDAEUS scores for the four LIDAEUS 

screens discussed in this chapter so far (table 5.9). It is interesting to analyse the 

scores between different screens to help assess the effectiveness of different 

screening set-ups and the use of different chemical libraries. 

LSCR_1 LSCR_2 ISCR_3 LSCR_4 

Asinex 
Lipinski 

Asinex 
Lipinski 

Specs 
Lipinski 

Asinex 
Lipinski Low 

MLogP 

Avg. LID Score -32.579 -26.542 -28.613 -25.530 

Max LID Score -39.828 -35.211 -41.673 -33.050 
A 

Min LID Score -29.554 -24.055 .25.725 -21.125 

LID Score Range 10.274 - 11.155 15.947 11.925 

Avg. EScore -21.420 -19.063 -19.392 -18.384 

Max E Score -31.892 -25.979 -28.582 -25.641 
B 

Min EScore -16.090 -14.282 -11.979 -11.656 

- E Score Range 15.802 11.697 16.604 13.985 

Avg. PIP Score -11.159 -7.479 -9.221 -7.146 

C 
Max PIP Score -16.571 -14.935 -15.844 -10.952 

Min PIP Score -6.299 -4.143 -4.857 -2.361 

- PIP Score Range 10.273 10.792 10.987 8.591 

Avg. Ligand VSS Efficiency 0.079 0.064 0.084 0.065 

Max Ligand VSS Efficiency 0.129 0.109 0.150 0.104 
D 

Min Ligand VSS Efficiency 0.060 0.048 0.054 0.044 

Ligand VSS Efficiency Range 0.069 0.061 0.096 0.060 

Table 5.9. Summary of LIDAEUS scores from screening runs in this chapter. A. Gives the average, 
maximum, minimum and range of combined (E + PIP) scores (LID). B. Gives the values for the 
normal LIDAEUS energy (E) score. C. Gives the values for the LIDAEUS PIP score (PIP). D. Gives 
the ligand VS score potential values for each LIDAEUS screen. Ligand VSS Efficiency is calculated 
by dividing the combined LIDAEUS score (A. LID) by a compounds molecular weight (LID/MW). 
All values are based the top 100 unique poses from each screen. 

Section D in table 5.9 shows the average Ligand VSS (Virtual Screening Score) 

Efficiency values for the top 100 unique poses from each of the screens. The concept 

of ligand efficiency is used with drug design and discovery to give an assessment of 
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the likely effectiveness of lead compounds(230' 278, 279). Typically, ligand efficiency is 

calculated by dividing AG by either the number of heavy atoms or the molecular 

weight of a compound (see Chapter 4, section 4.1.3). In a virtual screening 

experiment the AG is unavailable or unknown for the docked compounds. A 

variation on ligand efficiency has been employed in this study as a method to assess 

poses generated by LIDAEUS. In order to measure the potential of a docked ligand 

to have a high efficiency, the combined LIDAEUS score (LID) is divided by the 

molecular weight of the docked ligand. This can be thought of as the ligands virtual 

screening (VS) score-based efficiency. For the purposes of this study it is referred to 

as Ligand VSS (Virtual Screening Score) Efficiency and gives a rough measure of the 

effectiveness of the poses generate by each screen. 

Some of the key finding from the LIDAEUS score analysis are; 

The difference between the chemical libraries 

LSCR_3 has the best average ligand efficiency and also the largest range of 

scores. This could be an indication that the Specs chemical subset is more diverse in 

comparison to Asinex or that the compounds in the Specs subset are better suited to 

docking into the hydrophobic pocket of PCNA in comparison with the Asinex 

compounds. 

Better scoring when using the MFY template 

LSCR_1 has a slightly better average combined score in comparison to the 

other three runs. This is a reflection on the fact that it used a different template for 

site-point creation. It used site-points created using the MFY and so compounds 

were only docked into the hydrophobic pocket, the region occupied by G1u144 was 

not considered. This evidence suggests that the inclusion of this region in screening 

does not improve the LIDAEUS scores of docked compounds. The Ligand VSS 

Efficiency is also slightly better in this run, when compared to the other two runs 

that used the Asinex subset (LSCR_2 & LSCR_4). This indicates that targeting the 

hydrophobic pocket alone gives an improved Ligand VSS Efficiency. 

No detectable effect of lower MLogP libraries 

There is very little difference between LSCR_2 and LSCR_4, which indicates 

that using a lower MLogP chemical library does not cause a shift in the scores or 

Ligand VSS Efficiency of docked compounds. So the benefit of targeting libraries to 

contain more soluble compounds may only be evident from in vitro assays. 
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5.4 Biological assays of virtual screening hits 

In total, 16 different compounds from both the Specs and Asinex catalogues were 

ordered for testing in biological assays (tables 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8). All were subjected to 

two different assays; a fluorescence polarisation assay and a thermal stability assay. 

The laboratory work was done in collaboration with Cornelia Ludwig who 

optimised and performed the assays(280) 

5.4.1 Fluorescence polarisation assay 

Fluorescence is the process of photon emission as a result of the return of an electron 

in a higher energy orbital back to a lower orbital. Fluorescence polarisation (FP) uses 

the concept of molecular movement and rotation as its basis. A fluorescent dye is 

used to label a small molecule or ligand, which enables the binding of the ligand to 

another molecule of equal or greater size to be monitored through its speed of 

rotation. Previous studies have described the use of FP to observe the binding of 

ligands (including peptides) to target proteins(281-284). Fluorescence polarisation has 

also been used, more recently, in competitive binding assays(285). 

The assay in this study used a 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein as the fluorescent dye. It is 

attached to the PL/Consensus motif peptide(89), which binds to PCNA with a K,i of 

lOOnM in the hydrophobic binding pocket. The binding of the peptide to the larger 

CU *CL -I.  1 0  

CD time (ns) cc 5 

: 0\ 
N 

C.) 
w 4 i 

= 	fluorescent tracer 	 fluorescent unexcited 	 = excited 	tracer 

Figure 5.17. Physical basis of a fluorescence polarization assay 21. Only dye molecules/tracers 
with absorption transition vectors parallel aligned to the electric vector of linearly polarized light 
get excited. The labelled small molecules or peptides that remain free in solution continue to 
rapidly rotate and lose their photoselected orientation, which results in low FP. The labelled 
molecules bound to the large, slowly rotating protein molecule (here PCNA with its three binding 
site per trimer) changes only marginally its orientation, which results in high FP. The extent of 
signal relates directly to the extent of tracer binding to the protein. 
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PCNA molecule is observed by monitoring an increase of polarization as the dye 

tumbles significantly slower in solution while attached to PCNA (figure 5.17). The 

lead compounds that were ordered are added and if they are able to compete with 

the labelled peptide for binding to PCNA a decrease of polarization is detected. 

5.4.2 Thermal stability assay 

The thermal stability assay works on the basis that a correctly folded (native) 

protein has stability maintained by hydrogen bonds and the bulk of hydrophobic 

residues are internal, sequestered from the solvent. When exposed to heat hydrogen 

bonds break up but covalent bonds remain intact leading to a partial or complete 

unfolding of the protein. The assay uses a dye called Sypro Orange(286) that 

fluoresces in a hydrophobic environment (such as the protein core). When the 

protein denatures the core is exposed to the dye and fluorescence is emitted. This 

process of heat denaturation is considered irreversible. Thermodynamically, 

denaturation is reached when sufficient energy is transferred to the native protein to 

induce an alternation in its molecular conformation. Different proteins will have 

different degrees of sensitivity to thermal denaturation, which can be observed by 

monitoring the transition or melting temperatures (TM) (the temperature at which 

50% of protein denatures). Proteins can be stabilised by the binding of a ligand 

(peptide or small-molecule) to the protein surface in its native form(287' 288).  This, in 

effect, conveys a degree of protection from heat denaturation. The stabiisation can 

be observed as a shift in the TM to a higher temperature. It is this shift in melting 

temperature that is being observed, via detection of a fluorescing probe dye, in the 

thermal stability assay. 

5.4.3 Assay results 

The assays performed failed to produce clear results from which any potential 

binding could be deduced. The most prominent reason for this was the poor 

solubility of the compounds being tested. Compounds with poor solubility caused 

the assay results to be noisy, which made them difficult or impossible to interpret. 

This is especially relevant when testing compounds that are likely to be weak 

binding (as would be expected in the present study). As such the assay would need 
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to be quite sensitive to detect any binding. If any noise is present then detection of 

any weak binding interactions is impossible. 

In addition, both assays are competition assays and the methods make use of a tight 

binding peptide that needs to be replaced by a molecule with an affinity of a similar 

order. Where a peptide ligand with a lower affinity for PCNA than the p21 peptide 

was used, a 200-fold excess of the ligand was required in solution in order for the 

lower affinity peptide to compete successfully with the p21 peptide ligand. A small 

molecule will be at a disadvantage compared to a peptide ligand as a much higher 

concentration in solution would be necessary to give successful competition. 

Obtaining such high concentrations of a small-molecule was made difficult by the 

inherent insolubility of many of the compounds being tested as only low 

concentrations were reached in some cases. 

In the thermal stability assay the effects of high temperatures on binding affinity 

have to be considered. It is the case that at the denaturing temperature for PCNA (-

40°C - 50°C) a small-molecule is likely to have a reduced affinity compared to at 

room temperature(289' 290).  With increasing temperature the binding affinity of a 

given ligand can decrease by 2 to 5 fold per any 10°C rise. A weakly binding 

compound at room temperature may have a significantly lower affinity at 40°C, 

which is the onset temperature for unfolding of PCNA. Due to a decreased number 

of possible contacts that a small molecule can make with the target protein this 

thermodynamic effect is expected to affect small molecules far more than peptide 

binding. 
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5.5 Fragment Based Virtual Screening and Click Chemistry 

Given that the biological assays provided no promising data from LIDAEUS screens 

detailed in sections 5.2, 5.3 & 5.4, it seemed worthwhile investigating an alternative 

approach in using in silico screening to identify lead compounds that would bind to 

the hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA. In collaboration with Dr. Mike Greaney 

and Alex Clipson, from the Department of Chemistry at Edinburgh University, a 

fragment-based screening and target-guided synthesis approach was used. A small 

fragment library was created from EDULISS and used in LIDAEUS screens to 

identify potential hit fragments for target-guided synthesis (TGS) and subsequent 

click chemistry assays. 

5.5.1 Fragment-based screening in drug discovery 

The principle of fragment-based drug design is to screen chemical libraries, which 

are small in size, with the aim being to identify fragments with low binding-affinity 

to a target protein(279' 291).  Having identified low molecular weight ligands, these can 

be developed into more potent inhibitors using chemical design strategies, fragment 

evolution, fragment linking, fragment self-assembly and fragment optimisation. The 

review by Rees et al.(5) summarises these approach and provides good examples of 

their use (figure 5.18). This study uses target-guided synthesis (or in situ synthesis), 

which is a style of fragment self-assembly. 

An advantage of screening fragment libraries (MW -120-250 Da.)(279) is that it 

addresses the lack of chemical space being investigated by current screening 

studies(291). It is estimated that there are 1060  possible compounds in existence with 

drug-like properties and yet current research only uses a fraction (106) of these(291). 

A higher proportion of 'chemical space' for low molecular weight compounds is 

investigated by using smaller fragment libraries(202). 
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Figure 5.18. Summary of fragment-based approaches (adapted from Rees eta/.t5 ). 

Fragment evolution: a) fragment 1 bind into receptor site, b) Lead molecule is evolved by 
building away from initial fragment to upper surface, then onto second receptor site. 

Fragment linking: a) fragment 1 binds into receptor site, b) fragment 2 binds to a second, 
adjacent site, c) fragments joined by linker group, allowing lead molecule to span both sites. 

Fragment self-assembly: a) Fragments 1 & 2 bind to receptor sites simultaneously with reacting 
groups orientated within reach of one another, b) lead molecule is formed in active site. 

Fragment optimisation: a) Lead molecule discovered by fragment-based approach, b) lead 
molecule re-engineered to optimise for particular properties (selectivity, oral activity, efficacy etc.). 

5.5.2 Principles of target guided synthesis - click chemistry 

The principle of target-guided synthesis uses the target molecule itself to generate 

lead compounds in situ. Using a target to facilitate the synthesis of its own inhibitor 

is relatively unexplored(8). Kinetically controlled target-guided synthesis (TGS) is a 

combinatorial chemistry approach to drug discovery that makes use of irreversible 

reactions. Two fragments, which contain complementary reactive groups (fimctiona 

handles), bind simultaneously to adjacent sites on the protein. The co-localisation of 

the functional handles allows them to connect to one another, via a chemical 

reaction, resulting in the formation of a strong binding compound. One such 
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reaction exploited in this approach is the Huisgen 1,3-diploar cycloaddition(292) of 

azides to acetylenes to give 1,2,3-triazoles(8' 293)  (figure 5.19). An advantage of this 

type of reaction is that azides and acetylenes are biologically inert and therefore the 

reaction is effectively 'invisible' to the target protein and will not react with it. The 

reaction, when catalysed by copper (I), is a click reaction and so this approach is 

often referred to as 'in situ click chemistry'(294' 295).  Another example of a reaction 

used in this approach is the alkylation of a thiol(296). 

'N— N=N 	 RL.NN 

R2 =RI 	 R2 

Figure 5.19. The Huisgen 1, 3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction (from Lewis e/ a/.(8)) 

Mock et al.(297' 298)  demonstrated that the cycloaddition reaction rate could be 

increased 105-fold by holding the azide and acetylene groups in close proximity in 

the cucurbituril synthetic receptor, which lead to the irreversible formation of a 

triazole(297' 298).  The Huisgen reaction has been used successfully in the discovery of 

acetyicholinesterase (AChE) irihibitors(8). The AChE is able to assemble potent 

inhibitors from the azide and acetylene reagents tarine and phenanthridinium. The 

active site acts as template to hold reagents in position to react. The click chemistry 

approach has also found that carbonic anahydrase ii is capable of assembling 

inhibitors, suggesting that click chemistry could be used on a broad range of 

targets(299). 

The hydrophobic pocket of PCNA, as detailed in section 5.1.4, has a smaller binding 

region, just outside the pocket, which is occupied by G1n144 of p21 (figures 5.5 & 

5.6). The close proximity of these two binding sites makes PCNA a candidate for the 

use of target-guided synthesis (TGS) to find novel inhibitors. For the purposes of 

this study the hydrophobic pocket is referred to as the YM pocket and the region 

where Glu144 binds as the Q pocket. 
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5.5.3 Methods - fragment library set-up 

The small-molecule or fragment library used in this study was created from 

EDULISS using relatively stringent constraints in order to obtain a manageable 

dataset in terms of number of compounds. All fragments came from the Specs 

supplier catalogue and followed the Lipinski Rule-of-5 criteria with the exception of 

molecular weight that was set at <= 200Da and ML0gP set to <= 2.5. The lower 

value for ML0gP was selected to improve the likelihood of fragments being soluble 

(see Chapter 4, section 4.1.2). The molecular weight of the fragments is kept low so 

that once they combine they will still represent a compound with a molecular 

weight below 500Da, in line with the Lipinksi Rule-of-5 drug-like criteria(213). 

EDULISS was queried four times using these settings, each time changing one 

further setting for the presence of a particular functional group. The four different 

functional groups searched for were aliphatic carboxylic acids, aromatic carboxylic 

acids, aliphatic secondary amines and aromatic secondary amines. The functional 

groups were selected on the basis that they provided good moieties onto which 

functional handles could be attached. The four libraries were then combined to give 

a final fragment library of -200 compounds. The fragments were then passed 

through Perl scripts (chem edit . p1 & chem_editN2 . p1, appendix A.6, scripts 

6.1 & 6.2) that modified the functional group to change it to a dummy atom (in this 

study Boron was used). This was essential to make the fragments compatible with 

the posgate module (section 5.5.4) of LIDAEUS. 

5.5.4 Methods - LIDAEUS set-up - posgate module 

Once bound to the target molecule, the functional handles of the fragments are able 

to react with each other, linking together, creating a potential inhibitor compound. 

In order for the reaction to take place the functional handles must be in close 

proximity to each other. it is possible that despite a fragment docking into one of the 

two binding sites, the functional handles may be orientated in such a way as to 

make a reaction with the other fragment impossible. Therefore, only correctly 

orientated poses should be considered. Rather than assessing each individual pose 

for its orientation, the LIDAEUS module posgate was used to filter out 

undesirable poses based on atom positioning. In simple terms, the posgate module 
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specifies a point in 3-dimensional space and a distance from that point that atoms of 

a ligand must be for it to be considered a pose. The posgate set-up for the 

fragment screening study, shown in figure 5.16a, used a condition whereby a boron 

(B.3) atom had to be within 2.OA of a point with XYZ co-ordinates 37.9676, 19.2187 

and 7.2090. This point is shown in figure 5.20b by the red sphere. The boron atom 

present in all the fragments was used as a dummy atom, substituted into the 

position where the functional handle would be attached to each fragment. The 

rationale behind these settings was to ensure that all fragments posed in the YM 

pocket had dummy atom orientated towards the Q pocket and vice versa. The point 

indicated by the red sphere in figure 5.20b was chosen as it represented a point 

directly between the two binding pockets. 

colbit 1 C.3 
colbit 2 C.ar C.2 C.1 	atom types 
colbit 3 0.2 0.3 0.co2'- grouped into 
colbit 4 0.3 Nan, N.3 N.4 	sets colbit 5 8.3 
lib /uar/epic/swdev/lid++/ 11.w1b 
condition 5 2.0 37.9676 19.2187 7.2090 

'.-_____ _____ 

iii. position coordinates 

ii. distance (within A of position) 

I. matching atom 
types in colbit 

a 

Figure 5.20. Showing how the posgate module of LIDAEUS works. (a) the composition of the 
parameter file. Atom types are assigned in the colbit lines. The condition line sets out the 
parameters for posgate. The first term (i) tells which atom types to match, the second term (ii) 
gives the distance and the final three terms (iii) are the XYZ co-ordinates from which the distance 
is measured. (b) shows the PCNA binding pocket. The red sphere indicates the position that 

matching atoms must be within 2.OA of to be considered as a pose. 

5.5.5 UDAEUS fragment screening results 

Two fragment screens were run into the YM pocket and the Q pocket. For each 

pocket site-points were generated using the side chains of Met147 & Tyr151 for the 

YM pocket and the side-chain on G1u144 for the Q pocket as templates. The site-

point parameters were the same as described in table 5.4 for Specs—Lipinski 
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(pcna_sites_v4) but did not include a PIP string. The site-points are shown in figure 

5.21. 

Figure 5.21. The site-points used for fragment-based virtual screening for PCNA. The red 
circle indicates the points used for docking into the YM pocket and the blue circle indicates 
site-points used for docking into the Q pocket. 

From the two screens 14 unique compounds were identified that scored well (better 

than -7) in the YM pocket and 8 unique compounds scored well in the Q pocket. 

Figure 5.22. LIDAEUS results from fragment-based screening for PCNA. 

Compound Al-204/31684027 (yellow sticks) is posed into the YM pocket with its dummy 
atom (green) orientated towards the Q pocket. Similarly compound AG-205/41905960 
(orange sticks) is posed in the Q pocket with its dummy atom (green) orientated towards the 
YM pocket. 
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The aim now was to select a couple of fragments from each screen to be used in the 

click chemistry assay. Some of the compounds only had minimal availability from 

the supplier and so had to be rejected on the basis that there would in insufficient 

quantity to carry out the necessary chemistry. Unfortunately, although four 

promising compounds were identified only two could actually be used in the in situ 

click chemistry assay. The four compounds originally identified are summarised in 

table 5.10. Compound 1 (Specs ID AK-968/40724491) was posed in the YM pocket 

and was the highest rank compound. Compound 2 (Specs ID AI-204/31684027) was 

of particular interest because it posed well into both the YM and Q pockets, ranked 

2nd in the YM screen and 5th  in the Q screen. Both these compounds had functional 

handles added successfully and were used in the assay. Figure 5.22 displays how 

compounds 1 & 2 posed into the YM and Q pockets respectively. These were 

considered good poses because they have good LIDAEUS scores, visual inspection 

shows they are posed in the binding pockets and their orientation is favourable. 

No. Compound 
MW

Specs ID Number MLogP Score Rank 
(Da)  

0 

1 182.19 AK-968/40724491 0.701 -13.616 YM (1) 

0 

-12.936 (YM) YM (2) 
2 193.17 AI-204/31684027 1.778 11093 (Q) & Q (5) 

o —o 

3 0 177.17 AG205/41905960* 0.586 -10.610 Q (7) 

O:N 4 191.26 AG690/37123244* 1.671 -8.711 YM (17) 

0 

Table 5.10. 2-dimensional representation of four fragments selected for use in in situ click 

chemistry assays from LIDAEUS fragment screen for PCNA. The last column shows the rank of the 
compound from the screen into the YM and/or Q pocket. * Compounds not used in the assays 
(see text for details). 
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Compound 3 (Specs ID AG-205/41905960) only posed into the Q pocket, ranked 7th. 

It was commercially unavailable however, but possessed a relatively 

straightforward synthetic route. Therefore attempts were made by Alex Clipson to 

synthetically build this fragment. Unfortunately this was not achieved in the time 

frame of the project. Compound 4 (Specs ID AG-690/37123244) docked well into the 

Ylvi pocket, ranked 171h. In the time available it was not possible to successfully add 

the functional handles and therefore the fragment could not be used in the assay. 

5.5.6 Click chemistry assays 

Dr. Mike Greaney & Alex Clipson from the Department of Chemistry at Edinburgh 

University carried out all assay work. With only two fragments being assessed the 

assay was limited in its scope but was carried through as a proof of concept and in 

an effort to establish and opt-imise the assay. Before conducting the assay itself the 

fragments were reacted together to prove that they could form the triazole product. 

This was successful and suggested that if the fragments are held in the right 

orientation in the PCNA binding pockets with strong enough association, triazole 

products will be formed. The reaction schema for this is shown in figure 5.23. 
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Figure 5.23. The reaction schema to form triazole product from fragments identified through 

LIDAEUS in silico screening. The top reaction shows the azide of compound 2 (2A) coupling 

with the alkyne of compound 1 (1 B). The bottom reaction shows the alkyne of compound 2 

(213) coupling with the azide of compound 1 (1A). 

The assay itself involved performing a reaction where two fragments, one targeted 

to the YM pocket (compound 1) and one targeted to the Q pocket (compound 2), 
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were mixed with PCNA. The two fragments obviously had to have different 

function handles (azide or alkyne) to each other in order to react. Within the mixture 

it was hoped that the fragments would associate with the binding pocket of PCNA 

and react with each other forming the triazole compound in situ. Although only two 

fragments were used and number of different chain lengths were investigated to 

avoid false negatives from the functional group not being in close enough 

proximity. Unfortunately the assay itself proved unsuccessful with no products 

being formed in any of the reactions that were attempted. There is no positive 

control for PCNA and so it is difficult to determine whether the absence of any 

products from the assays is due to the fragments not bind to PCNA (and therefore 

not reacting) or if it due to a problem with the assay itself. Obviously only one 

fragment was tested for each pocket and testing a larger number of fragments is 

essential for assessing the effectiveness of this approach. 

5.6 Summary and future work for PCNA in s/I/co screening 

5.6.1 Future work in target-based ins/I/co screening 

Due to the flexibility of the LIDAEUS docking program and the array of different 

parameters that the user can control the present study has maybe only scratched the 

surface of its potential. There is plenty of scope for further work in terms of 

exploring different site-points, using different chemical subsets and pre-screening 

chemical libraries for structures showing greater similarity to the template 

molecules are all potential approaches to improve the effectiveness of the in silico 

screening. In particular a closer investigation of the contribution of all hydrophobic 

interactions should form a more central role in the settings used. In addition, a 

greater consideration of interactions made by all the side-chain atoms of the p21 

peptide should be made, not restricting the template ligand to the side-chains of the 

four key residues (Q144, M147, F150 and Y151) used in this study. A more 

systematic approach to optimising the site-point generation parameters should be 

considered in an effort to optirnise the settings for PCNA. The parameters used for 

this will vary greatly depending on the target being studied and PCNA is no 

exception. Work by Daphne Kan on cyclophilin has shown that careful investigation 
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of the LIDAEUS site-point generation parameters is important in optimising in silico 

screening conditions(300). In this study only two chemical libraries were used in the 

LIDAEUS screens. Any future work should attempt to use chemical subsets 

extracted from a larger range of chemical supplier libraries. This should improve the 

diversity of compounds being screened. 

The use of similarity tools that can build a targeted chemical screening subset based 

on the shape of template molecule could be used to improve the quality of the 

libraries being screened. The shape of the pocket could well make finding 

compounds difficult for PCNA. An observation of the LIDAEUS results obtained is 

that the hydrophobic pocket is never fully occupied by the docked ligand. Most 

poses tend to occupy only 2 or 3 of the four main regions of the pocket (Q, M, F and 

Y, figure 5.6). 

The analysis of the scoring from LIDAEUS (section 5.3.4) perhaps indicates that 

docking compounds into the region normally occupied by G1u144 may not yield the 

most effective results. LIDAEUS scores and ligand VSS efficiency calculations 

suggest that better results may be obtained by simply focussing on the hydrophobic 

pocket alone. This is the region normally occupied by the Met147, Phel50 and 

Tyr151 residues (pockets M, F and Y, figure 5.6). 

5.6.2 Future work in fragment-based in silico screening for inhibitors of PCNA 

From an in silico screening point of view there are a number of approaches to the 

study that may improve the results. It would be useful to build a 3D model of the 

triazole products and dock them into PCNA. This would give an indication of 

whether such a compound could realistically associate with the PCNA binding 

pocket. Additionally it would be interesting to adjust the screening parameters to 

attempt to dock fragments deeper into the hydrophobic pocket, filling the combined 

Y and M pockets (figure 5.6). Due to the posgate settings most poses only 

occupied the M pocket. If the LIDAEUS settings were optimised so that fragments 

pose into the Y pocket as well, they may prove to have a better association with the 

pocket, increasing the likelihood of products forming in the assay. The possibility of 

using fragment-based in silico screening and click chemistry to find inhibitors of 

PCNA has been investigated and although no products were found, the scope of the 

project was limited, so it is difficult at this stage to fully assess its effectiveness. 
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6 Virtual Screenina Study of the GnRH-R Protein 

A virtual screening study was undertaken to identify lead compounds that would 

bind to the human gonadotropin-releasing hormone receptor (GnRH-R), which is a 

member of the rhodopsin-like family of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). 

GPCRs constitute 80% of all receptors in the human genome and about 50%  of all 

current clinical drugs target GPCRs. GPCRs modulate physiological processes such 

as neurotransmission, hormone and enzyme release, immune responses and blood 

pressure regulation(53). A number of cancer cells also commandeer GPCR signalling 

pathways to maintain cell growth but despite this relatively few GPCR-targeted 

drugs have been developed as anti-tumour agents. This suggests that there is scope 

to investigate these targets further in cancer therapy(53). The human GnRH-R is one 

of a few GPCRs that demonstrate anti-proliferative activity. In addition, GnRH 

analogues have been extensively used to treat sex-hormone dependent diseases 

such as prostate, ovarian and breast cancers. The work in this chapter formed part 

of a study in collaboration with Dr. Zhi-Liang Lu and Prof. Robert Millar at MRC 

Human Reproductive Sciences Unit, Edinburgh. Dr. Lu provided the model 

structure of GnRH-R and performed all associated assays. Siobhan McMahon 

provided additional support in the virtual screening work. 

The focus of the docking study was to identify compounds that docked into the 

binding pocket of GnRH-R and were likely to make interactions with the key 

residues of the binding pocket. Compounds that demonstrated such binding modes 

would be considered as potential hit compounds and a selection would be ordered 

and subsequently tested in biological assays. 

6.1 Background to GnRH and GnRH-receptor 

GnRH, a decapeptide hormone secreted by the hypothalamus, is a central regulator 

of the mammalian reproductive system. It stimulates the secretion of two 

gonadotropic hormones, luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating 

hormone (FSH), via interaction with a cognate receptor (GnRH-R) on 

gonadotropes(16' 301306).  GnRH is released in synchronised pulses from the 

hypothalamus that in turn stimulate pulsate release of LH and a less distinct release 
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of FSH. LH and FSH stimulate gonadal production of sex steroids (testosterone and 

oestrogen) and gametogenesis, respectively(16' 17).  There is only one functional type 

of GnRH receptor, but two types of ligands (GnRH I and GnRH II) in humans. The 

GnRH described above is GnRH I and thus is the focus of this study. GnRH II is 

distributed in the central nervous system and therefore has a likely role as a 

neurotransmitter(16). GnRH II is also evident in areas of the brain related to 

reproductive behaviour and in peripheral reproductive tissues(16' 307).  In most 

species GnRH I, II and III have their own cognate receptors. In some species 

however, including humans, the type II receptor has been silenced and the function 

of GnRH ii is served by the GnRH type I receptors(307). 

6.1.1 Peptide and non-peptide agonists and antagonists of GnRH-R 

GnRH peptide agonists have been used clinically in the treatment of many sex-

hormone dependent diseases(301' 306)  such as endometriosis, prostate cancer, breast 

and ovarian cancers, precocious puberty and uterine fibrosis(306' 308).  The agonists act 

by stimulating the receptors on the pituitary gland, inducing the release of LH and 

FSH(308). A sustained GnRH agonist stimulation on the receptor and increases in 

LH, FSH and sex steroid hormones (hormonal flares) lead to a down-regulation of 

the GnRH receptors(301' 306, 308) and consequently a decrease in the circulating levels 

of LH, testosterone and oestrogen. This hormonal flare produces undesirable 

symptoms and so the use of GnRH peptide antagonists has been investigated to 

overcome this. GnRH antagonists directly inhibit binding of endogenous GnRH to 

the receptor through competition and therefore reduce GnRH stimulated 

production of gonadotropins and sex steroids(16). The drawback comes from the fact 

that high doses are required, and due to the peptides not being orally active, 

treatment has to administered via daily injection(16' 301. 306). The value of identifying 

orally active, non-peptide antagonists is that they will potentially overcome these 

drawbacks and lead to an increase in therapeutic options. Indeed there has been 

progress in this area with a number of different small-molecules that bind to GnRH 

being described(17' 301, 306, 308311). Alongside the varying therapeutic applications, 

GnRH analogues have also been predicated as potential male and female 

contraceptives when working in conjunction with steroid hormone replacements(16). 
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6.1.2 Modelling of the GnRH receptor 

Due to there being no X-ray crystal structure of GnRH-R, this study has used a 

computer model of GnRH-R, built based on the crystal structure of bovine 

rhodopsin (PDB codes 1U19 and 2I37)(312 313). 

The use of the rhodopsin structure as a template for building models of other 

GPCRs might be a concern due to low sequence similarity amongst the rhodopsin-

like family of GPCRs, however, sequence analysis has indicated that GPCRs share a 

similar arrangement of 7-TM domains. Further support is found in the conservation 

of a few, but significant residues and motifs within the 7-TM domains(314' 315).  Fanelli 

and De Benedetti(315), in their review of GPCR molecular modelling, conclude that 

using the crystal structure of rhodopsin as a template can produce reliable models 

of the 7-TM domains of GPCRs. In order to produced a reliable, high quality 

computational model it is preferable to have high-resolution structural data 

available on which to base it. The first crystal structure of rhodopsin has only been 

available since 2000(316) and until recently had been the only GPCR for which there 

was structural data(317). In 2007, the structure of the human P2 adrenergic GPCR 

(p2AR)(317-320) was made available. This structure has a resolution 2.4A and is 

available from the Protein Data Bank, PDB code 2RH1(318). The addition of the PAR 

structure is important as this is an archetypal member of the GPCR family(317) of 

proteins. By having a second GPCR structure available it should better inform 

future attempts to build computational models of GPCRs, such as GnRI-I-R. 

The model of GaRH-R used in the LIDAEUS screen in this study was supplied and 

constructed by Dr. Zhi-Liang Lu. The model was built using the "MODELLER"(321,  

322) module within the DS Modeling package (version 1.6, Accelrys, San Diego), 

details of which can be found in the paper by Lu et al. 2007(314). MODELLER uses 

energy niiniimisation and molecular dynamics(314), by means of the CHARMM(323) 

program, to score and refine model structures. 
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6.1.3 Structure of GnRH-R and GnRH peptide 
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Figure 6.1. Two-dimensional representation of the human GnRH receptor. The TM domains 

are the boxed regions, connected by the EC and IC loop regions. The key residues in the 

binding site are shown in red. Green residues are thought to be involved in receptor 

structure or binding pocket formation. Blue residues are involved in receptor activation. 

Residues in squares are highly conserved throughout the rhodopsin family of GPCRs. 

Orange residues are involved in coupling to G proteins. Protein kinase C (PKC) and 

protein kinase A (PKA) phosphorylation sites are indicated. This figure is token from Millar 

etal (2004)(1' 16)  

Like other GPCRs, the GnRH receptor possesses seven transmembrane domains (7-

TM), but lacks the intracellular C-terminal domain (figure 6.1). Figure 6.2 shows the 

structure of GnRH-R with the GnRH peptide bound into the proposed binding 

pocket. The seven transmembrane helical regions form a bundle that encloses a 

hydrophilic pocket that is surrounded by the hydrophobic membrane 

environment(16). Three extracellular (EC) and three intracellular (IC) loop domains 

connect the helical regions (figure 6.1). Analysis of 500 sequences in the rhodopsin-

like family of GPCRs was shown to be very similar to the structure of rhodopsin 

indicating that the TM domains in all GPCRs in the rhodopsin-like family are likely 

to have similar structure. The EC and IC domains, in contrast, have highly variable 

amino acid sequence and, probably, highly variable tertiary structure too. 

Understanding of any conformational changes that might take place as a 

consequence of receptor activation(16) are limited, though a number of studies of 
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GPCRs have shown that receptor activation is involved in rotation and outward 

movement of the TMs, in particular TM 6(324 325).  

Figure 6.2. The structure of GnRH-R, shown in cartoon representation. The TM regions are in 
blue and the EC and IC loop regions in pink. The GnRH peptide (shown as yellow sticks) is 
shown docked in the proposed binding pocket. 
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6.2 Virtual Screening set-up 

6.2.1 Preparing GnRH-R protein for docking 

To prepare the protein structure for LIDAEUS molecular docking a modification 

was necessary. As has been pointed out the tertiary structure of the EC loop regions 

of the GnRH model are likely to be highly variable and where they will be 

positioned cannot be determined with confidence. Any predicted interactions with 

these hyper-flexible loop regions would be unreliable. As such these regions were 

removed from the structure (figure 6.3) prior to setting up the LIDAEUS run. 

212 

D9i 
Y290 	 '0 

yl i 	

;7 

D302 

Figure 6.3. GnRH peptide (yellow sticks) bound to GnRH receptor (grey). The key 
binding pocket residues considered important for peptide/ligand binding are 
highlighted in blue and labelled. 

Furthermore, given that the key residues are all located on the helical regions the 

study would be focussing on those regions alone. The way in which GnRH binds to 

its receptor is of importance to the understanding of the receptor function and in 

providing valuable information for a screening study. There are seven residues that 

are described as having a role in the binding of GnRH(16' 301)  to its receptor: D98, 

N102, D302, WiOl, K121, N212 and Y290 (figure 6.3). A schematic representation of 

the binding pocket is shown in figure 6.4. The pocket is quite large and is 

surrounded by binding pocket residues that form part of the transmembrane 
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regions of GnRH-R. To assist in describing the LIDAEUS results the binding pocket 

has been split into two main regions the left-hand (LH) and right-hand (RH) regions 

(figure 6.4). Figure 6.4 also highlights where the key residues of the binding pocket 

are positioned. 

 LYS  12 

L H 
ASN 212 	binding RH TRP 101 

region binding 	ASP 98 
region 

JASN 1027 .1 

T'R29O - 

- ASP 302 

Figure 6.4. A schematic representation of the GnRH-R binding pocket. The main binding 

region is shown by the orange shading and is split into left-hand (LH) and right-hand 

(RH) regions. LIDAEUS aims to dock compounds into these regions, ideally forming 

interactions with the residues of the binding pocket shown by the blue areas. 

6.2.2 Setting up site-points for GnRH-receptor 

Using the GnRH-R model, with the EC loop regions removed, a set of site-points for 

LIDAEUS docking were created. Inspection of the binding pocket and knowledge of 

the key residues indicates that the pocket is relatively hydrophilic(16). There are of 

course the Y290 and WiOl residues that will confer some hydrophobic interactions 

as well. It was necessary to experiment with the site-point creation, as different 

parameters will produce a different balance of site-points types. It is desirable to 

create a set of site-points that reflect the nature of the binding pocket. The site-points 

used in this study are shown in figure 6.5. The site-points are positioned around the 

binding pocket, close to the key residues, so that it might be expected that docked 

poses will form interactions with these residues. 
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Figure 6.5. Site-points created for the GnRH receptor. Panel (a) shows the binding 
pocket of GnRH-R in surface representation. The GnRH peptide is shown as yellow 
sticks. The site-points are displayed in panel (b). They are based on the physiochemical 
nature and structure of the binding pocket and use the GnRH peptide as a template to 
dictate where the site-points should be positioned. 
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6.2.3 Selecting compound subsets from EDLUISS for screening 

A subset of compounds that adhered to the Lipinski Rule-of-5(213) criteria were 

extracted from EDULISS. The compounds were selected from a single supplier, 

Specs, to enable compounds to be ordered quickly for biological testing. Advantages 

of using the Specs catalogue were that the compounds are easy to order, delivery 

was relatively fast and the cost of the compounds was within budget. This gave a 

final set of 80,161 Lipinski Rule-of-5 Specs compounds in the screening subset. This 

is the same subset as the Specs Lipinski subset used in the PCNA screens (chapter 5, 

section 5.2.2, table 5.3) The screen was run on the Blue Gene/l (BG/1)(251) facility 

(chapter 4, section 4.2.8). 

6.3 Virtual Screening Results for GnRH-R (LSCR_5) 

Figure 6.6. The top 50 scoring compounds, taken from the LIDAEUS screening run 5 
(LSCR_5). Docking of Specs compounds into binding pocket of GnRH-R. Compounds are 
clustered using tanimoto co-efficient. The compounds selected for ordering are 
highlighted in orange. The numbers on the right represent the compounds scoring rank. 
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The ultimate aim of the study was to select as diverse a set of hit compounds as 

possible from amongst the top scoring poses. This screen was labelled as LIDAEUS 

Screening Run 5 (LSCR_5). The top 1000 poses all had a good docking scores 

(scoring range was between —54 to —29). The top 50 unique compounds were 

extracted from the results file and clustered using Accord for Excel and MVSP 

(figure 6.6) (chapter 4, section 4.3.4). It was then possible to identify 10 compounds, 

from discrete clusters, where the Tanimoto coefficient was less than 0.7. 

The poses of the best scoring (highest ranked) compounds from within each cluster 

were visually inspected to assess the potential binding mode. The 10 compounds 

selected for ordering are shown in table 6.1, along with their LIDAEUS score. 

Evidence that the posed compounds might make contacts with the key residues of 

the binding pocket was important when assessing binding mode. Close inspection 

of the top poses indicated that most were likely to make interactions with at least 

two or three of the key binding pocket residues. 
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No. Compound MW (Da) Specs ID Number LogP Score Rank 

1 

0 

0?'
-' 	o 

'U'(x, 
 

447.469 AK-968/14002620 2.88 -54.766 1 
01 

2 0 	0 404.875 AH-034/07354034 4.37 -48.113 3 
-- 01 

426.425 *AG690/12889944 3.01 -49.439 2 

4 399.399 AF-399/15539312 2.13 -47.694 5 

5 417.483 AG-690/10210059 3.1 -46.284 6 

6 439.472 AM-807/42005179 1.21 -44.596 8 

B, 

7 

10  k/  481.686 AN-648/41220563 4.8 -43.369 9 

8 348.487 AK-968/15362163 2.41 -42.566 11 

0 

468.506 AF-399/41987033 2.01 -41.380 16 

10 486.524 *AG205/14249018 5.74 1.391 15 

Table 6.1. 10 compounds selected from LIDAEUS screening run 5 (LSCR_5) looking for potential 
hit compounds that bind to GnRH-R. All compounds come from the Specs catalogue; the ID 
number is shown in column 4. The molecular weight (MW) is given in column 3, The LIDAEUS 

energy score is given in column 5. The octanol/water coefficient, LogP is given in column 6. * 
compounds that demonstarted receptor binding affinity. 
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In general terms the LIDAEUS docking results were promising, with the top poses 

shown in table 6.1 having moieties occupying both the LH and RH binding regions. 

This indicates that the Specs Lipinski chemical subset used in the screening run had 

compounds that were a good size for docking into the GnRH-R pocket. This is ideal 

as it is desirable to fill as much of the pocket as possible to maximise the number of 

interactions with the protein. Two examples from among the top poses, compound-

3 and compound-10, showed evidence of binding affinity in the in vitro assays 

(section 6.4). The way LIDAEUS posed these compounds into the binding pocket is 

shown in more detail in figures 6.7 and 6.8. 

g TYR283 	 ASP 98 

ASN2I2 	. 	 ASNIO2 

° 

	

	TRP 101 ASN 305 

 ASP 302 

Figure 6.7. The binding mode of 'compound-3' from LSCR_5 using compounds from the Specs 
catalogue to dock into the binding pocket of GnRH-R. The docked compound is shown in yellow 
sticks. The binding pocket is shown as cartoon helices, with the key residues in blue sticks. 
Potential hydrogen bonds are shown by red dotted lines; with distances in A. Likely VDW 
interactions are shown by black dotted lines. All VDW distances are less then 4 A. 

Compound-3 (figure 6.7), although docking across the whole binding region, is 

predicted to form more interactions in the LH region (figure 6.4) compared to the 

RH region. Interactions are predicted between the benzodioxole moiety of the 

ligand and the Asn212, Tyr290 and Tyr283 binding pocket residues. Possible 
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hydrogen bond interactions are predicted to the benzodioxole moiety, one from the 

hydroxyl of Tyr290 and the other from the hydroxyl of Tyr 283 (figure 6.7, red 

dotted lines). Compound-3 stretches into the RI-I binding region with likely 

interactions between the two methoxy groups and residues Asp302 and Trp101. But 

it does not occupy the upper portion of the RH binding region (figure 6.4) where the 

Asp98 and Lys121 residues of the binding pocket are. 

Compound-10 (figure 6.8), similar to compound 3, is predicted to form more 

interactions in the LH binding region (figure 6.4) with the dimethoxyphenol moiety 

predicted to interact with the Asn212, Tyr283 and Tyr290 binding pocket residues 

(figure 6.8). A hydrogen bond is likely to be formed between the hydroxyl group of 

this moiety and the Asn212 ND2 atom (figure 6.8, red dotted lines). The central 

portion of the ligand is likely to form interactions with the binding pocket residues 

Asn305 and Phe309. Similar to compound-3 the RH binding region is not fully 

occupied with the benzodioxole group of compound-10 interacting with residues 

Asp98 and Leu117 but not reaching into the lower portion of the RH binding region. 

The favouring of the LH binding region might be explained by the presence of two 

tyrosine residues (Tyr290 and Tyr283) between which an aromatic group of a 

potential ligand can form a stable interaction, potentially via a n-stacking 

interaction. This positions a ligand well to form interactions (possibly hydrogen 

bonds) with the Asn212 residue. 
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Figure 6.8. The binding mode of compound-10 from a LIDAEUS docking run using compounds 
from the Specs catalogue to dock into the binding pocket of GnRH-R. The docked compound is 
shown in yellow. The binding pocket is shown as cartoon helices, with the key residues in blue. 
Potential hydrogen bonds are shown by red dotted lines; with distances in A.. Likely VDW 
interactions are shown by black dotted lines. All VDW distances are less then 4 A. 

6.4 Assay Results 

The 10 compounds (table 6.1) were tested in a ligand binding and a phosphatidyl 

inositol (PhI) hydrolysis assay. Dr. Thi-Liang Lu from the MRC Human 

Reproductive Science Unit, Edinburgh, carried out the assays, the full details of 

which can be found in Appendix F. Compound-3 and compound-10 demonstrated 

some receptor binding affinity and functional effects on inositol phosphate 

production (figure 6.9). Although the binding affinities of these two compounds are 

very low (1050  400p.M and 1400 jiM for compound-3 and compound-10 respectively), 

interestingly, compound-3 acts as partial agonist in stimulating IF responses whilst 

compound-10 is an antagonist (figure 6.9B), these preliminary findings are 

encouraging as the inactive compounds serve as specificity controls. 
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Figure 6.9. A. Inhibition of radio-labelled GnRH analogue binding by the ten 
compounds identified from in si//co screening (LSCR_5). B. Inhibition of GrRH (1 
nM) stimulation of inositol phosphate production by the two compounds with highest 
binding affinity. SPH1-077-459 corresponds to Compound-3, SPH1-037-713 
corresponds to Compound- 10. 

An interesting aspect of the results from this screen are similarities between some of 

the compounds identified by LIDAEUS and a previously described antagonist of 

GnRH-R(17). Figure 6.10 shows the comparison. The compound CMPD-1 (5- 
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[(3,5,5,8,8-pentamethyl-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-2-naphthalenyl)methyl]-N-(2,4,6- 

trimethoxyphenyl)-2-furamide) bound with low nanomolar affinity to human 

(6.0nm), rat (3.8nm) and mouse (2.2nm) GnRH receptors. A similarity between the 

LIDAEUS hits and CMPD-1 is the presence of a trimethoxyphenyl moiety linked to 

the rest of the ligand by a peptide bond. It is encouraging that LIDAEUS has 

identified similar compounds to known binding ligands, which is promising for 

future work. 
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Figure 6.10. Comparison of chemical structures of LSCR_5 hits for GnRH-R with 
the known GnRH-R antagonist, CMPD1 (14 17) The four LIDAEUS hits are 
numbered as in table 6.1. The trimethoxyphenyl moiety of CMPD- 1 (shown by the 
red arrow) is linked to the rest of the compound by a peptide bond (shown by 
green arrow). The LIDAEUS hits show a degree of similarity to this the CMPD-1 
dri .eli r 

6.4.1 Summary and Future work 

These results demonstrate that an in silico screening approach can be successful in 

identifying new hit compounds in drug discovery. Moreover, this has been achieved 

whilst using a model structure as opposed to a crystal structure. Model structures 

could be considered too unreliable to get meaningful molecular docking results and 
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so this type of work would be restricted to targets where high resolution crystal 

structures were available. The work here indicates that this need not be the case and 

that provided a model structure is well constructed there is no reason not to use it as 

the target of an in silico screening project. Knowledge that high-throughput in silico 

screening can be successful when using a model structure may well open the door 

to new drug targets where there is no crystal structure available. A study by 

Bissantz et al.(326) has proved that rhodopsin-based models of human GPCRs are 

suitable for virtual screening for antagonists(326). In addition the recently described 

human 132  adrenergic GPCR (p2AR)(37-320) x-ray crystal structure should assist in 

providing improved model structures for GnRI-I-R. 

In taking this project further, much larger compound databases should now be 

interrogated and more sophisticated in silico screening systems developed as 

articulated below. For each of the low energy GnRH-R models derived from 

peptide-docked structures, Pose Interaction Profiles (PIPs) can be generated to 

guide docking and influence scoring and posing within LIDAEUS. The size of the 

chemical space screened against can be expanded to every unique compound 

available in EDULISS (-3.7 million). In addition, the compounds positive for 

antiproliferative activity can form the starting point for the synthesis of small 

families of derivatives guided by the constraints and properties of the GnRH 

binding site. Using similarity searching methods, chemical libraries can be pre-

screened to select families of molecules that have various similar attributes to 

known hit compounds (such as CMPD-1 and the compounds identified by this 

study). 
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7 Virtual Screening for PSD-95 SH3 Domain Inhibitors 

7.1 Background to SH3 domains 

The formation of many protein-protein complexes are mediated by small protein 

recognition domains binding to short linear peptides(327' 328).  Often these types of 

interaction play a major role in protein signalling networks, which have important 

roles in many human diseases. One such example of a modular domain frequently 

involved in cell signalling is the SH3 (Src homology 3) domain, which is abundant 

across the proteomes of several different species (table 7.1). 

Species No. of SH3 domains 

S. cerevisiae 27 

C elegans 95 

D. me/anogaster 202 

M. musculus 407 

H. sapiens 409 

Table 7.1. The abundance of SH3 domains in five different species (adapted from Castagnoli el 
a/.(327)). Data for S. cerevisiae, C. elegans and D. me/anogaster is taken from SwissProt. There is 

a degree of redundancy in SwissProt and so these figures could be over-estimated. Data from M. 
muscu/us and H. sap/en used the Internation Protein Index, which provides a minimally redundant 

and complete set of human and mouse proteins. 

SH3 domains are involved in enzyme regulation via intermolecular interactions, the 

concentration and localisation of components of signalling pathways, and the 

mediation of the assembly of large multi-protein complexes(329). There are a number 

of examples of proteins, involved in critical signalling pathways that contain SH3 

domains(330) (table 7.2). The disruption or inhibition of these types of interaction can 

work as a therapeutic strategy. 
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Protein Pathology Reference 

Grb2 Cancer (75,331) 

Lyn AIDS, allergy & asthma (332,333) 

CrkL Leukaemia (334) 

p85 Cancer 335,336) 

Src Breast Cancer, Osteoporosis (337,338) 

STATs Inflammatory Disease (339) 

Btk Leukaemia (339) 

Table 7.2. Examples of proteins that contain SH3 domains and the pathologies they are 

associated with (adapted from Dalgarno el f(330))• 

7.1 .1 SH3 domains bind proline-rich peptide sequence 

SH3 domains are one of a group of modular domains that recognise and bind to 

proline-rich sequences(7). Other members of this group include the WW domain (so 

called due to two highly conserved tryptophan residues)(340), the EVH1 domain 

(Enabled! VASP)(341), the GYF domain (the name derives from the presence of a Gly-

Tyr-Phe triad)(342), profiin(343), UEV (ubiqutin E2 variant)(344) and the CAP-Gly 

(cytoskeleton-associated protein) domain(345). The review by Li et al.(7) summarises 

these domains and illustrates that different domains/ families prefer to bind to 

different proline-rich sequences (table 7.3). Some, such as profilin and GYF are 

dedicated to a single defined sequence pattern. Others, such as WW and SH3 are 

less selective, with 5H3 domain binding to a variety of different peptide ligands 

(table 7.3). It has been shown in the formin proteins (nuclear phosphoproteins 

required for proper limb and renal development), which contain a proline-rich 

region, that WW and SH3 domains can compete for binding(346). The specificity of 

each recognition domain is modulated by subtle changes in the binding surface of 

the domain. The majority of SH3 domains have specificity for either the class I or II 

peptides, which have a core PxxP motif(7'347'348). 
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Domain Target Sequence/Motif Affinity (Kd, pM) ligontl Structure 

SH3 (R/K)xxPxxp 	(class 	I) 1-200 PPII 

PxxPx(R/K) 	(class II) 1-200 PPII 

RxxK 	(class III) 0.1-30 3'0 helix 

RkxxYxxY 20-60 N/A 

PxxDY NA N/A 

(R/K/G)xxPPGx(R/K) 10-200 N/A 

R/K-rich 10-100 N/A 

WW PPx(Y/poY) 1-500 PPII 

PPLPp 1-500 PPII 

(p1(p) PPPP 5-100 PPII 

GYF (R/K/G)xxPPGx(R/K) 10-200 PPII 

CAP-Gly SQRRSPPEEPPDF >100 PPII 

Table 7.3. Specificity and affinity of proline-rich binding domains (adapted from Li eIo/.) 7 . For 
the target sequence/motif, upper-case letter indicate strong selection, lower-case letters denote 
moderate selection. D = hydrophobic residue; po = phosphate; x = any amino acid. Kd values 
listed represent consensus values from the literature, and are not meant to be inclusive. PPII = 

polyproline type II (left-handed helix with 3 residues per turn). N/A = data not available. 

7.1.2 Non-peptide SH3 ligands 

No. Ligand Kd (pM) EC50(pM) No Ligund Kd (pM) EC50(iM) 

N 800± 
- ac >4000 

- 

1
NH2 170 N 	NH 

2 
125± 

160±366 
MN~  

- 215±90 
Ni 	NH2 24 NH2 

650 ± 
- L 

380± 

90 NN_Me 40 - 

NH2 H 

Table 7.4. Examples of the non-peptide small-molecules that bind to the SH3 domain of Tec IV 
kinase (Inglis et0L)(349 ). 

Even though SH3 domains are well researched and their importance in many 

cellular process and disease acknowledged there is little work on the development 

of therapeutics/non-peptide binding ligands in this area. Some studies have 
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modified proline-rich peptide ligands by substituting a proline for a non-natural N-

substituted amino acid(350' 351). 

Inglis et al.(349) demonstrated the use of structure-based drug design to identify 

small heterocyclic compounds that bind to Tec IV kinase SH3 domain (table 7.4). 

The proposed binding mechanism for these ligands is a combination of it-n stacking 

interactions with a highly conserved W215 residue and via salt-bridge/hydrogen 

bond interactions with a proximal D196 residue(349). Despite this success the relative 

absence of non-peptide ligands may indicate that SH3 domains are not the most 

amenable of targets. It remains therefore important to maintain research in this area 

and develop methods to tackle this problem. Given the relatively limited reports of 

non-peptide ligands binding to SH3 domains it is interesting to investigate if in silico 

screening can identify any promising hit compounds. 

7.1.3 Pro-Pep analysis of proline in the support of in si//co screening 

Around 7% of the ProPep database (Chapter 2) contains complexes where proteins 

are bound to proline-rich peptides. it is interesting therefore to undertake an in silico 

screening study using a potential drug target where the peptide ligand is proline-

rich. Can our insights from the analysis of peptides help support in silico screening? 

From the protein-peptide analysis in Chapter 3 it is apparent that proline residues 

have a distinctive binding pattern in protein-peptide interfaces, favouring pairing 

with aromatic residues (see Chapter 3, section 3.3.2). SH3 domains are therefore 

likely to be rich in aromatic residues to best facilitate the binding of poly-proline 

peptides. The target of this virtual screening study is the SH3 domain of PSD-95, 

which, consistent with this observation, has several key aromatic residues forming 

the binding pocket. These can potentially form high numbers of hydrophobic (Van 

der Waals) interactions with a poly-proline peptide ligand that contribute 

significantly to the overall binding. Therefore a good approach to use in this virtual 

screening study is to focus site-point generation around these aromatics residues 

and to look for predicted interactions with these residues in any poses generated by 

LIDAEUS. Compounds that demonstrate reasonable levels of these types of 

interactions could be considered potential hit compounds. 
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7.1.4 Background to PSD-95 

Figure 7.1. PSD-95 SH3 and GK Domain Organisation. The SH3 domain is shown in gold, the 
HOOK domain in blue, the GK domain in green and the last 12 residues C-terminal of the GK 
domain in magenta. Doffed line represent disordered parts of the molecule. The residues shown in 
sticks in the SH3 domain represent the proline-rich binding site, with the key W470 residue 
highlighted. Figure adapted from Tavares etal. (2001)(6).  

The protein target for this study is the adapter protein PSD (post-synaptic density)-

95 (also known as SAP90)(6). PSD-95 is a member of the membrane associated 

guanylate kinase (MAGUK) family of proteins. It forms a central part of multi-

protein signalling complexes located at excitatory synapses in the central nervous 

system (spinal cord). PSD-95 contains three PDZ domains, one GK domain and an 

SH3 domain(352' 353)  (figure 7.1). The main function of PSD-95 appears to be in the 

organisation of receptors and ion channels in the postsynaptic membrane and the 

organisation of downstream signalling and cytoskeletal molecules(6' 354).  More 

specifically the protein couples the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) subtype of 

glutamate receptors to enzymes downstream in signalling pathways(352' ' 3). The 

neuronal plasticity and behavioural sensitisation in the spinal cord is dependent on 

NMDA receptors which means PSD-95 has a key role in neuropathic reflex 

sensitisation(352). It has also been shown that mice with a targeted mutation in the 

PSD-95 gene have altered spatial learning, neuropathic pain, orientation preference 

in visual cortical cells and cocaine sensitisation(353). PSD-95 forms part of the NMDA 

receptor multi-protein complexes (NRC) and is known through in vitro studies to 
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interact with glutamate receptors (NR2A), scaffolding and adaptor proteins 

(Sap102) and small-G proteins (SynGAP). It is also known to interact with the 

kainate receptor subunit 2(356). 

The SH3 domain of PSD-95 shares about 30% sequence identity with other SH3 

domains. The poly-proline binding site consists of a cluster of 

hydrophobic/ aromatic residues, Phe437, Tyr439, F447, F454, W470 and P489 (Figure 

7.2), which are conserved across other MAGUK family proteins SH3 domains(6), 

highlighting their importance in the binding of proline-rich domains from partner 

proteins. The SH3 domain is likely to be intrinsic to the ftmction of PSD-95 and so 

the poly-proline binding site makes an attractive site for structure-based 

development of non-peptide ligands of PSD-95. Given its role in neuropathic 

behavioural reflex sensitisation(352), PSD-95 could therefore represent an interesting 

drug target. 

' 
F437 ff;

kF454 

' 	

W~t 

Figure 7.2. The proline-rich binding pocket of the SH3 domain from PSD-95 (PDBID: 
1JXM). The SH3 domain is shown in pale yellow cartoon. The key binding pocket 
residues are shown in blue stick with the W470 residue in magenta. Residues W470 
and F4.47 combine to form a trench at the front of the pocket. This trench is the region 
the virtual screening was focussed on. 
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There are three available X-ray structures of the SH3 domain of PSD-95. PDBID: 

1JXM and PDBID: 1JXO, both solved by Tavares et al.(6) and PDBID: 1KJW solved by 

McGee et al.(354). In addition there are many other examples of SH3 domains, in 

complex with peptide ligands, with available structural data in the PDB (table 7.5). 

This wealth of structural data is excellent in terms of supporting a structure-based 

drug design project such as this. 

PDBID Protein Peptide Reference 

1 N5 Pexl3p Pexl4p  

1 UTI Mona/Gads SH3 HPK-derived peptide 

1CKA C-crk Lysine 	containing 	proline- 
rich peptide  

(93)  

1BBZ ABL High affinity peptide  

1 UJO STAM2 UBPY derived peptide  

2BZ8 C1N85 CBL-B  

2D1X Cortactin AMAP1  

209Y Ponsin Paxillin praline rich peptide  

Table 7.5. Examples of X-Ray crystal structures of SH3 domain bound to peptide ligands 
contained with the PDB. 

7.2 LIDAEUS set-up for SH3 of PSD-95 screening 

7.2.1 Structure of poly-proline binding pocket 

The poly-proline binding pocket of the SH3 domain of PSD-95 comprises a cluster of 

aromatic residues including the key W470 residue, shown in figure 7.2 and 7.3. The 

area these residues cover in the binding pocket is quite large and may not be well 

suited to screening for small-molecule inhibitors. As a consequence this study 

focussed on a couple of sections of the binding pocket at the front of the domain. 

This is where the W470 is located and along with residue F447 forms a vertical 

trench that provides a good pocket in which to try to dock small-molecules (figure 

7.3). Ideally, poses from LIDAEUS will fill this region and form n-n stacking 

interactions with the W470 and F447 residues. Just above the trench is another 

binding region that includes residues P489, Y439 and F454. This binding region 

stretches across the surface of the SH3 domain from the trench at the front, to the 

back of the domain. This binding region when taken together with the trench 
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binding region is too large to target in a single virtual screening run and so just the 

portion nearest the trench binding region is targeted here, shown by the green 

shading in figure 7.3. Any docked compounds that displays likely interactions with 

this region would also be considered as a promising hit compound. 

Figure 7.3. A schematic representation of the binding pocket of the SH3 domain of PSD-
95. The orange shading indicates the binding trench of the SH3 domain from PSD-95. This 
is the primary region of interest to this docking study. Molecules that dock in this region, 
forming interactions with the W470 and F447 residues (blue boxes) are likely to be 
promising hit compounds. The full binding region stretches further back from the trench 
across the surface of the domain (green shading). This virtual screening study would also 
look for molecule docking in the portion of this region closest to the trench. 

7.2.2 Binding pocket set-up and site-point creation 

None of the three crystal structures of PSD-95 has a peptide ligand in complex with 

the SH3 domain. In order to run LIDAEUS using this target it was necessary to 

model in a template peptide ligand to the SH3 domain in order to build a set of site-

points. The SH3 domain that was being used as the target was taken from the PDB 

1JXM and the peptide ligand used was taken from PDB 1UTI. The two SH3 domains 

from 1JXM and 1UTI were overlaid using the CCP4 program Coot(363).  Having 

overlaid the domains the structure was saved and further modelling was carried out 

to position the peptide from 1UTI into the binding region in 1JXM using the 

molecular viewing package PyMol(4). The 1UTI structure is the SH3 domain from 
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Mona/Gads bound to an HPK1 (hematopoietic progenitor kinase 1) peptide(102). 

This peptide combines an atypical SH3 binding motif, R/KxxK, with a more 

common PxxP motif. 

The full-length 1UTI peptide is quite large (16 residues) and so was reduced in size 

to the key binding motif stretch PLVPPRKEK (residues 4-12). The site-points created 

used this peptide as the template but also incorporated a PIP string to influence site-

point positioning. Given the importance of the W470 residue in binding, a PIP string 

was generated to described hydrophobic interactions with this residue. The 

hydrophobic energy map was used to identify regions within the binding pocket 

where the placement of hydrophobic atoms would be favourable. A noticeable 

region of hydrophobic preference can be seen adjacent to the W470 residue (figure 

7.4). 

Figure 7.4. The hydrophobic energy map contouring the SH3 binding pocket of PSD-95. The 
white mesh indicates regions where the minimum energy is -1 kCal/Mol. A region adjacent to 

the key W470 residue (magenta) is highlighted by the dotted circle. It is in this region that 
dummy atoms can be place to create a PIP string to influence site-point generation. Ultimately 
the site-point set-up needs to have a dense set of hydrophobic points in this region. Other key 
residues of the SH3 pocket are shown in blue. 
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Dummy atoms could be placed in this regions and a PIP calculated between them 

and the protein. By incorporating this PIP into the site-point parameters the density 

of hydrophobic site-points around the W470 residue were increased. This was done 

to try and ensure that the majority of poses generated formed interactions with the 

W470 residue. The site-points generated are shown in figure 7.5. 

Figure 7.5. Site-point creation for the SH3 domain of PSD-95. The top panel shows the template 
peptide ligand (dark blue strand), from HPK1 (PDB: 1 UTI), positioned in the proline-rich binding 
pocket of the SH3 domain from PSD-95. Key residues are shown in cyan and magenta sticks. 
The template peptide ligand was used to create the site-points shown in the lower panel. There is 
an increased density of hydrophobic (white) site-points around the W470 (magenta stick) 
residue. A PIP string was used to influence the site-point creation. The PIP string described 
hydrophobic interactions with the W470 residue. 
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It could be that establishing a small-molecule in the trench region (figure 7.3) would 

be a good starting point for the design of inhibitors. In order to fully compete with 

the peptide ligand an inhibitor would need to occupy a larger part of the pocket 

other than just the trench region. Finding a small-molecule that binds to trench 

region of the SH3 domain will provide a staring point for the further development 

of inhibitor design. 

7.3 LIDAEUS results for SH3 domain of PSD-95 

7.3.1 Results of LIDAEUS screen LSCR_6 

LIDAEUS screening run 6 (LSCR_6) used the site-points described in section 7.2.2 

and was run against a chemical subset extracted from EDULISS. It contained only 

compounds from the Maybridge(364) supplier catalogue and used the Oprea 'lead-

like' criteria (table 7.6). The screen was performed on the Blue Gene/l (BG/1)(251) 

facility (chapter 4, section 4.2.8), using default LIDAEUS parameters. These settings 

are available in appendix E. The top 150 poses from the LSCR_6 results were 

visually inspected to assess their potential binding mode. A majority of the 

compounds within this set of 150 displayed likely interactions with the key W470 

residue. Beyond this a variety of different poses were observed with compounds 

typically occupying the trench at the front of the pocket and then occupying one of 

three further regions (figure 7.6). 
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Figure 7.6. Regions of the PSD-95 SH3 binding pocket occupied by compounds docked 
using LIDAEUS (LSCR_6). A majority of compounds are docked into the trench formed by 
residues W470 and F447. In addition to this compounds tend to also form interaction in 
one of three regions indicated by the red, orange and green dotted circles. The red region 
is further into the poly-proline binding site and is formed from the Y439, F454 and P489 
residues. The orange region is beyond the trench behind the loop region containing F447. 
The green region is round in front of the binding pocket, below the W470 residue. 

Descriptor Value 

Molecular weight (Do) <= 460 

Rotatable bonds <= 10 

MLogP Between —4 and 4.2 

Hydrogen bond acceptors <= 9 

Hydrogen bond donors <= 5 

Number of rings <= 4 

Total number of compounds 48,479 

Table 7.6. EDULISS v2.0 descriptors used to extract the MayB_Oprea chemical library. The 
settings are the Oprea 'lead-like' (207)  criteria and compounds were extracted from just the 
Maybridge(364) supplier catalogue, giving a chemical subset of 48,479 compounds. 
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Examples of some of the promising docking results observed are shown in figure 

7.7. The three compounds shown in this figure all display some form of interaction 

with the W470 residue via ir-ir aromatic stacking interactions. The first compound 

(ID RH00584, fig. 7.7 left-hand panels) is an example of one of the smaller 

compounds that were posed. As such it may represent a better potential starting 

point for future structure-based drug development. The second compound (ID RJC 

01366, fig. 7.7 centre panels) is an example of binding into the region further into the 

binding pocket; making interactions with the Y439 residue and potentially with the 

P489 and P454 residues also. The third compound (ID S 14046, fig. 7.7 right-hand 

panels) is an example of binding in front of the binding pocket, with the 

(trifluoromethoxy) benzene moiety positioned in front of the binding trench, below 

W470. The 2D representation of each compound is shown in table 7.7, along with 

LIDAEUS score, MW and MLogP. 

H 

Figure 7.7. Poses of three compounds into the binding pocket of the SH3 domain of PSD-95. The 
top three panels show the binding pocket in cartoon representation with the key residues of the 
pocket in blue and magenta sticks. The docked poses are shown in yellow sticks. The bottom three 
panels show the compounds docked into the same pocket but with surface representation turned 
on, highlighting the trench into which the compounds were docked. The ID and LIDAEUS rank of 
the compounds from LSCR_6 are shown. 
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No. Compound MW (Do) 
Maybridge
ID 

MLogP Score Rank 
Number 

P~O_~  262.28 RH 00584 2.24 -32.985 11 
0 

010 

2 
0 

392.436 RJC 01366 2.73 -32.586 17 

cF 
0 

3 381.344 

coX  
S14046 3.84 -31.046 36 

Table 7.7. The 2D representations of the promising compounds from LSCR_6, docked into the 
PSD-95 SH3 domain binding pocket using LIDAEUS, shown in figure 7.7. Compounds are from 

the Maybridge supplier catalogue. 

7.3.2 SH3 summary and future work 

The docking study that has been conducted here has shown that it is possible to 

engineer the LIDAEUS set-up to dock compounds into targeted regions of the SH3 

binding pocket of PSD-95. The front of the SH3 binding pocket of PSD-95 has a key 

tryptophan (W470) residue, which was targeted in this study. Site-point generation 

was influenced to increase the number of points in a favourable region adjacent to 

the W470 residue. As a consequence a large number of poses have been identified 

that are predicted to form strong ir-r aromatic stacking interactions with the W470 

residue. An example of this docking preference is highlighted in figure 7.8. 

This work should be taken forward by testing in in vitro binding assays some of the 

promising hits from LSCR_6. If such assays provide positive results these can help 

inform and optimise future LIDAEUS screens. Only one LIDAEUS screen is 

described here and it would be pertinent to extend the screening study to target 

other regions of the binding pocket (figure 7.3) and to screen against chemical 

libraries from other suppliers. 
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Figure 7.8. The docking of compound RJC 01366 into the SH3 binding pocket of PSD-
95. The key residues of the binding pocket are shown in light blue and magenta 
(W470). RJC 01366 is shown in yellow sticks. All inter-atomic distances less than 4.2A 
are shown by black dotted lines. The high number of interactions between W470 and 
an aromatic moiety of RJC 01366 is evident. 
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8 Summary and Future Work 

Protein-protein interactions play a significant role in cellular processes at the centre 

of human disease. The present study aimed to analyse the physiochemical and 

structural nature of protein-peptide interfaces in order to better understand this 

unique subset of protein-protein interactions. Protein-peptide interactions may 

represent the most amenable subset of protein-protein interactions for the 

development of small-molecule therapeutics. 

The analysis involved the development of the ProPep database, a set of 258 protein-

peptide complexes extracted from the Protein Data Bank (PDB)(62), The summary of 

the key findings of this analysis is given in section 8.1 along with proposals for 

future work. 

In the second part of this study, the LIDAEUS virtual screening program was used 

to try and identify potential hit, small-molecule compounds that targeted three 

different protein-peptide interactions (PCNA/p21, GnRH-R/GnRH and PSD-

95/poly-proline peptide). An assessment of LIDAEUS performance against these 

three targets is detailed in section 8.2, alongside further considerations about the 

inherent druggabiity of the protein binding sites. 

8.1 Pro-Pep Database Analysis (Chapters 2 & 3) 

A unique amino acid pictogram was developed to visualise and summarise 

protein-peptide interaction data stored with the ProPep database. The main 

findings of the pictogram analysis are: 

Side-chain atoms positioned furthest from the main-chain are 

involved in more interface contacts. 

Tyrosine (the hydroxyl side-chain atom in particular) makes an 

important contribution to protein-peptide binding. 

Atoms on the peptide side of the interface are involved in a higher 

number of interface contacts compared to protein atoms, indicating 

that short peptides bury into protein surfaces. 

Main-chain carbonyl atoms are involved in many more VdW contacts 

than main-chain amide atoms, highlighting its greater accessibility. 
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o 	ASA analysis shows that peptide atoms have a buried surface area of 

roughly twice that of protein atoms further highlighting how short 

peptide bury into protein surfaces. 

Further analysis of protein-peptide interactions stored in ProPep revealed the 

following: 

. Amino acid composition analysis, combined with residue pairing analysis, 

identified that peptide proline residues bind preferentially with protein 

aromatic residues. This is a key feature of a class of proteins that contain 

recognition domains that bind proline-rich peptides. 

Protein-peptide interfaces are relatively hydrophobic and have a higher 

abundance of aromatic residues in comparison to protein chains in general. 

Leucine has a distinct composition pattern with a much higher abundance on 

the peptide side of the interface. This may reflect its adaptability in terms of 

size and flexibility in the binding of protein-peptide complexes. 

. Residue pairing analysis shows that oppositely charged residues bind 

preferentially with one another, with salt bridges accounting for between 23-

32% of all the pairs involving charged residues. 

An important consideration for future work is to establish methods to automatically 

update the ProPep database. During this study ProPep was built as a single version 

database, meaning that the data was extracted from the PDB at one single point in 

time and all subsequent work and analyses were based on this incarnation of the 

PDB. The version of the PDB used in this study was available towards the start of 

the study in 2004 and contained approximately 30,000 structures. The PDB has 

grown fast however and now, in 2008, holds around 50,000 structures. The Pro-Pep 

database needs to be developed and modified to be able to be updated periodically, 

in an automated fashion, to reflect the most current version of the PDB. This was 

always a consideration in its original development and the extraction scripts were 

written with future development in mind. Very recently the Pro-Pep database has 

gone under some minor modifications to allow it to be updated (Wissam Mehio, 

ISMB, University of Edinburgh) and this new version contains around 400 

structures in the dataset. Future work needs to focus on the development of analysis 
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scripts that can be automatically executed to perform a comparable analysis to this 

study on updated protein-peptide datasets. 

8.1 .1 ProPep database to aid small-molecule discovery 

The ProPep database has the future potential to be a valuable resource in the 

support of virtual screening studies that target protein-protein interactions. ProPep 

contains the structural details of 258 protein-peptide interactions and this wealth of 

data could be used to aid the optimisation of virtual screening experiments. A 

model diagram of how the ProPep database might support LIDAEUS in silico 

screening is shown in figure 8.1. Understanding of the size and chemical 

composition of peptides bound to proteins could be used to aid the pre-screening 

selection of chemical subsets from larger chemical libraries such as EDULISS. 

ProPep could also support LIDAEUS directly, by identifying the key atoms 

involved across the interface. These key atoms could then be incorporated into the 

LIDAEUS set-up in the generation of site-points. Key atoms could also be useful in 

the calculation of reference PIPs, which could be used to give higher weighting to 

PRO-PEP 
DATABASE 

VdW Contacts 
Hydrogen Bonds 

2nd Structure 

EDULISS 

Database of 
+6 million 

small molecules 

LIDAEUS 

Figure 8.1. A model diagram of how the ProPep database could be used to support 

virtual screening, via pre-screening of chemical databases, such as EDULISS, or 

supporting virtual screening programs, such as LIDAEUS, directly. 
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poses that more closely replicate the interactions observed in the natural protein-

peptide complex. 

8.2 Assessing LIDAEUS performance & druggability of targets 

It is worth reflecting on how LIDAEUS has performed in the task of identifying 

novel inhibitors of protein-peptide interactions by targeting protein surface binding 

pockets. By way of doing this the overall LIDAEUS scores for the three pockets 

(PCNA, GnRH-R and PSD-95) have been compared (table 8.1). The outcomes from 

each virtual screening study are discussed and protein binding pocket prediction 

software has been utilised to assess the druggability of the three targets (figures 8.2, 

8.4 & 8.5). 

8.2.1 LIDAEUS Scores 

Table 8.1 gives a summary of the LIDAEUS scores for the top 100 unique poses 

across the 6 different LIDAEUS screens, which encompasses the three targets, 

described in this study. The average LIDAEUS score (LID score) is significantly 

higher for both the PSD-95 and GnRH-R screens (LSCR_5 & LSCR_6) compared to 

the PCNA screens (LSCR_1 to LSCR_4). Indeed, the minimum energy score for 

GnRH-R (-35.922) is better than the maximum score obtained for any compound for 

PCNA (-31.892). As a consequence of better overall LID scores for GnRH-R and 

PSD-95 compared to PCNA the average ligand VSS efficiency scores (chapter 4, 

section 4.1.3) are also better. Ligand efficiency scores are a method used to 

normalise against the size of the ligand. Larger ligands will have a greater capacity 

to have better docking scores. A high ligand VSS efficiency suggests that the 

compounds that dock into GnRH-R and PSD-95 are doing a better job of occupying 

the respective binding pockets in comparison to compounds docked into the PCNA 

pocket. It might prove beneficial to use the ligand VSS efficiency of individual hits 

more closely as a guide in the selection of ligand for in vitro testing. 
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LSCR.j ISCR_2 LSCR_3 LSCR_4 LSCR_5 LSCR_6 

PCNA 
Asinex 
Lipinski 

PCNA 
Asinex 
Lipinski 

PCNA 
Specs 

Lipinski 

PCNA 
Asinex 
Lipinski 

Low 
MLogP 

GnRH-R 
Specs 

Lipinski 

PSD-95 
SH3 

Maybridge 
Oprea 

 Lead-Like 

Avg LID Score -32.579 -26.542 -28.613 -25.530 -39.083 -43.180 

Max LID Score -39.828 -35.211 -41.673 -33.050 -54.766 -49.112 
A 

Min LID Score -29.554 -24.055 -25.725 -21.125 -35.922 -41.237 

LID Score Range 10.274 11.155 - 15.947 11.925 18.844 7.875 

Avg E Score -21.420 -19.063 -19.392 -18.384 -39.083 -30.440 

Max E Score -31.892 -25.979 -28.582 -25.641 -54.766 -38.957 
B 

Min [Score -16.090 -14.282 -11.979 -11.656 -35.922 -21.397 

EScore Range 15.802 11.697 16.604 13,985 18.844 17.559 

Avg PIP Score 11.159 7.479 -9.221 -7,146 n/a -11,849 

Max PIP Score -16.571 -14.935 -15.844 -10.952 n/a -19.000 
C 

Min PIP Score -6.299 -4.143 -4.857 -2.361 n/a -10.111 

- PIP Score Range 10.273 10.792 10.987 8.591 n/a 8.889 

- Avg. hg. VSS Eff. 0.079 0.064 0.084 0.065 0.099 0.130 

Max hg. VSS Eff. 0.129 0.109 0.150 0.104 0.179 0.203 
D 

Min hg. VSS [ft. 0.060 0.048 0.054 0.044 0.072 0.092 

Lig. VSS Eff. Range 0.069 0.061 0.096 0.060 0.106 0.111 

Table 8.1. A comparison of LIDAEUS scores from the LIDAEUS screening runs performed against 
three different targets; PCNA, GnRH-R and PSD-95 (SH3). A. Gives the average, maximum, 
minimum and range of combined (E + PIP) scores (LID). B. Gives the values for the normal 
LIDAEUS energy (E) score. C. Gives the values for the LIDAEUS PIP score (PIP). D. Gives the 
ligand VSS efficiency values for each LIDAEUS screen. Ligand VSS efficiency is calculated by 
dividing the combined LIDAEUS score (A. LID) by a compounds molecular weight (LID/Mw). All 
values are based the top 100 unique poses from each screen. 

8.2.2 Assessing LIDAEUS in targeting PCNA (Chapter 5) 

Four different LIDAEUS virtual screening experiments were performed that 

targeted the hydrophobic binding pocket of PCNA. The LIDAEUS scores across the 

four screens (table 8.1, LSCR_1 to LSCR_4) showed that ligand VSS efficiency varied 

between different chemical suppliers (compare LSCR_2 and LSCR_3), indicating 

that the Specs library offers compounds better suited to occupying the hydrophobic 

pocket compared to the Asinex library. This finding should be kept in mind for 

future screens, which should attempt to optimise the chemical screening subset 

being used. Not just by simply broadening the number of supplier catalogues 
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screened against but through the use of similarity tools to assist in building a 

targeted chemical screening subset based on the template p21 peptide. 

From the LIDAEUS screens against PCNA a series of potential hit compounds were 

selected and tested in biological assays but no clear evidence of binding was found. 

A primary reason for the lack of any binding evidence is thought to be due to poor 

solubility of the compounds tested. With the comparison of LIDAEUS scores against 

both GnRH-R and PSD-95 showing PCNA to have poorer score, alongside the lack 

of evidence of binding from in vitro assays it raise a couple of possibilities. Firstly, 

that the LIDAEUS set-up for PCNA is not optimised, and secondly, that the PCNA 

pocket is unsuitable as a drug target. It is useful therefore to assess the druggable 

potential of the PCNA binding pocket through the use of binding pocket prediction 

software. 

The ability to assess the inherent druggability of binding pockets targeted in virtual 

screening studies is crucial as it may save time, and more importantly money, 

during the drug discovery process. A number of different programs are freely 

available that analyse the surface of proteins and identify potential binding pockets 

and cavities. Examples of the programs available are POCKET(365), SURFNET(366), 

LIGSITE(367), PASS(368), Q-SITE FINDER(369), CASTp(370), LIGSITECSC(371) and 

PocketPicker(372). These programs are geometry-based and use the 3D structure of 

the protein to perform a systematic analysis of the surface to identify pockets that 

possess a high potential to bind small, drug-like molecules with high affinity. 

In this study an in-house program (Wissam Mehio, manuscript in preparation), 

adapted from a binding surface prediction program(373), has been used to identify 

regions of high binding potential on the surface of proteins. Using a PDB file as 

input the program assigns a 'binding potential' score to each atom of the protein, 

making it possible to view regions of high binding potential in a molecular viewer, 

such as PyMol(4). Figure 8.2 shows the result of using the program to identify 

potential binding sites on the surface of a single monomer of PCNA. 
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/ 
1 

F150 

Oki 
Figure 8.2. Prediction of regions of high binding potential on the surface of a monomer of 
PCNA. The PCNA monomer is shown as surface representation with the p21 peptide 
shown as white sticks. The regions of the pocket normally occupied by Y151 and Q144 
are predicted to have high binding potential. Binding potential of surface regions is 
coloured according to the blue-green-red colour spectrum; blue for low, green for medium 
and red for high. 

The red colour indicates regions that can be considered to have good potential as 

binding sites. Specifically, the Y and Q pockets (Chapter 5, figure 5.6), the regions 

where residues Y151 and Q144 of p21 are positioned, look like good binding 

pockets. This somewhat contrasts with the M and F pockets whose prediction as 

binding pockets is not nearly as convincing. Clearly though there is some potential 

in targeting PCNA, with the prediction in figure 8.2 indicating that both the Y and Q 

pockets should be the focus of future docking studies. It is also worth considering 

the modification of the template ligand, which was based on the p21 peptide, to 

incorporate more of its interactions with PCNA, in particular those in and around 

the Q144 and Y151 pockets (figure 8.2). The present study only used the side-chains 

of four key residues, which may have been restrictive in terms of the space explored 

within and around the hydrophobic binding pocket. 
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In addition to the use of the binding pocket prediction program, a private 

communication with Dr. David Fry (Roche) evaluated the druggability of the PCNA 

using a cavity searching program(374). The program analyses the surface area and 

depth of pockets on the surface of proteins, assessing the amenability of pockets 

from different proteins to be small-molecule binding sites. 

Binding site assessment 

0 	 02 	 0.4 	 06 	 08 	 I 	 12 
Depth 

-RAR1 --PRl.8D 
--LfR —FRi —AOf EsmRece, CHX* CRAB? 

FW 	e NOSO -.-. Ii,e P1fi2 
_TS TK SueIsm -PtZbn -*--c9 

—PTPIb ----a4ne --attEJase -.-rWPkuse -i-Lkkse 
--MTW cyckase 	- scyWw  dase wtAase PAR --A1rcysn .e-m03 

Figure 8.3. Selection of amenable and non-amenable drug targets. Pockets were evaluated 
according to surface area and depth. Fairly shallow pockets are classed as not druggable 
(non-amenable). The hydrophobic pocket that was targeted in this study is called pcna_03 
and lies lust below the threshold of amenability. The bold red line indicates the data for the 
PCNA pocket. 

The result of the analysis, shown in figure 8.3, indicates that the PCNA pocket lies 

just below the threshold for an amenable drug target. However, the pocket of 

MDM2 is also analysed here and it falls just above the threshold. The interaction 

between MDM2 and p53 is quite similar to the interaction between PCNA and p21. 

The p53 peptide has a 310 a-helical conformation, like p21, which projects three 

hydrophobic residues (F19, W23 and L26) into the MDM2 binding pocket (Chapter 

1, section 1.2.2). The similarity between the MDM2 and PCNA pockets, in addition 

to the more encouraging result from the in-house binding pocket prediciton 
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program (figure 8.2), may indicate that PCNA, whilst being a challenge, remains a 

potential target for therapeutic design. 

8.2.3 Assessing LIDAEUS in targeting GnRH-R (Chapter 6) 

A strong indication that LIDAEUS performs well in targeting protein-peptide 

interactions is given by the success of LIDAEUS in identifying hit compounds that 

demonstrated weak binding for the GnRH-R target (Chapter 6). In addition, the 

similarity of these compounds to the known GnRH-R antagonist CMPD-1(17) 

(Chapter 6, section 6.4, figure 6.10) was noted, which is an indication that the 

compounds have real promise as potential lead compounds. It also confirms the 

effectiveness of LIDAEUS as a virtual screening program; in particular that it can 

successfully use model structures as targets. The success in discovering weak 

binding ligands provides valuable information for future screens. Using the 

structures of the weak binding ligands identified, along with the CMPD-1 structure, 

similarity searching can be used to build targeted families of molecules for use in 

future screening runs. 

The in-house binding pocket predication program was also use on the GnRH-R 

structures (figure 8.4). The LH binding region (Chapter 6, figure 6.4) is predicted to 

have better potential compared to the RH binding region. This is supported by the 

LIDAEUS screening results as the most promising compounds identified, that 

produced evidence of weak binding were docked predominantly into the LH region 

(Chapter 6, section 6.3). 
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Figure 8.4. Prediction of regions of high binding potential on the surface of a GnRH-R. 

GnRH-R is shown in surface representation with the GnRH peptide shown as white 

sticks. Binding potential of surface regions is coloured according to the blue-green-red 

colour spectrum; blue for low, green for medium and red for high. 

The LIDAEUS parameters and settings for the GnRH-R were relatively restricted 

and so future studies should consider screening against larger chemical libraries in 

order to enhance the diversity of compounds explored. Additionally, PIP scoring 

should be utilised to improve LIDAEUS docking performance. Probably the most 

important step for future work though is to generate a better quality model of 

GnRH-R based on thee recently published x-ray crystal structure of human P2 

adrenergic GPCR ([32AR)(37-320). 

8.2.4 Assessing LIDAEUS in targeting PSD-95 (Chapter 7) 

For the SH3 domain of PSD-95 a template, polyproline-peptide ligand, was built 

using homologous SH3 domain crystal structures for use in LIDAEUS screening. 

The screen identified a number of promising compounds that had predicted binding 

to a key W470 residue in the binding pocket. Visual inspection of the docking mode 
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indicates that the compounds are likely to form aromatic 7T-7T stacking interactions 

with W470. 

W470 

Figure 8.5. Prediction of regions of high binding potential on the surface of the SH3 domain 
of PSD-95. PSD-95 is shown in surface representation with a model poly-protine-peptide 
ligand shown as white sticks. Binding potential of surface regions is coloured according to 
the blue-green-red colour spectrum; blue for low, green for medium and red for high. 

The in-house binding pocket prediction result for PSD-95 provides very convincing 

evidence that the trench at the front of the binding pocket, formed primarily by the 

key W470 residue (Chapter 7, figures 7.2 & 7.3) has high potential as a binding 

pocket. LIDAEUS has already been used to target this region and several promising 

poses, where aromatic groups appear to form interactions with the W470 residue, 

have been identified. The convincing pocket prediction, good LIDAEUS scores and 

promising LIDAEUS poses all emphasise the need to test the top hits in binding 

assays (Chapter 7). Information from biological assays can be used to inform future 

screening runs. A further consideration for future work would be to broaden the 

area explored by LIDAEUS beyond the trench at the front of the pocket (chapter 7, 

figure 7.3), in order to investigate docking in other regions of the pocket more 

closely. 
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8.3 Summary 

Overall, the potential of protein-peptide interactions as an amenable subset of 

protein-protein targets remains. The three targets in this study have shown 

potential, either in docking scores, binding pocket prediction or, in the case of 

GnRI-I-R, real in vitro binding data to be promising targets for therapeutic design. 

The challenge these types of interface present remains however and so continued 

research into understanding the nature of protein-protein interactions is required. 

The development of ProPep is a step towards this goal. By better understanding 

protein-peptide interactions the data obtained from the analysis of these complexes 

can be directed towards supporting in silico screening in the discovery of novel 

small-molecule inhibitors of protein-peptide interactions. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Code 

A. 1. 	Extraction Code: Obtaining Protein-Peptide Structures 

1.1 	PDB_extract_v2.p1 

U /usr/bin/perl 

6 Takes in entirePDB and extract SEQRES information, 
6 Giving details of chains and lengths. For those PDB with at least two chains. 
6 One between 3-50 and one between 50-600 residues. Complex must also be X-Ray solved and <= 3A 
resolution. 

open (LIST, ">PDBextractv2list.log") 11 die "Cant open file: $)"; 
open(CHAINLIST, ">PDBextractv2chlist.log"( II  die "Can't open file: SI"; 
open (TABLE DETAILS, ">PDBextractv2tableinfo.log"( 11 die "Can't open file: $!'; 

$dirtoget = "/usr/data/pdb/"; 
opendir (PDBDIR, $dirtoget) II die ("Cannot open directory'(; 
@entries = readdir(PDBDIR(; 
closedir(PDBDIR(; 

my $counter = 0; 
my $entrynumber = 0; 
my @pdb_details; 
foreach $entry(@entries( 

my $header = 
$entrynumber ++; 

if ( substr($entry, 4, 7( eq '.pdb.qz'( 

open(PDBFILE, "gunzip < /usr/data/pdb/Sentry 1") 11 die ("\nERROR: Can't open 
$entry\n"( 

my %chainlengths = 
if ($entrynumber == 100 (I $entrynumber 	1000 11 $entrynumber == 5000 I 

$entrynumber== 10000 II $entrynumber == 15000 11 $entrynumber 	20000 I $entrynumber == 25000) 

print ("processing $entrynumber PDB --- $entry, count -- $counter\n"); 

while (<PDBFILE>( 

my $pdbline = 6; 
chomp ($pdbline(; 
if ($pdbline =- /"HEADER/( 

$pdb = substr)$pdbiine, 	62, 4(; 
$class = substr($pdbiine, 10, 40);$class =- 

if )$pdbline =- /TITLE/( 

$title 	substr($pdbline, 10, 62); 	6 Gives title of molecule 
$title =- 
$titles = $titles.$title; 
$check 1; 

if ($pdbline == /JRNL 	TITL/) 

$jtitle = substr)$pdbline, 19, 53); 	6 Gives title of molecule 
$jtitle =- 
$jtitles = $jtitles.$jtitle," "; chomp ($jtitles(; 

if ($pdbline =- /EXPDTA/( 

$exptype = $pdbline; 	 6 Gives EXPERIMENT TYPE 
if ($exptype =- mIX-RAY!) ) 
else 

last; 
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if ($pdbline 	['REMARK 	2 RESOLUTION/) 

$resolution = substr($pdbline, 23, 4); 
$resolution 
if ($resolution <= 3)1) 
else 

last; 

if ($pdbline =' /'SEQRES/) 

$chain 	substr($pdbline, 11, 1); 	6 Gives CHAIN ID 
$length = substr($pdbline, 13, 4); 	4 Gives CHAIN LENGTH 
$res = substr($pdbline, 19, 3); 	6 Gives FIRST RESIDUE 
$res2 	substr($pdbline, 23, 3); 	6 Gives SECOND RESIDUE 

H clear whitespace 
$chain =' s/\s*//; $length 	s/\s*//; 

$res 	g/\g*//; $res2 	s/\s*//; 

$value 	length($res); 
$value2 = length($res2); 

if ($chairi eq 

$chain 	'NULL"; 

if )$value < 3)1) 
elsif )$value2 < 3))1 
else 

$chainlengths)$chain) = $length; 

@lengths = values %chainlengths; 
if )$check == 1) 

$details = $pdb. '6 '.$class. 't".$resolution, "f'.$titles; 

else 

$details = $pdb. "2'.$class. "f".$resolution. "E'.$jtitles; 

$check = 0; 
$titles = 
$jtitles = 
close PDBFILE; 
foreach $i )0 .$#lengths) 

$fl = $lenqths[$i]; 
$sl = $lengths[$ii-1) 

if I I )$fl > 2 && $fl < 51) && 	$51 > 49 && $sl < 601) 1 I 	I )$fl > 49 && 
$fl < 601) && )$sl > 2 && $51 < 51) I 

$counter+±; 
print LIST I"$pdb\n"I; 
print CHAINLIST ("\n$pdb") 

while ()$chain, $length) = each %chainlengths) 

print CHAINLIST 
"$chain". "."$length". ' : ". "$resolution") 

$details = $details. "6" .$chain. "2" .$length; 

push (@pdb details, $details); 
last; 

for $row )@pdb details) 

print TABLE DETAILS )"$row\n") 

close TABLE DETAILS; 
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close LIST; 
close CILAINLIST; 
exit; 

1.2 which_chains.pl 
4$! /usr/bin/perl 

44 Script to select the two chains forming the interface where there are more than 2 chains 
present. 

if ($#ARGV<O) 

die)"\n\nFormat: which chsin.pl  [PDS list]\n\n"); 

my $pdblist = $ARGV[O]; 

if (! -e "$pdblist") 

die )"\n\nPDB list file $pdblist does not exist! \n\n") 

print("Enter chain threshold: \n"); 
my $chain set = <STDIN>; 
chomp ($chain set); 

open )PDBLIST, "$pdblist") or die )'\nERROR: Cant open $pdblist\n"); 
my @pdb list = <PDSLIST>; 

print (Enter distance to use (A) : 
my $the_distance = <STDIN>; 

open )DUMPLOG, ">complexdump2.log") II die 'Cant open file: $!"; 
open (NICELOG, ">complexnice2.log") II die "Can't open file: $''; 
open (SUPERLOG, 1 >complexsuper2.log 11) 11 die 'Cant open file: $!'; 

my $drop_count = 0; 

foreach $pdbss ))4pdb list) 

44 store each element in line into array split_line. If end or file exit, if start skip 
blank line. 

chomp)Spdbss);if )$pdbss eq 'ffff'))exit;)if )$pdbss eq ''((next;) 
my %distance calc = ));my %distance calcS = 	;my %alpha contacts = 
@split line = Split)':', $pdbss); 

my $noofelements = @split line; 
my $noofchains = ))$noofelements - 1)/3);chomp($noofchains); 
my $pdb = $splitline)O);chomp)$pdb); 
my $resolution = $split line[3] ;chomp)$resolution) 

if )$noofchains >= $chain set) 

$drop count ++; 
next; 

for ($1 = l;Si <= $noofchains;$i++) 

$ch[$i) = $split line[$i*3_2] ;chomp)$ch[$i] 
$chlen[$i] = $splitline[$i*3_1]; 

chomp)$chlen)$i] ); 
if )$chlen)$i] >= 50))$chsize[$i) = 'big';} 
else ($chsize)$i) = 'small' ;$resno)$iJ = $chlen[$i] 
$count)$i) 	0; 

my $pdbzip = $pdb; 
chomp)$pdbzip); 
$pdbzip = ic $pdbzip; 
$pdbzip = $pdbzip. ' .pdb.gz"; 

open)PDBFILE,'gunzip < /usr/data/pdb/Spdbzip I") II die )"\nERROR: Can't open $pdbzip\n"); 
while )<PDBFILE>) 

my $pdbline = 
for ($1 = l;$i <= $noofchsins;$i++) 

if ) ($pdbline == ['ATOM!) ) ) )$pdbline 	/HETATM/)) 

if )substr)$pdbline, 21, 1) eq $ch)$i) && )$count)$i) < $chlen[$ifl) 
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$number 	= substr)$pdbline, 6, 5); 	It columns 7-11 number 
$super chain 	substr($pdbline, 21, 1); 	It columns 22 	chain 
$atomtype 	= substr($pdbline, 13, 3); 

= substr($pdbline, 30, 8); 	It columns 31-38 x 
$y 	 = substr($pdbline, 38, 8); 	It columns 39-46 y 
$z 	 = substr($pdbline, 46, 8); 	It columns 47-54 z 

ItDeal with leading spaces here! 
chomp ($atomtype); 

if ($super chain eq $ch[$i[ && $atomtype eq 'CA 

$count[$i) i--i-;$x[$i)[$count)$i]) = $x;$y($i)[$count)$i)] = 
$y;$z[$i])$count[$j]( = $z; 

for (Si = 1;$i <= $noofchains;Si++) 

$length[$i] = $count)$i]; 

for ($c = 1;$c <= $noofchains;$c++) 

for ($d = l;$d <= $noofchains;$d++( 

if (($chsize[$c) ne $chsize[$d]( && ($d >= Sc)) 

if ($chsize[$c( eq 'big') 

$mainpair = $pdb.$ch($c[.$ch[$d); 

else 

$mainpair = $pdb.$ch[$d) .$ch)$c); 

my $pair = 0; 
my $total 	0; 
$county)$mainpair[ 	0; 

for (Si = l;$i <= $length[$c);$i*+) 

for ($j = l;$j <= Slength)$d);$j++) 

$atompair 	$pdb."$ch[$c]"."$ch[$d) ".' $1"." $j"; 
my $result = &calculate ($x[$c[ [Si), $y($c] ($i(, $z)$c) [$1], $x)SdI [Si], 

$y[Sd] [$j[, $z[$d] [$j](; 

$pair ++; 
$total = $total + $result; 
if )$result <= $the distance) 

$county[$mainpair] ++; 

$distancecalc{Satompair( = $result; 

$alphacontacts)$mainpair( = Scounty[$mainpair[; 
if )$pair == 0) 

$distancecalcB{$mainpair( = 0; 

else 

$distancecalcB($mainpair} = $total/$pair; 

$best contacts = 0;$out = $pdb;my Itmyarray = 
for Skey (sort keys%alpha contacts) 

Slargec = substr($key, 4, l(;$smallc = substr($key, 5, 1(;$contacts = 
$alpha contacts] Skey); 

for (Si = l;$i <= $noofchains;$i++( 
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if )$ch[$i] eq $smallc) 

$the length = $length[$i]; 

if )$the length == 0) 

$ratio = 0; 

else 

$ratio = $contacts/$the length; 

if )$ratio > 0.5) 

$out = $out. ": ' .$largec.":".$smallc. " : ".$contacts; 
$lastbig = $largec; 
$lastsmall = $smallc; 
$lastcontacts = $contacts; 

$out = 
push )@myarray, $out); 
print SUPERLOG @myarray; 

for $row )@myarray) 

@split_line = split)':', $row); 
$OldCon = 0; 
$resulty = 
$new length 	@split_line; 
$noof interface = ))$new length - 1)73); 

my @chains = U; 
my $chain_check = 'no'; 
if )$noof interface == 0) 

print DUMPLOG )"$pdbss\n'); 

else 

for )$i = 1$j < $newiength;$i=$i+3) 

$Prot)$i] = $splitline[$i);$Pept[$i] = $splitline[$i+1];$Cont)$i) = 
$split line [$i+2] 

push )@chains, $Prot)$i]); 
push )@chains, $Pept)$i]); 

@chains = sort @chains; 
$chin length = @chaina; 

for )$j=0;$j<=$#chains;$j++) 

if)$j==0) 
else 

if )$chains[$j] eq $chains)$j-1)) 

Schain check = 'yes'; 

if )$chain_check eq 'no') 

for )$i = 1;$i < $newlength;$i=$i+3) 

if )$Cont[$i) > $OldCon) 

$OldCon = $Cont)$i); 

	

$resulty 	$Prot)$i) .":".$Pept[$i) .":"."$resolution\n"; 

print NICELOG )'$pdb'.":"."$resulty"); 
print "keep - $row\n") 

else 
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print ("$j DUMPING - 
print DUMPLOG ("$pdbss\n"); 

exit; 

sub calculate 

my ($ax, $ay, $az, $bx, $by, $bz) = 
return sqrt ( (Sax-$bx) * ($ax-$bx) ) + 	($ay-$by) * ($ay-$by) ) + ( ($az-$bz) * ($az-$bz) ) 

1.3 cluster.pl  

6! /usr/bin/perl 

6 Picks Out families of PDB's based on identity using cluster files from pdb.org  

if ($#ARGV<l) 

die("\n\nFormat: sdfparse.pl  [cluster File] [PDB list] \n\n") 

my $cluster = $ARGV[Oj; 
my $pdbs = $APGV(l(; 

if ( -e "$cluster") 

die ("\n\nCluster File $cluster does not exist!\n\n"); 

if (! -e "$pdbs") 

die ("\n\nPDB list file $pdbs does not exist!\n\n"); 

my $olust out - $cluster; 
Sciust out == s/.txt/_out.log/g; 

open (LOG, ">PDBclusters.log") I) die "Can't open file: $)"; 
open (LOG3, ">$clust out") 11 die "Can't open file: $)"; 

open (CLUST, "$cluster") or die )"\nERROR: Can't open Scluster\n"); 
open (PDSLIST, "$pdbs") or die ("\nERROR: Can't open $pdb\n") 
my @pdblist = <PDBLIST>; 
my %pdb families 

while (<CLUST>) 

my $clust line 	$; 
chomp ($clust line) 

Øoneclust = split]' ' , Sciust line) 

my $family = $oneclust[O];chomp ($family); 
my $index = $oneclust[l];chomp (Sindex); 
my $pdbchain = $oneclust[2]; 

foreach $1 (0. .$#pdblist) 

my $pdb line = $pdblist[$i]; 
chomp ($pdb line); 
$pdb line = uc Spdb line; 

$big chain = substr)$pdb line, 0, 6); 

if )$big chain eq $pdbchain) 

print LOG )"$pdbchain\t$family\t$index\n") 
$out = $pdb line; 
push @{ $pdbfamilies{$family) }, "$pdb line"; 

my $lsstpdb = $thispdb; 

for $row (keys %pdb families) 

print LOG3 ("$row 6] $pdbfamilies{$row}(\n"); 
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close LOG;close LOG3; 
exit; 

1.4 bestres.pl  

#! /usr/bin/perl 
# Picks out the largest chain from two chain PDBs. 
4$ Only compatible with a list of pdb with only two chains 

if ($4$ARGV<O) 

die("\n\nFormat: bestres.pl  [Family list)\n\n"); 

my $famlist = $ARGV[O[; 
if ( -e "$famlist") 

die ("\n\nlnput File $famlist does not exist!\n\n'); 

4$ open file and store each line in an array 

open (FPt4ILYLIST, "$famlist') or die )"\nERROR: Can't open $famlist\n"); 

my $outa = $famlist; 

$outa =- s/.log/BEST.log/g; 
open (BEST, ">$outa") II die "Can't open file: $!"; 

my $count = 0; 

while (<FANILYLIST>) 

$count ++; 
my $family line = 
@family set = split)' ', $family line); 

foreach $i (1. .$$$family set) 

my $complex = $familyset($i); 
my @complex info = split)':', $complex); 

$pdb = $complexinfo[O[; 
$prochain = $complexinfo[l[; 
$pepchain = $complextnfo[2[; 
$resolution = $complexinfo[3[; 

if )$i == 1) 

$bestres = $resolution; 
$best complex = )"$pdb $prochain $pepchain $resolution"); 

if ($resolution < $bestres) 

$best complex = )"$pdb $prochain $pepchain $resolution"); 
$best_res = $resolution; 

$family = $familyset[0[; 
$memberl - $familyset[l[; 
chomp )$family); 

print BEST )"$family $bestcomplex\n"); 

A.2. 	Extraction Code: Extraction Data from PDB files 

2.1 interaction_extract.pl 

$4! /usr/bin/perl 

$4 Main script used to extract interaction data from PDB files. It calls three further scripts 
4$ distance.pl, newhbonds.pl  and newrestoatom.pl. 

chomp (my $time = 'date); 
print ("Time started: $time\n'); 

if ($#ARGV<O) 
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die["\n\nFormat: inter.pl  (List of PDBs[\n\n"); 

my $pdblist = $ARGV[0]; 

if ( -e "$pdblist") 

die ["\n\nPDB list file $pdblist does not exist)\n\n'); 

open (ERROR, °>>errorlog.log") 11 die "Can't open file: $I"; 
open (PDBLIST, '$pdblist") or die ("\nERROR: Can't open $pdblist\n"(; 

print ERROR ("Time started: $time\n"(; 

my @pdb_list = <PDBLIST>; 

foreach $entry (@pdb list) 

$entrynumber ++; 

@entry array = split (' , sentry); 
$family $entryarray)0);chomp)$family); 
$pdbid = Sentry array)1) ;chomp($pdbid(; 
$ProC = Sentry array[2[ ;chomp)$ProC(; 
$PepC = Sentry array[3) ;chomp($PepC(; 

my @res_array = 
$pdbid = ic $pdbid;print ("$pdbid - the id\n"(; # Just the 4 character Id 
$pdbf 	$pdbid.".pdb'; # pdb ID with .pdb file ending. 

open(PD8FILE, "!usr/people/hardingsd/PDBFILES/$pdbf") () die )"\nERROR: Can't open 
$pdbf\n") 

if ($entrynumber == 10 I  $entrynumber == 50 11 $entrynumber = 100 11 $entrynumber== 150 11 
$entrynumber== 200) 

print ("processing $entrynumber PDB --- $pdb\n") 

my Soot = $pdbid. "PDB.txt"; 
my Sprofile = $pdbid." PROATOM.txt"; 
my $pepfile = $pdbid."PEPATOM.txt"; 
my $pphbfile = $pdbid. "PPHI3.txt"; 
my $pwhbfile = $pdbid. "PWHB.txt"; 
my $prwhbfile 	$pdbid."PrWHH.txt"; 

open (PDBOUT, ">$out"( 11 die "Can't open file: $!"; 

while (<PDEFILE>) 

$pdbline = $; 

if[$ =- m/F1EADERI( 

$pdb = substr)$, 	62, 4); 
$class = substr($, 10, 40(;$class =- 
print PDBOUT I"$pdb\t"I;print PDBOUT I"$class\t"I; 

if IS == /REMARK 	2 RESOLUTION/( 

$resolution 	substr($, 23, 4) ;print PDBOUT ("$resolution\t") 

if (Spdbline =- /TITLE/( 

if (substr($pdbline, 9, 1) eq "2") 

$title = substr($pdbline, 11); 
$title =- s/\s+$//; 

else 

$title = substr($pdbline, 10) 
Stitle == s/\s+$//; 

# Gives title of molecule 

Gives title of molecule 

if($ == m/SEQRES/( 

$chain = substr($pdbline, 11, 1) 
	

4 Gives CHAIN ID 
$chain == 
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if ($chain eq $PepC( 

push (@res array, substr)$pdbline, 19, 52)); 

print PDBOUT ("$ProC\t"); 
print PDBOUT ("$PepC\t"); 

$pepseq = join)'', @res_array); 
$pepseq = iub3tol($pepseq); 
print PDBOUT ("$pepseq\n") 

system("/usr/bin/perl /usr/people/hardingsd/perl/EXTRACT/newhbonds.pl  $pdbf $ProC $PepC') 	0 or 
next;#(print ERROR ("Can't run hbplus, remember must prep hbplus prior 	$pdbf \n\n"); next; 
system("/usr/bin/perl /usr/people/hardlngsd/perl/EXTRACT/distance.pl  $pdbf $ProC $PepC") == 0 or 
next; #die 4(("Can't run distance.pl, check directory for distance.pl  \n\n"); 
system)"/usr/bin/per]. /usr/people/hardingsd/perl/EXTRACT/riewrestoatom.pl  $profile $pepfile 
$pphbfile $pwhbfile $prwhbfile") = 0 or next;#die ("Can't run restoatom.pl, check directory for 
restoatom.pl  \n\n"); 

# iub3tol 

#-change string of 3-character IUB amino acid codes (whitespace separated) 
# 	into a string of 1-character amino acid codes 

sub iub3tol 

my($input) = 

my %three2one 
'ALA' => 'A', 'VAL' => 'V', 'LEU' => 'L', 'ILE' 	> 'I', 'PRO' => 
'TRP' => 'W', 'PHE' => 'F', 'MET' 	> 'M', 'SLY' => 'G', 'SEP 	=> 'S', 
'THR' => 'T','TYR' => 'Y','CYS' => 'C','ASN' => 'N'.'GLN' —> 'Q', 
'LYS' => 'K','ARG' => 'R','HIS' => 'H', 'ASP' 	> 'D','GLU' => 'E', 

# clean up the input 
$input =— s/\n/ /g; 
my $seq = 
# This use of split separates on any contiguous whitespace 
my @code3 = split(' ', $input); 
foreach my $code (@code3) 

# A little error checking 
if (not defined $three2one($code() 

print "Code $code not defined\n"; 
$seq .= 
next; 

$seq .= $three2one($code(; 

return $seq; 

chomp (my $etime = 'date); 
print ("Time ended: $etime\n"); 

2.2 distance.pl  

#1 lust/bin/pen 

# Using pdb file as input the program will calculate distance between atoms and 
# print to file all those within 5.5A of one another. 

open (ERROR, ">>erroriog.log") 11 die "Can't open file: sI'; 
open (INSERT, ">>insert.log") 11 die print ERROR ("distance.pl:  Can't open file: 

if ($#ARGV<2( 

die print ERROR )"\n\nFormat: distance.pl  (PDB File) (Chain 'A'( [Chain 'B'] \n\n"); 

my $pdbf = $ARGV(0]; 
my $ProtC = $ARGV[1]; 
my $PepC = $ARGV[2]; 

open )PDBFILE, "/usr/people/hardingsdlPOBFILES/$pdbf") or die print ERROR )"\ndistance.pl:  
line:23 ERROR: Can't open $pdbf\n"(; 

my $1 = 0; 
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my $protcount 	0; 
my $pepcount = 0; 
my $hohcount = 0; 
my @pepatoms 
my )Cproatoms = 
my @hohatoms = 
my @proteinatoms = 

6 for each line of the pdb file, depending on the first word of the line, process data. 
4 IF the line begins with ATOM then store as 
4 scalars the atom number along with its x, y, z coordinates and element type. 
4 IF HEADER - get pdb code 

while )<PDHFILE>) 

$pdbline = 

m/HEADER/) 

$pdb = substr)$, 	62, 4); 

if ( )$pdbline == /ATOM/) I )$pdbline == /HETATM/) 

if 	) 	)substr)$pdbline, 	21, 1) 	eq $ProtC) 	I (substr($pdbline, 	21, 	1) 	eq $PepC) 	I 
(substr($pdbline, 	17, 	3) 	eq 	HOH)) 

$atomdetails[$l[ [0] 	= substr)$pdbiine, 6, 5); 	6 columns 7-11 number 
$atomdetails[$l] [1] 	= substr)$pdbline,  1); 4 columns 22 chain 
$atomdetails[$l] [2J 	= substr)$pdbline, 12, 4) 	4 columns 13-16 atomtype 
$atomdetails[$l] [3] 	= substr)$pdbline, 17, 3); 	4 columns 18-20 residue 
$atomdetaiis[$l] [4] 	= substr)$pdbiine,  4) 	4 columns 23-26 residue 

number 
$atomdetails[$l] [5] 	= aubstr)$pdbline, 30, 8); 8 columns 31-38 	x 
$atomdetails[$l] [6] 	substr)$pdbline, 38, 8); 4 columns 39-46 	y 
$atomdetails[$l] [7] 	= substr($pdbline, 46, 8); 	4 columns 47-54 z 

$insertion = substr)$pdbline, 26, 1); 
if )$insertion ne 

die print ERROR )"\nline70: distance.pl:  $pdb has insertions - 
omit ted\n" ) 

#Deal with leading spaces here) 
$atomdetails[$11 [0] =- sI\s*II;  

$atomdetails[$l]]2] == 
$atomdetaila[$1]]4] 

if )]substr)$pdbline, 21, 1) eq $ProtC) && )substr)$pdbline, 17, 3) no 'HOH')) 

$protcount ++; 
my $atom 

"$pdb\t$atomdetails[$l] [0] \t$atomdetails [$1] [1] \t$atomdetails [$1] [2] \t$atomdetails [$1] [5] \t$atomd 
etails[$l] [6] \t$atomdetails [$1) [7] \t$atomdetails [$1) [3) \t$atomdetaiis [ll] [4) 

push )@proatoms, $atom); 

if ))substr)$pdbline, 21, 1) eq $PepC) && (substr)$pdbline, 17, 3) ne 'HOC')) 

$pepcount ++; 
my Satom = 

'$pdb\t$atomdetails[$l[ [0] \t$atomdetails [$1) [1] \t$atomdetails [$1) [2] \t$atomdetajls [$1) [5] \t$atomd 
etails[$l] [6] \t$atomdetails [$1) [7] \t$atomdetails [$1) [3] \t$atomdetails [$1) [4] 

push )@pepatoms, $ators); 

if )substr)$pdbline, 17, 3) eq 'HOC') 

$hohcount ++; 
my $atom = 

'$pdb\t$atomdetails[$l] ]0]\t$atomdetails[$l[ ]2]\t$atomdetails]$l] ]5]\t$atomdetails]$l] [6[\t$atomd 
etails [$1] [7] \t$atomdetails [$1) [3] \t$atomdetails [$1) [4] 

push )@hohatoms, $atom); 

$1 

4 Code to compare all atoms and select those from different chains. 
6 IF chains differ then send x,y,z coordinates of the two atoms to subroutine. 
4 IF the result is below 4 then print atom details to outfile. 
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my $PPVDT, = $pdbf;my $PWVDW = $pdbf;my $PrWVDW = $pdbf;my $PROATOM 	$pdbf; 
my $PEPATOM = $pdbf;my $PRORES = $pdbf;my $PEPRES = $pdbf;my $HOHATOM = $pdbf; 

$PPVDW == s/.pdb/ PPVDW.txt/g;$PWVDW 	s/.pdb/PWVDW.txt/g;$PrWVDW 
s/.pdb/PrWVDW.txt/g;$PROATOM == s/.pdb/ PROATOM.txt/g;$PEPATOM 	s/.pdb/PEPATOM.txt/g;SPRORES 

s/.pdb/PRORES.txt/g;$PEPRES 	s/.pdb/ PEPRES.txt/g;$HOHATOM 	s/.pdb/HOHATOM.txt/g; 

### print ("Outfiles will be written as: \n");print ("$PPVD\n'(;print ('$PWVDW\n"(;print 
("$PrWVDW\n") ;print ("$PROATON\n) ;print ("$PEPATOM\n") ;print ("$PRORES\n'( ;print 
($PEPRES\n") ;print ('$HOHATOM\n'); 

open (PPVDW, '>$PPVDW") II die print ERROR ("distance.pl: Can't open file: $ ") open (PWVDW, 
'>$PWVDW"( II die print ERROR ("distance.pl:  Can't open file: $P');open (PrWVDW, >$PrWVDW"( I 
die print ERROR ("distance.pl:  Can't open file: $I');open (PROATOM, '>$PROATOM") 11 die print 
ERROR ("distance.pl:  Can't open file: $I");open (PEPATOM, ">$PEPATOM") II die print ERROR 
("distance.pl:  Can't open file: $!");open (PRORES, '>$PRORES") 11 die print ERROR ("distance.pl:  
Can't open file: $!");open (PEPRES, ">$PEPRES') 11 die print ERROR ("distance.pl:  Can't open 
file: $!");open (HOHATOM, ">$HOHATOM") II  die print ERROR ("distance.pl: Can't open file: $!'I; 

my $propep = $protcount*$pepcount; my $hohpep = $protcount*$hohcount;my $total = $propep+$hohpep; 
my $duration = (($total/50000)); 
$duration = sprintf("%.Of", $duration(; 

chomp (my $time = 'date'); 

$1 
$mrcount = 0; 

# Foreach line check that the two chains are correct and calculate distance. 
# IF below threshold then print to outfiles relevant data. 

for $row (@pepatoms) 

@pepdetails 	split('\t',$row(; 

my $pepatom = $pepdetails[l]; 
my $pepchain = $pepdetails[2]; 
my $pepatomtype = $pepdetails[3]; 
my $pepx = $pepdetails[4]; 
my $pepy = $pepdetails[5]; 
my $pepz = $pepdetails[6]; 
my Spepresidue = $pepdetails(71; 
my $pepresidueno = $pepdetails(8]; 

if (exists($foundRPEp($pepresidueno() 

else 

print PEPRES I'$pdb\t"I 
print PEPRES ("$pepresidueno\t"); 
print PEPRES ("$pepchain\t"); 
print PEPRES ("$pepresidue\n"); 
$foundRPEP{$pepresidueno} = 1; 

if (exists($foundAPEP($pepatom})) 
{} 
else 

print PEPATOM ("$pdb\t"); 
print PEPATOM ("$pepatom\t"); 
print PEPATOM ("$pepchain\t') 
print PEPATOM ("$pepatomtype\t"); 
print PEPATOM ("$pepx\t"); 
print PEPATOM ("$pepy\t"); 
print PEPATOM ("$pepz\t"); 
print PEPATOM ("$pepresidueno\n'); 

$foundAPEP{$pepatom} = 1; 

for $row (@proatoms) 

@prodetails = split(\t',$row); 

my $proatom 	$prodetails[l]; 
my $prochain 	$prodetails(2(; 
my $proatomtype = $prodetails(3]; 
my $prox = $prodetails[4(; 
my $proy = $prodetails[5]; 
my $proz = $prodetails[61; 
my $proresidue = $prodetails[7]; 
my Sproresidueno = Sprodetails[8]; 
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my $result = &calculate )$pepx, $pepy, $pepz, $prox, $proy, $proz); 

if (Sresult <= 5.5) 

$mrcount 1-1-; 

print PPVDW )$pdb\t); 
print PPVDW ($proatom\t'); 
print PPVDW )$pepatom\t); 
printf PPVDW 	%6.4f\t, $result; 
print PPVDW 	\n); 

if )exists )$foundRPRo{$proresidueno}) 

else 

print PRORES ("$pdb\t"); 
print PRORES )'$proresidueno\t); 
print PRORES )$prochain\t"); 
print PRORES )$proresidue\n); 
$foundRPRO{$proresidueno} 1; 

if )exists)$foundRPRO)$proresidueno}) 

if )exists)$foundAPRO)$proatom})) 

else 

print PROATOM )"$pdb\t"); 
print PROATOM )'$proatom\t); 
print PROATOM )$prochain\t"); 
print PROATOM '$proatomtype\t"); 
print PROATOM )$prox\t'); 
print PROATOM ($proy\t"); 
print PROATOM )$proz\t); 
print PROATOM )"$proresidueno\n"); 
$foundApRO{$proatom} = 1; 
push )@proteinatoms, $row); 

for $row )@hohatoms) 

@hohdetails = split)'\t,$row); 

my $hohatom = $hohdetails[l]; 
my $hohatomtype = $hohdetails[2); 
my $hohx = $hohdetails[3]; 
my $hohy = $hohdetails[4]; 
my $hohz = $hohdetails[SJ; 
my $hohresidue = $hohdetails)6]; 
my $hohresidueno = Shohdetails[71; 

my $resulty = &calculate )$pepz, $pepy, $pepz, $hohx, $hohy, $hohz); 

if )$resulty <= 3.8) 

$foundRHOH)$hohresidueno) = 1; 

print PWVDW )"$pdb\t"); 
print PWVDW )'$pepatorn\t"); 
print PWVDW )"$hohatom\t); 
printf PWVDW 	%6.4f\t, $resulty; 
print PWVDW ("\n"); 

for $row )@proteinatoms) 

@prodetails = split)\t,$row); 

my $proatom = $prodetails[1]; 
my $prochain = $prodetails[21; 
my $proatomtype = $prodetails)3]; 
my $prox = $prodetails[4J; 
my $proy = $prodetails[5]; 
my $proz = $prodetails[6]; 
my Sproresidue = $prodetails[7]; 
my Sproresidueno = $prodetails[8]; 
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my $result2 = &calculate ($prox, Sproy, $proz, $hohx, $hohy, $hohz); 

if )$result2 <= 3.8) 

$foundRHOH{$hohresidueno} = 1; 

print PrWVDW ("$pdb\t"); 
print PrWVDW )"$proatom\t"); 
print PrWVDW ("$hohatom\t"); 
printf PrWVDW "%6.4f\t", Sresult2; 
print PrWVDW ("\n") 

if (exists )$foundRHOH($hohresidueno() 

if (exists($foundAHOH{$hohatom() 

else 

print HOHATOM )"$pdb\t"); 
print HOHATOM )"$hohatom\t"); 
print HOHATOM ("$hohatomtype\t"); 
print HOHATOM )"$hohx\t"); 
print HOHATOM )"$hohy\t"); 
print HOHATOM )"$hohz\t") 
print HOHATOM ("$hohresidueno\n"); 
$foundAHOH($hohatom} = 1; 

# Subroutine that takes in x,y,z coordinates of two atoms and calculates the distance between 
them. 

sub calculate 

my )$ax, $ay, $az, $bx, $by, $bz) = 
return sqrt) ) )$ax-$bx) * ($ax-$bx) ) + ) )$ay-$by) * )$ay-$by) ) + ) ($az-$bz) * ($az-$bz) 

exit; 

2.3 newhbonds.pl  
# /usr/bin/perl 

# Takes in a pdb file and runs }lBPlus to calculate hydrogen bond interactions. 
H Returns to user a text file containing all bonds that exist 
U between relevant (selected) chains. 

if )$#ARGV<2) 

die)"\n\nFormat: hbonds.pl  [PDB File] (Chain A] (Chain 'B']\n\n"); 

my $pdbf = $ARGV]O]; 
my $Proteins = $ARGV]l]; 
my $PepC = $ARGV]2]; 
$Proteins = uc $Proteins; 
$PepC = uc $PepC; 

@protc = split II, $Froteins; 
my $ProtCl = $protc(O]; 
my $ProtC2 = $protc[l]; 
my $ProtC3 = $protc]2]; 

open (ERROR, ">>errorlog.log") I) die "Can't open file: $)"; 

my $hb2f = $pdbf; 
$hb2f == s/(\w-s-)\.pdb/$l.hb2/; 
print ("$pdbf\n") 
open )PDBFILE, "/usr/people/hardingsd/PDBFILES/$pdbf") or die print ERROR )"\nnewhbonds 
line40:ERROR: Can't open $pdbf\n'); 
my @pdblines = <PDBFILE>; 
close (PDHFILE); 

foreach $1 (0. .$Updblines( 
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my $pdbline = $pdblines[$i]; 

if ($pdbline 	/"HEADER/) 

$pdb = substr)$pdbline, 62, 4) 	# Gives PDB Id 
last; 

system)'/usr/people/hardingsd/hbplus/hbplus /usr/people/hardingsd/PDREILES/$pdbf") == 0 or die 
print ERROR ("newhbonds line58: Cant run hbplus, remember must prep hbpius prior) 

my @outarray; 

my @hhbchain_chain; 
my @hhb water chain; 
ray @hhb self; 
my @water_bridge; 
my $h_bonds_counter = 0; 

open(RB2, "/usr/people/hardingsd/PROCESSOtJTPUT/$hb2f") or die print ERROR ("newhbonds line7l: 
Can't open file $hb2f\n"); 
while )<HB2>) 

if )/(.\d)4} .{8})\s) .{13})\s).{4})\s). (2)) \s/) 

#$h bonds counter++; 

my $don info = $1; 
my $acc info = $2; 
my $bonddist = $3; 
my $bond type = $4; 

$don info == I).) )\d)4}.) )j3}) ).)/ or die print ERROR )"! WARNING)) !\nH-bond 
donor residues don't match $!\n"); 

my $don chain = $1; 
my $dori nos = $2; 
my $don_res = $3; 
my $don group = $4; 

#Deal with leading spaces here)) 

$donnos == 
$donnoa == sI0//; 
$don_group == 

$acc info == I (.) )\d) 4) .) ). ) 3))). ) / or die print ERROR ("! 	WARNING) 	\rdl-bond 
acceptor residues don't match 6! $hb2f\n'); 

my $acc_chain = $1; 
my $acc nos = $2; 
my $acc_res = $3; 
my $acc group = $4; 

$acc nos =- s/\-$/I; 
$acc nos == 
$acc group == 

my $don info = $don chain . '\t' 	$donnos . "\t" 	$donres . 
$don group; 

my $acc_info 	$acc_chain . "\t" . $accnos . "\t" . $acc_res . 
$acc group; 

my $bond_data = $don info . ": :" 	$acc info . ";:" 	$bond_dist; 

my $don = 'donor'; 
my $acc = 'acceptor'; 

my $outdata = 

if ) ($don_chain eq $ProtCl) II )$don chain eq $ProtC2) I) )$don chain eq $ProtC3) 

$outdata = $pdb . "\t" . $donnos . "\t" . $don_chain . 
$don group 	"\t" . $don . "\t" . $accnos . "\t" . $acc_chain . "\t" . $acc group . "\t" . $acc 
"\t" . $bond_type . "\t" . $bonddist; 

$bond data = $don info • ": :" • $acc info . 	:" • $bonddist; 

else 

$outdata = $pdb . "\t" • $accnos • "\t" 	$acc_chain . I.W. 

$acc group . "\t" 	$acc . "\t" . $don_nos . "\t" . $don chain . "\t" . $don group . "\t" • $don 
"\t" . $bond type • "\t" • $bonddist; 

$bond_data = $don info . ": :" . $acc info . ": :" 	$bond_dist; 

if ($don chain ne $acc_chain) 
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# if )$don chain eq $PepC II $acc chain eq $PepC) 

if )$donres ne "HOH" && $accres ne "HOH") 

if) )$don chain eq $ProtCl II $don chain eq $ProtC2 11 Sdon chain eq 
$ProtC3 II $don_chain eq $PepC) && )Sacc chain eq SProtCi 11 $acc chain eq $ProtC2 I Sacc chain 
eq $ProtC3 I) $acc chain eq $PepC)) 

$h bonds counter++; 
push)@hhb chain chain, $bond data) 
push)@outarray, $outdata) 

elsif )$don res eq "NON" II $accres eq "HOE)") 

# 	if) )$don chain eq $ProtCl 11 $don_chain eq $ProtC2 11 $don_chain eq 
$ProtC3 II $don_chain eq $PepC) II ($acc chain eq $ProtCl 11 $acc chain eq $ProtC2 II $acc chain 
eq $ProtC3 11 $acc chain eq $PepC)) 

if )$don chain eq $PepC II $acc chain eq $PepC) 

$h bonds counter++; 
push )@hhb water chain, $bond data); 

if I )$don chain eq $ProtCl II $don_chain eq $ProtC2 ii $don_chain eq 
$ProtC3) II )$acc chain eq $ProtCl II $acc chain eq $ProtC2 I $acc chain eq $ProtC3))  

$h bonds counter++; 
push)@hhbpro water chain, $bond data) 

U 

my $hcc = @hhb chain chain; 
my $hwc = @hhb water chain;my $hwcpro = @hhbpro water chain; 
my $bn = $hcc + $hwc + $hwcpro; 
print "I WARNING! !\nNot all bonds recorded, check bond parsing 

($bn\t$hbondscounter)\n" if $bn I= $h bonds counter; 

my $PEPHOH = $pdbf;$PEPHOH = s/)\w+)\.pdb/$1PWHB.txt!; 
open )PWHB, ">$PEPHOH") II die print ERROR )"newhbonds.pl:  Can't open file: $I"); 

my $PROHOH = $pdbf;$PROHOH 	s!)\w+)\.pdb/$1PrWHB.txt/; 
open (PrWHB, ">$PROHOH") 11 die print ERROR ("newhbonds.pl:  Can't open file: 

my $hb_nos = @hhb water chain; 
### print ("\n\n\nwater bonded number is $hb_nos\n"); 
my $hbpronos = @hhbpro water chain; 
4## print )"\n\n\nwater bonded number is $hbpronos\n"); 

for $row (@hhb water chain) 

my )$doni, $acc_i, $disti) = split)!::!, $row); 
my ($donchi, $donnosi, $donresi, $dongroupi) = split)/\t!, $doni); 
my ($accchi, $accnosi, $accresi, $acc group II = split)!\t/, Sacci); 
my $watermol = 
if )$donchi eq $PepC) 

print PWHB )"$pdb\t$donnosi\t$don group i\tdonor\t$disti\t$accnosi\n"); 
### 	print ("$pdb\t$donnosi\t$dongroupi\tdonor\t$disti\t$accnosi\n") 

$watermol = $acc_nos_i; 

if )$accchi eq $PepC) 

print PWHB )"$pdb\tSaccnosi\t$acc group i\tacceptor\t$disti\tSdonnosi\n") 
### 	print )"$pdb\t$acc nos i\t$accgroupi\tacceptor\tSdisti\tSdonnosi\n"); 

$watermol = $donnosi; 

for Stow )@hhbpro water chain) 

my )$donj, $accj, Sdist j) = split)!::!, $row); 
my )$donchj, $donnosj, $donresj, $dongroupj) = split)/\t!, Sdonj); 
my )$accchj, $accnosj, Saccresj, $acc group j) = split)/\t!, $accj); 
if )$donchj eq 

if ($watermol eq Sdonnosj) 

print PrWNB )"$pdb\t$acc nos j\t$acc group j\tacceptor\t$dist j\t$donnosj\n") 
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$foundwatermol($watermol) = 1; 

if ($accchj eq 

if ($watermol eq $accnosj) 

print PrWHB ("$pdb\t$donnosj\t$dongroupj\tdonor\t$distj\t$accnosj\n"); 

for (my $i = 0; $i < $hb nos; $i++( 

my )$doni, Sacci, $disti) 	split)!::!, $hhb water chain[$i] 
my )$donchi, $donnosi, $donresi, $don group  i) = split)/\t/, $don_i); 
my )$accchi, $accnosi, $accresi, $accgroupi) = split)!\t/, $acci); 

my )$hohnosi, $res ch i, $resinfoi) = 

if Need to find Out whether HON is donor or acceptor 
if)$accresi eq "NON") 	 if If acceptor is water, assign HOH number to 

$ resnosi 

$hoh nos i = $acc nos i; 
$resinfoi = $donnosi 	"\t" 	$donchi 	"\t" 	"donor" 

$dongroupi "\t" $dist_i; 
$reschi = $donchi; 

elsif($donresi eq "NOR") 	 if If donor is water, assign HOH number to $resnosi 

$hoh nos i = $don nos i; 
$resinfoi = $accnosi 	"\t" - $accchi - "\t" - "acceptor" 

$accgroupi "\t" $disti; 
$reschi = $acc_ch_i; 

else 

print "! WARNING! )\nThey seems to be a problem with the water bridged hbonds, 
check water is labelled HOHarrr\n\n"; 

if Now need to check if water residue bridges chains 
for)my $j = $i+1; $j < $hbnos; $j+t-) 

my )$donj, $accj, $dist j) = split)!::!, $hhb water chain)$j)); 
my )$donchj, $donnosj, $donresj, $dongroupj) = split(/\t!, $donj); 
my ($accchj, $accnosj, $accresj, $accgroupj) = split)/\t/, $accj); 

my )$hohnosj, $reschj,$resinfoj) = 

if Need to find out whether HOH is donor or acceptor 
if )$accresj eq "NON") 	 if If acceptor is water, assign HON number to 

$resnosi 

$hohnosj $accnosj; 
$resinfoj = $donnosj 	"\t" 	$donchj 	"\t" 	"donor" 

$dongroupj "\t" $distj; 
$reschj $donchj; 

elsif)$donresj eq "HON") 	 if If donor is water, assign HON 
number to $resnosi 

$hoh_nos_j = $donnosj; 
$res info j = $accnosj 	"\t" 	$acc_ch_j 	"\t" 	"acceptor" 

$accgroupj "\t" $distj; 
$reschj = $accchj; 

else 

die print ERROR )"newhbonds.pl:  $hb2f: !HWARNINGH!\nThey seems to be a problem 
with the water bridged hbonds, check water is labelled HOHboo\n$donj, $accj, $distj\n"); 

if)$hohnosi == $hohnosj && $res chi ne $reschj) 

my $bridge = $pdb 	"\t" 	$res info I - "\t" 	$resinfoj 	"\t" 	$hohnosi; 

push )@water bridge, $bridge); 

my $HBONDS = $pdbf; 
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$HBONDS 	s/.pdb/PPHB.txt/g; 

open (PPHB, ">$HBONDS"( I] die print ERROR ("newhbonds.pl:  Can't open file: $!"); 

for $row ]@outarray( 

print PPHB ("$row\n") 

exit; 

2.4 newrestoatom.pl  

#! /usr/bin/perl 

# Program that takes in ATOM file and HR file and converts ResiduelD and AtomType from HB into 
At oml D 

open (ERROR, ">>errorlog.log") II  die "Can't open file: $!"; 

if ($#ARGV<4( 

die print ERROR ("\n\nFormat: newrestoatom.pl  [PROATOM file] [PEPATOM file] [PPHB File] 
]PWHB file] ]PrWHD file]\n\n"(; 

my $profile = $ARGV]O];my $pepfile = $ARGV]l];my $pphbfile = $ARGV]2]; 
my $pwhbfile = $ARGV]3];my $prwhbfile = $ARGV]4]; 

if ] -e "$profile") (die print ERROR ]"\n\newrestoatom.pl:  nPROATOM File $profile does not 
exist! \n\n") ; 
if (! -e "$pepfile") (die print ERROR ("\n\nnewrestoatom.pl:  PEPATOM File $pepfile does not 
exist \n\n"( 
if (I -e "$pphbfile"( (die print ERROR ("\n\nnewrestoatom.pl: PPHB File $pphbfile does not 
exist \n\n"( 
if (I -e "$pwhbfile"( (die print ERROR ("\n\nnewrestoatom.pl:  PEPHOH File $pwhbfile does not 
exist \n\n") 
if (! -e "$prwhbfile") (die print ERROR ("\n\nnewrestoatom.pl:  PROHOH File $prwhbfile does not 
exist!\n\n");} 

open (PROFILE, "$profile"( or die print ERROR ("\nnewrestoatom.pl:  ERROR: Can't open 
$profile\n"( 
my @atomlines = <PROFILE>;close (PROFILE); 

open ]PEPFILE, "$pepfile'( or die print ERROR ("\nnewrestoatom.pl:  ERROR: Can't open 
$pepfile\n") ; 
my @atomlines2 	<PEPFILE>;close (PEPFILE); 

open (PPHBFILE, "$pphbfile'( or die print ERROR ("\nnewrestoatom.pl:  ERROR: Can't open 
$hbfile\n"(; 
my @pphblines = <PPHBFILE>;close ]PPHBFILE]; 

open ]PWHBFILE, "$pwhbfile"( or die print ERROR ("\nnewrestoatom.pl:  ERROR: Can't open 
$pephohfile\n"(; 
my @pwhblines = <PWHBFILE>;close (PWHHFILE); 

open (PrWHBFILE, "$prwhbfile') or die print ERROR ]'\nnewrestoatom.pl:  ERROR: Can't open 
$prohohfile\n"(; 
my @prwhblines = <PrWHBFILE>;close (PrWHBFILE(; 

my $OUTFILE = $profile;$OUTFILE =- s/PROATOM.txt/PPHB.txt/g; 
open ]PPHB, ">$OUTFILE"( 11 die print ERROR ("newrestoatom.pl:  Can't open file: $''); 

my $OUTFILE2 = $profile;$OIJTFILE2 	s/PROATOM.txt/PWHB.txt/g; 
open (PWHB, ">$OUTFILE2") 11 die print ERROR ]"newrestoatom.pl:  Can't open file: $!'); 

my $OUTFILE3 = $profile;$OUTFILE3 =- s/PROATOM.txt/PrWHB.txt/g; 
open (PrWHB, ">$OUTFILE3"( 11 die print ERROR ("newrestoatom.pl:  Can't open file: $'(; 

foreach $i (0. .$#atomlines2) 

my $line = $atomlines2]$i]; 
chomp ]$line(; 
push ]@atomlines, $line(; 

foreach $i (0.. $#pphblines( 

my $pphbline = $pphblines]$i]; 
chomp ($pphbline); 

my $atomlD donor = "ATOMID"; 
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my $atomlD acceptor = "ATOMID"; 
my $out = "OUT'; 

my 	($pdb, 	$resno_don, 	$resch don, 	Satom type don, 	$da, 	$resnoacc, 	$reschacc, 
$atom type acc, 	$ad, 	$int type, 	$distance) 	= split(/\t/, 	$pphbiine); 

foreach $j 	(0.. $#atomiines) 

my $atomiine = $atomlines[$j]; 
chomp 	(Satomline); 

my 	)$Apdb, 	$atomno, 	$atomch, 	$atomtype, 	$x, 	$y, 	$z, 	$resiD) = split(/\t/, 
$atomline); 

if 	(($resno don eq $reslD) 	&& 	($resch don eq $atomch) 	&& 	($atom type don eq 
$atomtype))  

$atomlD donor = $atomno; 

if 	(($resnoacc eq $reslD) 	&& 	($reschacc eq $atomch) 	&& 	($atom type acc eq 
$atomtype) 

$atomlD acceptor = $atomno; 

$out = $pdb 	"\t" 	$atomlD donor 	"\t' 	$da 	"\t" 	SatomlD acceptor 	"\t" 	Sad 
$int 	type 	• 	"\t" 	• 	$distance; 
print 	PPHB 	)"$out\n"); 

foreach 	Si 	(0.. $#pwhbiines) 

my $pwhbiine = $pwhblines[$i); 
chomp 	($pwhbiine); 

my $atomlDA = "ATOMIDA"; 
my $atomlD B = "ATOMIDB"; 
my $out = "OUT"; 

my 	($pdb, 	$resnoA, 	$atom type A, 	$da, 	$disA, 	$hohmol) 	= split(/\t/, $pwhbline); 

foreach $j 	(0.. $#atomlinea) 

my $atomiine 	$atomiines[$j]; 
chomp 	($atomiine); 

my 	($Apdb, 	$atomno, 	$atomch, 	$atomtype, 	$x, 	$y, 	$z, 	$reslD) split(/\t/, 
$atomiine); 

if 	(($resnoA eq $reslD) 	&& 	($atomtypeA eq $atomtype)) 

$atomlDA = $atomno; 

$out = $pdb 	. 	"\t' 	. 	$atomlDA 	"\t" 	$da 	• 	"\t" 	• 	$dis_A . 	"\t' 	• $hohmoi; 
print PWHB 	("Sout\n") 

foreach 	$i 	(0.. $ftprwhbiines) 

my $prwhbiine = $prwhbiines($i]; 
chomp 	($prwhbiine); 

my $atomlDA = "ATOMIDA"; 
my $atomlDB = "ATOMIDB"; 
my $out = "OUT"; 

my 	($pdb, 	$resno_A, 	$atom type A, 	$da, 	$disA, 	$hohmo].) 	= split(/\t/, $prwhbiine); 

foreach $j 	(0. .$#atomiines) 

my $atomiine = $atomiines($j]; 
chomp 	(Satomline); 

my 	)$Apdb, 	$atomno, 	$atomch, 	$atomtype, 	$x, 	$y, 	$z, 	$reslD) = 	split)/\t/, 
Satomline); 

if 	(($resnoA eq SresID) 	&& 	)$atomtypeA eq $atomtype() 

$atomlDA = $atomno; 

Sout = $pdb 	. 	"\t" 	• 	$atomlDA 	. 	"\t" 	• 	$da 	• 	"\t" 	$disA 	"\t" 	• Shohmoi; 
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print PrWHB ("$out\n"(; 

close PPHB;close PWHB;close FrWHB; 
exit; 

2.5 perl2sqlSDH.pl  

/usr/bin/perl 

use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect ( 'DBI :mysql :simon: locaihost', 
hardingsd , tefteb92', 
RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit => l} 

11 die "Couldn't connect to database: " 	DBI->errstr; 

if ($#ARGV<O( 

die("\n\nFormet: inter.pl  (List of PDBs(\n\n"(; 

my $pdblist = $ARGV[O(; 

if (I -e "$pdblist') 

die ('\n\nPDB list file $pdblist does not exist!\n\n"( 

print ('$pdbid ---\n"(; 
open (PDLIST, "$pdblist"( or die ("\nERROR: Can't open $pdblist\n"(; 

while (<PDBLIST>) 

sentry = $; 
@entry array = split (' ', $entry); 
$pdbid = $entryarray[l1 ;chomp($pdbid( 

print ('$pdbid --- \n") 

$file = lc $pdbid; 

my $pdb = $file . "PDB.txt";if 	-e "$pdb"( i die print ERROR ("\n\newrestoatom.pl:  nPROATOM 
File $profile does not exist \n\n"( 
my $proatom = $file 	"PROATOM.txt";my $pepatom = $file 	"PEPATOM.txt"; 
my $hohatom = $file . "HOHATOM.txt";my $prores = $file . "PRORES.txt"; 
my $pepres = $file 	"PEPRES.txt";my $ppvdw = $file 	"PPVDW.txt"; 
my $pphb 	$file . 'PPHB.txt";my $pwvdw = $file 	"PWVDW.txt"; 
my $pwhb = $file 	"PWHB.txt";my $prwvdw = $file . "PrWVDW.txt"; 
my $prwhb = $file 	"PrWHB.txt"; 

$sqll = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$pdb\" into table PDB;"(; 
$sql2 = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$proatom\" into table ProAtom;"(; 
$sql3 = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$pepatom\" into table PepAtom;"(; 
$sqla = sprintf("Load data local infile \'$hohatom\" into table HOHAtoa;"(; 
$sqlL = sprintf("Load data local infile \'$prores\ into table ProResidue;"( 
$sql6 = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$pepresV' into table PepResldue;"(; 
$sql7 = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$ppvdwV into table PepProVDW;'(; 
$sql8 = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$pphb\"  into table PepProHB;'(; 
$sql9 = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$pwvdw\" into table PepHOHVDW;"(; 
$sqllO = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$pwhb\" Into table PepHOFLHB;"(; 
$sqlll = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$prwvdw\" into table Pr0H0HVDW;'); 
$sqll2 = sprintf("Load data local infile \"$prwhbV' into table Pr0ROHHB;'(; 

$dbh->do($sqll(;print "$sqll\n"; 
$dbh->do($sql2( ;print "$sql2\n"; 
$dbh->do($sql3( ;print "$sql3\n'; 
$dbh->do($sql4( ;print "$sql4\n"; 
$dbh->do($sql5( ;print "$sql5\n"; 
$dbh->do($sql6( ;print '$sql6\n"; 
$dbh->do($sql7( ;print "$sql7\n"; 
$dbh->do($sql8( ;print "$sqlB\n"; 
$dbh->do($sql9( ;print "$sql9\n'; 
$dbh->do($sqllO( ;print '$sqllO\n"; 
$dbh->do($sqlll(;print "$sqlll\n'; 
$dbh->do($sqll2( ;print "$sqll2\n'; 

$sth = $dbh->prepare('select * from ProAtom"( I die " mysql error: " 	DOI->errstr; 
$sth->execute; 

while( @row = $sth->fetchrowarray() ({ 
$string = join(/:I,@row(; 
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$sth->finish 
$dbh->disconnect; 

A.3. 	Extraction Code: Additional Extraction and Update Scripts 

3.1 torsion_out.pl 
/usr/bin/perl 

# A script to Calculate Torsion angles 

use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect('DRI:myaql:simon:cycfs', 'hardingsd', 'tefteb921 , 

RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit => l} 
II die 'Couldn't connect to database: " 	DBI->errstr; 

my @pdbrow = H; 
my $out = 

print ("Do you wish to enter specific PDB (y or n):') 
$answer = <STDIN>; 
chomp ($answer) 

if ($answer eq 'y') 

print ("Enter PDB:"); 
$pdb = <STDIN>; 
chomp ($pdb); 
push (@pdbrow, $pdb); 
$out = "torsion".$pdb.".log';system ("rm $out"); 

else 

$complex = $dbh->prepare("SELECT PDBID FROM PDB;') I die " mysqi error: ' . DBI->errstr; 
$ complex- >execu te; 
while (@row = $complex->fetchrowarrayH) 

my $pdb = join)' ',@row); 
chomp($pdb); 
push (@pdbrow, $pdb); 

Sout = "torsion out.log";system ('rm $out') 

foreach $x (@pdbrow) 

my $pdb = $x;chomp($pdb(; 

print ("hello $pdb\n"(; 
my $mc string = "(PA.Atomtype = 'C' OR PA.AtomType = 'N' OR PA.AtomType = 'CA')"; 

$sthl = $dbh->prepare("select PA.PDBID, PA.AtomType, PA.X, PA.Y, PA.Z, PA.ResidueNo, 
PR.AminoAcid from PepAtom PA, PepResidue PR Where PA.PDBID - PR.PDBID AND PA.ResidueNo = 
PR.ResidueNo AND $mc string AND PA.PDBID 	'$pdb';") 11 die ' mysqi error: ' . DBI->errstr; 

$sthl->execute; 

%H0A = 
my $no_of_residues = 0; 
my $prev res = 
my $first_res = 
my $last res = 

while (@row = $sthl->fetchrowarrayLl) 

$pdb = $row[0];$atomtype = $row[1];$x = $row[2];$y = $row[3];$z = $row[4];$resno = 
$row[5];$aa = $row[6]; 

$hash = $resno. " : ' . $atomtype; 
@hash = ($x, $y, $z(; 
$H0A{$hash} = [@hash]; 
chomp($resno(; 

if ($resno ne $prevres( 

$no_of_residues +i-; 

if ($prevres eq ' ' 

$firstres = $resno; 
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$lastres = $resno; 

else 

if($resno > $lastres( 

$lastres = $resno; 

if($resno < $firstres( 

$first_res = $resno; 

$prev_res = $resno; 

print ("FIRST $first res\n'( 
print ('LAST $lastres\n"(; 
print ("OUT $out\n"(; 

for ($i = $first res;$i <= $last res;$i++( 

$j = $i-1;$k = 
("$i:C"(; 

$CA = ("$i :CA"); 
= ('$i:t4"(; 

SCO = ("$j:C'(; 
$T1 = ("$k:N"( 

if ($i==$first_res( 

$psi length = ( @($H0A($N(( + @($EI0A($CA(} + @($H0A($C}( + @($HoA($Nl(} (; 
@psi[$i] = ("@($HoA{$N(( @($H0A($CA(( @($H0A($C(( @($H0A{$Nl(('(; 

if ($psi length == 12( 

system("torsion @psi[$i] I torprint.pl  psi $pdb Si $out'(; 

else 

elsif ($i"$lastres( 

Sphi length = ( @{$H0A($CO(( + @($H0A($N(( + @($H0A($CA(( + @(SH0A($C)i I; 
@phi($i( = ("@($HoA($CO(( @{SHoA($N}( @($H0A($CA(( @($H0A($C(("(; 

if ($phi  length == 12( 

system("torsion @phi(Si( I torprint.pl  phi $pdb $1 $out'(; 

else 

else 

$phi length = ( @{$H0A($CO}( + @($H0A($N(( + @($H0A($CA}( + @{$H0A($C(( (; 
@phi[$iI = ("@($HoA($CO(} @($H0A($N}( @{SH0A(SCA}( @($HoA($C(('(; 

$psi length 	( @($H0A($N( } + @{$H0A($CA) ( + @ {$H0A($C( ( + @ ($H0A($N1} 
@psi($i( = ("@($HoA($N(} @($H0A(SCA(} @ISHoA($CI @(SHOA($Nl})'); 

if ($phi length == 12( 

system("torsion @phi($i( I  torprint.pl  phi $pdb $1 $out'(; 

else 

if ($psi length == 12) 

system("torsion @psi($i( I torprint.pl psi $pdb Si $out"I; 

else 

exit; 
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3.2 torprint.pl  
U /usr/bin/perl 
# A script to Calculate Torsion angles 

if )$#ARGV<3) 

die print )"\n\nFormat: torprint.pl  [type] [pdb[ [residue] [outfile[\n\n"); 

$type = $ARGV[O];$pdb = $ARGV[l];$res = SARGV]2J;$out = $ARGV[3]; 

$info = <STDIN>; 
chomp ($info);chomp)$type);chomp($pdb);chomp)$res);chomp)$out); 
open )PHIPSI, ">>$out") or die )"\nERROR: Cant open that file. :\n"); 

if ($type eq phi') 

print PHIPSI )"PHI\t$pdb\t$res\t$info\n"[ 

if )$type eq 'psi') 

print PHIPSI )"PSI\t$pdb\t$res\t$info\n") 

3.3 pdb_edit.pl 
U /usr/bin/perl 

# pdb_edit.pl takes in a list of PDBs and run each through the program NACCESS. It produces three 
outfiles 
# One for the complex and one each for the protein and the peptide. These are then in turn pushed 
through NACCESS giving the necessary residue and atom ass. 

# It is run from a new directory (ASA OUTPUT) which grabs the listed pdb from PDB FILES 
directory. 
) It produces three shorter file for the complex, protein and peptide for running in NACCESS 
# These are deleted after script completion leaving just the rsa and ass output from NACCESS 
# ass extract.pl  can be used to extract the details from these file that need to be uploaded into 
the database. 

if )$#ARGV<O) 

die)"\n\nFormat: pdb edit.pl  [PDB List[\n\n"); 

my $pdblist = $ARGV[O[; 

if ) -e "$pdblist") 

die )"\n\nPDB List $pdblist does not exist!\n\n"[; 

open )PDBLIST, "$pdblist") or die )"\nERROR: Can't open $pdblist\n"); 
my @pdb list 	<PDBLIST>; 

foreach sentry )@pdb list) 

$entrynumber ++; 

@entry array = split (' ', Sentry); 
$farnily = $entry array)O] ;chomp)$family); 
$pdbid = Sentry array[1[  ;chomp($pdbid); 
$ProC = Sentry array[2]  ;chomp($ProC); 
$PepC = Sentry array[3[  ;chomp)SPepC); 

$pdbid = lc $pdbid;print )"$pdbid - the id\n"); H Just the 4 character id 
$pdbf = $pdbid. ".pdb"; H pdb ID with .pdb file ending. 

open )PDBFILE, "/usr/people/hardingsd/PDBFILES/$pdbf") or die print ERROR ("\ndistance.pl:  
line:23 ERROR: Can't open $pdbf\n"); 

my $OUT COMPLEX = $pdbf; 
$OUT COMPLEX =- s/ .pdb/COMP.pdb/g; 
open )COMPOUT, ">$OUT COMPLEX") II die "Can't open file: $!"; 

my $OUT PRO = $pdbf; 
$OUT PRO =- s/.pdb/PRO.pdb/g; 
open )PROOUT, ">$OUT_PRO") II die "Can't open file: $!"; 

my $OUT PEP = $pdbf; 
SOUT PEP =- s/.pdb/PEP.pdb/g; 
open )PEPOUT, ">SOUT PEP") II die "Can't open file: $!";print )"The peptide file is 

$OUTPEP\n"); 
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while (<PDBFILE>) 

$pdbline 
if (($pdbline 	/ATOM/) I ($pdbline == /HETATM/) 

if ( (substr($pdbline, 21, 1) eq $ProC) 11 (substr($pdbline, 21, 1) eq $PepC) 

print COMPOUT ("$pdbline"); 

if (substr($pdbline, 21, 1) eq SProC) 

print PROOUT ('$pdbline"); 

if (substr($pdbline, 21, 1) eq $PepC) 

print PEPOUT ("$pdbline"); 

close COMPOUT; 
close PROOUT; 
close PEPOUT; 
print ("Now attempting to execute NACCESS using input file SOUT COMPLEX ....\n"); 

system("/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/naccess $OUT COMPLEX -h") == 0 or die print 
ERROR("Error running naccess from pdb_edit line 68. Sort it out."); 

print ("Now attempting to execute NACCESS using input file $OUT PRO ....\n"); 

system("/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/naccess $OUT PRO -h") = 0 or die print 
ERROR("Error running naccess from pdb_edit line 72. Sort it out.'); 

print ("Now attempting to execute NACCESS using input file $OUT PEP ....\n"); 

system("/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/naccess $OUT PEP -h") == 0 or die print 
ERROR("Error running naccess from pdb_edit line 76. Sort it out.'); 

system ("rm *.log(; 
system ("rm *pdbfl); 

3.4 ri.masa.pl  

jo /usr/bin/perl 

if ($#ARGV<0) 

die ("\n\nFormat: test. p1 [PDB List]\n\n") 

my $pdblist = $ARGV[0]; 

if (I -e "$pdblist"( 

die )'\n\nPDB File $pdblist does not exist!\n\n'); 

open (PDBLIST, "$pdblist") or die )"\nERROR: Can't open $pdblist\n'); 
my @pdb list = <PDBLIST>; 

foreach sentry )@pdb list) 

$entrynumber ++; 
joentry array = split (' ', Sentry); 
$pdbid = $entry array)1] ;chomp)$pdbid); 

$pdbid = lc $pdbid; 00 Just the 4 character id 
$pdbf = Spdbid. ".pdb"; 00 pdb ID with .pdb file ending. 

my $COMPRSA = $pdbid.'COMP.rsa'; 
my SPRO RSA = $pdbid." — PRO.rsa"; 
my SPEP RSA = $pdbid. "PEP.rsa"; 

system)"/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/asaextract.pl $COMPRSA") 	0 or die print 
ERROR("Error running naccess from pdb_edit line 82. Sort it out."); 
system)"/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/asaextract.pl  SPRORSA') == 0 or die print 
ERROR("Error running naccess from pdb_edit line 83. Sort it Out."); 
system)"/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/asaextract.pl  $PEPRSA') == 0 Or die print 
ERROR("Error running naccess from pdb edit line 84. Sort it out.'); 

exit; 
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3.5 runasa_atom.pl 
#1 /usr/bin/perl 

if )$#ARGV<O) 

die('\n\nFormat: runasaatom.pl  [PDB List)\n\n"); 

my $pdblist = $ARGV)O); 

if )! -e "$pdblist") 

die )"\n\nPDB File $pdblist does not exist!\n\n'); 

open )PDBLIST, "$pdblist") or die )"\nERROR: Cant open $pdblist\n"); 
my @pdb list = <PDBLIST>; 

foreach $entry (@pdb list) 

$entrynumber ++; 
@entry array = Split )' ', sentry); 
$pdbid = Sentry array(l) ;chomp)$pdbid); 

$pdbid = lc $pdbid; # Just the 4 character Id 
$pdbf = $pdbid. ".pdb"; i pdb ID with .pdb file ending. 

my $COMPASA = $pdbid. "COMP.asa"; 
my $PROASA 	$pdbid." PRO.asa"; 
my $PEPASA 	$pdbid. "PEP.asa"; 

system)"/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/asa extract atom.pl $COMPASA') -= 0 or die print 
ERROR)"Error running naccess from pdb edit line 82. Sort it out."); 
system)"/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/asa extract atom.pl $PROASA") 	0 or die print 
ERROR)"Error running naccess from pdb_edit line 83. Sort it out.); 
system)"/usr/people/hardingsd/naccess2.1.1/asa extract atom.pl $PEPASA') == 0 or die print 
ERROR)"Error running naccess from pdb edit line 84. Sort it out.); 

exit; 

3.6 PhiPsi._update.pl 
8 /usr/bin/perl 

use DSI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect)'DBI:mysql:simon:localhost', 
'hardingsd', I tefteb92 1 , 

RaiseError => 1, AutoComniit => 11 
11 die "Couldn't connect to database: ' , DBI->errstr; 

if )$#ARGV<0) 

die print )"\n\nFormat: SSupdate.pl  )torsionout.log)\n\n"); 

$file = $ARGV[0]; 
open )INFILE, "$file') or die )'\nERROR: Can't open $file\n"); 

while )<INFILE>) 

$line 

@split line = split) '\t' $line) 
$type = $splitline)0];chomp)$type); 
$pdb = $splitline)11;chomp)$pdb); 
$resno = $split line[2] ;chomp($resno) 
$info = $split line)3) ;chomp($info) 

if )$type eq 'PHI') 

$sqll = sprintf)'UPDATE PepResidue SET Phi = $info WHERE PDBID = '$pdb' AND ResidueNo = 
'Sresno';"); 

$dbh->do($sqll); 

elsif )$type = 'PSI') 

$sql2 = sprintf)"UPDATE PepResidue SET Psi = Sinfo WHERE PDBID 	'$pdb' AND ResidueNo = 
$resno';"); 

$dbh->do($sql2); 
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$dbh->disconnect; 

3.7 SS_update.pl 
U /usr/bin/perl 

use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect( 'DBI :mysql :simon:locaihost', 
'hardingsd', tefteb92', 

RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit => 11 
11 die Couldn't connect to database: " . DBI->errstr; 

$sqlx = sprintf("UPDATE PepResidue SET SStruc 	1 61 ; 1); 
$dbh->do($sqlx); 

$sqll = sprintf("UPDATE PepResidue SET SStruc = 1 2' WHERE ((Phi < 1-100' && Phi > 1 -110') AND 
(Psi < 	30' && Psi > 1 20' ( ( 11 ((Phi < 1-120' && Phi > 1 -1301 ) AND (Psi < 1 0' && Psi > 1 -10 1 )) I 
((Phi < 1-80 1  && Phi > '-120') AND (Psi < 1 20 1  && Psi > -30 ( ( I I  ((Phi < -70 && Phi > -80' 
AND (Psi < 110' && Psi > '-10')) II ((Phi < 1 -60' && Phi > 1 -70 1 ) AND (Psi < 1 0' && Psi > '-10')) 
11 	((Phi < 1-80' && Phi > 1-1101 ) AND (Psi < 1 -30' && Psi > • -40')) 11 ((Phi < 1 -50' && Phi > 
801 ) AND (Psi < 1-10' && Psi > '-40')) 11 ((Phi < '-40' && Phi > 1 -501 ) AND (Psi < 1 -20' && Psi > 
'-40')) II ((Phi < 1-90' && Phi > '-100') AND (Psi < '-40' && Psi > '-50')) II ((Phi < '-70' && 
Phi > 1-901 ) AND (Psi < 1-40' && Psi > 1-601 )) II ((Phi < '-30' && Phi > 1 -70 1 ) AND (Psi < 1 -40' 
&& Psi > 1-701 )) 
$dbh->do($sqll(; 

$sql2 = sprintf("UPDATE PepResidue SET SStruc = '4' WHERE ((Phi < 1 -70' && Phi > '-1701 ) AND (Psi 
< '180' && Psi > '150 1 )) II ((Phi < '-60' && Phi > '-70') AND (Psi < 1 170' && Psi > 1 150 1 )) 11 
((Phi < '-50' && Phi > 1-160 1 ) AND (Psi < '150' && Psi > 1 1201 )) II ((Phi < 1 -40' && Phi > 1-50 1 ) 

AND (Psi < 1140' && Psi > '130 1 )) ) ) ((Phi < '-60' && Phi > '-150 1 ) AND (Psi < 1 120' && Psi > 
1 1101 )) I)  ((Phi < 1-70' && Phi > 1-140') AND (Psi < 1 110' && Psi > 1 100 1 )) H ((Phi < '-120' && 
Phi > 1-1301 ) AND (Psi K 1 100' && Psi > 1 90 1 )) ) ) ((Phi K 1 -90' && Phi > 1 -100 1 ) AND (Psi K 1 100' 
&& Psi > '90'((;"(; 
$dbh->do($sql2(; 

$query = $dbh->prepare("SELECT R.PDBID, R.ResidueNo, R.SStruc, COUNT(*(  FROM PepPr0VDW I, PepAtom 
A, PepResidue R WHERE I.PDBID = A.PDBID AND I.PepAtom = A.AtomNo AND I.Distance K 3.80001 AND 
A. PDBID 	R.PDBID AND A.ResidueNo = R.ResidueNo GROUP BY R.PDBID, R.ResidueNo;"( I I die " mysqi 
error: " . DBI->errstr; 
$query->execute; 

while (@row = $query->fetchrowarrayH( 

my $pdb = $rowEOJ;chomp($pdb(; 
my $resno = $row[1];chomp($resno(; 
my $ss = $row[2];chomp($ss(; 
if ($ss eq 1 2') 

$sql3 = sprintf("UPDATE PepResidue SET SStruc = '1' WHERE ResidueNo 	'$resno' AND PDBID 
'$pdb' AND SStruc = 

$dbh->do($sql3(; 

if ($ss eq '4'( 

$sql4 = sprintf("UPDATE PepResidue SET SStruc = 1 3' WHERE ResidueNo 	'$resno' AND PDBID 
= '$pdb' AND SStruc = 

$dbh->do($sql4(; 

if ($ss eq 1 61 ) 

$sql5 = sprintf("UPDATE PepResidue SET SStruc = '5' WHERE ResidueNo 	'$resno' AND PDBID 
= '$pdb' AND SStruc = 

$dbh->do($sql5(; 

Sdbh->disconnect; 

3.8 asa_extract.pl 
U /usr/bin/perl 

use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect I  'DBI:mysql:simon:localhost', 'hardingsd', 'tefteb92', 
RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit -> 11 

I die "Couldn't connect to database: ' . DBI->errstr; 

if ($#ARGV<0) 

die("\n\nForisat: ass extract.pl  IRSA File(\n\n"(; 
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my $rsafile = $ARGVIO]; 

if ) -e "$rsafile') 

die )'\n\nRSA File $rsafile does not exist \n\n") 

open )RSAFILE, "$rsafile") or die print ERROR )"\nasaextract.pl:  line:10 ERROR: Cent open 
Srsafile\n') 

my $pdb = substr)$rsafile, 0, 4); 
my $filetype = substr)$rsafile, 5, 3); 

$pepresidues = $dbh->prepare)"SELECT ResidueNo, PepChain FROM PepResidue WHERE PDBID 
'$pdb';") II die " mysqi error: " 	DBI->errstr; 
$pepresidues->execute; 

$proresidues = $dbh->prepare)"SELECT ResidueNo, ProChain FROM ProResidue WHERE PDBID = 
'$pdb';") II die " mysqi error: " 	DBI->errstr; 
$proresidues->execute; 

my @residue no 
my $PepC = 
my $ProC 
while )@row = $pepresidues->fetchrow array))) 

$PepC = $row)1]; 
chomp )$PepC); 

my $pepres = join)' ',@row); 
chomp)$pepres) 
push )@residueno, $pepres); 

while (@row = $proresidues->fetchrow array))) 

$ProC = $row)l]; 
chomp )$ProC); 

my $prores = join)'',@row); 
chomp)$prores); 
push )@residueno, $prores) 

while )<RSAFILE>) 

$line = 
if )$line =- /RES/) 

@array = split)' ',$line); 
$resno 	substr)$line, 9, 4); 
$resno =- s/\s*//.chomp)$resno); 
$chain = substr)$line, 8, 1); 
$chain =- s/\s*//;chomp)$chain); 
$theres = $resno.$chain; 
$asa = substr)$line, 14, 8); 
$asa =- s/\s*I/;chomp)$asa) ;  

foreach $res )@residueno) 

if )$theres eq $res) 

if )$filetype eq 'COM) 

if )$chain eq $PepC) 

$query = $dbh->prepare)"UPDATE PepResidue SET ASA Comp = '$asa' WHERE 
PDBID 	'$pdb AND ResidueNo = $resno';") I die ' mysql error: ' 	DBI->errstr; 

$query->execute or print)'Error in things\n'); 

if )$chain eq $ProC) 

$query2 = $dbh->prepare)"JPDATE ProResidue SET ASAC0mp = '$asa' WHERE 
PDBID 	$pdb AND ResidueNo = '$resno';") I I die " mysqi error: " 	DBI->errstr; 

$query2->execute or print("Error in things\n"); 

else 

if )Schain eq $PepC) 
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$query = $dbh->prepare(UPDATE PepResidue SET ASA Solo = $asa' WHERE 
PDBID = '$pdb' AND ResidueNo = $resno';') II die 	mysqi error: 	. DBI->errstr; 

$query->execute or print(Error in things\n"); 

if ($chain eq $ProC) 

$query2 = $dbh->prepareYUPDATE ProResidue SET ASA Solo = '$asa' WHERE 
PDBID = '$pdb' AND ResidueNo = $resno' ; 	die 	mysqi error: 	DBI->errstr; 

$query2->execute or print('Error in things\n"); 

if 	($line == /CHAIN/) 

@array = 	split( 	'$line); 

$chain = $array[2];chomp($chain); 
$asa = $array[3]; 

if 	($filetype eq 	CON) 

if ($chain eq $PepC) 

print 	('Comptotal Peptide $chain $asa\n') 
$query = $dbh->prepare)UPDATE PDB SET ASA Comp Pep = 	$asa 	WHERE PDBID = 

$pdb 	') II 	die mysqi error: 	' 	DBI->errstr; 
$query->execute or print)Error in things\n"); 

if )$chain eq $ProC) 

print 	("Comptotal Protein $chain $asa\n'); 
$query2 = $dbh->prepare)'UPDATE PDB SET ASA-Comp-Pro = 	$asa 	WHERE PDBID = 

'$pdb' 	") I I 	die mysqi error: 	' 	. 	DBI->errstr; 
$query2->execute or print('Error in things\n"); 

else 

if )$chain eq $PepC) 

print 	("Solototal Peptide Schain $asa\n') 
$query = $dbh->prepare('UPDATE PDB SET ASA Solo Pep = 	$asa 	WHERE PDBID = 

'$pdb';") 	I 	die ' mysqi error: 	DBI->errstr; 
$query->execute or print (Error in things\n"); 

if ($chain eq $ProC) 

print 	('Solototal Protein $chain $asa\n"); 
$query2 = $dbh->prepare(UPDATE PDB SET ASA So10 Pro 	'$asa 	WHERE PDBID = 

'$pdb' 	') I I 	die " mysqi error: 	' 	DBI->errstr; 
$query2->execute or print (Error in 	things\n'); 

if ($line == /TOTAL/) 

print (Completed $rsafile - nice.\n');exit; 

exit; 

3.9 asa_extract_atom.pl 

#! /usr!bin/perl 
use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect( 'DBI :mysql:simon:localhost', 'hardingsd', 'tefteb92', 
RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit => 11 

II die 'Couldn't connect to database: ' . DBI->errstr; 

if ($ARGV<O) 

die("\n\nFormat: asa extract atom.pl  [ASA File[\n\n'); 

my $asafile = $ARGV[O]; 
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if )! -e "$asafile") 

die )"\n\nASA File $asafile does not exist\n\n"); 

open (ASAFILE, "$asafile") or die print ERROR )"\nasa extract atom.pl:  line:10 ERROR: Cant open 
$asafile\n") 

my $pdb = substr)$asafile, 0, 4); 
my $filetype = substr)$asafile, 5, 3); 

$pepatoms = $dbh->prepare)'SELECT AtomNo, PepChain FROM PepAtom WHERE PDBID = '$pdb';") 	die 
mysql error: " 	DBI->errstr; 
$pepatoms->execute; 

$proatoms = $dbh->prepare)"SELECT AtomNo, ProChain FROM ProAtom WHERE PDBID = '$pdb';") I die 
mysql error: " 	DBI->errstr; 
$proatoms->execute; 

my @atomno 
my $PepC 
my $ProC 
while )@row 	$pepatoms->fetchrowarrayH) 

$PepC = $row[1]; 
chomp )$PepC); 

my $pepatom = join)' ',@row); 
chomp)$pepatom); 
push )@atomno, $pepatom); 

while )@row = $proatoms->fetchrowarray)fl 

$ProC = $row[l]; 
chomp )$ProC); 

my $proatorn 	join)'',@row); 
chomp)$proatom); 
push )@atomno, $proatom); 

while )<ASAFILE>) 

$line = $; 
if ($line =- /ATOM/) 

@array = split)' ',$line); 
$atomno = substr)$line, 4, 7); 
$atomno =- s/\s*//;chomp)$atomno); 
$chsin = substr)$line, 21, 1); 
$chain =- s/'\s*//;chomp)$chsin);  
$theatom = $atomno.$chain; 
$asa = substr)$line, 54, 8); 
$asa 	s/\s*//;chomp)$ass); 

if ($line =- /HETATM/) 

@array = split)' ',$line); 
$atomno = substr)$line, 6, 5); 
$atomno 	s/\s*//;chomp)$atomno);  
$chain = substr)$line, 21, 1); 
$chain =- s/\s*//;chomp)$chsin); 
$theatom = $atomno.$chain; 
$asa = substr)$line, 54, 8); 
$asa 	s/"\s*/I;chomp)$asa); 

foreach $atom )@atomno) 

if )$theatom eq Satom) 

if )$filetype eq 'COW') 

if )$chain eq $PepC) 

$query = $dbh->prepare)"UPDATE PepAtom SET ASA Camp 	'Sass' WHERE PDBID 
'$pdb' AND AtomNo = '$atomno';") ii die " mysql error: " 	DBI->errstr; 

$query->execute or print)"Error in things\n"); 

if )$chain eq $ProC) 
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$query2 = $dbh->prepare("UPDATE ProAtom SET ASAComp = '$asa' WHERE 
PDBID = '$pdb' AND AtomNo = '$atomno';"( II  die " mysql error: ' . DBI->errstr; 

$query2->execute or print("Error in things\n"); 

else 

if ($chain eq $PepC) 

$query 	$dbh->prepare("UPDATE PepAtom SET ASA_Solo 	$asa WHERE PDBID 
= 	$pdb' AND AtomNo = '$atomno' ;"(II die 	mysql error: " . DBI->errstr; 

$query->execute or print('Error in things\n"(; 

if ($chain eq $ProC) 

$query2 = $dbh->prepare('UPDATE ProAtosi SET ASA Solo 	$asa WHERE 
PDBID = I $pdb l  AND AtomNo = $atomno;"( It  die " mysql error: " 	DBI->errstr; 

$query2->execute or print('Error in things\n") 

print ("all done with $asafile\n'); 

exit; 

3.10 sql_update_aminoacids.pl 
H /usr/bin/perl 
H script to update SStruc column in Residue tables of ProPep 
use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect ( 'DBI:mysql :simon:localhost', 
'hardingsd', 'tefteb92', 
I RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit => l( 

11 die "Couldn't connect to database: " 	DBI->errstr; 

my @aminos 
('ALA', 'ARG', 'ASH', 'ASP', 'CYS', 'GLN', 'GLU', 'GLY', 'HIS', 'ILE', 'LEU', 'LYS', 'MET', 'PHE, 'PRO', 'SER', 
'THR','TRP','TYR','VAL'(; 

for $row (@aminos( 

$aa = $row; 
print $aa; 
$sqll = sprintf("UPDATE PepResidue SET AAType = 'N' WHERE PniinoAcid = '$aa';");# AND PDBID = 

'$file';"(; 
$dbh->do($sqll(; 
$sql2 = sprintf("UPDATE ProResidue SET AAType = 'N' WHERE AminoAcid = '$aa';"); HAND PDBID 

$dbh->do($sql2); 

$dbh->disconnect; 

3.11 family_update.pl 
H! Jusr/bin/perl 

H Updates the family column of PDB table. For 50, 70 and 90 sequence indentity 

use DBI; 

Sdbh = DBI->connect( 'DBI :mysql:simon:localhost', 
hardingsd, 'tefteb92', 
RaiseError => 1, AutoCosirsit => l} 

II die "Couldn't connect to database: " . DBI->errstr; 

if ($#ARGV<O) 

die("\n\nFormat: family update.pl  [best clusters file[\n\n"(; 

my $clusterlist = $ARGV(0[; 

if (I -e '$clusterlist"( 

die ("\n\nPDB list file Sciusterlist does not exist(\n\n"); 

print ("Enter which family to update (FamSO, Fam7O Or Fam90) : 
my $update = <STDIH>; 
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chomp ($update); 

open (CLULIST, "$clusterllst") or die ("\nERROR: Can't open $clusterlist\n"); 

while (<CLULIST>) 

$line $; 
@array = split(' ', $line); 
$family = $array[Oj;$pdb = $array[l]; 
print ("$pdb $family\n"(; 
$sqll = sprintf('UPDATE FOB SET $update = '$family' WHERE PDBID 
$dbh->do($sqll); 

exit; 

3.12 update_BSA.pl 

/usr/bin/perl 
# script to update the BSA column of the PDB table in ProPep 
use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect ( 'DBI :mysql : Simon: localhost', 
'hardingsd', 'tefteb92 1 , 

RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit => l} 
11 die "Couldn't connect to database: " 	DBI->errstr; 

$bsalist = $dbh->prepare("select PDBID, SUM(ASA Solo Pro+ASA Solo Pep-ASA Comp Pro-ASA Cornp Pep) 
AS BSA from PDB GROUP BY PDBID;") II die " mysql error: " . DBI->errstr; 
$bsalist->execute; 

while (@row = $bSalist->fetchrowarrayH) 

my $pdb = $row[Oj; 
chomp($pdb); 
my $bsa = $row[l(; 
chomp($bsa); 
$sqll = sprintf (UPDATE PDB SET BSAComp 	•$bsa' WHERE PDBID = '$pdb'"); 
$dbh->do($sqll); 

$bSaliSt->finish 1) 
$dbh->disconnect; 

A.4. 	Analysis Code: Drawing pictogram and residue pairing figures 

4.1 res2res4.pl  

$ /usr/bin/perl 
$ A script to analyse number of residue to residue contacts 

use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect I 'DBI:mysql:simon:cycfs', 'hardingsd', 'tefteb92, 
RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit => U 

II die "Couldn't connect to database: " 	DBI->errstr; 

$sthl = $dbh->prepare("select RR.PDBID, RR.ResidueNo, RR.AminoAcid, PR.AminoAcid, PR.ResidueNo, 
RR.PDBID, COUNT(*(  FROM ProAtom RA, ProResidue RR, PepAtos PA, PepResldue PR, PepProVDW I, PDB P 
WHERE I.PDBID = RA.PDBID AND I.ProAtom = RA.AtomNo AND RA.PDBID = RR.PDBID AND RA.ResidueNo = 
RR.ResidueNo AND I.PDBID 	PA.PDBID AND IPepAtom = PA.AtomNo AND PA.PDBID = PR.PDBID AND 
PA.ResidueNo = PR.ResidueNo AND I.Distance <= 3.8 AND RR.AAType = 'N' AND PR.AAType = 'N' AND 
P.PDBID = RA.PDBID AND P.PDBID = PA.PDBID AND P.Prob = 'OK' GROUP BY RR.ResidueNo, PR.ResidueNo, 
RR.PDBID ORDER BY RR.P,minoAcid, PR.AminoAcid, RR.PDBID;") 11 die " mysql error: " . DBI->errstr; 
$sthl->execute; 

$sth2 = $dbh->prepare("select R.AminoAcid, count(*) from PepResidue R, FOB P where R.Contact = 
'Y' and R.AAType = 'N' and R.PDBID = P.PDBID and P.Prob = 'OK' group by R.AminoAcid;') 11 die 
mysql error: " . DBI->errstr; 
$sth2->execute; 
$sth3 = $dbh->prepare("select R.AminoAcid, count(*(  from ProResidue R, FOB P where R.Contact = 
'Y' and R.A/tType = 'N' and R.PDBID = P.PDBID and P.Prob = 'OK' group by R.AminoAcid;") 11 die 
mysql error: " . DBI->errstr; 
$sth3->execute; 

my $pep aa sum = 0; 
my $pro aa sum = 0; 
my %aa jot count = 

while (@row = $sth2->fetchrowarrayl)) 
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my $aapep 	$row[O(;chomp($aapep); 
my $aapepc = $row[l];chomp($aapepc); 
$aapep = iub3tol($aapep); 
$aaintcount)$aapep) = $aaintcount{$aapep} + $aapepc; 
$pepaa sum = $pep as sum + $aapepc; 

while (@row = $sth3->fetchrow array))) 

my $aapro 	$row[01 ;chomp($aapro); 
my $aaproc = $row[lJ;chomp($aaproc(; 
$aapro = iub3tol)$aapro); 
$aaintcount{$aapro} = $aaintcount($aapro) + $aaproc; 
$proaa sum = $pro aa sum + $aaproc; 

foreach $key (sort keys%aa mt count) 

print "$key\t$aaintcount{$key)\n"; 

my $aa sum = $pep aa sum + $proaa sum; 
print ("TOTAL INT = $aa sum\n") 

my $oldres = 

my %aapaircount = 
my %aapairvdw = 
my $sum count = 0; 
my $sumvdw = 0; 

open (RAW DATA, ">re52resRAWDATA.txt") or die )"\nERROR: Can't open that file.: \n"(; 
open (RAW DATA2, ">re52re5RAWDATA2.txt") or die ("\nERROR: Can't open that file. :\n"(; 
open (NORM DATA, ">re52re5NORMDATA.txt") or die ("\nERROR: Can't open that file.:\n"(; 

while (@row = $sthl->fetchrowarrayH( 

my $prores = $row[2(;chomp($prores); 
my $pepres = $row(3(;chomp($pepres(; 
my $vdwc = $row[61;chomp)$vdwc(; 

#convert three letter to one letter string 
$prores = iub3tol($prores(; 
$pepres = iub3tol($pepres(; 

my @stuff = ($prores, $pepres(; 
@sorted = sort )$b cmp $a) @stuff; 

$fred = $sorted[0];$freddy = $sorted[l); 
$pair = $fred. " : " .$freddy; 

$aapairvdw($pair) = $aapairvdw)$pair(+$vdwc; 
$aapaircount{$pair) = $aapaircount($pair) + 1; 
$total pairs = $total pairs + 1; 
$suinvdw = $sumvdw 1- $vdwc; 

foreach $key (sort keys%aapaircount( 

print "$key\t$aapaircount)$key)\n"; 
my @residues = split)':', $key(; 
$first = $residues(01; 
$second = $residues[1]; 

print RAW_DATA ("$aapaircount)$key)"); 
if )$first eq $second( 

print RAW_DATA ("\n"(; 

else 

print RAW—DATA ("\t"(; 

$pn = $total pairs; 
$pij = $aapaircount)$key}; 
$pfij = $pijl$pn; 
$fi = $aaintcount)$first)/$aasum; 
$fj = $55 mt count) $second) /$aa sum; 
$rppij = $pfij/)$fi*$fj(; 

print RAW DATA2 )"$key\t$aapaircount{$key)\t$aapairvdw)$key)\t$rppij\n"); 

sub iub3tol 
my)$input) = 
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my %three2one = ('GLY' => G', ALA' => 'A', 'VAL' => 'V., 'LED' => L', 'ILE => 'I', 'MET' 
=> M,'PHE' => 	F',TRP' => 'W'.'PRO' 	> 1P1 , 1SER 1  => 'S,'TI-IR' => 'T', 'CYS => 'C','TYR => 
'Y,'ASN' => 'N','GLN' => 1Q 1 , 1ASP 1  => D','GLIJ' => E',LYS' => K,ARG' => 'R',RIS' =>  

#CLEAN INPUT 
$input =- s/\n/ /g;my $seq = 

my @code3 = split)' ', $input); 
foreach my $code (@code3) 

#error check 
if (not defined $three2one($code}) 

print Code $code not defined\n"; 
next; 

$seq .=$three2one)$code}; 

return $seq; 

sub num2let 
my($input) 

#CLEAN INPUT 
$input == s/\nI /q; 
my $seq = 

my @code3 = split)' ', $input); 
foreach my $code )@code3) 

Herror check 
if (not defined $three2one)$code)) 

print Code $code not defined\n": 
next; 

$seq .=$three2one{$code}; 

return $seq; 

exit; 

4.2 res2res_plot.pl 
4$ /usr/bin/per]. 

use GD; 

if ($4$ARGV<0) 

die)"\n\nFormat: res2resplot.pl  [input data file]\n\n"); 

my $inputf = $ARGV[01; 
open (INPUT, '$inputf") or die )"\nERROR: Cant open $inputf\n"); 
my @r2r list = <INPUT>; 

$im = new GD::Image)450, 450); 4iDraw image size - fixed at 500x500. 

4$ allocate white 
$white = $im->colorAllocate(255, 255, 255); 
4$ allocate black 
$black = $im->colorAllocate(0, 0, 0); 

my %colour hash 

#$t### loop thorugh input file to find number of res-res pairs and convert into pairing-score 
foreach $line )4$r2r list) 

my @things = split)'\t', $line); 
$pairid = Sthings[0];chomp)$pairid); 
$pairno = $things[l];chomp)$pairno); 
$pairvdw = $things[2] ;chomp)$pairvdw); 
$pairscore = $things[3[ ;chomp)$pairscore); 
if )$pairscore < l)($colourhash($pairid} = 'a';) 
elsif )($pairscore <= 1.5) && )$pairscore > l)H$colourhash{$pairid} = 'b'} 
elsif )$pairscore <= 2 && $pairscore > 1.5){$colourhash)$pairid} = 
elsif )$pairscore <= 2.5 && $pairscore > 2){$colourhash{$pairid} = 
elsif )$pairscore <= 3.5 && $pairscore > 2.5) )Scolourhash)$pairid} 	'e'; 
elsif )$pairscore <= 4.5 && $pairscore > 3.5))$colourhash($pairid} 
else($colourhash($pairid) = 'g; 

my $width = 420; 
my $height = 20; 
my $step = 20; 
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foreach $key (sort keys%colour hash) 

@id = split)':', $key(; 
$firstid $id(O(;chomp($firstid); 
$secondid 	$id[l] ;chomp($secondid); 
$i = iub3tol($firstjd(;chomp)$j); 

= iub3tol ($secondid) ; chomp ($j 
$col = $colourhash{$key(; 

if ($i>$j( ($box h = $i;$boxw 
else ($boxh = $j;$boxw = $i;( 
chomp($boxid(; 

print ("$key\t$colourhash($key(\tfirst $firstid - Si, box height = $boxh, second 
$secondid - $j, box width = Sboxw, $col, $boxid\n"(; 

if )$col eq 'a')($colour = $im->colorAllocate(255, 255, 255);) 
elsif ($col eq 'b')($colour = $im->colorAllocate)221, 221, 221);) 
elsif ($col eq 'c')J$colour = $im->colorAllocate)178, 178, 178);) 
elsif ($col eq 'd'))$colour = $im->colorAllocate)128, 128, 128);) 
elsif ($col eq e' ( )$colour = $im->colorAllocate (95, 95, 95) 
elsif ($col eq 'f'))$colour = $im->colorAllocate(51, 51, 51);) 
else ($colour = Sim->colorAllocate(O, 0, 0);) 

$box height 	$boxh*$height; 
$box width = Swidth_($boxw*$step); 
$ im- 

>filledRectangle($box width, $box height, )$box width+$step(, )$boxheights-$step),$colour);l(top-left 
x and y, bottom-right x and y, colour 

foreach ($x = l;$x <= 20;$x ++) 

#horizontal lines 
$ypos = $x*$step; 
$xpos = $width-$ypos; 
$im->line ($xpos, $ypos, $xpos+$step, $ypos, $black) 
#vertical lines 
$ypos = $x*$step; 
$xpos = $width-$ypos; 
$im->line ($xpos, $ypos, $xpos, $ypos-i-$step, Sblack); 

$im->line )$width, $height, $width, $height+ ($step*20) , $black) ; 8y-axis 
$im->line ($width- )$step*20) , $height+ )$step*20) , $width, $height+ ($step*20) , $black) ; #$x-axis 
$im->line )$width- )$step*5) , $height+ )$step*5) , $width-
($step*5),$height+($step*20),$black);Hvertjcal - charged division 
$im->line )$width- )$step*ll( , $height+ )$step*ll) , $width-
($step*ll(,$height+)$step*20),$black(;#vertical - polar division 
$im_>line($width_)$step*5),$height1)$step*5),$width,$hejght+)$5tep*5),$bjac(;hri5 - charged 

division 
$im_>line)$width_($step*l1(,$height+($step*1l),$width,$hejght+)$step*11),$black);ffhorjz - polar 
division 

###4##4(### add node name H#### 

$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 35, "H", $black));$im->stringup)gdGiantFont, (425, 55, "R", 
$black( 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 75, "K", Sblack)(;$im->stringup(gdGiantFont, (425, 95, "E", 
$black( 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 115, "D", $black));$im->stringlJp(gdGiantFont, (425, 135, 
$black) 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 155, "N", $black));$im->string)Jp(gdGiantront, (425, 175, "Y", 
$black( 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 195, "C", $black));$im->stringup(gdGiantront, (425, 215, "T", 
$black) 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 235, "S", $black((;$im->stringup(gdGiantFont, (425, 255, "P", 
$black( 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 275, "W", $black));$im->stringup(gdGiantFont, (425, 295, "F", 
$black( 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 315, "N", $black( ) ;$im->stringup(gdGiantFont, (425, 335, "I", 
$black) 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 355, "L", $black)(;$im->stringup(gdGiantFont, (425, 375, "V", 
$black( ); 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (425, 395, "A", $black));$im->stringup(gdGiantFont, (425, 415, "G", 
$black( 

$im->stringtJp(gdGi ant Font, (20, 435,"G", $black));Sim->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (40, 435,"A", 
$black( 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (60, 435,"V", $black((;$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (80, 435,"L", 
$black)) 
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$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (100, 435,"I", $black((;$irn->stringUp(gdoiantpont, (120, 435,"M", 
$black)(; 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (140, 435,"F", $black));$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (160, 435,"W", 
$black( (; 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (180, 435,"P", $black((;$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (200, 435, 11S 11 , 
$black( ); 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (220, 435,"T", $black((;$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (240, 435,"C", 
$black( 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (260, 435,"Y", $black)(;$im->strinqUp(gdoiantFont, (280, 435,"N", 
$black) 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (300, 435,"Q", $black));$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (320, 435,11D 11 , 
$black) 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (340, 435,"E", $black((;$im->stringUp(gdGiantront, (360, 435,1<", 
$black) 
$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (380, 435, 11R 11, $black((;$im->stringUp(gdGiantFont, (400, 435,"H", 
$black( 

#### print the image to stdout #### 

my $png data; 
$png data = $im->png; 
open (DISPLAY, ">res2resfigure.png"( or die; 
binmode DISPLAY; 
print DISPLAY $png data; 
close DISPLAY; 

sub iub3tol 
my($input( = 9; 
my %three2one 	('G' => 1201 ,'A' => '19', 'V => '18', 'L' => '17', 'I' => '16', 'N' 	> 
=> '14','W' => '13','P' => '12','S'  

'71 , 1Q' => '6','D' => '5','E' => '4','K' => '31,'R'  
#CLEAN INPUT 
$input 	s/\n/ /g; 
my $seq = 

my @code3 = split(' ', $input(; 
foreach my $code (@code3( 

#error check 
if (not defined $three2one{$code}( 

print "Code $code not defined\n"; 
next; 

$seq .=$three2one{$code(; 

return $seq; 

4.3 extract4picto.pl  

9 /usr/bin/perl 
9 This script picks out residues which are involved in contacts with protein 

use DBI; 

$dbh = DBI->connect('DBI:mysql:simon:cycfs', 'hardingsd', 'tefteb92', 
RaiseError => 1, AutoCommit => 11 

11 die "Couldn't connect to database: " . DBI->errstr; 

my $pepoutasa = ("PepASAOUT.txt"(; 
my $pepoutvdw = ("PepVDWOUT.txt"(; 
my $prooutasa = ("ProASAOUT.txt"(; 
my $prooutvdw = ("ProVDWOUT.txt"(; 

open (DATA PEPASA, ">$pepoutasa"( or die ("\nERROR: Can't open that file.:\n"(; 
open (DATA PEPVDW, ">$pepoutvdw"( or die ("\nERROR: Can't open that file. :\n"( 
open (DATAPROASA, ">$prooutasa"( or die ("\nERROR: Can't open that file. :\n"( 
open (DATA PROVDW, ">$prooutvdw"( or die ("\nERROR: Can't open that file. :\n"(; 

$pepasa = $dbh->prepare("SELECT A.Node AS Node, count(*(,  AVG(A.ASAS010-A.ASAC0mp(, 
STD(A.ASAS010-A.ASAC0mp(, (STD(A.ASAS0I0-A.ASAC0mp( /AVG (A.ASA Solo-A.ASA Comp)) FROM PepAtom 
A, PDB P WHERE A.PDBID = P.PDBID AND A.VDW CN > 0 and A.Node IS NOT NULL AND P.Prob = 'OK' GROUP 
BY A.Node;'( ( ( die " mysql error: " . DBI->errstr; 
$pepasa->execute; 

$pepvdw = $dbh->prepare("SELECT A.Node AS Node, count(*(  as NodeCount, SUN(A.VDWCN(, 
AVG(A.VDWCN(, STD(A.VDWCN( from PepAtom A, PDB P where A. PDBID = P.PDBID AND A.VDWCN > 0 and 
A.Node IS NOT NULL group by A.Node;"( I die " mysql error: " . DBI->errstr; 
$pepvdw->execute; 

$proasa = $dbh->prepare("SELECT A.Node AS Node, count(*(,  AVG(A.ASAS010-A.ASAC0mp(, 
STD(A.ASAS010-A.ASAC0mp(, (STD(A.ASAS010-A.ASAC0mp( /AVG (A.ASA Solo-A.ASA Comp) ( FROM ProAtom 
A, PDB P WHERE A. PDBID = P.PDBID AND A.VDW CN > 0 and A.Node IS NOT NULL AND P.Prob = 'OK' GROUP 
BY A.Node;") (I die " mysql error: " . DBI->errstr; 
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$proasa->execute; 

$provdw = $dbh->prepare)"SELECT A.Node AS Node, count(*) as NodeCount, SUM)A.VDWCN), 
AVG)A.VDWCN), STD(A.VDWCN) from ProAtom A, PDS P where A. PDBID = P.PDBID AND A.VDWCN > 0 and 
A.Node IS NOT NULL group by A.Node;") II  die " mysqi error: " . DBI->errstr; 
$provdw->execute; 

while (@row = $pepasa->fetchrow array))) 

$node = $row[0]; 
$node count = $row[l); 
$svgrsa = $row[2]; 
$sdrsa = $row[3); 
$cofvar $row[4]; 
print DATA_PEPASA )"$node\t$nodecount\t$avgrsa\t$sdrsa\n") 

while (@row = $pepvdw->fetchrow array))) 

Snode = $row[O]; 
$node count 	$row[l]; 
$vdw count = $row[2]; 
$vdw avg = $row(3(; 
$vdwsd = $row[4); 
print DATA PEPVDW )"$node\t$nodecount\t$vdwavg\t$vdwsd\n"); 

while (@row = $proasa->fetchrowarray) 

$node = $row(0]; 
$node count = $row[l(; 
$avgrsa = $row[2]; 
$sdrsa = $row[3}; 
$cofvar = $row(4]; 
print DATA PROASA )"$node\t$nodecount\t$avgrsa\tSsdrsa\n"); 

while ))(row = $provdw->fetchrow array))) 

$node = $row(0); 
$node count = $row(l); 
$vdw count = $row[2]; 
$vdw avg 	$row[3]; 
$vdwsd = $row(41; 
print DATA PROVDW )"$node\t$nodecount\t$vdwavg\t$vdwsd\n"); 

$dbh->disconnect; 

4.4 pictogram_draw_basic.pl 
/usr/bin/perl 

use GD; 

my $r = 100; #Default size 

print ("The size scale is Sr\n'); 
print ("Nit enter to continue or enter e to edit or q to quit )quit)q)/edit)e)( ... \n"); 
$choice = <STDIN>; 
chomp )$choice); 
if ($choice eq 'q')( exit;) 
elsif ($choice eq 'e'(( 

print "Enter size scale: ";$r = <STDIN>;chomp )$r(;} 
else (( 

my $f = $r*0.5; 
$im = new GD::Image((2*$r+)6*sqrt)3)*$r)), 14*$r); #Draw image size - using scale. 

# allocate white (background( 
$white = $im->colorAllocate)255, 255, 255); 
# allocate green 
$green = $im->colorAllocate(O, 255, 0); 
#( allocate red 
$red = $im->colorAllocate)255, 0, 0); 
# allocate blue 
$blue = $im->colorAllocate)O, 0, 255(; 
# allocate grey 
$grey = $im->colorAllocate(125, 125, 125(; 
# allocate default 
$default = $im->colorAllocate)185, 225, 225); 
# allocate black 
$black = $im->colorAllocate)0, 0, 0); 
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$im->setThickness (3); 

print (Do you wish to assign node colours. ..\n'); 
$colch = <STDIH>;chomp )$colch); 
if )$colch eq 'y') 

print "Choose colours )grey)g), red)r), blue(b) - leave blank for default\n; 
print Enter colour for Ml: ;$Mlcol = <STDIN>;chomp)$Mlcol);if )$Mlcol eq r'))$Mlcol = 

$red; (elsif ($Mlcol eq 'b ) )$Micol = $blue; )elsif)$Mlcol eq 'g' ) (SMicol = $grey; }else($Mlcol 
$default; 

print 'Enter colour for M2: ";$M2col = <STDIN>;chomp($M2col);if )$M2col eq 'r'))$M2col = 
$red; }elsif ($M2col eq 'b' ) )$M2col = $blue; )elsif)$M2col eq 'g' ) )$M2col = $grey; )else{$M2col 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for M3: ';$M3col = <STDIN>;chomp)$M3col);if ($M3col eq 'r'))$M3col = 
$red; )elsif )$M3col eq 'b ) )$M3col = $blue; }elsif($M3coi eq 'g ) )$M3col = $grey; )else)$M3col 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for Al: ';$Alcol = <STDIN>;chomp)$Alcoi);if )$Alcol eq 'r'))$Aicol = 
$red; }elsif )$Alcol eq 'b ) )$Alcol = $blue; )elsif)$Alcol eq 'g' ) )$Aicol = $grey; )else)$Aicol 
$default; 

print 'Enter colour for Bi: ";$Bicoi = <STDIN>;chomp)$Bicol) ;if )$Bicoi eq 'r' ) )$Bicol = 
$red; )elsif )$Bicol eq 'b ) )$Blcol = $biue; )elsif)$Bicol eq g' ) )$Bicol = $grey; )eise)$Bicol 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for Di: ";$Gicol = <STDIN>;chomp)$Gicoi) ;if )$Gicol eq 'r' ) )$Glcoi = 
$red; }elsif )$Gicol eq b) )$Gico]. = $blue; )elsf)$Gicol eq 'q' ) )$Glcoi = $grey; else)$Gicol 
$default; 

print Enter colour for G2: ";$G2col = <STDIN>;chomp)$G2col) ;if )$G2col eq 'r) {$G2coi = 
$red; (elsif )$G2col eq b') {$G2col = $blue; (elsi f )$G2col eq 'g' ) )$G2col = $grey; (else) $G2coi 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for Dl: "; $Dlcol = <STDIH>; chomp )$Dlcoi) ; if )$Dicoi eq r' ) ) $Dicoi = 
$red;}elsif )$Dlcol eq 'b' ) )$Dicol = $blue; )elsif)$Dicol eq 'g'))$Dlcol = $gray; )else)$Dlcol 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for D2: ";$D2col = <STDIN>;chomp)$D2col);if )$D2col eq 'r')J$D2col = 
$red;)elsif )$D2col eq 'b'))$D2coi = $blue;)elsif($D2col eq 'g')($D2col = $grey; )else{$D2coi 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for 03: ";$D3col = <STDIN>;chomp)$D3col);if )$D3coL eq 'r))$D3col = 
$red;}elsif )$D3col eq b))$D3coi = $blue;)eisif)$D3coJ. eq 'g')i$D3col = $grey; )else{$Dlcoi 
$default; 

print 'Enter colour for El: ";$Elcoi = <STDIN>;chomp)$Eicoi);lf )$Eicol eq 'r') )$Elcol = 
$red; (elsif )$Elcol eq 'b' ) )$Elcol = $biue; )elsif)$Eicol eq q ) {$Eicol = $grey; )else)$Eicol 
$default; 

print 'Enter colour for E2: ";$E2col = <STDIN>;chomp)$E2col);if )$E2col eq 'r'))$E2col 
$red; (elsif )$E2col eq 'b' ) )$E2col = $blue; )elsif)$E2col eq g' ) )$E2coi = $grey; )eise)$E2col 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for E3: ";$E3col = <STDIN>;chomp)$E3col) ;if ($E3col eq r' ) {$E3col = 
$red; )elsif ($E3col eq 'b ) {$E3col = $blue; )elsif)$E3col eq 'g' ) {$t3col = $qrey; )else)$Elcol 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for ii: ';$Zlcol = <STDIN>;chomp)$Zlcol);if )$Zicoi eq 'r'))$Zlcol = 
$red; }elsif ($Zlcol eq b ) {$Zlcol = $blue; )elsif )$Zlcol eq 'g' ) {$Zlcol = $grey; }else)$Zlcol 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for Z2: ";$Z2col = <STDIN>;chomp)$Z2col);if ($Z2col eq 'r'){$Z2col = 
$red; }elsif )$Z2col eq b) {$Z2col = $blue; }elsif)$Z2col eq g' ) )$Z2col = $grey; )else)$Z2col 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for Z3: ";$Z3col 	<STDIN>;chomp)$Z3col) ; if )$Z3col eq 'r' ) ($Z3col = 
$red; )elsif )$Z3col eq b ) )$Z3col 	$blue; }elsif)$Z3col eq 'q' ) {$Z3col = $grey; )else)$Z3col 
$default; 

print Enter colour for Hi: ';$Hicol = <STDIN>;chomp)$Hicol) ;if )$Hicol eq 'r' ) )$Hicoi = 
$red; }elsif )$Hlcol eq 'b ) )$Hlcol = $blue; )elsif)$Hicol eq 'g' ) )$Hlcol = $grey; (else)$Hlcol 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for H2: ";$H2col = <STDIN>; chomp ($H2col) ; if )$H2col eq 'r' ) ) $H2col = 
$red; (elsif ($H2col eq 'b ) )$H2col = $blue; )elsif )$H2col eq g') {$H2col = $grey; (else) $H2col 
$default; 

print "Enter colour for H3: ";$H3col = <STDIN>;chomp)$H3col);if )$H3col eq 'r'){$H3col = 
$red; )elsif )$H3col eq b) {$H3col = $blue; }elsif)$H3col eq 'g ) {$H3col = $grey; )else)$H3coi 
$default;) 

else)) 
#Layers to draw node circles 

##4######### layer 1 

$im_>arc))$r1)3*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r,  )2*$f), )2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#H3f 
$im->fill) )$r+)3*sqrt)3) *$r) ) , $r, $H3col) 

$im_>arc))$r+)5*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r,  )2*$f), )2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#H2f 
$im_>fill))$r+)5*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r, $H2col); 

######4$#### layer 2 

$im_>arc))$rl)2*sqrt)3)*$r)), 2*$r, )2*$f), )2*$f(, 0, 360, $black);#Z3f 
$im->fill ) )$r+ )2*sqrt  (3)  *$r)  ) , 2*$r, $Z3col) 

$im_>arc))$r+)4*sqrt)3)*$r)), 2*$r, )2*$f), )2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Z2f 
$im->fill ) )$r+ )4*sqrt (3)  *$r) ) , 2*$r, $Z2col) 
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#######)(#### layer 3 

$im_>arc(($r+(2*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r, )2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#63f 
$irn_>fill(($ri)2*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r,  $E3col); 

$im_>arcN$r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#E2f 
$im->fill ($r+ (4*sqrt  (3) *$r) ) , 4*$r, $E2col) 

$im->arc( )$r+ )6*sqrt  (3)  *$r) ) , 4*$r, (2*$f) , (2*$f), 0, 360, $black) ;)U)lf 
$im->fill ) ($r+ (6*sqrt  (3)  *$r)  ) , 4*$r, $Hlcol) ; 

############ layer 4 

$im_>arc)($r t )3*sqrt(3)*$r)), 5*$r, (2*$f), (2*$6), 0, 360, $black);#02f 
$im->fill ( ($r+ )3*sqrt  (3) *$) ) , 5*$r, $D2col) ; 

$im_>arc))$rl(5*sqrt)3)*$r)), 5*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Zlf 
$im_>fiJ1U$r+)5*sqrt(3)*$r)), 5*$r,  $Zlcol); 

)fl########## layer 5 

$im_>arc))$r+)sqrt)3)*$r)), 7*$r, (2*$f), )2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#G2f 
$im_>fill)($r+)sqrt)3)*$r)), 7*$r, $G2col); 

$im_>arcN$r+)3*sqrt)3)*$r)), 7*$r, )2*$f), )2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Glf 
$im_>fill))$rf)3*sqrt)3)*$r)), 7*$r, $Glcol); 

$im_>arcN$r+)5*sqrt)3)*$r)), 7*$r, )2*$f), )2*$f(, 0, 360, $black);#Elf 
$im_>fill))$r+)5*sqrt)3)*$r)), 7*$r, $Elcol); 

########### layer 6 

$im->arc)$r, 8*$r, (2*$f), )2*sf), 0, 360, $black);ffD3f 
$im->fill)$r, 8*$r,  $D3col); 

$im_>arc)($r+)2*sqrt)3)*$r)), 8*$r, )2*$f), )2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Blf 
$im_>fill()$r+)2*sqrt)3)*$r)), 8*$r,  $Blcol(; 

$im_>arc()$r+)4*sqrt)3(*$r)), 8*$r, )2*$f), (2*$f(, 0, 360, $black);flDlf 
$im_>fill()$rt)4*sqrt)3)*$r)), 8*$r, $Dlcol(; 

########### layer 7 

$im->arc( (Sri- (2*sqrt  (3)  *$r)  ) , 10*$r, (2*$f) , (2*$f), 0, 360, $black) ;#Alf 
$im->fill ) )$r+ )2*sqrt  (3)  *$r) ) , 10*$r, $Alcol) 

########## layer 8 

$in1_>arc))$ri(sqrt)3)*$r)), ll*$r, )2*$f), )2*$f(, 0, 360, $black(;#M2f 
$im->fill ) ($r+ )sqrt (3) *$) ) , ll*$r, $M2col) 

$im_>arc)($ri)3*aqrt)3)*$r)(, ll*$r, )2*$f), )2*$f(, 0, 360, $black(;#Mlf 
$im->fill ) )$r+ )3*sqrt  (3) *$) ) , ll*$r, $Mlcol) 

##()H(### layer 9 

$im_>arc))$ri)3*sqrt(3(*$r)), 13*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black(;#M3f 
$im->fill ) )$r+ )3*sqrt  (3) *$) ) , 13*$r, SM3col( 

#########)(## end of circles 

############ draw lines 

#longside )sf*sqrt  (3) /2) 
#shortside ($f/2) 

$im_>line)($r+)3*sqrt)3)*$r)+)$f*sqrt)3(/2((, )$r+)$f/2)),  ($ri)4*sqrt)3)*$r)_)$f*sqrt(3)/2(), 
)2*$r_)$f/2)), $black);#H3-Z2 

$im->line ( )$r+ )4*sqrt  (3)  *$r) ) , 2*$ri$f, ($r+  (4*sqrt  (3)  *$r(  ) , 4*$r-$f, $black( ; #Z2-E2 
$im>line))$r+)4*sqrt)3)*$r)_(Sf*sqrt(3(/2)(, 4*$r±($f/2(, )$r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r)i)$f*sqrt(3(/2(), 
5*$r_)$f/2), $black(;#E2-D2 
$im_>line))$ri)3*sqrt)3(*$r)_($f*sqrt)3)/2)), 5*$r_)$f/2(, )$r+)2*sgrt(3)*$r)+)$f*sqrt)3)/2)), 
4*$r+)$f/2), $black);#D2-E3 
$im->line) )$r+ (2*sqrt  (3)  *$r) ) , 4*$r_Sf, (Sri-  (2*sqrt  (3)  *$r( ( , 2*$ri$f, $black) ;#63-Z3 
$im_>line()$r+(2*sqrt(3)*$r)+($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 2*$r_($f/2), ($ri )3*sqrt(3)*$r)_($f*sqrt)3(/2((, 

$black);$t23-H3 

$im_>line(($r+)4*sqrt(3)*$r)+($f*sqrt)3)/2)), 2*$r_)$f/2), )$r+(5*sqrt)3(*$r)_)$f*sqrt)3)/2)), 
Sri- (56/2), $black) ;#Z2-H2 
$im->line) )$r+ )4*sqrt  (3)  *$r( + ($f*sqrt (3)12)),  4*$r+  ($6/2), (Sri- )5*sqrt  (3)  *$r( - )$f*sqrt (3) /2) ) 
5*$r_($f/2), $black);#E2-21 
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$im_>line(($r+(5*sqrt(3(*$r)+($f*sqrt(3)/2(), 5*$r_($f/2(, (Sr+(6*sqrt(3)*$r)_($f*sqrt(3)/2)(, 

4*$r+ ($f/2( , $black) ; #Z1-H1 

$im->line ( ($r+ (3*sqrt  (3)  *$r) ( , 5*$r+$f, ($r+  (3*sqrt  (3)  *$r) ) , 7*$r_$f, Sblack) ; #D2-Gl 
$im_>line()$r+(5*sqrt(3(*$r)), 5*$r+$f, ($r$(5*sqrt)3)*$r)), 7*$r_$f, $bLack);#Zl-El 
$im_>line(($r+(5*sqrt(3)*$r(_($f*sqrt(3)/2)), 7*$r±)$f/2), )$r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)+($f*sqrt)3(/2)), 
8*$r_)$f/2) , $black) ;#El-Dl 
$im_>dashedLine(($r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)+($f/2)(, 4*$r+($f*sqrt(3)/2), ($r+(5*sqrt(3)*$r)_($f/2)), 
7*$r_($f*sqrt(3)/2), $black);#E2-E1 

$im_>line(($r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r)+($f*sqrt(3)/2)(, 7*$r+($f/2), )$r+(4*sqrt(3(*$r)_)$f*sqrt(3(/2)), 
8*$r_($f/2), $black(;#Gl-Dl 
Sim_>line(($r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3(/2)(, 7*$r+($f/2), ($r+(2*sqrt(3)*$r(+($f*sqrt(3)/2)), 
8*$r_($f/2( $black(;#G1-B1 
$im_>line(($r+(2*sqrt(3)*$r)(, 8*$r+$f, ($r*(2*sqrt(3(*$r)), 10*$r_$f, $black(;#Bl-Al 
$irs_>line()$r+(2*sqrt(3(*$r)+($f*sqrt(3(/2((, 10*$r1($f/2), ($r+(3*sqrt)3(*$r)_)$fsqrt(3)/2((, 
1l*$r_($f/2(, $black);#Al-Ml 

$im_>line(($rl(2*sqrt(3)*$r(($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 8*$r_($f/2(, ($r+(sqrt(3(*$r(s($f*sqrt(3)/2)(, 
7*$r+($f12(, $black);#fl1-G2 
$im_>line(($r4(sqrt(3)*$r)_($f*sqrt(3(/2)(, 7*$r+($f/2(, $r+)$f*sqrt(3(/2), 8*$r_($f/2), 
$black( ; (G2-D3 
$im->dashedLine($r+($f/2), 8*$r+($f*sqrt(3)/2(, )$r+(sqrt(3)*$r(_($f/2)(, 1l*$r_)$f*sqrt(3(/2(, 
$black( ;#D3-fl2 
Sim->line( ($r+(sqrt(3(*$r ( t ($f*Sqrt(3(/2(), 11*$r..($f/2), ($r+)2*Sqrt(3)*$r)_($f*Sqrt)3)/2) 
10*$r+($f12(, $black(;#M2-Al 

$im_>line(($r+(3*sqrt(3)*$r)(, 1l*SrI$f, ($r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r(), 13*$r_Sf, $black(;#Ml-M3 

######### add node name ##### 
#### print the image to stdout #### 

$jpeg data = $im->jpeg; 
open (DISPLAY, ">nodepictobasic.jpeg"( or die; 
binmode DISPLAY; 
print DISPLAY $jpeg data; 
close DISPLAY; 
my $png data; 
$png data = $im->png; 
open (DISPLAY, ">nodepictobasic.png"( or die; 
binmode DISPLAY; 
print DISPLAY $png data; 
close DISPLAY; 

4.5 pictogram_draw_asa.pl 

/usr/bin/perl 
# script to plot the residue pairing analysis figure 
use GD; 

if ($#ARGV<O( 

die("\n\nFormat: pictogram draw.pl  {node input file(\n\n"(; 

my $r = 80; #Default size 
my $inputf = $ARGV(0]; 
if ($ARGV[l( > 0({$r = $ARGV(l(;( #If user supplies a size scale in comand line then use it 

my $ssd = 20; #Default SD scale 
if ($ARGV[21 > 0)($ssd = $ARGV[21;( #If user supplies a SD scale in comand line then use it 

print ("The size scale is $r\n'(; 
print ("The SD scale is $ssd\n") 
print ("Hit enter to continue or enter e to edit or q to quit (quit(q(/edit(e(( ... \n'(; 
$choice = <STDIN>; 
chomp ($choice(; 
if ($choice eq 'q'(( exit;) 
elsif ($choice eq 'e'(( 

print "Enter size scale: ";$r = <STDIN>;chomp fr); 
print "Enter SD scale: ';$ssd = <STDIN>;chomp ($ssd(;k 

else () 

if (! -e "$inputf"( 

die ("\n\nSDF File $inputf does not exist) \n\n"( 

open (INPUT, "$inputf") or die ("\nERROR: Can't open Sinputf\n'(; 
my @node list = <INPUT>; 

my $f = $r*0.5; 
$im = new GD::Image((2*$ri(6*sqrt(3(*$r)),  14Sr(; #Draw image size - using scale. 
# allocate white (background( 
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$white = $im->colorAllocate(255, 255, 255); 

my %asahash = 
my %sdhash = 
my %factorhash = 
my $max asa = 0; 
my $max nodec = 0; 
my $max nodeci = 0; 

foreach $line )@node list) 

my @things = split)'\t', $line); 
$asa = $things(2(;chomp)$asa); 
if ($asa > $max asa) ($max ass 	$asa;} 
$nodecl = $thingsEll ;chomp($nodecl) 
$nodec sqrt)$nodecl); 
if )$nodec > $max nodec){$max nodec = $nodec;) 
if )$nodecl > $max nodecl))$max nodeci = $nodecl;( 

print ("The max ASA is $maxasa\n"); 
print ("The max node count is $maxnodecl\n"); 
print ("The max sqrt of node count is $maxnodecl\n"); 

print ("Hit enter to Continue or enter e to edit max ASA and max node count (edit)e)) ... \n'); 
$choice = <STDIN>; 
Chomp )$choice); 
if )$choice eq 'q')) exit;) 
elsif )$choice eq 'e')) 

print "Enter max ASA: ";$maxasa = <STDIN>;chomp ($maxasa); 
print "Enter max node count: ";$in = <STDIN>;chomp )$in);$maxnodec 	sqrt)$in);) 

else (} 

print ("Enter y if you want SD Circles turned on.. .\n"); 
$choice = <STDIN>; 
chomp ($choice); 
if )$choice eq 'y')) $SD choice = 'yes';) 
else ($SD Choice = 'no';) 

foreaCh $line )@node list) 

my @things = split('\t', $line); 
$node = $things(0);chomp($node); 
$nodec 	$things[l( ;chomp)$nodec) 
$nodec = sqrt(Snodec); 
$nodec = $nodec/$maxnodec; 
$asa $things(2(;chomp)$asa); 
$sd = $things[31;chomp)$sd); 

$asahash($node( 	$asa; 
$sdhash{$node} = $sd; 

$factor = $asa/$maxasa*510; 
$factorhashl{$node} = $factor; 

if 	)$node eq 	'Ml'))$Mlsd = $sd;if )$factor < 255) )$Mlcol = $im->coiorAlloCate($factor, 	255, 
0); 

elsif 	($factor => 255) ($factor = 510 - $factor;$Mlcol = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 
0(;}$Mlin = $nodec;) 

if 	)$node eq 	'M21 ){$M2sd = $sd;if )$factor < 255) )$M2coi = $im->colorAliocate($factor, 	255, 
0); 

elsif 	($factor => 255) ($factor = 510 - $factor;$M2col = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 
0);}$M2in = $nodec;) 

if 	($node eq 	'M3') )$M3sd = $sd;if )$factor < 255)1$M3coi = $im->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 
0); 

elsif 	)$factor => 255))$factor = 510 - $factor;$M3col = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 
0(;($M3in = $nodec;( 

if 	($node eq 	'Al') ($Alsd = $sd;if )$factor < 255) )$Alcol = $im->coiorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 
0);) 

elsif 	($factor => 255) )$faCtor = 510 - $factor;$Alcol = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 
0);}$Alin = $nodec;} 

if 	($node eq 	'Bl' ) )$Blsd 	$sd;if )$factor C 255) )$Rlcol = $im->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 
0);) 

elsif 	)$factor => 255) ($factor = 510 - $factor;$Blcol = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	Ifactor, 
0);}$Blin = $nodec;) 

if 	)$node eq 	'Gi' ) ($Glsd = $sd;if )$factor < 255) )$Glcol = $im->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 
0); 

elsif 	($factor => 255) )$factor = 510 - $factor;$Glcol $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 
0);}$Glin = $nodec;( 

if 	($node eq 	'G2'({$G2sd = $sd;if )$faCtor C 255){$G2C0I = $im->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 
0);) 

elsif 	($factor => 255)($factor = 510 - $factor;SG2col = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 
0(;}$G2in = $nodec;( 

if 	($node eq 	D1')(SDlsd = $sd;if )$factor C 255({$Dlcol = $im->ColorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 
0); 
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elsif ($factor => 255) {$factor = 510 - $factor;SDlcol = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}$Dlin = $nodec;} 
if 	($node eq 	'02' )J$D2sd = $sd;if ($factor < 255)J$D2col = $im->colorAllocate($factOr, 	255, 

0)" elsif )$factor => 255) )$factor = 510 - $factor;$D2col $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}$D2in = $nodec;} 
if 	)$node eq 	'D3' ) {$D3sd = $sd;if )$factor < 255) )$D3col = $im->colorAllocate )$factor, 	255, 

0);) 
elsif )$factor => 255) {$factor = 510 - $factor;$D3col = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);)$D3in = $nodec;} 
if 	)$node eq 	'El') )$Elsd = $sd;if )$factor < 	255) )$Elcol = $im->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 

0);) 
elsif )$factor => 255){$factor = 510 - $factor;$Elcoi = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}$Elin = $nodec;} 
if 	)$node eq 	'E2'){$E2sd = $sd;if )$factor < 	255)[$E2col = $im->colorAliocate)$factor, 	255, 

0); 
elsif )Sfactor => 255) {$factor = 510 - $factor;$E2col = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}$E21n = $nodec;} 
if 	)$node eq 	'E3'))$E3sd = $sd;if )$factor < 255){$E3col = $im->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 

0);) 
elsif )$factor => 255){$factor 510 - $factor;$E3col = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}$E3in = $nodec;) 
if 	)$node eq 	'Zl'){$Zlsd = $sd;if )$factor < 	255)($Zlcol = $iin->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 

0); 
elsif )$factor => 255))$factor = 510 - $factor;$Zlcol = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}SZlin = $nodec;) 
if 	($node eq 	'Z2' ) )$Z2sd = 	$sd;if )$factor < 255) {$Z2col = $im->coiorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 

0);) 
elsif )$factor => 255))$factor = 510 - $factor;$Z2coI = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}$Z2in = $nodec;) 
if 	)$node eq 	'Z3')J$Z3sd = 	$sd;if )$factor < 	255){$Z3col = $irs->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 

0);) 
elsif )$factor => 255) )$factor = 510 - $factor;$Z3col = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}$Z31n = $nodec;} 
if 	)$node eq 	'Hl')[$Hlsd = $sd;if )$factor < 	255))$Hicol = 	$irn->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 

0);) 
elsif )$factor => 255){$factor = 510 - $factor;$Hlcol = $im->colorAllocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);}$Hlin = $nodec;) 
if 	)$node eq 	'H2'){$H2sd = 	$sd;if )$factor < 255)J$H2col = $im->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 

0);) elsif )$factor => 255) {$factor = 510 - $factor;$H2col = $im->col,orAilocate)255, 	$factor, 

0)H$H2in = $nodec;} 
if 	)$node eq 	H3'){$H3sd 	$sd;if )$factor < 255H$H3col = $im->colorAllocate)$factor, 	255, 

0);) 
elsif )$factor => 255) )$factor = 510 - $factor;$H3col Sirn->colorAilocate(255, 	$factor, 

0);)$H3in = $nodec;) 

$factorhash{$node) = $factor; 

print ("Node\tRASA\tRASASD\tColourFactor\tCoiourFactOr2\n"); 
foreach $key (sort keys%asahash) 

print "$key\t$asahash{$key)\t$sdhaah{$key}\t$factorhashl{$key)\t$factorhaSh)SkeY}\n"; 

print ("NEWS: Ml node count is $Mlin\n"); 
# allocate black 
$black = $im->colorAllocate(0, 0, 0); 

#Layars to draw node circles 

###4(#)(#)(#4(## layer 1 

#$im_>arc))$r+)3*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r,  )2*$f), )2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#H3f 
$im_>arc))$r+)3*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r, )2$f), )2*Sf), 0, 360, $black);#H3f 
$im_>fill)($r+)3*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r, $H3col); 
if )$SD choice eq yes))$iis>arc))$r+)3*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r, (2*)$f1)))$r_$f)*$H35d)/$ssd))), 

)2* ($f+) ) )$r$f) *$H3sd)  /Sssd) ) ) , 0, 360, $black) ; ) #H3sd 

$im>arc))$r+)5*sqrt(3)*$r)), $r,  )2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#H2f 
$im_>fill))Sr+)5*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r, $H2col); 
if )$SD choice eq yes){$im_>arc))$r+)5*sqrt)3)*$r)), $r, )2*)$f+N($r_$f)*$H2sd)/$ssd)H, 
)2*)$fi)))$r_$f)*$H2sd)/$ssd))), 0, 360, $black);)#H2sd 

###))t#4t4$#### layer 2 

#$im->arc) )$r+ )2*sqrt  )3)  *$r)  ) , 2*$r, )2*$f) , )2*$f) , 0, 360, $black) 
$im_>arc()$r+)2*sqrt)3)*$r)), 2*$r, )2*$f), )2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Z3f 
$im->fill ) )$r+ )2*sqrt  (3)  *$r) ) , 2*$r, $Z3coi) 
if )$SD choice eq yes){$irn_>arc)($r+)2*sqrt)3)*$r)), 2*$r, (2*($f+)N$r_$f)*$Z3sd)I$ssd)H, 

)2*)$f+)(($r_$f)*$Z3sd)/$ssdH), 0, 360, $black);}#Z3sd 
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#$im_>arc(($r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)), 2*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black); 
$im_>arc(($r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)), 2*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Z2f 
$im_>fill(($r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)), 2*$r, $Z2col(; 
if ($SD choice eq yes $im_>arc(($r1(4*sqrt(3)*$r)),  2*$r, (2*($f+((($r_$f)*$Z2sd)/$ssd))), 

(2* ($f+ ( ( ($r-$f) *$Z2sd)  /$ssd) ) ) , 0, 360, $black) (#Z2sd 

############ layer 3 

$im_>arc()$r+(2*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, Sblack);#E3f 
$im_>fillH$r+(2*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r,  $E3col); 
if ($SD_choice eq yes)($im_>arc(($rt(2*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r, )2*($f+((($r_$f)*$E3sd)/$ssd))), 
(2* ($f+ ( ( ($r-$f) *$635d)  I$ssd) ) ) , 0, 360, $black) } #E3sd 

$im_>arc(($r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#E2f 
$im_>fill(($r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)(, 4*$r, $E2col); 
if ($SD_choice eq yes)($im_>arc(($r+(4*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r, (2*($fi((($r_$f)*$E2sd)/$ssd))), 
(2*($fI((($r_$f)*$E2sd)/$ssd))), 0, 360, $black(;)#E2sd 

$im_>arc(($r+(6*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Hlf 
$im_>fill(($r+(6*sqrt(3)*$r)), 4*$r, $Hlcol(; 
if ($SD choice eq yes)($im_>arc(($r'(6*sqrt(3(*$r)), 4*$r, (2*($fi((($r_$f)*$H1sd)/$ssd)H, 
(2* ($f+ (( (Sr-Sf) *$Hlsd)  I$ssd( ( ) , 0, 360, $black) ( #Hlsd 

######4(##### layer 4 

$im_>arc(($r+(3*sqrt(3)*$r((, 5*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, Sblack) #D2f 
$im->fill ( ($r+(3*sqrt (3)  *$r)  ( , 5$r, $D2col) 
if ($SD choice eq yes)($im_>arc(($ri(3*sqrt(3)*$r)), 5*$r, (2* ($f+) ( )$r-$f( *$D2sd(  /$ssd) ) 
(2* ($f+ ( ( ($r$f) *$D2sd)  /$ssd) ) ) , 0, 360, $black) ) #D2sd 

$im_>arc(($r+(5*sqrt(3)*$r)), 5*$r, (2'$f),  )2*$f(, 0, 360, $black( 4(Z1 f 
$im_>fill(($r+(5*sqrt(3)*$r)), 5*$r, $Zlcol); 
if ($SD choice eq yes)($im_>arcH$r1(5*sqrt(3)*$r)), 5*$r, (2* )$f+ ( ( (Sr-Sf) *$Zlsd)  /$ssd) ) 
(2*($fs((($r_$f(*$Z1sd(/$ssd))), 0, 360, Sblack);(#Zlsd 

############ layer 5 

$im_>arcN$ri)sqrt)3(*$r)), 7*$r, )2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black(;#G2f 
$im->fill ) )$r+ (sqrt (3) *$r) C,  7*$r, $G2col) 
if ($SD choice eq yes)($im_>arc))$r+)sqrt(3)*$r)(, 7*$r, (2*($f)($r_$f(*$G2sd)/$ssd))), 
(2*)$f+(()$r_$f)*$G2sd)I$ssd)((, 0, 360, $black);}#G2sd 

$im_>arc(($ri0*sqrt)3(*$r((, 7*$r, (2*$f), )2*$f(, 0, 360, $black(;#Glf 
$im_>fillN$r+(3*sqrt)3(*$r)(, 7*$r, $Glcol); 
if ($SD choice eq yes(($im_>arc()$r,)3*aqrt)3(*$r)), 7*$r, )2*)$fi)(($r_$f(*$Glsd)I$ssdH), 
(2*)$f+((($r_$f(*$Glsd(I$ssd))(, 0, 360, $black(;}#Glsd 

$im_>arc)($r+(5*sqrt)3)*$r((, 7*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Elf 
$im_>fill)($r+)5*sqrt)3(*$r(), 7*$r, $Elcol(; 
if )$S0 choice eq yes()$im_>arc(($rt(5*sqrt)3($r(), 7*$r, )2*($fl()($r_$f(*$Elsd(/$ssdH), 
(2* )$fi-( ( ($r-$f) *$Elsd(  /$ssd( ( ( , 0, 360, $black( (#Elsd 

########### layer 6 

$inl->arc($r, 8*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#D3f 
$im->fill)$r, 8*$r,  $D3col); 
if )$SD choice eq 'yes')($im->arc($r, 8*$r, (2*($f+)(($r_$f(*$D3sd)/$ssd))(, )2*)$f+H($r_ 
$f( *$D3sd)/$ssd( (C, 0, 360, Sblack( (#D3sd 

$im_>arc(($r+(2*sqrt(3(*$r)), 8*$r, (2*$f(, )2*$f(, 0, 360, Sblack);#Blf 
$im->fill ( (Sri- (2*sqrt  (3)  *$r) ) , 8*$r, $Blcol) 
if )$SD choice eq yes(($im_>arc)($r+(2*sqrt)3)*Sr)), 8*$r, (2*($f+)))$r_$f)*$Blsd(/$ssdfl), 

(2*)$f,N($r_$f(*$Blsd)/$ssd))), 0, 360, $black);)#Blsd 

$im_>arc)$r+)4*sqrt)3)*$r)), 8*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f(, 0, 360, $black);#Dlf 
$im_>fill)C$r+)4*sqrt)3(*$r)(, 5*$r, $Dlcol); 
if ($SD choice eq 'yes') ($im->arc( (Sri- (4*sqrt  (3)  *$r)  ) , 8*$r, (2* )Sf+ ( ( )$r-$f) *$Dlsd)  /$ssd( ) 
(2*($f+(()$r_$f)*$Dlsd)/$ssdH), 0, 360, $black);(#Dlsd 

#########4(# layer 7 

$im_>arc()$r+(2*sqrt(3)*$r)(, 10*$r, (2*$f), (2*$f), 0, 360, $black);#Alf 
$im->fill C )$r+ (2*sqrt (3)  *$r)  ) , 10*$r, $Alcol( 
if ($SD_choice eq yes){$im_>arc()$ri)2*sqrt)3)*$r)), 10*$r, (2*C$f+)))$r_$f(*$Alsd)/$ssd()), 
(2* ($f+ (( ($r$f) *$Alsd(  /$ssd) ( ( , 0, 360, $black( (#Alsd 

########## layer 8 

$im_>arco($r+(sqrtC3C*$r(C, ll*$r, (2*$f(, )2*$f(, 0, 360, $black);#M2f 
$im->fill ( C$r+ (sqrt (3) *$r) C,  11*$r, $M2col) 
if ($SD choice eq yes)($im_>arc((Sr+(sqrt(3(*$r(C, ll*$r, (2*)$f1(()Sr_$f(*$M2sd(/$ssd))(, 
(2* ($f+ ((($r-Sf) *$M2sd)  /$ssd( (C, 0, 360, $black( (#M2sd 

$im_>arc(($r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r((, ll*$r, (2*$f(, (2*$f(, 0, 360, $black(;#Mlf 
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$irn->fill ) )$r+ (3*sqrt  (3) *$r(  ( , 1l*$r, $Mlcol( 
if ($SD choice eq yes){$im_>arc(($r+(3*sqrt(3)*$r)), ll*$r, )2*($f+((($r_$f)*$Mlsd)/$ssd)((, 
(2*($f+)()$r_$f)*$Mlsd)/$ssd((), 0, 360, $black);(#Mlsd 

########### layer 9 

$im_>arc))$r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r)), 13*$r, (2*$f(, (2*$f(, 0, 360, $black(;#M3f 
$im_>fill(($r+(3*sqrt)3(*$r)(, 13*$r, $M3col(; 
if ($SD choice eq 'yes ( {$im->arc( ($r+ (3*sqrt  (3)  *$r(  ) , 13*$r, (2* ($f+ ) ( ($r$f) *$M3sd(  I$ssd( 
(2* )$f+ ( ( )$r-$f) *$M3sd(  I$ssd( ) ( , 0, 360, Sblack) ; ) #M3sd 

############ end of circles 

############ draw lines 

#longside ($f*sqrt(3(/2( 
#shortside ($f/2) 

$im_>line$r+)3*sqrt)3(*$r(+)$f*sqrt(3(/2)), ($r+($f/2)), ($r+(4*sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3(/2)(, 

(2*$r_(Sf/2( ) , $black( ;4tH3-Z2 

$im_>line()$r+(4*sqrt(3(*$r((, 2*$r+$f, ($r+(4*sqrt(3(*$r) , 4*$r_$f, $black(;#Z2-62 
$im_>line)($r+(4*sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3)/2((, 4*$r+($f/2(, ($r+(3*sqrt(3)*$r(+($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 
5*$r...($f/2(, $black(;#E2-D2 
$im_>line)($r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r)_($f*sqrt(3(/2)(, 5*$r_($f/2(, ($r+(2*sqrt(3(*$r(+($f*sqrt(3(/2((, 
4*$r+ ($f12), $black) ;#D2-E3 
$im_>line)($r+(2*sqrt(3(*$r)), 4*$r_$f, ($r+(2*sqrt(3(*$r)), 2*$r+$f, $black(;#E3-Z3 
$im_>line $rf)2*5qrt(3(*$r( I ($f*5qrt(3)/2)),  2*$r_($f/2), ($r+(3*sqrt)3(*$r)_($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 
$ri-)$f/2) , $black( ;#Z3-H3 

$im_>lineN$r+(4*sqrt(3(*$r(+($f*sqrt(3(/2((, 2*$r_($f/2(, ($r+(5*sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 
$r+ ($f/2), $black( ;)t22-H2 
$im_>line()sr+(4*sqrt(3)*$r(+($f*sqrt(3(/2( (, 4*$r+($f/2(, ($r+)5*sqrt(3(*Sr(_($f*sqrt(3(/2( (, 
*$r_ (Sf12), $black( ; #E2-Zl 

$im>line(($r+(5*sqrt(3(*$r(±($f*sqrt(3)/2) (, 5*$_($f/ ),  ($r+(6*sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3(12) 

4*$r+($f/2), Sblack);#Zl-Hl 

$im_>line)($r+)3*sqrt(3(*$r)(, 5*$r+$f, ($r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r) 	7*$r_$f, $black(;#D2-Gl 
$im_>line)($r+)5*sqrt(3(*$r) 	5*$r+$f, ($r+(5*sqrt(3(*$r((, 7-$r-$f, $black(;#Zl-El 
$im_>line)($r+)5*sqrt)3)*$r(_($f*sqrt(3)/2((, 7*$r+($f/2(, ($r+(4*sqrt(3(*$r(+($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 

$black( ;#El-D1 
$im_>dashedLine((sr+(4*sqrt(3(*$r(+($f/2)), 4*$r+($f*sqrt(3)/2(, ($r+(5*sq rt)3)*$r(_($f12((, 
7*$r...)$f*3qrt)3)/2), $black(;#E2-El 

$im_>line(($r+(3*sqrt(3)*$r(+($f*sqrt(3(12( (, 7*$+($f/2(, ($r+(4*sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3(/2) 

8*$r_ )$f/2) , $black( ; )(Gl-Dl 
$im_>line()$r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 7*$r+($f/2(, ($r+(2*sqrt(3(*$r(±($f*sqrt)3(/2((, 

Sblack( ;i(Gl-Bl 
$im_>line)($r+)2*sqrt(3)*$r((, 8*$r+$f, ($r+(2*sqrt(3(*$r)), 10*$r_$f, $black(;#B1-Al 
$im_>line(($r+)2*sqrt(3(*$r)+($f*sqrt(3(/2((, 10*$r+($f12(, ($r+(3*sqrt(3(*$r)_($f*sqrt)3(/2)), 
ll*$r_)$f/2( , $black( ;#A1-1 

$im_>line()$r+)2*sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 8*$r_(Sf/2(, ($r+(sqrt(3(*$r(+($f*sqrt(3(/2)), 
7*$r+($f12), $black(;#Bl-G2 
$im>line(($r+(sqrt(3(*$r(_($f*sqrt(3(/2((, 7*$r+($f/2(, $r+(Sf*sqrt(3(12(, 8*$r_(Sf/2(, 

$black) ;4(G2-D3 
$im->dashedLine($r+)$f/2(, 8*$r+($f*sqrt(3(12(, )$r+(sqrt(3(*$r(_($f/2(), ll*Sr_($f*sqrt(3)/2(, 

$black( ;#D3-M2 
$im_>line )($r+(sqrt(3(*$r(+($f*sqrt(3(12)), l]*$r_($f12(, ($r+(2*sqrt(3(*$r(_)$f*sqrt(3(/2)), 
10*$r+ (sf12), $black( ;#M2-Al 

$im_>lineNsr+(3*sqrt(3(*5r(( , ll*$r+$f, ($r+(3*sqrt)3(*$r) ( , 13$r-5f, Sblack( ;#Ml-M3 

###)(4()(### add node name #)4### 

#### print the image to stdout #### 

$jpeg data = $im->jpeg; 
open )DISPLAY,">nodepicto.jpeg"( or die; 
binmode DISPLAY; 
print DISPLAY Sjpeg data; 
close DISPLAY; 
my $png data; 
$png data = $im->png; 
open (DISPLAY,">nodepicto.png"( or die; 
binmode DISPLAY; 
print DISPLAY $png data; 
close DISPLAY; 
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A.5. 	Scripts to manage LIDAEUS output 

5.1 qscan3D.pl  

/usr/bin/peri 
# script to truncate an SDF file to the first n number of compounds 
# as specified by user 
if ]$#ARGV<O) 

die("\n\nFormat: qcan.pl  ]3D SDF File] \n\n'); 

my $sdf = SARGVIO]; 

if ]! -e "$sdf") 

die ('\n\n3D SDF File $sdf does not exist \n\n') 

my $supp = 
my $sph 

print ["Please enter the cut-off value for quick scan: 
my $value = <STDIN>; 
chomp ]$value); 

my $outa = $sdf; 
$outa =- SI ]\w-i-)\.sdf/$lt$value.sdf/; 
open ]THREEDSDF, ">$outa') 11 die 'Can't open file: $'; 

my $thecount = 0; 
Si = 0; 
$supplier found 	'no'; 
my %sph_hash 
while]<>) 

if ($thecount >= $value) 

exit; 

else 

$sdfarray]$i++] 	5; 

if($  

$thecount ++; 
for $row ]@sdf array) 

print THREEDSDF $row; 

undef @sdf array; 

close THREEDSDF; 

5.2 lid_scores.pl 

#! /usr/bin/perl 
# extracts lidaeus scores from results SDF file 
if ]$#ARGV<0) 

die)"\n\nFormat: lid scores.pl  [3D SDF File] \n\n') 

my $sdf = SARGV[O]; 

if (I -e "$sdf") 

die ]"\n\n3D SDF File $sdf does not exist!\n\n"); 

open (SDF, "$sdf") or die ]"\nERROR: Can't open $sdf\n') 

my $outscore = $sdf; 
$outscore =- 5/ ]\w+] \.sdfl$1SCORES.logI; 
open (SCORESDF, ">$outscore") 11 die "Can't open file: $'"; 

my $thecount = 0; 
Si = 0; 
$supplier found = 'no'; 

while ]<SDF>) 
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$sdfarray[$i-i-+] 

if )$ 	/SPH/) 

$SPHn0 = 
$SPHno == s/SPHI/g; 
$SPHn0 == s/-hg; 
chomp)$SPHn0); 

if )$lastline =- m/<SCORt INFO>!) 

$score 
chomp ) $ score) 

if )$lastline =- m/<PIPD INFO>/) 

spip 
chomp)$pip); 

if($lastline =- m/<CATNO>/) 

$id = $;chonip)$id); 

if($lastline =- rn/<IDNUNBER>/) 

$id = $;chomp)$id); 

if($lastline =- 

$id = $;chomp)$id); 

if($lastline =- m/<id>I) 

$id = $;chomp)$id); 

if($lastline =- m/<code>/) 

$id = $;chomp)$id); 

if)$  

$thecount ++; 

print SCORESDF )SPH: $SPHno\t$score\t$pip\t$id\n") 

undef @sdf_array; 

$lastline = 

close SCORESDF; 

5.3 uniqueSDF.pl  

#! /usr/bin/perl 
) extract the unique compounds from a SDF file 
if )$#ARGV<O) 

die)'\n\nFormat: uniquesdf2.pl  [3D SDF File] \n\n); 

my $sdf = $ARGVEO[; 

if )! -e "$sdf') 

die )\n\n3D SDF File $sdf does not exist!\n\n); 

open )SDF, '$sdf') or die )"\nERROR: Cant open $sdf\n"); 

my $outa = $sdf; 
$outa =- s/)\w+)\.sdf/$1UNI.sdf/; 
open )UNIQUESDF, >$outa) 11 die Cant open file: $'; 

my $outscore = $sdf; 
$outscore =- s/)\w+)\.sdf/$1UNISCORES.log/; 
open )SCORESDF, ">$outscore') ) ) die "Cant open file: $I; 
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my $outid = $sdf; 
$outid 	s/(\w+)\.sdf/$1ID.log/; 
open (ID, ">$outid") 11 die Cant open file: $''; 

my $thecount = 0; 
= 0; 

$supplier found = 'no'; 
my $lastline = 
my %sph hash = 
my %sph hashcount = 

my %orid hash = 
my %orid hash_count = 

while (<SDF>) 

$sdfarray[$i++] = 
if ($ == /SPH/) 

$SPHno = $; 
$SPHno == 5ISPHI/g; 
$SPHno 	s/-hg; 
chomp($SPHn0); 

if ($lastline =- rnl<SCORE INFO>!) 

$score = 
chomp ( $ score) 

if )$lastline =- m/<ORIGINAL.ID>/) 

$origid $; 
chomp($origid) 

if ($lastline =- m/<PIPD INFO>!) 

spip = $; 
chomp($pip); 

if )$lastline =- m/<SUPPLIER>/) 

$supplier = $; 
chomp)$supplier); 

if)$ =- 

$thecount -i-+; 
$origid = $supplier. "".$origid; 

if (exists $oridhash)$origid}) 

$oridhashcount) $origid) ++; 

else 

for $row (@sdf array) 

print UNIQUESDF $row; 

print SCORESDF )'SPH: $SPHn0\t$origid\t$score\t$pip\t$id\n"); 
print 10 )"$origid\n') 
$orid hash count)$SPHn0) = 1; 

$oridhash($origid} = yes'; 
undef @sdf array; 

$lastline = $; 

foreach $key )sort keys%orid hash count) 

print "$key\t$orid hash count)$key)\n"; 

close UNIQUESDF; 
close SCORESDF; 
close ID; 
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A.6. 	Chemical Fragment Modification Code 

6.1 	chem_edit.pl 
#1 /usr/bin/perl 

# Takesan sdf file as input, and will alter different types of chemical group 
# specifically to add in dummy atoms for orientation of fragments 

if ($#ARGV<O) 

die("\n\nFormat: chemedit.pl  ESDF File]\n\n"); 

my $sdf = $ARGV[OJ; 
chomp($sdf); 

if (I -e "$sdf") 

die ("\n\nSDF File $sdf does not exist!\n\n"); 

# open pdb file and store each line in an array 

my @sdfarray; 
my @sdf_out; 

my Soutfile = $sdf; 
$outfile == s/)\w-i-) \.sdf/$lB.sdfl; 
print ("Outfiles will be written as: \n"); 
print ("$outflle\n"); 
open )OUTSDF, ">$outfile") 11 die "Can't open file: $1"; 

my $comp count = 1; 
my $line count = 1; 
my @atomarray; 
open (SDFFILE, "$sdf") or die ("\nERROR: Can't open $sdf\n"); 
while (<SDFFILE>) 

my $sdfline = 
chomp ($sdfline); 
if )$line count 	1) 

$sph_no = $sdfline; 

if )$line count == 4) 

@char = split )' ',$sdfline); 
$noatm = $char[O);chomp)$noatm); 
$nobnd = $char[l);chomp)$nobnd); 
$atm limit = $line count + $noatm + 1; 
$bnd limit = $atm limit + $nobnd; 

if ( ($line count > 4) && )$line count < $atm limit)) 

@char = split ' ',$sdfline); 
= $line count - 4; 

$atom($f) = $char(3];chomp($atom); 

if ()$line count >= $atm limit) && )$line count < $bnd limit)) 

@char = split ) 	',$sdfline); 
= $line count - $noatm - 4; 

$bndatl[$f] = $char[0];chomp)$bndatl)$ffl;$bn(Jat2)$f) 
$char[l];chomp)$bndat2[$f]);$bndtype[$f] = $char[2);chomp)$bndtype[$fJI; 

if ($sdfline == 

for($j=l; $j<=$noatm; $j++) 

$count[$j] = 0; 

for )$j=0; Sj<=$nobnd; $j ++) 

4Find any connectivity line that shows a bond between a 0 and a C 
#Count the number of times each 0 atom occurs 
#We only want to change 0 that are single-bonded to a C and to nothing else. 
if (($atom[$bndatl($jJ) eq '0')&&)$atom($bndat2)$j]1 eq 'C')&&($bndtype[$j] eq 1)) 
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$count[$bndatl[$jlI ++; 

elsif (($atom)$bndatl)$j]J eq C)&&)$atom[$bndat2)$j]) eq O)&&)$bndtype[$j) eq 
1')) 

$count[$bndat2[$j]1 ++; 

elsif ))$atom)$bndatl[$j)] eq 10)&&)$atom[$bndat2)$j)) eq C')&&($bndtype[$j) eq 
2)) 

$count[$bndatl[$j)] -I--I-; 

elsif (($atom[$bndatl[$jI] eq 'C')&&)$atom[$bndat2)$jII eq O')&&)$bndtype[$j) eq 

$count[$bndat2)$j)) ++; 

for ($j=l; $j <=$noatm; $j ++) 

if ) )$atom[$j) eq 0) && ($count)$j) eq i)) 

$B = 

$count[$j) = 0; 

my $line number = 1; 
my $atom line = $0+4; 
foreach $line )@sdfarray) 

if )$line number eq $atom line) 

print )Change: $line\n'); 
Sline == s/)A-Z)/B/; 
print ('$line\n) 
push )@sdf out, $line); 
$line number +1-; 

else 

push )@sdf out, $line); 
$line number ++; 

if )$prev line eq '> <TYPE INFO>') 

print )"$line\n") 

$prev line = $line; 

push )@sdf out, $sdfline); 
$comp count +1-; 

$line count = 1; 
splice )@sdfarray, 0); 

else 

push )@sdfarray, $sdfline); 
$linecount++; 

close SDFFILE; 

Stotal = $comp count -1; 
print )"The total compounds is $total\n'); 

for $row )@sdf out) 

print OJTSDF )"$row\n') 

close OUTSIDE'; 

exit; 
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6.2 	chem_editN2.pl 

#! /usr/bin/perl 

# Takes an sdf file as input, and will alter different types of chemical group 
)4 specifically to add in dummy atoms for orientation of fragments 

if ]$#ARGV<O) 

die)"\n\nFormat: chemedit.pl  [SDF File] \n\n'); 

my $sdf = $ARGV(Oj; 
chomp)$sdf); 

if (! -e '$sdf") 

die ('\n\nSDF File $sdf does not exist!\n\n'); 

# open pdb file and store each line in an array 

my @sdfarray; 
my @sdf out; 

my $outfile = $sdf; 
Soutfile - s/)\w+)\.sdf/$lB.sdf/; 
print )"Outfiles will be written as: \n"); 
print ('$outfile\n') 
open )OUTSDF, '>$outfile") I) die 'Cant open file: $!"; 

my $comp count = 1; 
my $line count = 1; 
my @atomarray; 
open (SDFFILE, '$sdf') or die )'\nERROR: Can't open $sdf\n') 
while ]<SDFFILE>) 

my $sdfline 	5; 
chomp ]$sdfline); 
if ]$line count == 1) 

Ssphno = $sdfline; 

if )$line count == 4) 

@char Split (' ',$sdfline); 
$noatm = $char]O];chomp($noatm); 
$nobnd = $char]l];chomp)$nobnd); 
$atm limit = $line count + $noatm + 1; 
$bnd limit = $atm limit + $nobnd; 

if )($line count > 4) && )$line count < $atm limit)) 

@char = split )' ,$sdfline); 
= $line count - 4; 

$atom]$f] = $char[3];chomp]$atom); 

if ))$line count >= $atm limit) && )$line count < $bnd limit)) 

@char = split )' ,$sdfline); 
= $line count - $noatm - 4; 

$bndatl[$f] = $char)0];chomp)$bndatl]Sf]);$bndat2{$f) = 
$char[1];chomp)$bndat2]$f));$bndtype)$fJ = Schar)2];chomp)$bndtype)$ffl; 

if )$sdfline =- m/\$$$$/) 

for )$j=l;$j<=$noatm;$j++) 

$count]$j] = 0; 

f or ($ j =0;$j <=5 nobnd; $ j ++ 

#Find any connectivity line that shows a bond between a N and a C 
#Count the number of times each N atom occurs 
#We only want to change N that are single-bonded to a C and to a different C and 

nothing else. 
if )($atom]$bndatl[$j]] eq 'N')&&)$atom]$bndat2]$i]) eq 'C'(&&($bndtype]$j] eq 1 1 1 )) 

$count]$bndatl[$j]] ++; 
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elsif 	))$atom[$bndatl)$j)1 	eq 	'C')&&)$atom[$bndat2[$jIi eq 	'N')&&)$bndtype[$j) 	eq 

 

$count)$bndat2[$j]) 	++; 

elsif 	))$atom[$bndatl[$j)) 	eq 	'N')&&)$atom[$bndat2[$j)) eq 	'C')&&)$bndtype[$j] 	eq 

2)) 

$count[$bndatl($j)) 	++; 

elsif 	))$atom[$bndatl[$j]I 	eq 	'C')&&($atom[$bndat2[$j)J eq 	'N')&&)$bndtypel$jI 	eq 

2)) 

$count[$bndat2[$j)) 	-4-1-; 

elsif 	))$atom[$bndatlE$j]) 	eq 	'N')&&($atom[$bndat2[$j)) eq 	'N')&&)$bndtype)$j) 	eq 

'1')) 

$count[$bndatl)$j] ) 
$count)$bndat2)$j) ) 

elsif 	))$atom)$bndatl)$j)) 	eq 	'N')&&)$atom[$bndat2)$jH eq 	N')&&)$bndtype)$j) 	eq 

 

$count)$bndatl)$j) ) 
$count[$bndat2)$j)) 	+1-; 

elsif 	)($atorn)$bndatl)SjI) 	eq 	'N')&&($atom)$bndat2)$j)] eq 	'O')&&)$bndtype)$jl 	eq 

 

$count)$bndatl)$j)) 	++; 

elsif 	))$atom)$bndatl)Sjj) 	eq 	10')&&)$atom)Sbndat2)$j)) eq 	'N')&&)$bndtype)SJ) 	eq 

$count[$bndat2)$jl] 	+1-; 

elsif 	))$atom[$bndatl)$j]] 	eq 	'N')&&)$atom[$bndat2)Sj)) eq 	'O')&&)$bndtype)$j) 	eq 

2')) 

$count)$bndatl)$j]] 	++; 

elsif 	)($atom)$bndatl[$j]) 	eq 	10)&&)$atom($bndat2)$)) eq 	'N')&&)$bndtype)Sj) 	eq 
 

$count[$bndat2)$jI ) 	++; 

for)$jl;$j<=$noatm;$j++) 

if 	) 	)$atom)$j) 	eq 	'N) 	&& 	)$count)$j] 	eq 	2)) 

= 	$j; 
print 	)"Maybe $B with B\n"); 

$count($j) 	0; 

my $line number = 1; 
my $atom line 
foreach $line 	)@sdfarray) 

if 	)$line number eq $atom line) 

print 	"Change: 	$line\n'); 
$line =- s/)A-Z]/B/; 
print 	)"$line\n") 
push 	)@sdf out, 	$line); 
$line number 1-+; 

else 

push 	)@sdf out, 	Sline); 
$line number ++; 

if 	($prev line eq 	'> 	<TYPE_INFO>') 

print 	)"$line\n"); 

$prev line = $line; 

push 	)@sdf out, 	$sdfline); 
$comp count ++; 
$line count = 1; 
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splice (@sdfarray, 0); 

else 

push ))sdfarray, $sdfline) 
$linecount++; 

close SDFFILE; 

$total = $comp count -1; 
print (The total compounds is $total\n); 

for $row (@sdf out) 

print OUTSDF )$row\n'); 

close OUTSDF; 
exit; 
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Class Title 

1A22 A B 2.3 COMPLEX SKELETAL MUSCLE/MUSCLE PROTEIN) COMPLEX OF TROPONIN C WITH ART RESIDUE (1-47) FRAGMENT OF TROPONIN I 

IPSO A C 2 COMPLEX (KINASEIPEPTTDE) CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX OF THE ABL TYROSINE GRADE E/O DOMAIN WITH 38P-I SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE 

TAOC A C 2.3 COMPLEX (PEPTIDE BINDING MOSULEIPEPT1DE) Xli FIR DOMAIN-10MER PEPI/DE COMPLEX 

lAWS A B 1.56 COMPLEX (ISOMERASE/PEPT1SE) SECYPA COMPLEXES WITH RAGe/V (PSEUDO-SYMMETRIC MONOMER) 

14)/C C 5 2.6 COMPLEX (DNA-BINDING PROTEIN/DMA) HUMAN PCNA 

TBBA B D 3 TRANSPERASE SLIDING CLAMP, DNA POLYMERASE 

TBC5 A T 2.2 COMPLEX (METEYLTRANSFERASE/PEPT/DE) CHEMOTAXIS RECEPTOR RECOGNITION BY PROTEIN METHYLTRANSPERASE CHER 

IRE9 A B 1.82 PEPTIDE RECOGNITION THE THIRD PDZ DOMAIN FROM THE SYNAPTIC PROTEIN PSS-95 IN COMPLEX WITH A C-TERMINAL PEPTIDE SEN/I/SO FROM CRIPT. 

IRAN B A 2.6 TRANSCRIPTION REGULATION COMPLEX /ITAFII181YTUFE28 HETERODIMER CRYSTAL STRUCTURE WITH BOUND PCUBS 

X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF BOVINE LENS LEUCINE AENNOPEPT1DASE COMPLETED WITH AMASTAT1N: FORMULATION OF A CATALYTIC  
1BLL E I 24 IYYDROLRSE(ALPHA-AM/NOACYLPEPTIDE) 

IBR8 I P 2.9 BLOOD CLOTTING IMPLICATIONS FOR FUNCTION AND THERAPY OF A 2.98 STRUCTURE OF BINARY-COMPLEXES ANT1TAROMBIN 

TBSA B E 2.1 HYDROLASE PEPTIDE DEFORM/LASS AS NI2+CONTAINIRG FORM IN COMPLEX WITH TRIPEPTTDE MET-ALA-SEE 

IBXR A B 2,8 TRANSFERASE GLUTATHIONE S-TRANSFERASE IN COMPLEX WITH HERB/ODE 

IC9L B D 2.8 ENDOCYTOSISIEXOCVTOSIS PEPTIDE-IN-GROOVE INTERACTIONS URK TARGET PROTEINS TO THE B-PROPELLER OF CLATHRIN 

1CM A B 1.5 COMPLEX (ONCOGENE PRO'TEINIPEPllDE( STRUCTURAL BASIS FOR THE SPECIFIC INTERACTION OF LYSINE-CONTAINING PROIJNE-RICH PEPTIDES WITH THE N-TERMB4AL 563 DOMAIN OF C-CRII 

TCLA A I 2 IYYDROLRSE YELLOW MEAL WORM ALPHA-AMYLASE IN COMPLEX WITH THE AMARANTH ALPHA-AMYLASE INHIBITOR 

ICMI B S 2.5 OXIDOREDUCTHSUIOXIDOREDUCTASE INHIBITOR STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN PIH/LCS DINER WITH A BOUND PEPTISE 

ICP3 A C 2.3 COMPLEX (PROTEASEANHIBITOR) CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX OF APOPAIH WITH THE TETRHPEPITDE INHIBITOR ACE-OVAD-FMC 

ICVR A I 7 1-TYDROLAXE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE ARG SPECIFIC CYSTEINE PROTEINASU GINO/PAIN R (ROPE) 

1CZY A 5 2 APOPTOSIS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX BETWEEN THE TRAF DOMAIN OF HUMAN TRAF2 AND AN LMPI BINDING PEPTIDE 

1(341 A B 1,1 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE TLP PROTEIN SAP IN COMPLEX WITH A SLAM PEPTIDE 

TDOV A B i,H SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE HOMER EAHT DOMAIN WITH BOUND MGLUR PEPTIDE 

IDEA H B 2.2 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SMAD2 MH2 DOMAIN BOUND TO THE SHED- BINDING DOMAIN OF SARA 

IDKZ A B 2 COMPLEX (MOLECULAR CHAPERONEIPEPTIDE) THE SUBSTRATE BINDING DOMAIN OF DY/AK IN COMPLEX WITH A SUBSTRATE PEPT1DE, DETERMINES FROM TYPE 1 NATIVE CRYSTALS 

150W A B 1.6 CELL ADHESION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A CHIMERA OF BETA.CATYRIN AND ALPHA- CATENIN 

1E54 H B 7.1 OUTER MEMBRANE PROTEIN ANION-SELECTIVE FOR/N FROM COMAMONAS ACIDOVORANS 

IE6I A P 1.67 GENE REGULATION BROMODOMAIN FROM GCNN COMPLETED WITH ACETYLATEO H4 PEPTIDE 

1EBO B C 2.6 COMPLEX (OXIDOREDUCTASE/TRANSFERASE) DI/YYDROLIPOANNDE DEIYYDROGENASE COMPLEXES WITH THE BINDING DOMAIN OF THE OIHVSROUPOHMIDU ACETYLASE 

IBE5 A B 2.4 TRANSPORT PROTEIN YEAST KAR'IOFHERIN (IMPORT/N) ALPHA IRA COMPLEX WITH A NUCLEOPLASMIN NLS PEPTISE 

IEEO H 8 1.8 HVDROLVSE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN TYROSINE PHOUFINATASE lB COMPLETED WITH ACETYL-E-L-E-F-PTYR-M-O-Y-E-NH2 

IEGH A P 2 STRUCTURAL PROTEIN STRUCTURE OF A DYSTROPRIN WW SOME/H FRAGMENT IN COMPLEX WITH A BETA-DYSTROGLYCAN PEPTIDE 

IEJ4 A B 2.25 TRANSLATION COCRYXTAL STRUCTURE OF EIF4EI4E-BPI PEPTIDE 

IELR H B 1.9 CHAPERONE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE TPR2A DOMAIN OF HOP IN COMPLEX WITH THE HSP90 PEPTIDE MEEVO 

IELW B D 1.8 CHAPERONE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE TPRT DOMAIN OF HOP IN COMPLEX WITH H HSC70 PEPTIDE 

IEMU A B 1.9 SIGNALING PROTEIN STRUCTURE OF THE 4)/IN ROD-HOMOLOGOUS  DOMAIN IN COMPLEX WITH A SAMP REPEAT FROM APC 

IEVH A B 1,8 CONTRACTILE PROTEIN EVH1 DOMAIN FROM MURINE ENABLED /N COMPLEX WITH ACTA PEPTIDE 

IEYX B G 7,25 PHOTOSYNTHESIS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF N-PHYCOERYTHNIN AT 2,2 ANGSTROMS 

1EZX A B 2.6 HYDROLASEIHYDROLASE INHIBITOR CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A SERPIN:PNOTEASE COMPLEX 

TFIJ H C 2.35 AYDROI.ASE, APOPTOSIS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF CASPASE-7 IN COMPLEX WITH ACETYL-ASP- GLU-AAL-ASP-CHO 

TF47 B A 1.95 CELL CYCLE THE BACTERIAL CELL-DIVISION PROTEIN ZIPA AND ITS INTERACTION WITH AN FTSZ FRAGMENT REVEALED BY X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 

IF59 A C 2.8 TRANSPORT PROTEIN RECEPTOR IMFORT1N-BETA-FXFG NUCLEOPORIN COMPLEX 

IFRA B C 1.84 ISOMERASE STRUCTURAL BASIS FOR THE PHOSPHOSERINE-PNOUNE RECOGNITION BY GROUP TV WW DOMAINS 

1FHV A C 3 VIRUS/VIRAL PROTEIN THE STRUCTURE OF AN HIV-1 SPECIFIC CELL ENTRY INHIBITOR IN COMPLEX WITH THE H/V-I GP41 TRIMERIC CORE 

IF/V A B 2 IKYSROLAXE (ACID PNOTEINASE) STRUCTURE OF AN INHIBITOR COMPLEX OF PROTEINASE FROM FELINE IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS 

1FJM A M 2,1 COMPLEX (HYSROLASE/TOXIN) PROTEIN SERINEITHREONINE PHOSPIUNTASE-1 (ALPHA ISOFORM, TYPE I) COMPLEXES WITH M/CROCYSTIN-LR TOXIN 
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Complexes highlighted in yellow are a class of proteins with domains that bind proline-rich peptides. 	 il 



Appendix B.1: Table of the 258 prótein-peptide complexes used in the analysis of the ProPep database. 2 of 6 

Complexes highlighted in yellow are proteins with domains that contain proline-rich recognition motifs. 

Class Title 
I 

THE 2.1 ANGSTROM RESOLUTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE HETERODIMER OF THE HUMAN RXRALPIIA AND PPARGAMMA UGAND BINDING DOMAINS RESPECTIVELY BOUND -. 
1FMA S E 2.1 TRANSCRIPTION 

WITH 9-CISRETTNOICAOO AND GI262S7S AND CO-ACT1VATORPEPTIDES. 

1FPR A B 2.5 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX FORMED BETWEEN THE CATALYTIC DOMAIN OF SAP-i AND AN IN VITRO PEPTIDE SUBSTRATE P1469 DERIVED FROM SlIPS-i. Oil 

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE HETEROTR9.ERIC COMPLEX OF THE ROD DOMAIN OF ROSA, THE GAMMA SUBUNIT OF PHOSI'HODIESIERASE AND THE GTII1 CHIMERA ALPHA 
IFQJ A C 222 SIGNALING PROTEIN 

SUBUNIT (RGS9)-(PDEGAMMA)- (GTUIHLPHA(-)GDPXALF4-HMG2+)I 

IFYN A B 2.3 TRANSFERASE PIIOSPIIOTRANSFERASA 

IGOY N I 3 IMMUNE SYSTEM ILA RECEPTOR TYPE 1 COMPLEXES WITH ANTAGONIST PEP'T1DEAF1SB47 

lOiS A 0 1.9 IMMUNE SYSTEM, MEMBRANE PROTEIN P-SELECTIN LACT1NIEGF DOMAINS COMPLEXES WITH PSGL-1 PEPTTDE 

IGBG A E 1.6 CELL CYCLE X-RAY STRUCTURE OF THE N-TERMINAL P1W DOMAIN FROM S. CEREVISINE RAD53P IN COMPLEX WITH A PNOSPHOTHREONINE PEPTIZE AT 1.6A RESOLUTION 

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF PSCF (PSEUDOMONAS DERINE- CARBOXYL PROTEINASE) COMPLETED WITH A FRAGMENT OF TYROSTATIN (THIS ENZYME RENAMED 
IGAR A I I HYDROLASE 'SEDDUSIN' IN 2003) 

1GCT A B 1.6 HYDROLASE (SERINE PROTEINASE) IS GAMMA-CHYMOTRYPDIN A TETRAPEPTTLE VCTL-ENZYHE ADDUCT OF GAMMA-CRYMOTRYPSIN? 

IGEC B I 2.1 COMPLEX (PROTEINASEANHIBITOR) GLYCYL ENDOPEPT1DASE - COMPLEX WITH SENZYLOXYCARBO1IX'L- LEUCINE-VALINE-GLYONE-METIITLENE COVALENTLY BOUND TO CYSTEINU 25 

THE ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF THE DEGRADED PROCAPUID PARTICLE OF THE BACTERIOPHAGE 54' INDUCED STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE PRESENCE OF CALCIUM IONS AND 
10FF 1 3 3 COAT PROTEIN FUNCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

TGTJ 2 4 1.75 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE TAERMOSTABLE SERINE-CARBOXYL TYPE PROTEINASE, KUMAMOUSIN (KSCP(- COMPLEX WITH AC-ILE-ALA-PAE-CHO 

lOSS 9 B 1.85 COMPLEX (TRANSCRIPTION REGIPEPT1DE) RB POCKET BOUND TOUT LXCXE MOTIF 

IGHU A I 0.94 HYDROLASE ENDOTHIAPEPSIN COMPLEX WITH 11189 

11127 B E 2.2 CELL CYCLE CDK2ICYCLIN A IN COMPLEX WITH AN 11-RESIDUE RECRUITMENT PEPTIDE FROM P27 

1626 A 5 215 TRANSCRIPTION ACTIVATOR/INHIBITOR FACTOR INHIBITING HF-I ALPHA IN COMPLEX WITH 1AF-I ALPHA FRAGMENT PEPTIDE 

1116W A B 1.9 STRUCTURAL PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE SPA NEAT- AND PROTEASE-STABLE FRAGMENT OF THE BACTERIOPHAGE TN SHORT FIBRE 

PAOSPHAT1DYUNOSITOL 3-RINASE. P85-ALPHA SUBUNIT C-TERMINAL 5112 DOMAIN COMPLEXES WITH A TYR75I PHOSPHOPEPT1DE FROM THE PDGF RECEPTOR. CRYSTAL 
11190 A B 1 PH COMPLEX IPHOSPHOTRANSFERASEIRECEPTOR) STRUCTURE AT 1.79 A 

INCA B E 1.8 COMPLEX ITOXINIPEP'TDEI A-BUNGAROTOXIN COMPLETED WITH HIGH AFFINITY PEPTIDE 

1131 A P 2.5 ENDOCYTOSISIEXOCYTOSIS MU2 ASAPTIN SUBUNIT (APEX) OF AP2 CUNTHRIR ADAPTOR, COMPLEXES WITH EGFR INTERNALIZATION PEPTIDE FYRALM AT Z5 	RESOLUTION 

114P A C 1.4 IMMUNE SYSTEM CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HLA-A0201IMAGE-A4-PEFTTDE COMPLEX 

1173 A B 1.4 HYDROLASE COMPLEX OF PRO-LEU-L-TRP PAOSPNO1URTE WITH THE CUTAUTTC DOMAIN OF MATRIX METALLO PROTEINASE-8 (METRE FORM) 

IIHJ B C 1.8 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE N-TERMINAL FDZ DOMAIN OF INAD IN COMPLEX WITH A NORPA C-TERMINAL PEPTIDE 

IIID H 0 2.5 TRANSFERASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SACCNAROMYCUS CEREVISLAE N- MYRISTOYLTRANSFERASE WITH BOUND S-(2-OXO)PENTAEECYLCOA AND THE OCTAPEPT1DE GLYASKLA 

11.15 A B 3 PHOTOSYNTHESIS CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE OF THE LH3 COMPLEX FROM AHODOPSEUDOMONAS ACISOPHILA STRAIN 7050 

11R3 A B 1,9 COMPLEX ITRANSFERASEJSUBSTRATS) PHOSPNORYLATED INSULIN RECEPTOR TYROSINE KINADE IN COMPLEX WITH PEPTIDE SUBSTRATE AND ATP ANALOG 

TISO A B 2,3 SEX BINDING PROTEIN PYROCOCCUS FURIOSUS PCNA COMPLEXES WITH RFCL PIP-BOX PEPTIDE 

1.119 A B 2.4 CELL ADHESION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE RADUIN FERM DOMAIN COMPLETED WITH THE ICAM-2 CYTOPLASMIC PEPTIDE 

1.12.1 A B 1.6 PROTEIN TRANSPORT CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF GOAl OAT N-TERMINAL REGION 19 COMPLEX WITH ABEl GTE FORM 

1J2X A B 2 TRANSCRIPTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF RAP74 C-TERMINAL DOMAIN COMPLEXES WITH FCF1 C-TERMINAL PEPTIDE 

1.134 A C 1.55 PROTEIN BINDINGIBLOOD CLOTTING CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF MG(II)-AND CA(II)-BOUNO DLX DOMAIN OF FACTOR IS COMPLETED WITh BINDING PROTEIN 

IJ4X A 5 2.75 HYDROLASE HUMAN 0111-RELATED DUAL-SPECIFICITY PHOSPHATASE C124S MUTANT- PEPTIDE COMPLEX 

1.171 A B 1,8 HYDROLASE STRUCTURE OF THE EXTRACELLULAR ASPARTTC PROTEINASE FROM CANDIDA TROPICAUS YEAST. 

liON A B 1.9 APOPTOSIS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OFEIAP1-BIR2IGRIM 

1.1011 A B 1.9 TRANSCRIPTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF BETA-CATENIN AND NTCF-4 

IJRT 
1.1153 

A 
A 

B 
C 

1.2 
2,1 

COMPLEX PEPTIDE TRANSPORTIPEPTIOEI 
TRANSFERASE 

OUGO-PEPTIDE BINDING PROTEIN (OPPA) COMPLETED WITH KAK 
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF L-ISOASPARTYL (D-ASPARTYL) 0- METHILTRANSFERASE WITH ADENOSINE & AYP)ISP(IIA SUBSTRATE 

1.164 A B 2,3 NEUROPEPTIEE DES 1-6 BOVINE NEAROPI8YSIN II COMPLEX WITH VASOPRESSIN C 
IJMT A B 22 NBA BINDING PROTEIN X-RAY STRUCTURE OF A CORE U2AFE5IU2AF35 HETERODIMER 

x 
Di 
PR 
C- 



Appendix 13.1: Table of the 258 protein-peptide complexes used in the analysis of the ProPep database. 3 of 6 

Complexes highlighted in yellow are proteins with domains that contain proline-rich recognition motifs. 

IL  1 Class Title 
IL 0 

1J0T A B 2.2 LECTTN STRUCTURE OF THE LECTIN MPA COMPLEXES WITH 1-ANTIGEN DISACCHARIDE 

IJRR A P 1.6 PEPTIDE BINDING PROTEIN HUMAN PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR INHIBITOR-2.1LOOP REAR) DELEITONMUTAN11 COMPLEXES WITH PEPTIDE MIMICKING THE REACTIVE CENTER LOOP 

IJWB A B 1.93 SUGAR BINDING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX OF COACANAVALIN A AND HEXAPEP1TEE 

1.501 A C 2.2 COMPLEX OF VIRAL PROTEINS RU STRAIN HEPATITIS C VIRUS (ACA) NS3-NS4A 

lIAR A L 1.55 SIGNALING PROTEIN XRAY STRUCTURE OF GR82 SH2 DOMAIN COMPLEXED WITH A PHOSPHORYL.NTED PEPTIDE 

IK3A A B 2.1 TRANSFERASE STRUCTURE OF THE INSUUN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR 1 RECEPTOR KINASE 

1K5N A C ION IMMUNE SYSTEM HLA-R27SN BOUND TONONA-PEPT1DEIBI 

I1(81) A P 2.3 IMMUNE SYSTEM CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE NON-CLASSICAL MAC CLASS lB QA-2 COMPLEXED WITH A SELF PEPTIDE 

IRAP P I 1.54 ZINC METALLOPROTEASE THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE ALKALINE PROTEASE OF PSEUDOMONASAERSGINOSA A TWO.DOMAIN PROTEIN WITH A CALCIUM BINDING PARALLEL BETA ROLL MOTIF 

IKHQ A I 1.6 RYDROLASE ORTHORAOMBIC FORM OFPAPAINJZLFG-OAM COVALENT COMPLEX 

lULL A E 2.3 MEMBRANE PROTEIN THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEXINISNARE COMPLEX 

IIIJM A P 2.35 IMMUNE SYSTEM TAP.A-ASSOCLNTED RAT MAC CLASS I MOLECULE 

IKLV A P 1.48 IMMUNE SYSTEM TAP-H-ASSOCIATED RUT MHC CLASS I MOLECULE 

TKJY A B 2.7 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HUMAN G)ALPAA)I1 BOUND TO THE GOLGCO MOTIF OF RGSI4 

1661 B A 1.9 PLANT PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF RACEMIC DL-MONEWN IN P-I 

IKUG A 8 1.37 HYDROIASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A TAIWAN I-LABS VENOM METALLOPROTEINASE COMPLEXES WITH ITS ENDOGENOUS INHIBITOR PENS 

IKYF A P 1.22 ENDOCYTOSISIEXOCYTOSIS AP-2 CLATHRIN ADAPTOR ALPHA-APPENDAGE IN COMPLEX WITH EPSID DPF PEPTIDE 

1LUA A B 2.9 SIGNALING PROTEIN DOWNSTREAM REGULATOR TANK BINDS TO THE CD40 RECOGNITION SITE ON TRAF3 

HUMAN ESTROGEN RECEPTOR ALPHA LIGAND-BINDING00MAIA IN COMPLEX WITH R,R)-5.II-CIS.DIETHYL-5.6.II.12- TETRHHYDROCHRYSENE-2,8-0I01L ANDA GLUCOCORTICOID 
1121 A C 195 TRANSCRIPTION RECEPTORICOACTNATOR 

RECEPTOR INTERACTING PROTEIN 1 NR BOX 11 PEPTIDE 

ILBX A 8 1.65 IMMUNE SYSTEM PC FRAGMENT OF RITUXIIIAB BOUND TO H MINIMIZED VERSION OF THE B-DOMAIN FROM PROTEIN A CALLED Z34C 

1L86 A 5 1.8 SIGNALING PROTEIN TRAF6-CD40 COMPLEX 

ILEW A B 2.3 TRUNSFERASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF MAP KINASE P38 COMPLEXED TO THE DOCKING SITE ON ITS NUCLEAR SUBSTRATE MEF2H 

1LE2 A P 1.35 IMMUNE SYSTEM 1.355 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF H-2EB COMPLEXES WITH THE ONYSPYAL PEPTIDE 

111(11 A B 1 COMPLEX (TYROSINE KINASEJPEPTIOE) HUMAN P56-ICK TYROSINE KINASE S112 DOMAIN IN COMPLEX WITH THE PHOSPHOTYROSYL PEPTIDE AC-PTYR-GLU-GLU4LE (PYEEI PEPTISE) 

11-M8 V H lAD TRANSCRIPTION STRUCTURE OF A AIF-1A-PXH1--ULONGINB-ELONGINC COMPLEX 

ILOP A 6 1.8 COMPLEX ISOMERASEJPEPTIDE) CYCLOPAILIN A COMPLEXES WITH SUCCINYL-ALA-PRO-ALA-P-NITROANILIDE 

1LOV A C 1.6 BLOOD CLOTTING CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE ENDOTHELLAL PROTEIN C RECEPTOR WITH PHOSFAOUPID IN THE GROOVE IN COMPLEX WITH GLA DOMAIN OF PROTEIN C. 

ILVB A C 2.2 VIBUSNIRAL PROTEIN CATALYTICALLY INACTIVE TOBACCO ETCH VIRUS PROTEASE COMPLEXES WITH SUBSTRATA 

IMIG A B 2.2 TRANSFERHSE TETRAHYMENA GCND WITH BOUND BISUASTRATE ANALOG INHIBITOR 

IM2Z A 8 25 HORMONEIHORMONEACT1VATOR 

11485 H B IRS CELL CYCLE PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF MLCIP ROUND TO 102 OF ITY02P, A CLASSY MYOSIN 

1M72 H 5 2.3 HYDROLA5E CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF CUSPASU-1 FROM SP050PTERA PRUGIPERDA 

IM7E A 5 2.10 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE PHOSPHOTYROSINE BINDING DOMAIN)PTB) OF MOUSE DISABLED 2(DAB2)IMPUcAT1ONS FOR REELING SIGNAUNG 

1MH3 A B 2 PROTEIN BINDING, TRANSCRIPTION STRUCTURE OF A SIR2 ENZYME BOUND TO AN ACETYLATED 753 PEPTIDE 

STRUCTURE-BASED DESIGN OF POTENT AND SELECTIVE INHIBITORS OF PHOSPHOUPASE A2 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX FORMED BETWEEN PHOSHOLIPASE AD 
IMF4 A B 1 B HYDRO LASE LA FROM NAJA NAJA SAGI11TFERA ANDA DESIGNED PEPTIDE INHIBITOR AT IRA RESOLUTION 

1MPG A B 1.25 SIGNALING PROTEIN THE STRUCTURE OF ERBIN PDZ DOMAIN ROUND TO THE CARBOXY- TERMINAL TAIL OF THE ERB82 RECEPTOR 

1MHC S F 2.1 HISTOCOMPATIBILITY ANTIGEN/PEPTIDE MODEL OF MAC CLASS I H2-M3 WITH NONAPEPTIDE FROM RAT NDT REFINED AT 2.3 ANGSTROMS RESOLUTION 

1MG B A 1.8 STRUCTURAL PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF AN INTEGRIN BETA3-TAUN CHIMERA 

IMTP A B 1.5 STRUCTURAL GENOMICS THE X-RAY CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A SSRPIH FROM A TAERMOPHIUC PROKARYOTE 

1MP9 A B 1.9 TRANSCRIPTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN RXR ALPHA LIGAND BINDING DOMAIN BOUND TO THE EICOSANOID DHA IDOCOSA HEXAENOIC ACID) AND A COACTIVATOR PEPTIDE 

IMUE A B I.? METAL BINDING PROTEIN STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX OF CALMODULIN WITH THE TARGET SEQUENCE OF CAMEl 

TMZW A B 2 ISOMEPASS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A U4IUH SNRNP COMPLEX BETWEEN HUMAN SPLICEOSOMAL CYCLOP1IIUN H ANDA U4IU6AOR PEPTIDE 
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Class Title 

180W A B 1,7 GENE REGULATTONIANTITUMORPROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OFARADN1-BRCA2BRC REPEAT COMPLEX 

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE PAPE (N-TERMINAL-DELETED) PILLS SUBUNIT BOUND TO A PEPTIDE CORRESPONDING TO THE N-TERMINAL EXTENSION OF THE PAPK PILES SUBUNIT 
1812 C 9 187 CHAPERONE RESIDUES I-Il) FROM UROFATHOGENIC E. COU 

1N5Z B 0 2,7 PROTEIN TRANSPORT COMPLEX STRUCTURE OF PEX13P SH3 DOMAIN WITH A PEPTIDE OF PEXI4P 

1N7F B D 1,8 PROTEIN BINDING CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE SIXTH FOX DOMAIN OF GIAF1 IN COMPLEX WITH UFRIN C-TERIWI4AL PEPTIDE 

INEX S F 2.7 UGNSE, CELL CYCLE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SCSKPI-SCCDC4-CPS PEPTIDE COMPLEX 

18KM A C 2.7 HYDROLASE COMPLEX STRUCTURE OPHCMV PROTEASE AND AFEPTTDOMIAETICINHIBITOR 

INLN A 8 1,6 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HUMAN ADENOATRUS 2 FROTEINASE WITH ITS Ii AMINO HOD COFACTOR AT 1.6 ANGSTROM RESOLUTION 

INLT A B 2.7 PROTEIN TRANSPORT THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HSP40 YDJI 

1807 A B 1.5 TRANSCRIPTION CHARACTERIZATION OF UGANDS FOR THE ORPHAN NUCLEAR RECEPTOR RORBETA 

INRL A C 2 TRANSCRIPTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN FXR-LBD IN COMPLEX WITH AN SRC-1 COACTIVATOR PEPTIDE AND SR12813 

1104 A B 1.5 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE DISABLED-1 (SARI) PTA DOMAIN-APOER2 PEPTIDE COMPLEX 

IRAN A B 1,8 TRANSFERASE THE COMPLEX STRUCTURE OF CHECKPOINT KINASE CHK1ISTAUROSPORINE 

106L A C 1.6 TRANSFERASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF AN ACTIVATEDAKT(PROTEIN KINASE B IPKB-PIF CHIMERA) TERNARY COMPLEX WITH AMP-P1IPAND GSK3 PEPTIDE 

1095 A P 2.3 PROTEIN BINDING STRUCTURAL VIEW OF A FUNGAL TOXIN ACTING ON A 14-3-3 REGULATORY COMPLEX 

IONS A 6 2.4 KINASE GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE KINASE 3 BETA COMPLEXEOWITH 43-IN PEPTIDE 

10AI A B 1 NUCLEAR TRANSPORT COMPLEX BETWEEN TAP ERA DOMAIN AND FXFG NUCI,EOPORIN PEPTIDE 

TORY A B 1,35 ADHESION(COMPLEX CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX OF PSZ2 OF SYNTERIN WITH AN INTERI.EUKIN 5 RECEPTORALPHA PEPTIDE. 

bAR A B 2.2 HYDROLASE STRUCTURE OF CDC14B PHOSPI40TASE WITH A PEPTIDE LIGAND 

IOJB A B 2.2 TRANSCRIPTIONAL COACTIVATOR CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE NOD-Al FAD-B DOMAIN BOUND TO THE STATE TRENSACTIVA11ON DOMAIN LXXLL MOTIF 

1097 B C 1,65 TRANSFERASE A CONSERVED PROTEIN BINDING-SITE ON BACTERIAL SLIDING CLAMPS 

IDLE A B 2.5 C0MPLEX(KINASEICELL DIVISION PROTEIN) STRUCTURE OF AURORA-A 122-453, PROSPHORYLATED ON ThR287, THR288AND BOUND TO TPU2 1-43 

1080 A P 2,5 PROTEIN TRANSPORT, SIGNALING PROTEIN STRUCTURE OF THE GOAT-APPENDAGE IN COMPLEX WITH THE P58 BINDING PEPTIDE 

10851 A B 2.64 TRANSFERASE STRUCTURE OF THE PREDOMINANT PROTEIN ARGININE METHYLTRANUFERASE P96511 

1OU8 A C 1.6 TRANSPORT PROTEIN STRUCTURE OF AN AflJ+ PROTEASE DELIVERY PROTEIN IN COMPLEX WITH A PEPTIDE DEGRADATION TAG 

IOWB C F 2,35 TRANSFERASE PAXILUN 034 MOTIF BOUND TO THE FOCAL ADHESION TARGETING (FAT) DOMAIN OF THE FOCAL ADHESION KINASE 

P16 B 5 2.7 TRANSFERASE STRUCTURE OF AN MRNA CAPPING ENZYME BOUND TO THE PHOSPHORYLATED CARBOXYL-TERMINAL DOMAIN OF 8546 POLYMERASE II 

1652 H C 2.95 SIGNALING PROTEIN STRUCTURE OF A BETA-TRCPI-DYF1-BETA-CATERIN COMPLEX DESTRUCTION MOTIF BINDING AND LYSINE SPECIFICITY ON THE SCFBETA-TRCPI UBIDUI11N UGASE 

IP4N V B 1,9 LIGAXE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF WEISSELLA VINIDESCENS FEMS:UOF-MURNAC- PENTUPEPITSE COMPLEX 

1P7W A B 1,52 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX OF PROTEIIIASE K WITH A DESIGNED HEPTAPEPTTDE INHIBITOR PRO-ALA-PRO-PHE-ALA-SER-ALA AT ATOMIC RESOLUTION 

1855 A P 2,59 TRANSFERASE STRUCTURAL BASIS FORTES PRODUCT SPECIFICITY OF HISTONE LYSINE METHALTRANSFERASES 

IPFB A B 1.4 PEPTIDE BINDING PROTEIN STRUCTURAL BASIS FOR SPECIFIC BINDING OF POLYCOMB CHROMODOMAIN TO HISTONE A3 METHYLATEDAT 027 

1PPI E I 1.7 HVDROLNSE(ACID FROTEII6ASE) CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF TRARSITTOIASTATE MIMICS BOUND TO PENICILLOPEPSIN PHOSPHORUS-CONTAINING PEPTIDE ANALOGUES 

1P01 A B 1.65 APOPTOSIS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF BCL-XLIRIM 

1PSA A I 2.9 HVDROLADE(ACID PROTEINASE) STRUCTURE OF 	PEPSIN(SIASH)RENIN INHIBITOR COMPLEX REVEALS A NOVEL CRYSTAL PACKING INDUCES BY MINOR CHEMICAL ALTERATIONS IN THE INHIBITOR 

PVC 4 5 2.4 VIRUS REFINEMENT OF THE SABIN STRAIN OF 'TYPE 3 POLIOVIRUS AT 2,4 ANGSTROMS AND THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF ITS VAREANTSAT 2,9 ANGSTROMS RESOLUTION 

1PZL A B 2,1 TRANSCRIPTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HNF4A LBS IN COMPLEX WITH THE UGANU AND THE COACTIVATOR SAC-I PEPTIDE 

101A H B 1.5 GENE REGULATION STRUCTURE OF THE YEAST HST2 PROTEIN DEACE'TYLASE IN TERNARY COMPLEX WITH 2-0-ACETYL ASP RIBOSE AND HISTONE PEPTIDE 

103L A P 1.84 STRUCTURAL PROTEIN CHROMODOMAIN OF API COMPLEXED WITH HISTONE H3 TAIL CONTAINING MONOME'THYLLYSINE 9- 

103P A C 2.25 PEPTIDE BINDING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE SHANK PDZ-LIGAND COMPLEX REVEALS A CLASS I PDX INTERACTION ANDA NOVEL PDZ-POZ DIMERIZAT1ON 

IOCB B 5 2,6 CELL MOTILITY EVH1 DOMAIN FROM ENM(ASF-UKE PROTEIN IN COMPLEX WITH ACTA PEPTTEE 

1056 C H 2.1 MEMBRANE PROTEIN OUTER MEMBRANE PHOSPHOUPUSE A FROM ESCHERICIILN CDLI 

IQJB A 0 2 COMPLEX (SIGNAL TRENUDUCT1ON/PEP1'IDE) 14-3-3ZETNPHOSPHOPEPTGIE COMPLEX (MODE 11 

IOJJ A B 1.85 HYDROI,AXE(METALLOPROTEIT4ASE) STRUCTURE OF ASTACIN WITH A I-TYDROILNMIC ACID INHIBITOR 
CR40-STRUCTURE OF THE PARACOCCUS DENITRIFICANS FOUR-SUBUNIT CYTOCHROIE C OXIDRSE IN THE COMPLETELY OXIDIZED STATE COMPLEXES WITH AN ANTIBODY FR 

iDLE C 5 3 COMPLEX (OXIDOREDUCTASEIANTIBOOY) FRAGMENT 
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1 Class Title 

TQLS A (1 2.3 COMPLEX (UGANDIANNEXIN) S100C (SIOOAII).OR CALGIZZARIN, IN COMPLEX WITH ANNEXIN I N-TERMINUS 

IQMZ C F 2.2 COMPLEX (PROTEIN KINASEJCYCUN) PHOSPHORYLATED CDK2-CYCLYINA-SUBSTRATE PEPTIDE COMPLEX 

lONG A 0 2.1 COMPLEX )ISOMERASEAMMUNOSUPPRESSAN1') PLASMODIUM FALCIPARLJM CYCLOPHIUN COMPLEXED WITH CYCLOSPORIN A 

1003 A P 2.3 COMPLEX (NB RECEPTOR/MAC CLASS ) COMPLEX BETWEEN AR CELL RECEPTOR LY49A AND ITS MI/C CLASS I UGAND H-250 

IQRP E I 1.96 HYDROLASE/HYDROLASE INHIBITOR HUMAN PEPSIN 3A IN COMPLEX WITH A PHOSPI/ONATE INHIBITOR IVA- VAL-VAL.LEU)PHO) PHEALA-ALA-OME 

lOTS A B 1.65 SIGNALING PROTEIN THE 1.65 ANGSTROM STRUCTURE OF CALAIODUUN 9520 PEPTIDE COMPLEX 

IQXA A B 2.5 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SORTASE B COMPLETED WITH GLY3 

1052 A 0 3 ISOMERADU/C/IAPERONE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF FKBP52 C-TERMINAL DOMAIN COMPLEX WITH THE C-TERMINAL PEPTIDE AR/DAD OF ESPRO 

1R17 B D 1.86 CULL ADHESION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF S.EPIDERMIDIS ADHESIN SD/RE BINDING TO FIBRINOGEN (ADHESIN-LIGAND COMPLEX) 

TRIO A C 1,8 PEPTIDE BINDING PROTEIN STRUCTURAL BASIS FOR DIFFERENTIAL RECOGNITION OF TYROSINE PHOSPHORYLATED SITES IN THE UNKER FORACT1VATION OFT CELLS (LAI) BY THE ADAPTOR PROTEIN DADS 

IRDO U I 1.26 TRANSFERASE/TRANSFERASE INHIBITOR HYDROLYSIS OF ATP IN THE CRYSTAL OF Y254A MUTANT OF CAMP- DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE 

IRFF A C 1.7 HYDROLASE52NA CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HUMAN TYROSYL-DNA FHOSPHOOIESTERASE COMPLETED WITH VANADATE, OCTAPEP110E KLNYYOPR, AND IETRANLICLEO11DE AGTT. 

TRKG A C 1,9 HORMONE/GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE RAT VT/ARAB D RECEPTOR UGAND BINDING DOMAIN COMPLEXEDWITH 2MBISPANDA SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE CONTAINING THE NRE BOX OF DRIP 205 

1RXZ A B 2 REPLICATION C-TERMINAL REGION OF A. FULGIDUS FEN-1 COMPLEXED WITH A. FULGIDUS FCNA 

IRZX A 8 2.1 CELL CYCLE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A PAR-6 PDZ-PEPTIDE COMPLEX 

1S26 A 8 2 FIVOROLASE STRUCTURE OF SCP-BA MEMBER OF THE EQOUSIN FAMILY OF PEPTIDASES IRA COMPLEX WITH V TRIPEP1TEE ALA-/LB-HIS 

1S4V B D 2 HYDROLASE THE 2.0 A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE NOEL-TAILED C'YSTEINE ENDOPEPTTDASE FUNCTIONING IN PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH OF RICINUS COMMUNIS ENDOSPERM 

1S5P A B 1.96 HYDROLASE STRUCTURE AND SUBSTRATE BINDING PROPERTIES OF COBB. U SIRE HOMOLOG PROTEIN EEACET'YLASE FROM ESCHERICLR COU. 

1S8C A B 2 TRANSPORT PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX BETWEEN ECHIPI AND KV4.2 Ni-30 

INACTIVATION OF SUBTILISIN CARLSBERG BY N-ITERT-BUTOXYCARBONYL-ALANYL-PROLYL-PHE1YYLALANYL(- O-BENZOYL RYDROXYLAMINE FORMATION OF COVALENT ENZYME-ON 
E I 1.9 COMPLEX(UERINE PROTEINASBINHIBITOR) 

( INHIBITOR 	IN THE FORM OF U CARBAMATE DERIVATIVE 

ISNO A B 1.75 APOPTOSIS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF DRIFt BIR1 BOUND TO V GRIM PEPTIDE 

ISEM A C 2 SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION PROTEIN STRUCTURAL DETERMINANTS OF PEPTIDE-BINDING ORIENTATION AND OF SEQUENCE SPECIFICITY IN SH3 DOMAINS 

15/RI A B 1.5 PHOSP/IOTRANSFERASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE PAOSPAOTYROSINE RECOGNITION DOMAIN SAD OF V-SRC COMPLEXED WITH TYROSINE-PHOSPHORYLATED PEPTIDES 

150Z A D 2.4 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF DEGS PROTEASE IN COMPLEX WITH AN ACTIVATING PEPTIDE 

1SOK A B 2.5 STRUCTURAL PROTEIN/PROTEIN RINGING CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF CIBOULOT IN COMPLEX WITH SKELETALACTIN 

ISUA A C 2.1 COMPLEX (HYDROLASEIPEPTIDE) SUBTIUSIN BFN' 

ISAZ A C 1.96 IMMUNE SYSTEM CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE SINGLE-Cl-LAIN IV FRAGMENT 1696 IN COMPLEX WITH THE EFITOPE PEPTIDE CORRESPONDING TO N- TERMINUS OF HIV-2 PROTEASE 

1SZA B Z 2.2 TRANSCRIPTION THE RNA POLYMERASU II CTS IN MARE PROCESSING BETA-TURN RECOGNITION AND BETA-SPIRAL MODEL 

1T01 A B 2.06 CELL ADHESION, STRUCTURAL PROTEIN STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN 

TTSJ B C 2 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A COMPLEX BETWEEN VOLTAGE-GATED CALCIUM CHANNEL BETA2A SUBUNIT ANDA PEPTIDE OF THE ALPHAIC SUBUNIT 

IT15 A 9 1.85 ANT/TUMOR PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE BRCAI BRCT DOMAINS IN COMPLEX WITH THE PHOSPHORYLATED INTERACTING REGION FROM EACHI HEUCASE 

1Y4F H P 1.9 LIG.NSE STRUCTURE OF HUMAN MDM2 IN COMPLEX WITH VA OPTIMIZED P53 PEPTIDE 

1TE0 A B 2 VIRUSNIRAL PROTEIN NUCLEOCAPSID-BINDING DOMAIN OF THE MEASLES VIRUS P PROTEIN (AMINO ACIDS 457-507) IN COMPLEX WITH AMINOACIOS 465605 OF THE MEASLES VIRUS N PROTEIN 

TT7R A B 1.4 HORMONE/GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE ANDROGEN RECEPTOR UGAND BINDING DOMAIN IN COMPLEX WITH U FXXLF MOTIF 

ITFC A C 2,4 TRANSCRIPTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE UGANS-SINDING DOMAIN OF THE ESTROGEN-RELATED RECEPTOR GAMMA IN COMPLEX WITH A STEROID RECEPTOR COACTIVATOR-T PEPTIDE 

ITHE B S 1.5 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF RECOMBINANT RAT CATHEPSIN BAND A CATHEPSIN B-INHIBITOR COMPLEX IMPLICATIONS FOR STRUCTURE-BASED INHIBITOR DESIGN 

ITK2 H Y 1,54 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEX FORMED BETWEEN ALKALINE PROTEINASE SAV1NASU AND GRAMICIDIN SAT iSA RESOLUTION 

1TK4 A 9 1.1 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF RUSSELLS VIPER PHOSPHOUPASE 62/N COMPLEX WITH A SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TETRAPEPT1DE ALA-ILE-ARG-SEN AT 11 A RESOLUTION 

1TL9 A A 1.8 HYDROLASE HIGH RESOLUTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF CALPAIN I PROTEASE CORE IN COMPLEX WITH LEUPEPTIN 

1115 B E 2.6 CELL CYCLE, LIGUSE STRUCTURE OF APPBF1-UBA3-//RCI2N26 U UNIQUE E1-E2 INTERACTION REQUIRES FOR OPTIMAL CONJUGATION OF THE IJBIQUITIN-1JEE PROTEIN NEDDR 

1TW6 B 5 171 INHIBITOR/APOPTOSIS STRUCTURE OF AN ML-IAPS/INP CHIMERA BOUND TO U AMER PEPTIDE DERIVED FROM SMAC 

1IWO A P 2.3 IMMUNE SYSTEM, MEMBRANE PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE C-TERMINAL PGN-BINDING DOMAIN OF HUMAN PGRP-LALPHA IN COMPLEX WITH PGNANALOG MUREMYL TRIPEPTIDE 

1UD0 A P 1.96 CHAPERONE HSCA SUBSTRATE BINDING DOMAIN COMPLETED WITH THE ISCU RECOGNITION PEPTIDE ELPPVKIHC 
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Class Title 
GliB A 8 1.88 REPLICATION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HPCMA BOUND TO RESIDUES 331-350 OF THE FLAP ENDONUCLEASE-I (PENT) 
IIJ8T A 5 1.5 SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF Cl/ST 013K Y106W ALONE AND IN COMPLEX WITH 	FUM PEPTIDE 
15SF A C 2.5 PROTEIN BINDINGYTRANSFERASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SORT PT'S DOMAIN COMPLEX 
IUGX A B 1.6 SUGAR BINDING PROTEIN CRY STALSTRUC1TJREOFJACALIN-M.ALPHA.T.ANTIGEN(GELBETA(T *GA OWCP COMPLEX  
1UHL A C 2,5 DNA BIASING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE LXRALFA-R.XRBETA LEO HETERODIMER 
IUJS A 5 1.7 SIGNALING PROTEIN/SIGNALING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF STANO SA3 DOMAIN IN COMPLEX WITH A GARY-DERIVED PEPTIDE 
IUJE A C 1.9 PROTEIN TRANSPORT/HYDROLASE VHS DOMAIN OF HUMAN GOAl COMPLEXES WITH C-TERMINAL PHOSPHOPEP1'IDE FROM RACE 
IUKA A B 2,35 TWANSFERASE STRUCTURAL BASIS FOR THE SELECTIVE INHIBITION OF JNK1 BY THE SCAFFOLDING PROTEIN JIPI AND SPE00I25 
TUBS A C 2.9 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE VMA1-DERIVED ENDORECLEASE WITH THE UGATED EXTEIN SEGMENT 

1UMW A 5 1.9 KINASE STRUCTURE OF 	HUMAN P11(1 POLO-BOX DOMAIFUPAOSPHOFEPTTOE COMPLEX 
TAPE A B 1,85 TRANSFSRHSE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF M025 IN COMPLEX WITH A C-TERMINAL PEPTIDE OF STRAD 
ILIRL A B 2.4 LECTTN/1O-DOMAIN N-TERMINAL DOMAIN OF SIALOADHESIR (MOUSE) IN COMPLEX WITH GLYCOPEPTIDE 
TUG H D 1.5 SAX DOMAIN/COMPLEX MORN/DUOS U113C IN COMPLEX WITH APE DERIVED PEPTIDE 
TART B C 17 ISOMERASE STRUCTURE OF E. COU CYCLOPHIUN B K TAXT MUTANT BOUND TO SUCCINYL-ALA-PRO-ALA-P-NITROANIUDE 
IVPP A T 1,9 GROWTH FACTOR/GROWTH FACTOR INHIBITOR COMPLEX BETWEEN VEGF AND A RECEPTOR BLOCKING PEPTIDE 
TIVWL D P 1.45 COMPLEX (BIOTIN-BINDING PROTEIN/PEPTIDE) STREPTAVIDIN-CYCLO-)5-S-VALERAMIDE-HPQGPPC(K-NH2 PA 3,5,1022 COMPLEX 
TART H E 2.6 IORTRANSPORT/COMPLEX BETAX SUBUNIT COMPLEXED WITH AID 
TRUE A C 1.48 SHX DOMAIN SAX DOMAIN OF P40PHOX COMPLEXEI) WITH C-TERMINAL POLYPROUNE REGION OF P47W/OX 

1 	BA W A C I. IMMUNE SYSTEM M CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF MURINE MAC CLASS I H-2 DEANS KB MOLECULES IN COMPLEX WWITHCTL EPITOPES FROM INFLUENZA A VIRUS IMPLICATIONS FOR ICR REPERTOIRE 
SELECTION AND IMMUR000MIAIANCE 

1WKR A I 1.3 HYDROLASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF ASPARTTC PROTEINASE FROM IRPES LAC'TUUS 
11(76 A C 22 TRANSCRIPTION CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF ESTROGEN RECEPTOR BETA COMFLEXED WITH WAYg7 
1XB7 A P 2.5 TRANSCRIPTION X-RAY STRUCTURE OF ERRALPNA 1.90 IN COMPLEX WITH A POC- TALPAA PEPTIDE AT 25A RESOLUTION 
IXHX A C 1,48 IMMUNE SYSTEM CONFORMATIONAL RESTRAINTS AND FLEXIBILITY OF 14-MERIC PEPTIDES IN COMPLEX WITH ALN-BTISOT 
IXOC 

00 
A B 1.55 TRANSPORT PROTEIN THE STRUCTURE OF THE OLIGOPEPTT5E-BIRDINO PROTEIN APPA FROM BACILLUS SUBTTUS IN COMPLEX WITH A NONAPEPTIDE. 

TXQX C F 2.07 ISOMERASE CTCLOPHILUN FROM TRYPANOSOMA CRUG BOUND TO CYCLOSPORIN A 
TUSH A 9 1.75 IRAASFERASE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A TERNARY COMPLEX OF THE METNYLTRHNSFEP.9SE SETH (ALSO KNOWN AS SET7I9) WITH  P53 PEPTIDE AND SEA 
TXUT A R 1.9 CYTOKINE, HORMONE/GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF APRIL BOUND TO TACI 
1Y2A C P 2.2 PROTEIN TRANSPORT STRUCTURE OF MAMMALIAN IMPORTIN BOUND TO THE NON-CLASSICAL PLSCRT-NLS 
IYCR A B 2.E COMPLEX (ONCOGENE PROTEIR/PEPTTDE) MONO BOUND TO THE TRANSACTTVATION DOMAIN OF P53 
I/TIP A P 1.8 IMMUNE SYSTEM IRA CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HLA-G 
IEJM B F 2.2 TRANSFERASEIDNA BINDING PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE F/HR DOMAIN OF MOUSE POLYNUCLEOTIDE KINASE IN COMPLEX WITH AN XRCC40ERIVED PHOSPHOPEPTIDE 
IYMT A 8 12 TRANSCRIPTION MOUSE SF-1 LUG 
TYT1 A I 22 COMPLEX (HYDROLNSEIPEPT1DE) S/V PROTEASE CRYSTALLIZED WITH PEPTIDE PRODUCT 
IYUC A C 1.9 TRANSCRIPTION REGULATION HUMAN NUCLEAR RECEPTOR LIVER RECEPTOR HOMOL000E-1, IRA-I, BOUND TO PHOUPHOUPIDARDA FRAGMENT OF HUMAN SAP 
IYVH A B 2,55 LIGASE,SIGNALIAG PROTSIN.IMMUNE SYSTEM CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE C-CBL TAB DOMAIN IN COMPLEX WITH THE UPS PTYR-618 PHOSPAOPEPTIDE 
IYWT B 0 2.4 SIGNALING PROTEIN/SE NOVO PROTEIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN SIGMA ISOFORM OF 14-5-3 IN COMPLEX WITH A MODE-1 PHOSPHOPEPT1DE 
1021 E S 1.8 HYDROLASE X-RAY CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A MUTANT RIBONUCLEASE S (FAANA) 
2811 B A 2.55 TRANSFERASE THE HUMAN PROTEIN KINASE FIM1 IN COMPLEX WITH ITS CONSENSUS PEPTIDE PIE/TIDE 
28PA 1 3 3 NACTERIOPAAOE FHIX174 COAT PROTEINS THE ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF THE SINGLE-STRANDED DNA BACTERIOPHAGE PHIX174 AND ITS FUNCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
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B.2. 	ProPep Database Tables 

PDB 

+--------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field 	 I Type 	 I Null  I  Key  I  Default I Extra 
-------------------------------------------------------------- --------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

I I 	PDBID 	 I 	varchar(5) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	 I 	I 
I 	Class 	I 	varchar(50) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 
Resolution 	I 	double(4,2) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 
ProChain 	I 	varchar(8) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	 I 

I 	PepChain 	I 	char(2) 	I 	 I 	 I 
I 	PepSeq 	I 	varchar(55) 	I 	I 	I 	 I 
Title 	 I 	varchar(100) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 

I 	Fam90 	I 	int(6) 	I 	YES 	I 	NULL 	I 
I 	Fam70 	I 	int(6) 	I 	YES 	I 	NULL 	I 
Fam50 	I 	int(6) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 

I 	ASA Comp Pro 	I 	double(8,2) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	ASA Comp Pep 	I 	double(8,2) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 
I 	ASA 

—
Solo—Pro 	I 	double(8,2) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 

I 	ASA Solo 	Pep 	I 	double(8,2) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 
I 	BSA Comp 	I 	double(8,2) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 
I 	Prob 	 I 	char(3) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
+--------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

PepAtom 

+-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I 	Field I 	Type I 	Null 	I Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 	I 
+-----------+-------------+------+-----+----------I--------+ 
PDBID I 	varchar(5)  I 	I PRI 	I 	 I 
AtomNo I 	varchar(6)  I 	I PRI 	I 	 I 	I 
PepChain I 	char(1) I 	I I 	 I 	I 

I AtomType  I 	varchar(4)  I 	YES 	I I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	X I 	double(6,3) I 	YES 	I I 	NULL 	I 	I 

Y I 	double(6,3)  I 	YES 	I I 	NULL 	I 	I 
Z 	 I double(6,3)  I 	YES 	I I 	NULL 	I 	I 
ResidueNo I 	varchar(6)  I 	I I 	 I 	I 

I ASA Comp 	I  double(7,3)  I 	YES I 	NULL 	 I 
ASA Solo 	I  double(7,3)  I 	YES 	I I 	NULL 	I 	I 

I 	VDWCN 	I int(3) I 	YES 	I I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	HB_CN I 	int(3) I 	YES 	I I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	Node 	I char(2) I 	YES 	I I 	NULL 	I 	I 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
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PepResidue 

+-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field 	I Type 	I Null  I Key I Default I Extra I 

--4- ---------------------4- -----4- ---------4- -------4- 

PDBID I 	varchar(5)  I I 	PRI 	I 
ResidueNo I 	varchar(6) I I 	PRI 	I 
PepChain I 	char(1) I 	PRI 	I 
IAminoAcid I 	char(3) I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 
AAType I 	char(3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
Phi I 	double(8,4)  I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 
Psi I 	double(8,4)  I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 
SStruc I 	varchar(8) YES I 	I 	NULL 
ASA Comp I 	double(6,2) YES I 	I 	NULL 
ASA Solo I 	double(6,2)  I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 
Contact I 	char(3) I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 

------------------------------------------------I- 

ProAtom 

+-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field 	I Type 	I Null I Key I  Default  I  Extra I 
4- -----------4- --------------4- -------4- ------4- ----------4- --------4- 

PDBID I 	varchar(5) I I 	PRI 	I 
AtomNo I 	varchar(6) I I 	PRI 	I 
ProChain I 	char(1) I I 	I 
AtomType I 	varchar(4) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
X I 	double(6,3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
Y I 	double(6,3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
Z I 	double(6,3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
ResidueNo I 	varchar(6)  I I 
ASA Comp I 	double(7,3)  I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
ASA Solo I 	double(7,3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
VDWCN I 	int(3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
HBCN I 	int(3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 
Node I 	char(2) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 

------------ ------------- ------- ---------------- ---------I- 

ProResidue 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
IField I 	Type 
-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+

I I 	Null I 	Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 	I 
+-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

PDBID I 	varchar(5) I I 	PRI 	I 	 I 
I 	ResidueNo  I 	varchar(6)  I I 	PRI 	II 
I 	ProChain  I 	char(1) I I 	PRI 	I 
I AminoAcid  I 	char(3) I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 
I AAType I 	char(3) I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 
ASA Comp I 	double(6,2)  I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 	I 

I ASA Solo I 	double(6,2)  I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
Contact I 	char(3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 

+-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
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PepProVDW 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
IField 
----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+

I I 	Type 	I 	Null 	I 	Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 	I 
+----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

I 	PDBID I 	varchar(5) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 
I 	ProAtom  I 	varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 
PepAtom I 	varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 

I 	Distance  I 	double(6,3) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 
+----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

PepProHB 

+-------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I 	Field 	I Type I 	Null 	I 	Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 	I 
+-------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

I 	PDBID 	I varchar(5)  I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 
I 	ProAtom 	I varchar(6) I 	I 	PRI 	I 	 I 
I 	ProAtomType 	I varchar(8) I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	PepAtom 	I varchar(6)  I 	I 	PRI 	II 	I 
I 	PepAtomType 	I  varchar(8) I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
HE Type 	I char(2) I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 

I 	Distance 	I double(6,3) I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
+-------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

PepHOHVDW 

+----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I 	Field I 	Type 	I 	Null 	I 	Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 	I 
+----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

PDBID I 	varchar(5) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 
I 	PepAtom  I 	varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	 I 	 I 
I 	HOHAtom  I 	varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 
Distance I 	double(6,3) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 

+----------+-------------+------+ -----+---------+-------+ 

PepHOHHB 

+------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I 	Field 	I Type 	I 	Null 	I 	Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 	I 
+------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

PDBID 	I varchar(5) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 
I 	PepAtom 	I varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	 I 
I 	DonAcc I 	varchar(8) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 
I 	Distance I 	double(6,3) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 

I 	WaterMolNo  I 	varchar(5) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 
+------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

ProHOHVDW 

+----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
Field I 	Type 	I 	Null 	I 	Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 

+----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I 	PDBID I 	varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	 I 
ProAtom I 	varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	 I 	 I 

I HOHAtom I 	varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 
Distance I 	double(6,3) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 

+----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
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ProHOHHB 

+------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I 	Field 	I Type 	I 	Null 	I 	Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 	I 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
IPDBID 	I 
------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+

I varchar(5) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	 I 
I 	ProAtom 	I varchar(6) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 

I 	DOnACC 	I varchar(8) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	Distance 	I double(6,3) 	I 	YES 	I 	I 	NULL 	 I 
I 	WaterMolNo 	I varchar(5) 	I 	I 	PRI 	I 	 I 
+------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

HOHAtom 

----------------------------------------------------------- 
I 	Field 	I Type I 	Null I 	Key 	I 	Default 	I 	Extra 
+------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

I 	PDBID 	I varchar(5) I I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 
I 	AtomNo 	I varchar(6)  I I 	PRI 	I 	I 	I 
I 	AtomType 	I varchar(4) I 	YES  I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 

I 	X 	 I double(6,3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	Y 	 I double(6,3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	Z 	 I double(6,3) I 	YES I 	I 	NULL 	I 	I 
I 	WaterMolNo 	I varchar(6) I I 	I 	I 	I 
+------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
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C. 	Appendix C: 	Raw Data from ProPep Analysis 

C. 1. 	Node Analysis Raw Data 

PEPTIDE 

Node 
Interface 
Nodes 

Total VdW 
Contacts 

Average VdW 
Contacts 

Total HB 
Contacts 

Average HB 
Contacts 

Ml 114 1089 1.525 0 0 
M2 765 1340 1.752 521 0.681 
M3 998 3238 3.245 587 0.588 
Al 778 1182 1.519 0 0 
Bl 816 1483 1.817 0 0 
Gl 674 1318 1.956 81 0.120 
G2 272 588 2.162 0 0 
Dl 376 867 2.306 55 0.146 
D2 687 1454 2,116 63 0.092 
D3 79 186 2.354 0 0 

191 431 2272 13 0.068 
E2 437 1096 2.508 80 0.183 
E3 130 333 2.562 60 0.462 
Zl 129 271 2.101 0 0 
Z2 159 402 2.528 54 0.340 
Z3 22 49 2.227 0 0 
Hi 66 262 3.970 47 0.712 
H2 80 244 3.050 56 0.700 
H3 105 327 3.114 62 0.591 

All Nodes 74781 161631 2.161 1679 0.225 

PROTEIN 

Node 
Interface 
Nodes 

Total VdW 
Contacts 

Average VdW 
Contacts 

Total HB 
Contacts 

Average HB 
Contacts 

Mi 679 818 1.205 0 0 
M2 692 974 1.408 407 0.588 
M3 1049 2953 2.815 478 0.456 
Al 800 991 1.239 0 0 
Bl 911 1364 1.497 0 0 
Gi 1095 1934 1.766 162 0.148 
62 333 534 - 1.604  0 0 
Dl 614 1283 2.090 130 0.212 
P2 1083 1932 1.784 126 0.116 
D3 66 106 1.606 0 0 
El 347 614 1.856 39 0.112 
E2 843 1726 2.047 174 0.206 
E3 273 741 2.714 136 0.498 
Zl 247 415 1.680 0 0 
Z2 328 651 1.985 89 0.271 
Z3 45 83 1.844 0 0 
Hi. 189 540 2.857 111 0.587 
H2 142 336 2.366 76 0.535 
H3 2181 5101 2.339 98 0.450 

All Nodes 99541 185351 1.8621 20261 0.204 

Table C.1 Raw Data for Node Analysis, Chapter 3, figure 3.2. 

The data is separated into two tables, one for peptide node and one for protein nodes. The 2nd  

column gives the total number of interface nodes. The 3rd  and 4" columns give the total count of 

VdW contacts and the average VdW contacts for each node (Total VdW Contacts/Interface 
Nodes). The 5' and 6' columns give the total count of HB contacts and the average HB contacts 
for each node (Total HB Contacts/Interface Nodes) 
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C.2. 	Amino Acid Composition Raw Data 

Residue 
Peptide Residues 

(ProPep) 
Protein Residues 

(ProPep) 
All Interface 

Residues (ProPep) 
Swiss 
Prot 

Difference in 
% Composition 

Count Count 
b 

 0/0 	

°' 
Count 

/0 Comp % 
a - d b - d c - d 

ALA 151 7.60 180 4.59 331 5.60 7.83 -0.23 -3.24 -2.23 

ARG 121 6.09 269 6.86 390 6.60 5.35 0.74 1.51 1.25 

ASN 62 1121 196 499 2581 436 4,18 -1.06 0.81 0.18 

ASP 78 3.93 213 5.43 291 4.92 5.32 -1.39 0.11 -0.40 

CYS 16 0.81 57 1.45 73 1.23 1.53 -0.72 -0.08 -0.30 

GLN 81 4.08 161 4.10 242 4.09 3.94 0.14 0.16 0.15 

GLU 106 42 

243 

6.17 

6.19 

_348 

353 

 5.89 

5.97 

6.3 

6.94 

-1.30 

-1.40 

-0.46 

-0.75 

-0.74 

-0.97 GLY 110 5.54 

HIS 55 2.77 133 3.39 188 318 228 0.49 1.11 0.90 

lIE 112 5.64 216 5.50 328 5.55 5.92 -0.28 -0.42 -0.37 

LEU 232 11.68 257 6.55 489 8.27 9.64 2.04 -3.09 -1.37 

LYS 100 5.03 213 5.43 313 5.30 5.93 -0.90 -0.50 -0.63 

MET 45 2.26 116 2.96 161 2.72 5.37 -3.11 -2.41 -2.65 

PHE 119 5.99 227 5.78 346 5.85 4.00 1.99 1.78 1.85 

PRO 154 7.751 120 3.06 274 4.64 4.83 2.92 -1.77 -0.19 

SER 114 5.74 241 6.14 355 6.01 6.85 -1.11 -0.71 -0.84 

THR 90 4.53 204 5.20 294 4.97 5.42 -0.89 -0.22 -0.45 

TRP 36 1.81 142 3.62 178 3.01 1.15 0.66 2.47 1.86 

TYR 91 4.58 283 7.21 374 6.33 3.06 1.52 4.15 3.27 

VAL 114 5.74 211 5.38 325 5.50 6.72 -0.98 -1.34 -1.22 

1987  39241  5911 

Table C.2. Raw Data for Amino Acid Composition Analysis, Chapter 3, figure 3.4. 

The 2nd  and 3 columns give the count and % composition of peptide interlace residues in the 
ProPep database. The 4' and 5th  columns give the count and % composition of protein interface 
residues in the ProPep database. The 6"  and 7th  columns give the count and % composition of all 
interface (peptide + protein) residues in the ProPep database. The 8" columns give the % 
composition of residues across all SwissProt protein sequences (Release 53.0 of UrtiProtKB/Swiss-
Prot - http://expasy.org/sprot/relnotes/re!stats.html) 3). The final three columns (9th  to 11  1h) give 
the difference in amino acid composition between peptide residues and SwissProt (9th),  protein 
residues and SwissProt (loth)  and all interlace residues and SwissProt (1 ith). 
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C.3. 	Raw Data - main-chain carbonyl contacts 

Secondary 
Structure 

Atom 
Type 

Amino 
Acid 

Residue 
Number 

Distance 
Amino 

 Acid 
Residue 
Number 

Other 0 ARG 143 3.559 NCA LYS 254 

Other 0 ARG 143 3.36 LYS 254 

Other 0 ARG 143 2.439 N ILE 255 

Other 0 1 	ARG 143 3.117 CA ILE 255 

Other 0 ARG 143 3.498 CB ILE 255 

13-sheet 0 THR 145 3.146 CB ALA 252 

a-helix 0 MET 147 3.6 CD1 LEU 126 

13-sheet 0 HIS 152 3.745 0 GLN 125 

13-sheet 0 HIS 152 3.255 CA LEU 126 

13-sheet 0 HIS 152 3.479 C LEU 126 

13-sheet 0 HIS 152 2.781 N GLY 127 

Other 0 LYS 154 3.795 CA GLU 124 

Other 0 LYS 154 3.737 C GLU 124 

Other 0 LYS 154 2.805 N GLN 125 

Other 0 LYS 154 3.669 CA GLN 125 

Other 0 LYS 154 3.551 0 GLN 125 

13-sheet 0 ARG 156 3.241 0 LEU 121 

13-sheet 0 ARG 156 3.194 CA ASP 122 

13-sheet 0 ARG 156 3.174 C ASP 122 

13-sheet 0 ARG 156 3.333 OD1 ASP 122 

13-sheet 0 ARG 156 2.682 N VAL 123 

13-sheet 0 ARG 156 3.566 CA VAL 123 

13-sheet 0 ARG 156 3.716 C VAL 123 

13-sheet 0 ARG 156 3.142 0 VAL 123 

13-sheet 0 ILE 158 2.855 CA ASP 120 

13-sheet 0 ILE 158 3.295 C ASP 120 

13-sheet 0 ILE 158 3.284 CB ASP 120 

13-sheet 0 ILE 158 3.798 CG ASP 120 

13-sheet 0 ILE 158 3.585 OD1 ASP 120 

13-sheet 0 ILE 158 2.816 N LEU 121 

13-sheet 0 ILE 158 3.777 0 LEU 121 

Other 0 SER 160 3.725 CA ASP 97 

Other 0 SER 160 3.595 0 ASP 97 

Other 0 SER 160 3.468 CG ASP 97 

Other 0 SER 160 2.503 OD1 ASP 97 

Other 0 SER 160 3.65 CA LEU 118 

Other 0 SER 160 3.263 C LEU 118 

Other 0 SER 160 1 	3.626 0 LEU 118 

Other 0 SER 160 3.043 CB LEU 118 

Other 0 SER 160 3.312 N MET 119 

Table C.3. Contacts made by main-chain carbonyl atoms in the interaction between p21 (peptide) 
and PCNA(protein). The secondary structure of the peptide residue is shown in column 1 and 
highlighted by different colours; pink = alpha helix, blue = beta-sheet and green = other 
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secondary structure. Columns 2-4 give the peptide atom type, amino acid and residue number. 
Columns 6-8 give the protein atom type, amino acid and residue number. Column 5 gives the 

distance between the two atoms. The data is shown in chapter 3, section 3.3.1, figure 3.4, 

CA. 	Raw data - VdW contacts from ProPep for p2  /PCNA 

Atom 
No 

Atom 
Type 

Amino 
Acid 

Residue 
No Distance 

Atom 
No 

Atom 
Type 

Amino 
Acid 

Residue 
No 

4799 0 ARG 143 3.559 4777 CA LYS 254 
4799 0 ARG 143 3.36 4778 C LYS 254 
4796 N ARG 143 3.329 4793 CB ILE 255 
4798 C ARG 143 3.493 4789 N ILE 255 
4799 0 ARG 143 2.439 4789 N ILE 255 
4799 0 ARG 143 3.117 4790 CA ILE 255 
4799 0 ARG 143 3.498 4793 CB ILE 255 
4807 CG GLN 144 3.502 2926 CG2 VAL 45 
4808 CD GLN 144 1 	3.519 2925 CG1 VAL 45 
4809 OE1 GLN 144 3.724 2925 CG1 VAL 45 
4810 NE2 GLN 144 3.558 2925 CG1 VAL 45 
4809 OE1 GLN 144 3.729 4359 CS ALA 208 
4810 NE2 GLN 144 3.67 4765 C ALA 252 
4810 NE2 GLN 144 2.915 4766 0 ALA 252 
4810 NE2 GLN 144 3.581 4772 0 PRO 253 
4816 C THR 145 3.726 4767 CB ALA 252 
4817 0 THR 145 3.146 4767 CS ALA 252 
4819 OG1 THR 145 3.504 4767 CS ALA 252 
4814 N THR 145 3.385 4772 0 PRO 253 
4818 CB THR 

THR 

145 3.548 4772 0 PRO 253 
4819 OG1 1 	145 3.692 4769 N PRO 253 
4819 OG1 THR 145 3.777 4771 C PRO 253 
4819 OG1 THR 145 2.685 4772 0 PRO 253 
4819 OG1 THR 145 3.7 4775 CD PRO 253 
4820 CG2 THR 145 3.509 	1 4772 0 PRO 253 
1821 CA SER 146 3.308 2910 0 HIS 44 
4825 C SER 146 3.607 2910 0 HIS 44 
4827 CB SER 146 3.312 2910 0 HIS 44 
4831 N MET 147 1 	2.88 2910 0 HIS 44 
4835 CB MET 147 3.722 2910 0 HIS 44 
4836 CG MET 147 3.748 2922 C VAL 45 

36 CG MET 147 3.433 2923 0 VAL 45 
4834 0 MET 147 3.6 3671 CD1 LEU 126 
4837 SD MET 147 3.526 4588 CS PRO 234 
4837 SD MET 147 3.577 4589 CG PRO 234 
4837 SD MET 147 3.638 4744 CS TYR 250 
4838 CE MET 147 3.518 4744 CB TYR 250 

4846 CG2 THR 148 3.402 2880 CE MET 40 
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4865 CD2 PHE 150 3.223 4573 0 ASP 232 

4867 CE2 PHE 150 2.919 4573 0 ASP 232 

4863 CG PHE 150 3.649 4590 CD PRO 234 

4864 CD1 PHE 150 3.591 4589 CG PRO 234 

4868 CZ PHE 150 3.728 4775 CD PRO 253 

4874 CB TYR 151 3.644 	1 3677 0 GLY 127 

4878 CE1 TYR 151 3.613 3713 NE2 GLN 131 

4880 CZ TYR 151 3.612 3713 NE2 GLN 131 

4881 OH TYR 151 2.761 3713 NE2 GLN 131 

4887 0 HIS 152 3.745 1 	3656 0 GLN 125 

4887 0 HIS 1 	152 3.255 3666 CA LEU 126 

4887 0 HIS 152 3.479 3667 C LEU 126 

4887 0 HIS 152 2.781 3674 N GLY 127 

4901 CB SER 153 3.67 3648 CG GLU 124 

4901 CB SER 153 	1 3.306 3651 OE2 GLU 124 

4902 OG SER 153 3.194 3651 0E2 GLU 124 

4898 CA SER 153 3.218 3656 0 GLN 125 

4899 C SER 153 3.282 3656 0 GLN 125 

4898 CA SER 153 3.642 3672 CD2 LEU 126 

4901 CB SER 153 3.406 3672 CD2 LEU 126 

4908 0 LYS 154 1 	3.795 3644 CA GLU 124 

4908 0 LYS 154 3.737 3645 C GLU 124 

4905 N LYS 154 3.691 3655 C GLN 125 

4905 N LYS 154 2.558 3656 0 GLN 125 

4906 CA LYS 154 3.5 3656 0 GLN 125 

4907 C LYS 154 3.597 3653 N GLN 125 

4908 0 LYS 154 2.805 3653 N GLN 125 

4908 0 LYS 154 3.669 3654 CA GLN 125 

4908 0 LYS 154 3.551 3656 0 GLN 125 

4909 03 LYS 154 3.668 3656 0 GLN 125 

4923 CG ARG 155 3.162 3632 OD1 ASP 122 

4924 CD ARG 155 3.573 3632 OD1 ASP 122 

4927 NH1 ARG 155 3.201 3629 0 ASP 122 

4927 NH1 ARG 155 3.763 3632 OD1 ASP 122 

4919 CA ARG 155 3.317 3638 0 VAL 123 

4920 C ARG 155 3.417 3638 0 VAL 123 

4923 CG ARG 155 3.335 3638 0 VAL 123 

4927 NH1 ARG 155 3618 3638 0 VAL 123 

4919 CA ARG 155 3.751 3644 CA GLU 124 

4926 a ARG 155 3.744 3650 OE1 GLU 124 

4928 NH2 ARG 155 3.251 3649 CD GLU 124 

4928 NH2 ARG 155 2.718 3650 OE1 GLU 124 

4943 CZ ARG 156 3.507 2784 OD1 ASP 29 

4944 NH1 ARG 156 3.622 2783 CG ASP 29 

4944 NH1 ARG 1 	156 3.173 2784 OD1 ASP 29 

4944 NH1 ARG 156 3.313 2785 0D2 ASP 29 

4945 NH2 ARG 156 1 	2.951 1 	2784 1 OD1 I 	ASP 29 
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4938 0 ARG 156 3241 3620 0 LEU 121 
4938 0 ARG 156 3.194 3627 CA ASP 122 
4938 0 ARG 156 3.174 3628 C ASP 122 
4938 0 ARG 156 3.333 3632 OD1 ASP 122 
4935 N ARG 156 _3.546 3637 C VAL 123 
4935 N ARG 156 1 	2.637 3638 0 VAL 123 
4936 CA ARG 156 3.625 3638 0 VAL 123 
4937 C ARG 156 3.761 3638 0 VAL 123 
4938 0 ARG 156 2.682 3635 N VAL 123 
4938 0 ARG 156 3.566 3636 CA VAL 123 
4938 0 ARG 156 3.716 3637 C VAL 123 
4938 0 ARG 156 3.142 3638 0 VAL 123 
4941 CL) ARG 156 3.652 3658 CG GLN 125 
4944 NH1 ARG 156 3.534 1 	3659 CD GLN 125 
4944 NH1 ARG 156 3.171 3661 NE2 GLN 125 
4953 CA LEU 157 3.619 3620 0 LEU 121 
4954 C LEU 157 3.523 3620 0 1 	LEU 121 
4959 CD2 LEU 157 3.557 3631 CG ASP 122 
4959 CD2 LEU 157 3.461 3632 OD1 ASP 122 
4968 CD1 ILE 158 3.739 2760 SG CYS 27 
4967 CG2 ILE 158 3.493 3149 0 ALA 67 
4967 CG2 ILE 158 3.794 3161 N GLY 69 
4964 0 ILE 158 2.855 3609 CA ASP 120 
4964 0 ILE 158 3.295 3610 C ASP 120 
4964 0 ILE 158 3.284 3612 CB ASP 120 
4964 0 ILE 158 3.798 3613 CG ASP 120 

4964 0 ILE 158 3.585 3614 1 OD1 ASP 120 
4961 N ILE 158 3.737 3619 C LEU 121 
4961 N ILE 158 2.611 3620 0 LEU 121 
4962 CA ILE 158 3.421 3620 0 LEU 121 
4963 C ILE 158 3.797 3617 N LEU 121 
4964 0 ILE 158 2.816 3617 N LEU 121 
4954 0 ILE 158 3.777 3620 0 LEU 121 
4965 CB ILE 158 3.291 3620 0 LEU 121 
4966 CGI ILL 158 3.348 3620 0 LEU 121 
4971 CA PHE 159 3.2 3614 OD1 ASP 120 
4972 C PHE 159 3.515 3614 OD1 ASP 120 
4987 OG SER 160 3.752 3149 0 ALA 67 
4987 OG SER 160 1 	2.863 3161 N GLY 69 
4987 OG SER 160 3.654 3162 CA GLY 69 
4984 C SER 160 3.293 3421 OD1 ASP 97 
4985 0 SER 160 3.725 3416 CA ASP 97 
4985 0 SER 160 3.595 3418 0 ASP 97 
4985 0 SER 160 3.468 3420 CG ASP 97 
4985 0 SER 160 2.503 3421 1 OD1 ASP 97 
4984 C SER 160 3.799 3594 CB LEU 118 
4985 0 SER 160 3.65 3591 CA LEU 118 
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4985 0 SER 160 3.263 3592 C LEU 118 

4985 0 SER 160 3.626 3593 0 LEU 118 

4985 0 SER 160 3.043 3594 CB LEU 118 
4984 C SER 160 3.47 3599 N MET 119 
4984 C SER 160 3.655 3600 CA MET 119 
4984 C SER 160 1 	3.522 3601 C MET 119 
4984 C SER 160 3.499 3602 0 MET 119 
4985 0 SER 160 3.312 3599 N MET 119 

4987 OG SER 160 3.047 3602 0 MET 119 

4982 N SER 160 2.862 3614 OD1 ASP 120 
4984 C SER 1 	160 1 	3.75 1 	3614 1 OD1 ASP 120 

Table C.4. All VdW contacts between p21 and PCNA. Columns 1-4 and 6-9 give the atom 
number, atom type, amino acid and residue number of the peptide and protein atoms 
respectively. Column 5 gives the distance between the two atoms. Data is presented in chapter 3, 
section 3.4.1, figure 3.10. 

C.5. 	Raw data for hydrogen bond contacts for p21/PCNA 

PROTEIN PEPTIDE 

AtomType AminoAcid ResidueNo ResidueNo AminoAcid AtomType 

N GLY 127 152 HIS 0 
N GLN 125 154 LYS 0 

o GLN 125 154 LYS N 

OE1 GLU 124 155 ARG NH2 
OD1 ASP 29 156 ARG NH2 

N VAL 123 156 ARG 0 
o VAL 123 156 ARG N 
N LEU 121 158 ILE 0 
o LEU 121 158 ILE N 

N GLY 69 160 SER OG 

OD1 ASP 120 160 SER N 

Table C.5. Hydrogen bond contacts between the C-terminus of the p21 peptide and PCNA. 
Colums 1-3 give the atom type, amino acid and residue number of the protein (PCNA) atom, 
Columns 4-6 give the residue number, amino acid and atom type of the peptide (p2l) atom. Data 
is presented in chapter 3, section 3.4.1, figure 3.11. 
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C.6. 	Raw data for the visualisation of specific amino acid pictogram nodes 

PEPTIDE   PROTEIN  

Node Atom 
Type 

Amino - 
Acid 

Residue 
No 

Distance 
. Atom 

 Type 
Amino 
Acid 

Residue 
No 

E2 OE1 GLN 144 3.729 CB ALA 208 
E2 OE1 GLN 144 3.724 CG1 VAL 45 
E2 CE MET 147 3.518 CB TYR 250 
E2 CE2 PHE 150 2.919 0 ASP 232 
G2 CG2 THR 145 3.509 0 PRO 253 
G2 CG2 THR 148 3.402 CE MET 40 
G2 CG2 ILE - 158 3.493 0 ALA 67 
G2 CG2 ILE 158 3.794 N GLY 69 
Z2  ARG 155 3.744 OE1 GLU 124 
Z2 CZ ARG 1 	156 3.507 OD1 ASP 29 

Table C.6. Table showing the atom types in p2l that are part of the amino acid pictogram nodes 
E2, G2 and Z2. The atoms all form part of the protein-peptide interface. Column 1 gives the 
pictogram node. Columns 2-4 give the peptide atom type, amino acid and residue number. 
Columns 6-8 give the protein atom type, amino acid and residue number. Column 5 gives the 
distance that the two atoms are apart. Data is present in Chapter 3, section 3.4.2, figure 3.12. 

C.7. 	Raw data for water molecule at p21/PCNA interlace 

PEPTIDE  PROTEIN 
Residue 
Number 

Amino Acid 
Water Moll 

Number  
Amino 

 
Amino Acid 

Number 
143 ARG 282 LYS 254 

144 GLN 72 ALA 208 
144 GLN 72 LEU 251 
144 GLN 72 ALA 252 
144 GLN 72 LYS 254 
148 THR 219 HIS 44 

151 TYR 99 TYR 133 

151 TYR 99 PRO 234 

151 TYR 99 VAL 236 
151 TYR 99 TYR 250 
155 ARG 288 GLU 124 

Table C.7. Peptide and protein residues from p21/PCNA that are bridged via water molecules. 
Columns 1 & 2 give the peptide residue number and amino acid. Columns 4 & 5 give the protein 
residue number and amino acid. Column 3 gives the water molecule number that bridges the two 
residues. Data is presented in chapter 3, section 3.4.4, figure 3.14 & 3.15. 
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D. 	Appendix D: 	MySQL Queries 

The SQL queries used in the analysis of protein-peptide interfaces are listed here. 

Where a query was used directly to extract data to a text file the following echo 

command was used; 

cycfs$ echo "SELECT * FROM PepResidue WHERE PDBID = 'laxc'" I mysqi 
-u hardingsd -p simon > /usr/peopie/hardingsd/mysql/file name. txt 

The SQL is contained within the quotation marks. 

D. 1. 	Node Analysis Query 

SELECT A.Node, 
count(*) AS mt Nodes, 
SUM(A.VDWCN) AS Total VDW, 
AVG(A.VDWCN) AS Avg VdW, 
STD(A.VDWCN) AS SD VdW, 
SUM(A.HBCN) AS Total HB, 
AVG(A.HBCN) AS Avg_HB, 
STD(A.HBCN) AS SDHB, 
SUM (A.ASASo10-A.ASAComp) AS Total RSA, 
AVG (A.ASAS010-A.ASAComp) AS Avg RSA, 
STD (A.ASASo10-A.ASAComp) AS SD—RSA 
FROM PepAtom A, PDB P 

WHERE A.VDW_CN > 0 
AND A.PDBID = P.PDBID 
AND P.Prob = 'OK' 

GROUP BY A.Node 

SELECT A.Node,count(*) AS mt Nodes, 
SUM(A.VDWCN) AS Total VDW, 
AVG(A.VDWCN) AS Avg VdW, STD(A.VDWCN) AS SDVdW, 
SUM(A.HBCN) AS Total HB, 
AVG(A.HBCN) AS Avg_HB, STD(A.HBCN) AS SDHB, 
SUM(A.ASASo10-A.ASAComp) AS Total RSA, 
AVG (A.ASASo10-A.ASAComp) AS Avg RSA, 
STD (A.ASAS010-A.ASAComp) AS SD RSA 

FROM PepAtom A. PDB P, PepResidue R 
WHERE A.VDW CN > 0 AND A.PDBID = P.PDBID 

AND A.ResidueNo = R.ResidueNo 
AND A.PDBID = R,PDBID 
AND R.SStruc = '1' AND PProb = 'OK' 

GROUP BY A.Node; 
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Here, R. S St ruc can be assigned to whichever secondary structure required for the 

query. In this instance it is set as '1' for alpha helix. Set to '3' for beta sheet and '5' 

for other secondary structures. 

D.2. 	Amino Acid Composition 

SELECT R.AminoAcid, count(*) 
FROM PepResidue R, PDB P 
WHERE R.PDBID = P.PDBID AND P.Prob = 'OK' 

AND R.Contact = 'Y' AND R.AAType = 'N' 
GROUP BY R.AminoAcid; 

Residue Pairing Preferences 

SELECT RR.PDBID, RR.ResidueNo, RR.AininoAcid, 
PR.AminoAcid, PR.ResidueNo, RR.PDBID, COUNT(*) 

FROM ProAtom RA, ProResidue RR, PepAtom PA, PepResidue PR, 
PepPr0VDW I, PDB P 
WHERE I.PDBID = RA.PDBID AND I.ProAtom = RA.AtomNo 

AND RA.PDBID = RR.PDBID AND RA.ResidueNo = RR.ResidueNo 
AND I.PDBID = PA.PDBID AND I.PepAtom = PA.AtomNo 
AND PA.PDBID = PR.PDBID AND PA.ResidueNo = PR.ResidueNo 
AND I.Distance <= 3.8 
AND RR.AAType = 'N' AND PR.AAType = 'N' 
AND P.PDBID = RA.PDBID AND P.PDBID = PA.PDBID 
AND P.Prob = 'OK' 

GROUP BY RR.ResidueNo, PR.ResidueNo, RR.PDBID 
ORDER BY RR.ArninoAcid, PR.AminoAcid, RR.PDBID; 

ASA Analysis 

SELECT A.Node AS Node, count(*), 
AVG (A . ASA Solo-A. ASA Comp),  
STD (A.ASAS010-A.ASAComp) 

FROM PepAtom A, PDB P 
WHERE A.PDBID = P.PDBID AND P.Prob = 'OK' 

AND A.VDW_CN > 0 
GROUP BY A.Node 

SELECT A.AtornType, R.AminoAcid, 
AVG (A.ASA Solo), AVG(A.ASAC0mp), 
AVG (A.ASASo10-A.ASAComp), A.Node 

FROM PepAtom A. PepResidue R, PDB P 
WHERE P.PDBID = A.PDBID AND A.PDBID = R.PDBID 

AND A.ResidueNo = R.ResidueNo 
AND P.Prob = 'OK' AND A.Node IS NOT NULL 
AND A.VDW CN > 0 

GROUP BY A.AtoraType, R.AminoAcid; 
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E. 	Appendix E: 	LIDAEUS Setting 

E.1. 	LIDAEUS parameter files 

The following parameter files represent the default setting used for LIDAEUS 

screens. The LIDAEUS module is shown in bold type with brief explanation given 

after the # symbol. 

preen .dat 

lib /usr/epi c/swdev/1 i d++/al 1 .wl b 	 #library file location 

pose.dat 

jib /usr/epi c/swdev/1 i d++/al 1 . wi b 	 #library file location 
nmatch 4 #number of Vectors to match 
ftol 2 #tolerance multiplier for first vector 
dtoi 3 #tolerance multiplier for intermediate vectors 
1 tol 4 #tolerance multiplier for last vector 
resol 0.02 #base tolerance value 
sites pcna_si tes_v4 . ci u 	#location of site-point file 
colbit 1 c.3 #Which atom types will match to site-points with bit 1 set (ie +1) 
colbit 2 C.ar C.2 C.1 	#bit2(+2) 
colbit 3 0.2 0.3 O.co2 	#bit3(+4) 
colbit 4 0.3 N.am N.3 N.4 	#bit4(+8) 

score .dat 

lib /usr/epic/swdev/lid++/all ,wlb 	 #library file location 
colbit 1 c.3 	#Which atom types will match to site-points with bit 1 set (ie +1) 
colbit 2 C.ar C2 C.1 	#bit2(+2) 
colbit 3 0.2 0.3 0.co2 	#bit3(+4) 
colbit 4 0.3 N.am N.3 N.4 	#bit4(+8) 
minimise 1 	 #use energy minimisation, 1=yes O=no 
map hydrophobic 3 1.0 laxc_pcna_map_0.cnt 
#this map will be scored against all atoms that have bits 1,2 set (3 = 1 + 2) 
#and will contribute 1.0* its score to the final score 

map donor 4 1.0 laxc_pcna_map_1.cnt 
#this map will be scored against all atoms that have bits 3 set 
#and will contribute 1.0*  its score to the final score 

map acceptor 8 1.0 laxc_pcna_map_2.cnt 
#this map will be scored against all atoms that have bits 4 set 
#and will contribute 1.0*  its score to the final score 
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pip. dat 

lib /usr/epic/swdev/lid++/all .wlb 
pdb laxc_pcna. pdb 	#protein PDB file location 
rpi p 	 #reference PIP 

plPgate.dat 

lib /usr/epic/swdev/lid++/all .wlb 
pdb laxc_pcna. pdb 	#proteiri PDB file location 
rpi p 002701070004002s0203D000038005007c01038 
gateconatom 0.25 	#threshold score 

#library file location 

#library file location 

#reference PIP 

sort.dat 

lib /us r/epi c/swdev/1 I d++/al 1 .wl b 	 #library file location 
out resul ts. sdf 	 #name of results output file 
descend 	 #order in which to sort poses (ascend/ descend) 
interval 900 	 #frequency of writing to outfile 
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F. 	Appendix F: 	Assay Methods 

Ligand Binding - Radioligand binding assays were performed on intact cells 72 hrs 

after transfection of the GnRH receptor into COS-7 cells. Transfected cells in 12-well 

culture plates were washed once with PBS and then incubated with 1251-[His5D-

Tyr6]GnRFI (100,000 cpm/well) and various concentrations of unlabelled GnRH 

ligands (compounds) in 0.1% BSA-Hepes-DMEM for 4 hrs at 4°C. Non-specific 

binding was determined in the presence of 1 jiM unlabelled GnRH I. After 

incubation, the cells were washed twice with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (pH 

7.4) and solubilized in 0.5 ml of 0.1 M NaOH, and the radioactivity was counted by 

y-spectrometry. All experiments were performed in triplicate and repeated at least 

three times. 

Inositol Phosphate (IP) Hydrolysis - GnRH receptor transfected COS-7 cells were 

seeded onto 12 well plates. After 48 hrs, cells were labelled overnight with 1 

pCi/ml myo-D-[3H]inositol in inositol-free DMEM containing 1% dialyzed fetal calf 

serum. Before conducting PhI assay, the medium was removed. Cells were then 

preincubated with 0.5 ml buffer A (140 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, 8 mM glucose, 4 

mM KC1, 1 mM MgC12, 1mM CaC12, 1 mg/ml BSA) containing 10 mM LiCl at 37°C 

for 30 mm, followed by addition of GnRHs and/or the compounds for an additional 

30 mm. This was shown to be within the linear period of the assay. The stimulation 

was terminated by the removal of the medium and addition of 10 mM formic acid. 

The [3H]inositol phosphates were isolated from the formic acid extracts using 

Dowex AG 1X8 ion exchange resin and collected with 1 M ammonium formate 

containing 0.1 M formic acid and quantified by liquid scintillation counting. Assays 

were carried out in triplicate. 
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